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ABSTRACT

Australia has been extensively involved in space activities of
one sort or another since the 1950s. In many cases proiects undertaken
in Australia and Australian products have bccn at the very forefront of
international developments. But the Australian activity has always
been uneven and fitful. Opportunities have been lost and investments
wasted. We have lacked a national space policy capable of providing
coherence and dircrction.

Australia cannot afford this state of affairs. The costs of short-
term planning and of sectional perspectives and Programs are too
great. Space support for the Australian Dcfence Force will require
iignificant investment-initially for communications and signals
intelligence purposes and, later, perhaps, for surveillance. These

defenie prograrns should be coordinated closcly with Australia's civil
space capabilities and interests-to ensure that there is no unnecessary

duplication and that civil resources are used whenever practicable;

and that the dcfence investment contributes, wherever possible, to
national development. A viable space industry and infrastructure is
itsclf a mai:r defence asset.

The commercial oPPortunities of sPace will increase

significantly over the next couPle of decaades, and it is critical that
Australian industry and technology share in this growth-with due
consideration to national as well as commercial interests.

There are many complex and controversial issues involved in
the development of a national space policy designed to provide
cohcrence and direction to Australia's sPace activities. The

invesEnents required are sometimes enorrnous. Are the relevant
government authorities and private industry adequately equipped to
make the most-from the national perspective--out of their programs?
Have Australia's space defence and intelligence requirements been
adequately dcfined, and how might they best be satisficd? What are

the environmental implications of mapr Australian space proiects?

How might space''based sensors contribute to monitoring
environmental developments? What machinery might be instihrted
for coordinating and supporting Australia's various spacerelated
activities?



These issues can only be rerolved through a process of
informed national debate. In November l99' l the Strategic and
Defence Studies Centre at the Australian National University held a
mairr confercnce to foster this debate. This volume consists of the
revised and edited versions of the papers prepared for the conference.



canbera Papers on strategy anil Defence are a series of monograph

publications which arise ouf of the work of the Shategic and Defence

Studl"r Centre, Research School of Pacific Studies, The Australian
National university. Previous canberra Papns have covered topics

such as the relationship of the superpowers, arrns control at both the

superpower and Souiheast Asian regional level, regional strategic

relationships and major aspects of Australian dcfence policy. For a list

of those still available refer to the last pages of this volume'
Unless otherwise stated, publications of the Centre are

presented without endorsement as contributions to the public record

ind debate. Authors are responsible for thcir own analysis and

conclusions.
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PREFACE

Through the 1980s the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre
was engaged in a wide range of research projecb and public efforts to
determine the requirements of and the possibilities for a poshrre of
much greater self-reliance in the defence of Australia. The principal
conceptual theme of this activity was that self-reliance was a
practicable obiective, given the range of credible contingencies that
could be envisioned, but that its achievement required a national effort
involving the marshalling of significant elenrents of the civil
infrastmcture. On the one hand, it is wasteful of scarce resources to
duplicate within the Defunce establishment skills and capabilities
which are available in the civil community. Yet, on the other hand, the
civil community possesses numerous assets which if effectively
mobilised make the defence of Australia a feasible proposition. In
turn, of course, greater utilisation of and investment in the civil
community by the Defence establishment should contribute to the
enhancement of the civil infrastructure and national development
more generally.

The civil resourc€s of most relevance to this proposition
include the civil population ibelf, the skills and capabilities of which
can be utilised through various Reserve or militia arrangements; the
civil air, shipping and land transportation assets; civil communications
systems, including not just the AUSSAT and TELECOM national
systems but also an extensive architecture of other governrnent (e.9.

Police and State Emergency Service), commercial and private systems,
especially in northern Australia; logistic support senrices, such as food,
water and fuel supply, as well as servicing of equipment; mapping and
sensor systems which are widely available in the mineral exploration
and environmental monitoring sc.ctors; and the myriad of desig+
development, production, repair and maintenance capabilities with
which a healthy rnanufacturing and indushial infrastructure can
support a modern, relatively high terhnology defence force.

In 1990, the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre decided to
organise an international confcnence on Australia anil Space. Space is
very much an international activity. The end of the Cold War; the
extraordinary political changes in Eastem Europe and the
disintegration of the USS& the dynamism of the Asia/Pacific region;
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and the emcrging environmental challenges, each portend significant
reorientations in international space activities which inevitably have
implications for Australia.

But it had also become clear that more attention should be

focussed on Australia's space activities in the context of enhanced self-
reliance. The Defence establishment is heavily involvcd in space-

related activities, including the operation of pint U$Australian
satellite intelligence collection, early warning and communications
facilities. It has a requirement for space-related systems and
services-in areas such as communications, navigation, surveillance,
intclligence and command and control, and including the design and
production of equipment as well as operational support-which is

both large and growing. It had also become clear, however, that there
was little coordination between Australia's defence and intelligence
space programs and Australia's civil space capabilities and interests'
Indeed, this lack of coordination is probably the most important single
impediment to the development of a comprehensive national space

policy in this country.

The conference was held at the Australian National University
in Canberra from 27-29 November 1991. The agenda for the
Conference was three-fold:

(i) to discuss current and prospective intemational
defence and civil space developments, especially the
US and Soviet sPace Programs, including the likely
directions of these Programs in the post Cold War
period;

(ii) to discuss Australia's role in space-including the
history of Australia's involvement in space, and
current and Potential developments in the areas of
space science, communications, remote sensing and
commercial activities, as well as Defence interests in
the use of space for surveillance and communications
purposes; and

(iii) to discuss the requirements for and the constituent
elements of a coherent and comprehensive national
spac€ policy-including civil and military and
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Government and private sector capabilities and
activities.

This volume consists essentially of the papers which were
prepared for that conferenc€, although the contributors had the
opportunity to revise them for publication.

Australia needs a national space policy. However, the
development of a comprehensive and coherent national space policy
involves many complo< and controversial issues, which can only be
resolved through a process of informed national debate. The purpose
of this volume is to contribute to this debate.

Desmond Ball and Helen Wilson
Strategic and Defence Studies Cenhe
Au stralian National Universitv
Canberra
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Desmond Ball

Australia has been extensively involved in space activities of
one sort or another since the 1950s. In many cases proiects undertaken
in Australia, and Australian products, have been at the very forefront
of international developments. But the Australian activity has always
been uneven and fitful. Opportunities have been lost and investments
wasted. We have lacked a national space policy capable of providing
coherence and direction.

The Woomera Rocket Range, which was one of Australia's
largest national projects of the post-Second World War, was one of the
principal sites of space-related activity in the world in thc late 1950s
and 1960s.1 By the end of the 1960s, the US National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) was operating some half a dozen major
satellite tracking, communications and data acquisition facilities in
Australia.2

In the late 1950s, Australia agreed to host two mapr US
defence and intelligence satellite ground control stations---at Pine Gap
near Alice Springs, and Nurrungar at Woomera. Ground stations for
the US Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS), the US
Navy's Flect Satellite Communications (FLTSATCOM) system, and US
navigation and geodetic satellite programs were also established in
Australia.

Australian industry has also become involved in space.
AUSSAT Pty Ltd, a commercial company established in November
1981, owns and operates Australia's national domestic satellite system.
Australian industry has demonstrated a capability to produce satellite
earth systems of various sizes, hardware and software for remote

See Peter Morton, Fire Acrus tlu Desrt: Woonaa anil tlu Anglo-Austmlian loint
Project,794G7980, (Aushalian Government Publishing Service, Canbena, 1989).
See Desmond Ball, A Suitable Piece of ReaI Estak: Anaicen Installations in Australia,
(Hale & Iremonger, Sydney, 1980), drapter 9.

1

2
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sensing, satcllite structural and sensor sub'systems of various sorts,
and other space products and services. However, Australia continucs
to buy most of its space hardware and services from overseas----at an
annual bill of some $30Om.

Australian space activity has been characteriscd by fits and
starts, lack of coordination, and lack of long-term vision and dircrtion.
The facilities at Woomera were dismantled and/or destroyed, and
private sector expenditure on research and development (R&D)
declined during the 1970s.

The most vigorous continuing activities, involving US space
defence and intelligence programs as well as Australia's own satellite
intelligence activities, have been'compartmentalised' for sccurity
purposes to the point where there is essentially no interaction, in terms
of skills, technology or servic€s, with other segments of Australian
space activity. On the other hand, many private sector initiatives have
naturally occurred with little governmmt appreciation, let alone
endorsement.

Australian cannot afford this state of affairs. The costs of
short-term planning and of sectional perspectives and programs are
too great. Space support for the Australian Defence Force (ADF) will
require significant investments-initially for communications and
signals intelligence (SIGINT) purposes, and, later, perhaps, for
surveillance. These defence prograrns should be coordinated closely
with Australia's civil space capabilities and interests-to ensure that
there is no unnecessary duplication and that civil resources are used
wherever practicable, and that the defence investments contribute
wherever possible to national development. A viable space industry
and infrastructure is itself a major defence asset.

The commercial opportunities of spac€ will increase
significantly over the next couple of decades, and it is critical that
Australian industry and technology share in this growth-with due
consideration to national as well as commercial interests.

By the early 1980s, the need for a space policy was widely
recognised throughout the Australian space science and aerospace
industry. As a result, in May 19&4 the Minister for Science and
Technology, the Hon. Barry Jones, invited the Australian Academy of
Technological Sciences 'to establish a working party to articulate a set
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of national goals for Australia for Aushalia in space and to
recommend a structure to implement thenr'.3 The report of the
Working Party, entitled A Sryce Policy fur Australia (but cnmmonly
referred to as the Mailigan Rqort, after the chairman of the Working
Party, Sir Russel Madigan), presented to the Minister in |unc 1985, was
the most ambitious and comprehensive review yet undertaken of
Australia's potential scientific, technological and industrial capacity
with respect to space. It argued that'our space potential is fragmented
and dispersed, and requires to be drawn together and fostered under a
national space polic5/.4

Although the Government'accepted the thrust of the Madigan
Report's recommendations', it believed that some of the particular
proposals wcre too ambitious. The Government reiected the proposal
to establish 'an independent Statutory Authority, with its own Board
of Management' to coordinate and manage a national spac€ program
on the grounds that 'the magnifude of Australia's current space
involvement does not yet warrant such a br,dt'; instead, it established
the Australian Space Board (ASB), supported by the Australian Space
Office (ASO) within the Department of Industry, Terhnology and
Commerce@ITAC).

The establishment of the ASB and ASO and the institution of a
National Space Program in 1,98G1987 was a maior step forward. It
remains the case, however, that Australia lacks a truly national space
pnlicy and policy-making structure. The present level of funding of
the National Space Program is far too low. The ASB and the ASO lack
a national profile. The purview of the present 'national' coordination
and management structure is too delimited. In particular, it does not
encompass Australia's very extensive defence and intelligence space
activities. In other words, there is much further to go.

There are, however, many complex and conhoversial issues
involved in the development of a national space policy designed to
provide cohcrence and direction to Australia's spacc activities. The
investrnents required are sometimes enorrnous, particularly in the case

lpace Science and Technology Working Party of the Aushalian Academy of
Teclrnological Sciences [draired by Sir Russel Madiganl, A SWcc potici for
lustrdia: 4 W Prryrul for tlu Ministcr for giae,-(Australian Academy'of
Tectrnological Sciences, Parkville Vic., Iune 1985) p.14.
Ibiil.,p.l.
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of defence and intclligence systems. Are the relevant Sovernmcnt
authorities and private industry adequately equipped to makc the
most-from a national perspective---out of their programs? What are

the most significant intemational developments, and what are thcir
implicationJ for Australia? Have Australia's space defence and

intblligence requirements been adequately defined, and how might
they best Ue sitisfiea? What are the environmental implications of
mapr Australian space projects and how might space-based sensors

conhibute to monitoring environmental developments? What

machinery might bc instituted for coordinating and supporting
Australia's various space-related activities?

These issues can only be resolved through a process of
informed national dcbate. The purpose of this volume is to contribute
to this debate.

In Part 2 of the volume, four international experts address

recent global developments in space activity. In chapter 2, Dr Paul

Stares,l Senior Fellow at the Brookings Institution in Washington,
D.C., provides a comPrehensive overview of the military uses of space.

He notes that much of the current activity in space is a direct product
of the Cold War, and he discusses the technical trends and operational

applications of space systems over the Past couPle of decades,

including space-based reconnaissance, tactical warning and attack

assessment (TW/AA), communications, navigation and
meteorological missions as well as anti-satellite (ASAT) and anti-
ballistic missile (ABm developments; and he assesses thc impact of
the end of the cold war and associated geopolitical developments on

the future military uses of sPace' He concludes that although the
possibility of an arms race in space has greatly diminished and the

priorities within national sPace Programs will be changed, the armed
forces of many countries (including the US) will become more
dependent on sPace systems.

In chapter 3, fohn Pike, Director of the Space Poliry Proiect at

the Federation of American Scientists in Washington, D.C., describes

the use of US military space systems during the recent Gulf War-the
first war in which thc full range of modern military space assets was

employed---and provides a net assessment of the contribution of space

systems in the War. He concludes that while some sPace systems
(iuch as intelligence collection systems and those which supported
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stand-off targeting) were undoubtedly of major significance to the
outcome of the conflict, it was difficult to argue that they were dcrisive
given the numerous other considerations involved.

In chapter 4, Phillip Clark discusses Soviet space programs.
He describes the launch sites and launch vehicles, the miliiary space
programs and the civilian and applications programs, and discusses
the future dirertions of the soviet space prograrn. The coflapse and
disintegration of the soviet union has led to a dramatic contraction
and wholcsale restructuring of Soviet space activity. Mr Clark
suggests that the launch rate is likely to decline by a third to a half of
the former rate (i.e. from some z5 per year in 1999_1990 to 4G50); that
few_new space programs are likely to be initiated; and that emphasis is
likely to be accorded applications programs ,which have I dircct
benefit back on Earth or which will bring in hard currency'.

In chapter 5, Dr Jeffrey Richclson discusses the fuhrre of US
space reconnaissance programs in the post-Cold War era. By 1991, the
US was operating a more extensive constellation of space
reconnaissance systems than at any previous timc.-including
photographic or imaging reconnaissance satellites, SIGINT satellites
and ocean surveillance satellites. These systems were designed to
monitor soviet targets in the context of the cold war and therefore
require substantial reconfiguration to meet the demands of the post-
cold war era. Monitoring developments in the former soviet Union
remains an important mission, but there will be an increasing
requirement to collect technical intelligence on new global problems
(such as the proliferation of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons
and ballistic missiles) and regional flashpoints (such a1 the Korean
Peninsula and the Middle East). Dr Richelson also discusses the issues
concerning the rmrganisation of space reconnaissance
responsibilities/activities within the us space reconnaissance
establishment, which is currently under debate in Washington.

Part 3 of the volume is concerned more directly with
Australian matters. In chapter 6, Matthew fames describes and
discusses the history of Australia's involvement in space activities.
Military programs, and more particularly those associated with the
Anglo-Australian foint Proiect at Woomera, led Australia,s space
activities in the 1950s and through the 1960s. During the 1960s, 

-both

US military and intelligence agencies and NASA estlblished satellite
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tracking and control facilities in Australia. In the 1970s and through
the 1980s, there were several important developments in space
applications, such as the AUSSAT domestic satellite communications
system, remote sensing activities, and navigation and search and
rescue services. Mr fames concludes that Australia's space hcritage
provides a robust legacy for more vigorous activity in space with
respect to monitoring global resource and environmental change and
hence hclping to 'save the planet' as well as with respect to a r,r'ide

range of other space services.

Australia has a long and strong tradition in space science. This
is discussed by Professor Keith Colc of the Department of Physics at La
Trobe University in chapter 7. Professor Cole surveys thc current state
of space scicnce in Australia in such wide-ranging fields of research as

solar-terrestrial physics (including research on subpcts of great
practical importance such as ionospheric prediction); remote sensing;
astronomy; rockets; aircraft and balloons; and space engineering
sciences (e.g. hypervelocity aerodynamics). Professor Cole argues that:

Australia has a great need and responsibility to do
more in space science on account of our special
location on the globe.

As one of the few developed countries in the region, and one
with large territorial interests including continental shelf and the
Australian Antarctic Territory, Australia has an 'obligation to
contribute significantly to the scientific understanding of this portion
of the globe'. An espccially strong case exists for greater research
effort on the solar-terrestrial physics of the region around the
geographic equator north of Australia.

The use of space systems for communications has emerged as
the largest civil application of space. In chapter Z William Hope,
AUSSAT's Group Manager of Space and Information Systems,
provides a comprehensive account of satellite communications in
Australia-including the history, the current situation, and the future
prospects for the industry. Australia began using satellites for
international communications in 1969, with Overseas
Telecommunications Commission (OTC) stations at Morea (NSW) and
Ceduna (SA) using INTEISAT satcllitc's stationed over the Pacific and
Indian Oceans. Through membership of the International Maritime
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Satellite 0NMARSAD Organisation, OIC also provides a
mobile/maritime intemational communications service. AUSSAT was
established in 1981 to provide a domestic satellite communications
system. Mr Hope describes the AUSSAT ground and spacr segments
for the current and second generation AUSSAT systems. More than
350 ground stations curren0y hansmit to the AUSSAT satellites, while
several thousand stations receive transmissions from the satcllites.
The current total investment in ground segrnent facilities by AUSSAT
and its customers e(ceeds several hundred million dollars. The
AUSSAT B system will provide a substantial enhancement to
Australia's communications infrastructure. The Ku-band transmitter
is a significant advance over the AUSSAT A payload in terms of
power, flexibility and the number of beams provided. In addition, the
AUSSAT B spacecraft will provide an L-band system for mobile
communications and radio determination satellite services RDSS)
throughout Australia. The Department of Defence and the Australian
Defence Force (ADD already makes extensive use of the AUSSAT
system through the DEFAUSSAT program. Defence is currently
assessing its use of the AUSSAT B's L-band capacity, and is
considering the possibility of a special X-band package for deployment
abroad some future AUSSAT spacecraft.

The considerations involved in determining Australia's
defence satellite communications capability rcquirements are
discussed by Colonel Danny O/Neill, Drector of Communications and
Information Systems, A*y Office, in chapter 9. Colonel C/Neill
outlines the communications requirernents for operations in the
defence of Australia; describes the various civil and military radio,
tenestrial microwave and satellite systems available; and provides an
assessment of the perforrnance characteristics (including the
vulnerabilities) of the respective systems. He arguer that while
terrestrial systems have many important advantages (particularly lvith
respect to costs and the utility of the extant TELECOM networks), the
fledbility and the gmgraphic coverage of satellite communications
systems offer significant benefis to military commanders. Through
the 190s, the Defence use of satellite communications will involve use
of the AUSSAT system, most likely including the L-band mobile
serice, with the Navy also using the INMARSAT and the US Navy
FLTSATCOM systems and the RAAF also using INMARSAT with a
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dedicated X-band military frequency transponder unlikcly in the

foreseeablc future.

In addition to communications, Defence has an interest in
space for surveillance purposes. Surveillance of the vast air and sea

approaches to Australia is a fundamental condition of the defence of
Australia. In chapter 10, David C-artwright, acting Chief of the Opto
Electronics Dvision of the Sumeillance Research Laboratory, Defence

Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO), surveys the dcfence

applications of satellite surveillance, describes the various sensor
systems available (including optical image systems and synthetic
aperture radar), and discusses the implications of satellite orbital
parameters for particular surveillance missions. The capabilities
required for tactical surveillance (e.g. resolution of a metre or bctter
and a revisit time of a few hours) are 'well beyond' Australia's
capacity. The most promising possibility is a space'based synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) system, which could provide coverage of the
equatorial band (15"N-15"S) with resolutions sufficient to detect and
classify large ships. In current strategic and economic circumstances,
however, the development of a satellite surveillance system could not
be justified-at least on defence grounds alone.

Although Woomera was used for satellite launches in the late
1960s and early 1970s, the launch facilities there were deshoyed or
dismantled in the mid-1970s. Since 1987, the most ambitious proposcd
Australian space venture is that to establish a Spaceport on C-ape York
peninsula in far north Queensland, where the latitude (12'S) is

advantageous for launching satellites into geostationary orbit. In
chapter 11, Dr Bruce Middleton, Executive Director of the Australian
Space Office (ASO), describes the background to the Cape York
proposal and discusses the issues involved in the proict. The most
recent feasibility study suggests that a launch service could be
commercially viable and have considerable economic and employment
benefits on reasonable assumptions. On the other hand, however, the
availability and reliability of the Znit 3 rocket, which is a major factor
in the calculus, has become more problematic in recent months. Dr
Middleton describes the Cape York spacePort ProPosal as h bold
venture ... in the best traditions of the pioneering Australian spirif .

The Cape York Spaceport would provide a mairr stimulus to
the Australian spaae industry--amounting to hundreds of millions of
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dollars in terms of construction, operation and maintenance of the
launch facility, servicing of flight hardwarc, integration and checkout
of rockets and satellites, and the supply of subsystems. In addition to
Cape York, however, therc are other commercial prospects available in
the launch/payload service markets which could amount to scveral
hundred million more dollars. These markets, which are reviewcd and
assessed in chapter 12 by Robert Jeal, Technical Drector of Flan'ker de
Havilland Ltd, include the supply of launch services, including
development of a small expendable launch vehicle for launching small
satellites (or LIGHTSATS) from woomera or c-ape york; and various
payload-related markets such as the production of sub-systems for
international proicrcts (such as AUSSAT and ERS) and of low<ost
UGHTSATS for specialised applications. Mr Jeal describes how the
Australian spaae industry has developed a ,strategic industry
approach' to these markets, but also argues that the Australian
Government has an important role in supporting industry by
providing long-term industry developrnent policies and investment
incentives and by using and promoting Australian space products and
services.

One of the areas in which Australian research and industry is
world class is that of remote sensing. Indeed the Government has
acknowledged 'the significant competence- in this field which already
exists in Australia and has decided that the major market thrust of
Australian space activities should be in the remote-sensing scctor,
involving both hardware and software.S As David Cartwright notcd
in chapter 10, there is also a defence interest in the use of spice-based
sensors for surveillance purposes.

In addition, remote sensing from space provides a unique
capability for monitoring and supporting management of global
change, including the processes involved in deplelion of the ozone
laye-r, the greenhouse effect and other anthropogenic changes
underway in the Earth's biosphere. In chapter 13, Dr Graham Harris,
Director of the CSIRO's Office of Space Science and Applications
(cossA), argues that it is imperative for Australia to keep ibreast of

5 Australian Space Brcr,rd., Annuet Rr;7rirt Lg&g7, (Australian Crcve,rnment
ry$sling Service, Canberra, 1988) Appendix 3, A Space poticy for Australia,,
p'25. see a-!r sRace science and rechi'rology workin'g party oi the Australian
4*9"ry of Technological Sciences, A SFce Fotitry 1v iustralia: A Rryrt prcFrcd
for the Miaistcr fn Scictrcc, p32
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international developments in this area. Not only does Australia have
a responsibility to contribute its expertise in remote sensing to
addressing global challenges, but active involvement in international
research efforts at the forefront of the public agenda is necessary if
Australia's R&D capabilities are to flourish in this area.

Dr Harris is, however, caustic with respect to the current
managemcnt of Australian government policy concerning
international space science and technology programs, including those
concerned with remote sensing of global change. He argues that the
management of Australia's space activity is 'dreadful' and 'leaves a lot
to be desired'. In particular, Dr Harris argues, the current
management authorities have an inadequate appreciation of the
practices and processes of international space science as wcll as of the
technological and commercial benefits which derive from world class
space research. His argument that space science should be accordcd a
higher profile in the Australian national space program warrants
official endorscment.

Inadequate appreciation of and support for thc space science
sector is a mapr lacunae in the Australian national space program. But
an even larger deficiency, at least in terms of the relative magniludc of
the activities involved, is the lack of significant machinery for
coordinating Australia's extensive space defence and intelligence
activities with the civil elements of Australia's space community.

These issues are addressed more thoroughly in Part 4 of the
volume, in which three concluding chapters discuss the rcquirements
for and the constituent elements of an Ausbalian national space poliry.
In chapter 14, the Hon. Gordon Bilney, Minister for Defence Science
and Personnel, addresses the Government's role in supporting the
Australian space industry and acting as a catalyst for future
development, as well as the more particular role of the Department of
Defence and the Australian Defence Force in this activity. The
Minister argues that Defence has a relatively limited demand for space
services. Although there are important requirements in applications
such as communications, navigation, meteorology and surveillance,
these can frequently be met from the commercial sector. No defence
needs are 'so vast as to drive Australia's space programs and policies'.
Nevertheless, Australia's defence and civil space activities should be
better coordinated in the national interest, and Defence is ready to
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participate in the development of a 'nationally cmrdinated' Aushalian
space policy.

In chapter 15, Professor Desmond Ball provides a
comprehensive assessment of the defence elements of an Australian
space policy. Professor Ball dirusses four principal aspects of
defence-civil cooperation with rcrspect to space activities-the
exploitation for national purposes of the skills and experience extant in
Australia's defence and intelligence space activities; the benefits to
Defence of the capabilities developed in the Australian aerospact
industry; the need to coordinate defence and civil infrastructural
development projects with respect to space; and, the possibilities for
defence-civil cooperation with respect to satellite surveillance and
environmental monitoring programs and capabilities.

Professor Ball also addresses practical and mechanical
considerations qlncerning the coordination of Australia's defence,
intelligence and civil space activities. He argues that the appropriate
machinery for coordination should be based on the existing ASB and
ASO, and he concludes with some proposals for strengthening this
machinery.

Finally, in chapter 16, Mr Theodorc Stapinski, Managing
Drector of AUSPACE Ltd, provides a comprehensive review of the
goals which Australia might reasonably seek to achieve over the next
10 years through a national space progr.rm. The goals, as summarised
by Mr Stapinski, are that Australia should be capable of providing at
least 40 pcr cent of its own communications satellite rcquirements by
the end of the lGyear period; that Aushalia should be an active
participant and contributor to c€rtain international space programs,
particularly global r€mote sensing and rneteorological programs; that
Australian industry should have obtained a large share of the satellite
ground terminal markets, including the production of small terminals
for direct reception from broadcast communications and navigation
satellites; and that Australia should be launching satellites from its
own soil. This is an unabashedly commercial/industrial agenda. It
reflects the facts that, first, these are the sectors in which Australian
industry has the greatest commercial possibilities; and, second, if
Australia is to have a viable national space program it must be based
on cost recovery thrcugh commercial and industrial developrrcnt to
the maximum extent possible. Nevertheless, Mr Stapinski is cnnscious
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collaboration activities) is a significant contributor to the development
of space technology and industry.

Mr Stapinski concludes that the present national sPace

program and management structure have important _and even

ieuititating deficiencies. The present level of annual funding of
around $5 million for the national sPace Program is far too low. The

Madigan report rcrcommended in 1985 that the Government should
accept a commitment to an initial funding of $100 million over a five-
yeaiperiod to establish an effective national sPace Program, leading to

uttt nit expenditure of some $60 million thereaftcr.5 Mr Stapinski
argues thai the national sPace Program 'must be funded to a level of
$8-0 million,. He also argues that the current mana8ement structure of
the national space program and policy is too delimitcd. There should
be greater involvement of people with practical experience in space

scicnce, enginc.ering and industry in the policy and decision-making
machinery. The capacities of the ASO should be expanded. Thc ASO

itsclf should move from within a single Department to a new

government body capable of developing policies and priorities across

i=hc several Departments which have responsibilities for Aushalia's
space activities.

These thcmes resound throughout the volume. Australia
cannot afford not to have a national space policy capable of providing
coherence and direction to our space activities. The bcncfits in terms

of commercial payoffs, national development and national security are

simply too great to eschew. A much stronger Government
commitment to the national sPace program is required. Machinery
needs to b€ instituted for coordinating all Australia's sPace

activities--Govemment and commercial, defence and civil. The

current management structure, based on the ASB and ASO, necds to

be broadcnedin purview and capacity and upgradcd in profile and
authority. These are propositions which wanant urgent and informed
nationai debatc and consideration. Hopefully, this volume will both
stimulate and inform this exercise.

space scicnce and Technology working Party of-.the Australian Academy of
Tlchnological Sciences, A Si*, Policy fot Austmlb: A Rcryrt Ptepral fo thc

Ministcr lor Sciorcc, p.l.
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CHAPTER 2

THE MILITARY USES OF SPACE AFTER

THE COLD WAR

Paul B. Stares

At a time when virtually everything associated with the Cold
War and the U$Soviet military confrontation is undergoing
fundamental reappraisal and in rrnny cases complete overhaul, it is
somewhat surprising that the military use of space has elicited little
public interest or policy prescription. Aftcr all, this extensive and
costly endeavour is a direct product of the Cold War and the uses

made of military space systems have bcrn driven and shapcd

overwhelmingly by security concerns that have now radically
changed. It was only a short time ago, moreover, that the superpowers
apprcared to be on the verge of an arms race in sPace, a prospcrt that
had caused considerable public controvcrsy.

To seasoncd military spact watcherc, however, the abscnce of
any real debate will not come as a surprise. The military use of space

has never attracted much public attention and when it has, it centered
more on potential dcvelopments rather than on real ones such as the
near hysteria surrounding alleged Soviet intentions in space during the
early 1960s or the more retent Star Wars debate of the 1980s. In fact the
general public has remained largely ignorant of the range and extcnt of
routine military operations in space for reasons that have less to do
with their lower profile compared with the more salient and visible
earth bound military activities of the supcrpowers, and morc to do
with an official veil of s€rrcsy that has effectively discouraged public
debate. Thus, when the extensive ncws coverage given to the rctent
Gulf War unavoidably highlighted the extent to which the US now
uses and depends on space systems to conduct military operations, it
c.une as a surprise to many and was widely perceived to be something
novel, rather than an activity that has been going on for over thirty
years, albeit with growing importance. The part playcd by space
systems in the successful outconre of Operation Daert Storm no doubt
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also convinced many that the military use of space would remain
unaffc.cted by the end of the Cold War.

This chapter will asscss the likely impact of the changed
international climate on the future military use of spacc. Will thc end
of the superpower military confrontation lcad to a fundamental
change of course in military space development? What does the
apparent dissolution of the Soviet Union, thc most active military
power in space, mean for the futurc? Is the club of military space
actors also likely to increase significantly? And has the once very rcal
prospect of an arrns race and even open conflict in space now
essentially disappcared, or could other sources of friction and tension
arise? The answers to these questions require a review of operational
trends to date and the extent of current and planned military space
applications. First, however, some historical background.

The Cold War in Space an Historical Oveniew

No other factor has bcrn rnore influential to the charactcr and
direction of space dcvelopment than the Cold War and the associated
impcratives of the superpo$'er arms race.l As Hcrbert York, a
prominent figure in the US space program and nuclear weaflons
establishment during the 1950s and 1960s, has observed:

A fact that is commonly missed or glossed over in the
folk-historic views of the origins of our space
programs [is that] from the beginning ltheyl have bccn
primarily of a military, not a civilian or scicntific
nature. Public attention may have focussed on
Mercury, Gcmini, and Apollo and the corresponding
Soviet proircts, but the fact remains that both the US
and Soviet space programs overall have always bctn
driven more by military considerations and
requirements than civilian and scientific ones.2

Unless otherwise indicated, this brief historical overview draws heavily on Paul B.
Stares, Tlrz Militarization of Spau: U.S. Policy 7945-7984, (Cornell University Press,
Ithaca, New Yo rk, 1985), p.236.
llerbert F. York, 'Nuclear Deterrence and the Military Uses of Space', in Franklin
A. [ong, Donald llafner and Jeffrey Boutwetl (eds.), Weapons in Spce, (Norton,
New York, 1986), p.20. Emphasis in original.
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Thus, the first US space program was designcd to collcrt
stratcgic intelligence on its principal Cold War adversary and relicd,
moreover, on boosters that had bc',en developed first and forernost as

ballistic missilcs. While the Soviets laggcrd behind the US in the
military exploitation of space, their scries of breathtaking 'firsts' in
space beginning with Sputnik in 1957 were also delibcrately stage

managed to buttress diplomatic initiatives and score propaganda
points against the US. The Soviet space program, moreover, was
almost totally monopolised and controllcrt by the military and no real
counterpart to the US civil space agmcy-the National Aeronautics
and Spice Administration (NASAF-was ever established.3 As the
Cold War expandcd and intensificd, so space offercd major
opportunities to support the global aspirations and military operations
of the two superpowers. In addition to fielding a variety of sgnce
based strategic intelligence gathering systems, both countries wottld
eventually develop and deploy satellites for detecting ballistic missile
attack; for long range communication; world-wide navigation and
weather forecasting; and, oc€an teconnaissance. As Table 2.1 below
indicates, space quickly became an extension of the arms race on Earth.

TABLE 2.1
DATE OF FIRSTMILITARY SATELLITE LAUNCHBY

Category
CATEGORY4

US USSR

Reconnaissance (Photo)
Reconnaissance (SIGINT)
Reconnaissance (Ocean)
Missile Early Warning
Nuclear Detection
Communications
Navigation
Weather Forerasting

1959
7962
7976
19ffi
1963
1959
1959
1963

1962
1967
7967
7977
??

79&
1967

7963

For an extrenrely debiled and interestinS acount of this pedod and Soviet
motives, see Walter A. McDougll" Tlu Harurc nd ilu Ftrth: A Political llistory q
the Spcc Agc,(Basic Books, New Yck, 1985).
Paul B. Stares, 'U.S. and Soviet Milihry ltograms: A C-ourparative Assessment', in
Franklin A. Long Donald Flafner and fefftey Bouh,vell (d.s.l, Warptrs in Sryc,
(Norton, New York, 1!185), p.130.
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Contrary to many expectations, however, space did not
bccome a new arcna for the deployment of weapon systems or the
scene of direct military confrontation. Even before the launch of
Sputnik sent threatcning shockwaves through thc US military
establishment and body politic, thc United States had already bcgun
exploratory rescarch on a variety of space weapon concepts ranging
from ballistic missile defences and anti-satellite devices to manned
space planes and orbital bombardment systems. Thc paranoia that
ensued after Sputnik naturally increased the level of interest and
support for these proiects, yct most would never made it off the
drawing boards and those that did were never seriously pursucd by
thc United States. Scveral factors hclp explain this. First, in certain
cases-notably ballistic missile defence-the enabling tcchnology had
not matured to a level that made further development really feasible or
cost effettive. Scrond, in other cases-notably manned space
interception-the military requirement was iust not sufficiently
compelling to warrant the effort or cxpenditure- whilc in the casc of
orbital bombardment systems, thc availability of cheaper, more
effcctive alternatives, i.e., ICBMs, never made them a scrious candidate
for the same mission. The third and arguably most important factor
was that the United States adopted a clear policy in the carly 1!)50s of
promoting the 'peaceful'uses of space.

By 'peaceful' the US did not mean non-military but rather
non-aggressive. It was a distinction dclibcrately designcd to legitimise
satcllite reconnaissance, which aftcr the cessation of U-2 overflights of
thc Soviet Union in 1960 following the downing of Gary Powers'
aircraft, promiscd to becomc thc primary source of shatcgic
intclligence for the US. Givcn the densc cloak of sccrecy that
enveloped the Sovict Union at that time, thcse satellites were clcarly
going to prove more beneficial to the US than the Sovict Union.

The US, therefore, had every reason to believe that the Sovict
Union would oppose satellite reconnaissance on legal grounds and, if
this failed, possibly by military means as they had the U-2. Thus n'hen
thc Soviets launchcd their diplomatic offensive at the UN to have the
military uses of space and, in particular satellite reronnaissance
outlawed, the US respnnded with the argument that peaceful uses of
space were entircly legal and that satellites eniryed rights of frce
passage in space iust as ships did on the high seas. To have embarkcd
on a spac€ weafrons program at the time would have clearly
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compromised the image that the US was fying to proict with its over-
riding goal of safeguarding satellite rcconnaissance. Likcwise, a high
profile military space program, however bcnign in nature, could also
have appearcd contradictory-hence the extr€me sctrecy that
descended on all US military space activitics-espctially
reconnaissance missions and capabilities. Indced the latter were not
even officially acknowledged by the US until 1978 and thcn it did not
lead to any real openness as the policy was in many respctts reverscd
during the 1980s.5

The Sovict Union evenhrally backed off from its opposition to
satellite reconnaissance: their diplomatic efforts in the UN had gaincd
little support and thcy lacked any military means at thc timc to enforce
their opposition. Opening up a new area of diret confrontation with
the US was probably also considercd to be counterproductive given
the more pressing military priorities facing the Sovict Union at the
time. Moreover, the Sovict Union had startcd to launch its own
reconnaissance satcllites and no doubt had begun to apprcciate thcir
benefits for its own security. Although space reconnaissanct was
never explicitly legalised, it was implicitly sanctioned by the
superpowers in thc 1972 SALT I package of agreements with thcir
binding commitment not to intcrfere with 'national tcthnical means of
verification' (NTlvfV)-a diplomatic euphemism that was
acknowledged to include reconnaissance satellitcs. It is a commitment,
moreover, that has been reiterated in virtually all subsequent
U$Soviet arms control agreements.

The breakthrough on satellite reconnaissanc€ reprtesentcd the
beginning of a superpower moilus oiuenili in space that lasted until the
late 1970s. Besides the tacit arrangement on satellite rctonnaissance,
both sides formally agreed not to test or deploy nuclear weapons and
weapons of mass destruction in space under the terms of the 1953

Limited Test Ban Trcaty and the 1967 Outer Space Treaty. T\e 7972
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty further extendc'rd the arms control regime
in space by explicitly prohibiting the deployment of ABM systcms

The U9 for exarrple, stopped rcleasing detaib of the orbital parameters of these
satellites. Neither side, also, has errer released to the pnrblic irnagery ollc.cted by
its mllitrry reconnaissance satelliies.
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there.5 T}e modus oioenili, however, did not prlevent either side from
pursuing research and developnrent and, in some cases, even
deployment of spaca weapons during this same period. The US
fieldcd a limited ground-based nuclear anti-satellite capability as a
hcdge against the possible dcployment of a Soviet orbital bomb even
though the latter had bcen banned.T The Soviets, however, did tcst
and apparen0y deploy in small numben a fractional orbital
bombardment systcm (FOBS) as well as a satcllite interccptor system.
Neither caused much alarm within the US whcn they were first tested
in the 1960s principally because the testing was sporadic and the
operational significance of these weapons was low. Thc earlier Cold
War antagonisms had also given way to a period of superpower
detente that extended into space with a variety of cooprerative ventures
culminating in the . pollo -Soyuz link-up.

By the late 1970s the climate of rclations had worscned
following the expansion of Sovict influence in the Third World and the
build-up of its military capabilities. The U$Soviet rclationship in
space was not immune to this change. The fact that the Soviet military
space program had overtaken the US in the 1970s to bercome the
largest, most active program in the world, bcgan to cause concern in
the US. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 indicate this trend.

More worrisome was that the character of the Soviet military
exploitation of space was also perceptibly changing in ways that
reflc,cted a similar transformation in the US program. For both
powers, the military use of space had started out primarily to support
peacetime missions-intelligcnce gathering, early warning,
communication, etc. Although there were also war-fighting bcnefits,
these were was essentially for strategic nuclear operations. By the end
of the 7970s, however, the range of wartime space applications had
gtown along with the number of military beneficiaries. In particular,
space systems were becoming increasingly valued for conventional
wartime operations, a trend that made the 'peaceful' status of militaqy
satellites progressively less defensible.

For a more detailed dimssion of the arms conkol agreemmts relating to outer
gplce see Paul B. Stares, Spre oil Netiorr,l futrrity, (The Brookinp lnstih.rtion,
Washin$on, D.C., 1%J7), pp.7 LTI O.
The two US ASAT systems deployed in the Padfic were tested on several
occasions without a nudear warhead and were only forurally deactivated l^1y75.
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FIGT'RE 2.1
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It was probably no coincidence, therefore, that the Sovicts
decided to reactivate their ASAT program in the latc 1970s. While
little about the system had changcd, the reaction in the US was very
diffcrent. This time the alarm bclls bcgan ringing, though admitedly
not very loudly at first. Satcllite survivability became an issue of
concern and for the first time since the 1960s the US embarked on an
anti-satellite weapons prqiram. Even then, since the US was still
considered on balance to be more dependent on space systems and
therefore likely to suffer more in the event of conflict in space, the
Carter Administration decided to begin arms control negotiations with
the Soviet Union aimed at preventing a competition in ASAT
weaponry. Despite some progrcss these talks ultimately fcll victim to
the freeze in superpower relations following the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan: they were never resumed.

Throughout the 1980s the Reagan Administration steadfastly
refused to considcr any space arms control agreement that might
ieopardise the ongoing US ASAT program and, after 1983, the Stratcgic
Dcfcnse Initiative (SDI). Though never explicitly mcntioned in
Prcsident Reagan's famous Star Warc speech, the SDI program from
the outset envisaged using space-based systems to target and intercept
Soviet ballistic missilcs in flight. Thc military use of space in general
also began to receive greater emphasis and funding in the US dcfcnce
budget. For the first time since the late 1950s, as Figure 2.3 indicates,
the Department of Defense space budget in 1982 exceedcd NASA's,
with the gap steadily widening for the rest of thc 1980s.

Not surprisingly the combination of SDI, ASAT, and the
increased emphasis on military space systems elicited strong
condemnation from the Soviets. Space, as a consequence, became the
focus of many acrimonious exchanges and propaganda initiatives by
the superpowers. A full blown arrns race and even outright conflict
over the Nal High Ground or on the High Frontier of space, as it was
often popularised, scremed incvitable.

By the end of the decade, however, the prognosis was
markedly different. The original US ASAT program had run into
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FIGI.'RE 2.3
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funding difficultics from a skeptical Congrcss and was eventually
cancelled in 1988. While rcplacemcnt proicrcts were proposcd and
received support, their future today remains uncertain.8 Similarly, the
likclihood of space-bascd ballistic missile intercept systcms being
deployed under the SDI also seems remote although, in contrast, the
possibility of ground-based dcployments has risen. With the end of
the Cold War, however, their mission has becn reorientcd. The dangcr
of accidental and unauthorised missile launchcs as well as the threat of
ballistic rnissile prolifcration in the Third World is now the primary
driver of the program. Soviet opposition to the SDI has also droppcd
considerably with thc new climatre of relations. Overall, the prospcrt

1 960

Philip Finnegan, 'Army Again Moves to Kill Kinetic Energy ASAT', Defen* Neus,
2l October 1997,p3.
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of military compctition and confrontation in space is more distant than
at any time in the past.

The Military Uses of Space: Technical Trends and Operational
Applications

Although, as indicatcd above, the military use of space is not a
novel activity, thc applications and beneficiarics of satcllite systems
have progressively expanded, even if their basic functions have
rcmained essentially the same. What was primarily confined to the
support of peacetime military operations and particularly stratcgic
nuclcar forces is norv increasingly intcgrated into a wide range of war-
fighting missions. As Gcneral Donald f. Kutyna, Commandcr in Chief
of thc US Space Command, tcstificd on 23 April 191:

Today, approximately 70 per cent of our military space
effort is tactical in nature and the vast maiority of the
support we provide is to conventional forces.9

This trend in the operational applications of satellites has been
made possible by the steady evolution of space technology that has
opencd up either unique opportunitics to exploit spacc for military
purpDses or ways to carry out certain missions more efficiently. The
cost-cffectiveness of space tcchnology has also prevented any
meaningful role for manncd military space systems despite the
persistent efforts by a small cadre of US Air Force officers to dcfine
one. The simple fact is that unmanned systems can do the job iust as
wcll, if not bctter, without the addcd cost and risk of manncd
operations. What follows is a bricf dcscription of the main catcgorics
of space systems as used by thc US and the Soviet Union.lo

Tetimony by General Donald J. Kutyna, USAF, Commander in Chief, US Space
Command, in US Congres, Scnate, Committee on Armed Serviccs, Deprtment of
Delenx Authoization for Appropriatiors for Fiscal Yens 7992 and 799i, (US
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1991r, Part 7, p.728.
Paul B. Stares, Spce anil Natbrul Security, (The Brookings Institution, Washington,
D.C., lqln, pp.*72; fohn Pike, The Military Use of Outer Space', in SIPRI
Yearbuk 7997: Wnld Armaments anil Disrmentnl, (Oxford University Press,
Oxford 191), pp.49-55; and John Ptke, Militery Space Systans anil thc lraqi lnoasbn
of Kuunit, (Unpublished monograph, 1991).

10
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Reconnaissance

This general class of satellites encompasscs scveral
sub-categories that are distinguishable principally by thc nrcthod
employed to gathcr information. Imaging reconnaissance satcllites
either passivcly collcct the reflcrted light or infrarcd radiation from
obicrts on the Earth's surface by using standard photographic
techniques or mone sophisticatcd video systems and multi-spcctral
scanners, or actively illuminatc them with radar to create dctailed
imagery from the signal return. Signals intelligence (SIGfNT)
satellites, on the other hand, passively collcrt and locate electronic
emissions such as radar signals, telemetry, or microwave
communications for subsequent analysis. A sepa.rate class of ocean
reconnaissance satellites employ both mcthods for detcrting and
tracking surface shipping.

Rcconnaissance satellitcs and supporting systems have
undergone a major evolution in their tcrhnical performance which has
allowed a dramatic expansion in their military applications. First, the
resolution of the on-board sensors has improve.rt greatly to the pnint
where obicrts of around 15 centimetres in lcngth with visual light
systems and a few metres with radar systems are apparently
discernible from low Earth orbit. Second, the coverage of these
satellites has improvcd with the growing sophistication of on-board
sensors and changing orbital deployment patterns. Thus the advent of
light intensification systems, infra-red scnsols, and, moreover,
synthetic aperture radarc has allowed imagery to be collcrtcd at night
and in bad wcathcr instead of just in daylight and good weather. New
imaging satellites can also reconnoitre much wider swaths of the
Earth's surface as they pass over it either because they can now
operate at higher altitudes as a result of improvements in resolution or
because the senso/s field of vision is much wider as with sidelooking
radar. In the casc of SIGINT satellites operating at geosynchronous
altitudes, constant coverage of large segments of the Earth's surface is
now possible whercas in lower orbits the deployment of larger
constellations of satellites can reduce the revisit times between passes.
Third, the shift away from timeronsuming photographic
rcconnaissance systems as well as advances in signal processing
techniques has speeded up the availability of imagery and
electronicallyderive'rt intelligence to consumers. Digitally encoded
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images can now be transmitted to ground stations via relay satcllite
virtually instantancously for proccssing and then on to political and
military decision-makers immediately afterwards. Forces disperscd
globally with mobile terminals can rerceive thc data almost as quickly
via communications satellite and possibly even dircrtly from the
reconnaissance satellite itself. Similar advances in data processing
have speedc'cl up the filtering and analysis of vast amounts of signals
intclligence to make it more timcly and readily usable.

Reconnaissance satellitcs have become vitally important, if not
indispensable, for a variety of military functions. In pcacetime the
intclligence collectcd by satcllites provides defence planners with
accurate and reliable information on the military forces of potential
adversaries. The same information is just as useful for war-planning
purposes whether it be in locating targets for attack, dcsigning
electronic and othcr countermcasurcs, or providing precise maps to
hclp guide cruise missiles. Incrcasingly, satcllitederived intclligcnce
is bcing used for counter-narcotics and counter-terrorist operations by
military organisations.

Reconnaissance satellites have also bccome a mapr tool for
arms control verification in that they provide a non-intrusive means of
monitoring compliance. In similar fashion they also act as 'silcnt
sentinels' of international hot-spots around the globe providing
assistance for crisis management purposes. They are also rclicd on
heavily for strategic warning of hostile acts in that thcy can help dctcrt
tell-tale signs of warlike preparations by states. In wartime,
reconnaissance satellites provide dircrt assistance to military dccision-
makers at the strategic, theatrc/operational, and, increasingly, tactical
levels for both defensive and offensive operations to dctcrmine the
intentions of the enemy, to target forces, and to assess the success of
aftacks or missions thereafter. Finally, the information gathcred by
satellites can help in the termination of hostilities.

Tactical Warning/Attack Assessment (TWAA)

Whereas reconnaissance satellites can provide strategic
warning of hostile intent, a separate class of space systems is designerl
to give tactical warning of ballistic missile attack. From thcir vantage
point in spac€, these satellites employ infra-red sensors to detcrct the
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hot exhaust plumes of missiles as they ascand through the atmosphere.
The additional warning time over ground-based radarc-as much as

20 minutes in the case of lCBMs-would allow retaliatory forces and
their support systems to be alerted, dispersed, and even launchcd if
nc\cessary to increase their chances of survival. The information
gathcred by these satcllites can also provide some help in assessing the
size and character of an attack which could be critical in hclping
national command authorities choose among rctaliatory options. For
this purpose the US has also deployed aboard its constellation of
NAVSTAR GI|S satellites a more sophisticated set of sensors capable of
detecting and locating the whereabouts of nuclear detonations with
great precision any where on the glols.lt Besides the scrondary task
of monitoring compliance with the atmospheric nuclear test ban, these
nuclear detonation NUDED dctection sensors would be uscd
principally to confirm that a nuclear aftack had takcn place, help
determine the scale of damage incuned, and finally assist in assessing
the success of retaliatory strikes for follow-on targeting.

Communications

The use of communications satellites for military purposes has
undcrgone considerable expansion since they first became operational
in thc 1960s. Their longevity and geographical coverage has increased
with the use of more efficient orbits and more reliable componcnts,
while the range of services thcy provide has expanded dramatically
through the use of more bandwidths and small mobilc satcllite
terminals. Besides voice communication, Iarge quantitics of data
including imagery can be transmittcd nearly instantancously via
satcllite around the globe. In short, the revolutionary advances in
global transparency brought about by imaging and clectronic scnsing
from space and dcployment of worldwide networks of undcrwater
listening devices, were to a large extcnt made possible by
communication satellites. As a result, satellite communication has
evolved from being of almost exclusive benefit to national leadcrs and
senior military officcrs and is now available to virtually everyone
including the soldier in a foxhole. For military operations that require
excellent connectivity, i.e., rapid and reliable communications over

11 The existence of a similar Soviet NUDET detcrtion capability has never baen
confirmed and ap;rcars doubtful.
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long distances or involve communicating with globally dispersed
forces in areas where there arc few alternative means available,
communication satellites have made the most impact. Thus, for the US
at least, satcllite communications have berome an important
component of its nuclear command and control arrangements and
virtually indispensable for its naval forces and ground forces in places
like the Persian Culf. For the Soviets with fuwer overseas
commitments and military dcployments, the benefits have bcen
somewhat smaller but still considerable given the geographical span of
their own country.

Navigation

The expanding military use of navigation satellitcs reflctts
again the underlfng trend for all military space systems. What
initially servcd a narrow strategic purpose, namcly updating the
incrtial navigation systems on ballistic missile submarines, has
blossomed with the recent introduction of thc NAVSTAR Clobal
Positioning System by the US and to a lesser extent GLONASS by the
Sovict Union. These two constellations of satcllites in
semi-synchronous orbits provide navigational information of
unprecedented accuracy, reliability and availability to military users.
Through the use of small rereivers capable of instantaneously
triangulating the radio signals of the orbiting satellites, military
subscribers can in the case of NAVSTAR determine their position
anywhere on the globe, at any time of the day, and in any weathcr to
within 15 metres sphcrical probable. With this kind of service readily
availablc the number of military users regularly exploiting the benefits
of satellite navigation has dramatically expanded. Re.ceivers are now
commonplace on naval vesscls and increasingly on a wide range of
military aircraft. The featureless desert terrain during the Gulf War
has also converted US ground forces into big users of NAVSTAR.

Weather Forecasting

The military value of weather satellites has also grown in
recent years, partly as the result of technical improvements to
on-board sensors leading to more rcliable forcrasting, but also because
the development of smaller terminals has pcrmitted many more users
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to gain direrct access to meteorological data. Even so the importance of
thesc space systrems remains widely unappreciated. Weather satellites,
however, play an extremely important role in strategic nuclear and
tactical air operations. Mission planners nccd to have timcly and
accurate data on the weather to and from the target as well as over it to
make necessary adiustments to the routing of aircraft as well as to
warhead scttings and sometimes even the type of ordnance to be used.
This can make a maior difference to the success or failure of the
mission. For naval and amphibious operations which are espccially
vulnerable to the elernents, weather data is iust as vital, if not more
so.l2 Likewise, ground forces operating in particularly inhospitable
climates whether it be the iungle, the Arctic, or the descrt havc the
same basic requirernent.

A complete discussion of the military uses of space cannot
exclude the existence of anti-satellite and ballistic missile defence
systems.

Anti*atellite Systems

The US Defense Department continues to credit the Soviet
Union with an operational ASAT capability baserl on the system first
tested in the 1!}60s. Consisting reportedly of 16 SL-l1 bsters
deployed at the Baikonur Cosnrodrome, with each capable of
launching a radar or infra-red guided satellite intercaptor against
targets in low Earth orbit, the system has not been testcd since 1982.
Nevertheless, the Pentagon believes that it could intercept as rrnny as
ten US satellites over a period of two days-an assessment that must
be considered questionable.l3 Besides this dedicatcd system, the
Soviet Union is also credited with additional ASAT capabilities with
their Gorgon (formerly SH-05 Galwhl exo-atmospheric ABM
interceptors dcployed to defend Moscow as well as with some
experimental direrted energy weapons. While the US has no
equivalent capability it presumably has some ability to electronically

t2
13

\elated oceanographic data is also extremely useful for anti-zubmarine operations.
This ass€ssmmt is quoted in John Pike, Military Uses of Outer Spae', in SIPRI
Ycarfuk 7997: Workl Arttlrrttrcnts enil Disnunart, (Stockholm Internadonal Peace
Research Insdtute, Oxford Unlverdty ltess, Oxford, l9t), p.60. For a more
pessimistic appraisal, see Stares, Spce aad NetbruI Sccttrity, p.E!95.
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jam satellites, espcrially communication satellites, as does the Soviet
Union.

Ballistic Missile Defence

In accordance with the ABM Treaty neither thc Soviet Union
nor the US have deployed spacc-based ballistic missile dcfence
systems although the US has dc.clarcd, since the beginning of the SDI
program, a clear interest in doing so. (The Moscow ABM system is
designed to intcrcept targets in space). Numerous SDI rclatcd tcsts
have also bccn carricd out by the US to dctermine the feasibility of
meaningful ballistic missile dcfences.l4 It is also worth noting that
during the Gulf War, the US used information from its ballistic missile
early warning satcllites to intercept lraqi Scuil missiles.ls

After the Cold War, What?

With the military exploitation of space so heavily influcnccd
by the Cold War and, morcrovcr, by the possibility of opcn conflict
between thc strperpowers, the dramatically improved climatc of
relations would suggcst radical changes ahead. This is unlikely to be
the case, howcver, at least not over the short term. Although some
prograrns that have bcen dcfincd primarily with thc US-Soviet
confrontation in mind will probably suffer, most of the current
programs are likcly to be rcbcussed on emcrging military
requirements that require similar types of support from space systcms.
Nevertheless the scale and character of military operations in space
could show some significant changes in the future as a conscquence of
changing budgetary and security priorities. This is particularly true
for the Soviet Union. Over the longer term there is also thc possibility
that new military space actors will emerge. What follows is a more
detailed assessrnent of the implications of the end of the Cold War for

For a list of tests to date see fohn Pike, Military Uses of Outer Space', in SIPRI
Yearfuk 7997: Worlil AmarrEnts anil Disnwmetl, (Stockholm Intcrnational Pcace
Reearch lnstitutg Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1991), pp.49-84.
Craig Covault, 'USAF Missile Warning Satellites Providing 9GSc'c. Scud Attack
Nert', Aoiation Week & Spacc Technology,2l lanuary '1997, pp.(#61; and 'Scud
Warning', Aobtion Week & Spaa Technology,2S January 1991, p.19.
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future military space applications, the scale and character of military
spacr operations, and the emergence of new military sp6(r users.

Future Applications

Over the next five to ten years it is hard to conceive of a
fundamentally new military space application emerging. What seems
more likely, however, is a continued refinement of cxisting capabilities
and in particular a further expansion of the number of dircrct military
users of space systcms. Thus, in the area of space reconnaissance, a
general improvement in all weather/night time coverage using space
bascd radars and othcr sensors can be expcrted-at least for the US,
although the number of platforms performing this mission may
dcrcline for budgetary reasons. The real improvernent, however, is
likcly to be in the arca of processing and distribution. The use of
reconnaissanc€ assets during the Gulf War points to a future where
satcllites become fully integrated into military planning and
warfighting at every level of operations but Dsqt Storm also
illustrated how far there is to go before this becomes a reality.
Bureaucra tic impcd iments, tcrchnical incompa tibili ties, and equ ipmcrr t
shortages apparently conspired to slow down and limit the
distribution of satellitc.derived intelligence to those in the field.l6

Similar trends are disceirniblc with the use of communication
and navigation satellites. While no dramatic technical improvernenb
are likely in the quality of the service providcd, the number of
subrribers will undoubtedly grow. [n addition to supporting a
greater number of weapons platforms, navigation satellites arc also
likely to play a more direct role in weapons guidance. Thc US is
alrcady planning to employ NAVSTAR G['lS rereivers on several
missile systems to improve their acorracy.

Over the longer term several new applications of military
satellites have been identified but the changed strategic environment
has made their eventual deployrnent morc questionable. For instance,
the US has for some time been interested in using space systems for air
defence survcillance, either for the continental US as a whole, or for

76 See Molly Moorg €drwarzlopf: War Intelligmce Flawed', Washingtor Post, 13
fune 191, p.1.
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theatre dcfence purposes. While technically conceivable with either
space-based radarc or infra-sensors, the reduction in the Soviet air-
brcathing threat to the US and, furthermore, the expected drawdown
in the forward presence of US forces abroad has patently lessened the
nccd for such a system. Similarly the development of satellites for
submarine communication (with bluegreen lasers) and submarine
detection (of more questionable feasibility) is also doubtful. In both
cases, the reduced Soviet submarine and anti-submarine threat makes
the marginal value of better satellite communication and detection an
expensive luxury to the US. It is difficult, moreover, to conceive or any
future threat that might change this basic assessment.

The development of anti-satellite systems and space.based
ballistic missile defence systems also face an uncertain future after the
Cold War. The standard arguments used by ASAT proponents in the
US--essentially the requirement to counter the threat posed by Soviet
satellites in wartime and deter Soviet attacks on US space systems by
the threat of reciprocal action-has never been wholly convincing as
reflected by the funding difficulties that the program has encountered.
With the dramatically reduced likelihood of conflict between the US
and the Soviet Union and, moreover, with the Soviet military space
program including also its ASAT capabilities likely to be scaled back,
the support for a US ASAT program will surely dwindle still further.
Attempts to revive it by arguing the need to counter a nascent Third
World military space threat are likely to prove even less convincing.lT
As will be discussed shortly, the most likely candidates for new
military space actors are not likely to provide sufficient motivation for
a costly US ASAT program. Neither does the prospect of Third World
ASAT capabilities look very promising.

However, if the US moves ahead with the deployment of
limited ballistic missile defence systems to protect against accidental or
unauthorised launches as well as proliferating Third World missile
threats, then they will, de facto,, possess a potent anti-satellite capability.
Such defences, however, are likely to be ground-based. Persisting
technical doubts, growing budget limitations, and continuing

17 See shtemmt of General Thomas Kutyna, US Gongress, Senate, C-ommittee on
Arnred Sendces, De4rtmcnt ol Delenx Autlmrintiott for Apropriatilns for Fiscal
Yeers 7992 arul 7993, p.72E; and Thomas G. Mahnkm, lArhy Third World Space
Sptems Mattey', Orbis, (Vo1.35, No.4), Fall 191, pp.56&579.
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sensitivity over 'weaponising' space make deployments in spacc lcss
likely. Nevertheless, space-based sensors would play a critical role in
early warning and battle management.

Future Operational Trends

The changing strategic environment and the likelihood that
the military space budgets of thc US and the Soviet Union will contract
in the near term could have a number of consequences. The pace of
operations, particularly by the Soviet Union, could be reduced
substantially as a result of funding difficultics causd by the political
turmoil and economic crisis. For example, the need to maintain
constant reconnaissance coverage by a multitude of diffcrent scnsors
has arguably lessened. While new missions have taken the place of the
old ones, the world is a much more transparent place as a result of
recent political changcrs that have brought greater public and mcdia
access to large areas of the globe. This is likely to continue, moreover,
as a result of new arms control agrerments with on-site inspection and
with the prospect of an open-skies aerial inspection regime. In parallel
with this more open approach, military activities in space may bcrome
more transparent as the veil of secrecy becomes an increasingly
untenable policy to maintain.

Instead of having a full and costly complement of space assets
available at all times in peacetime, thc US and the Soviet Union might
also move toward rclying on reconstituting the needed capabilities at
short notice in specific contingencies. In thc process, smaller satcllite
systems capable of being launch"d by aircraft or ships could gain
greater support.ls This approach might also be adopted for other
military space systems such as communication satellites. The nccd to
cut costs could also lead to the greater utilisation of civil/commcrcial
space assets for military purposes as well as multinational satcllite
procurement ventures.

lE The US has begun funding an aircraft launched spae vehicle known as pqgasns.
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Fuh,rre Space Actors

In discussing the potential expansion of military space users,
care must be taken with the meaning of key terms. While five
states-the US, Soviet Union, China, Great Britain and
France--<urrently operate national military space systems only the
first three have a truly indigenous capability to develop and launch
satellites.l9 Nevertheless, many more states use space for military
purposes. Membcrs of the Westcrn alliance, for instance, all use
NATC/s communications satellite network and will also have access to
thc US NAVSTAR system. Other states have apparently also used
civil/commercial systems like SIOT, LANDSAT and the INTELSAT
network for military purposes.20 Thus, for the purposes of assessmen!
we can distinguish between states with latent indigenous space
capabilities, states who may form part of a multinational space
consortium, and those that might exploit available civil/commercial
space systems for military purposes.

For the foreseeable future the number of states that can be
expected to join the first group would appear to be quite small when
one takes into account the military incentives, the huge expenditures
involved, and state of technological development required. Of the
countries that already have or could soon acquire an indigenous
satellite development and launch capability-]apan, India, Israel, Iraq,
Argentina, Brazil, and South Africa<nly a few have any real
incentive to develop a military space program. And since none have
global security interests, the only plausible military satcllite system
worth developing would bc for intelligence gathering in thcir
immediate region of the world. The list gets smaller when individual
cases are examined.2l Unless fapan breaks with its constitutionally
imposed defensive tradition of the last 45 years, a military
reconnaissanc€ system would be viewed as a mairr policy departure

Britain relies on either the US or the European Spae Agmcy. France, likervise,
uses ESA laundr vehides and facilities.
Thomas G. Mahnken, 1A/hy Third World Space Systerrs Matter/, Odis, (Vol35,
No.4), Fall l9l, p.%E.
For a more optimistic assessment of emerging satellite reconnaissance capabilities
see feffrey T. Richclson, The Fuhrre of Space Reconnaissane', Scicnt@ Amaica4
N ol.2&, No.l ), Ianuary 1991, p #4.
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with potentiatly unwelcome international consequencns.z The
considerably improvcd state of military relations betwcen Argcntina
and Brazil would also suggest a diminishcd incentive for eithcr to
develop a reconnaissance system especially when both are so
financially strapped. Likewise, the changing nature of the regime in
South Africa would suggest that whatever need it felt to devclop a
reconnaissance system has rnost probably lessened. South Africa,
however, has been linked to Israel's embryonic space program that has
already launchcd two satellites. Whilc Israel maintains that these were
experimental in nature with no optical equipment aboard, the
suspicion persists that Israel will develop a reronnaissance satcllite for
gathcring intclligence on its neighbours.a Similar aspirations are
credited to India, which has the most advanced space program of any
Third World country, but its priorities may also be changing in light of
the improved climate of relations on the sub-continent. Iraq may also
pin the club at some stage but the widespread destruction of its
research and development facilities during the Gulf War casts doubt
that this will happen in the near future.

As for the scrcond class of potential users, there are some
obvious candidates. Both Italy and Spain have pined France's Hclios
satellite reconnaissance program. Based on an improved version of its
SIOT system, with a reported resolution of less than a metre, plans
exist to launch several generations of these spaccrraft over the next tcn
years beginning in 7994.24 At France's prodding, the Western
European Union (WEU) consisting of Great Britairy France, Germany,
Italy, Belgium, thb Nctherlands, Denmark, Portugal and Spain has also
been studying the pint development of a reconnaissance system with
the Hehos system or a version thcreof bcing the most likely
candidate.2S While no decision has been reached, the WEU did
recen0y approve the establishnrcnt of a satcllite imagery processing
and interpretation c€ntre to acquire competenc€ in this area. Other
proposals have bcen made to develop a European military

Japan is developing a variety of earth resource surveillancc satellites that may
have military applications. See Craig Covault, Japan Forging Aggressivc Space
Develop,ment Pae', Aoietln Wek & Spe Tcdrnolqgy, 13 August 19fi , pp j667.
Richelson, The Fuh,ue of Spae Rc.connaissance', pp.43-14.
'lV{atra Maroni Space Proposes Expanded hogram for Helic Reconnaissance
Satellite', Aobtiott Wek B Spcc Tcchrclogy, 20 May 1991, p.53.
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communications satellite system.25 With the cost of independcnt
development so prohibitively high, collaborative military ventures in
space may well bccome a new trend. This would also include
multinational satellite programs for arms control verification and crisis
management2T

A growth in the third class of military users is the most likely,
yct least, dcfinable. As the performance of civil/commercial systems
grows more military meaningful and as the capacity to cxploit these
systems becomes cheaper and more accessible, the number of
countries exploiting their benefits for military operations will grow.
This will cover not only reconnaissance systcms but also
communications and navigation systems.

Finally, a word on the prospect for anti-satellite proliferation.
Some have already expressed the concern that an expansion of military
space users will inevitably lead to more countries becoming interested
in developing ASAT countermeasures.28 Saddam Hussein's
pronounccment following the launch of Israel's O/eq satcllite that Iraq
would devclop an ASAT system in respronse is used as a case in point.
While such developments cannot bc discounted, neither should they
be exaggerated. Besides the cost and questionable incentives when set
against othcr likely military priorities, acquiring an ASAT capability
(excluding electronic countermeasures) is not a straightforward
endeavour and in fact poses formidable technological and operational
challenges.29 Detonating a nuclear device in space is clearly not an

Assembly of the Western EuroJrean Union, Technological and Aerospace
Committee, Ob*mtion futellius-4 European Meons of Votfying Disrmanent:
Official Record of Symposium, (Rome),27-28 March 1990.
Peter Anson, EUMILSAT: A Collabratioe Eumpaa Military Communicatiots ktellite
Programme, (Marconi Space Systems, Chober 19E9).
This would also include multi-national satellite programs for arms control
verifica tion and crisis management.
Mahnken, pp.573-575; and Janne E. Nolan, Trapprngs of Poater: Bollistic Missila in
thcThird World, (The Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., 191), pp.15G151.
This dirussion draws on Patrl B. Stares, The Problem of Non-Dedicated Space
Weapon Systems', in Bhupendra Jasani, (ed.), Peaczful anil Non-Peaceful U*s of
Spce: Problems of Definitbn for the Praentior of or Arms Rcce, (laylor and Francis,
London, 1991), pp.15G151. This in hrrn &aws on Donald L. I-Iafner, 'For the
Benefit and in the Interests of All: Superpower Space ltogrammes and the
lntercsts of Third State', in Walter Shrtzle, Bhupendra fasani and Regina Cowen
(eds.), Ifte ABM Treaty: To Defnd or Not to D$^d?, (Oxford University Prcrss,
Oxford, 7987), pp.797 -199.
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attractive option even if the capability existed. Conventionally armcd
ASAT devicas+ven the most unsophisticated-also prcsent tough
guidance problems and would also rcquire the support of ground-
bascd sensors for targeting and post-attack asscssment. Operational
confidence is only likely to be obtained, motreover, after a lengthy and
presumably costly tcsting program. Overall then the military
inccntives would have to be quite compelling for a statc to embark on
a dedicated ASAT program.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the end of the Cold War will not bring about
any sudden change in the military use of space. The US armed forces,
in particular, can be expected to grow more reliant on spac€ systems
although certain programs that might otherwise have flourished
during the period of confrontation will most likcly fall by the wayside.
In general, future space programs will have to justify themselves on
thc basis of a whole different sct of criteria. In some areas the pace of
operations will probably diminish with the reduction in the threat.
This is espcrially true for the Sovict military spac€ program, which
must also operatc with considerable political and financial uncertainty.
The spectre of an arms race in space has diminished ironically iust as
the deploymcnt of ground-based ballistic missile defence systems with
latent ASAT capabilities has grown nrore likely though for different
reasons. New military space users will almost certainly emerge in the
future but a large proliferation of national military space programs
does not appear likely.



CHAPTER 3

US SPACE PROGRAMS:

LESSONS FROM DESERT STORM

John Pike

The events of 1997 dictate that the history of military space
activities must now be divided into two epochs. The performance of
US military space systems in the war with lraq, the renewed US

commitment to the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), and the collapse
of the Soviet space program, all mark the beginning of a
fundamentally new era of military space operations.

While it is too soon to fully appreciate the significance of the
contribution of American military space systems to the outcome of
Operation Desert Storm, it is clear that the disparity in military space
capabilities was one of the distinguishing features of that conflict.
Indeed, this was the first occasion on which the full range of modern
military space assets was applied to terrestrial conflict. And it is

equally clear that, whatever the facts of the matter, proponents of
military space systems will point to the outcome of Desert Storm as a
sign of the decisive potential of military space systems.

Taking inspiration from the apparent success of Patriot
interceptors against Scad missiles during Desert Storm, and capitalising
on the political disintegration of the Soviet Union, proponents of the
Strategic Defense Initiative succeeded in reversing the political
fortunes of the program in 1991. Whereas 1990 had witnessed a maior
reduction in funding for the program, the SDI budget approved by
Congress in 1991 more than reversed the cutbacks of the prior year.
Furthermore, in a major step, the Congress endorsed the eventual
deployment of a large ground-based system that would far exceed the
limits imposed by the\972 ABM Treaty.
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Desert Storm - Contending Viewpoints

From the perspective of the twenty first century, the use of
American military space systems in the Operation Daert Storm rnay be
seen as marking a major watershed in the history of military
technology and military tactics, ranking with the introduction of
effective armoured tactics in the Second World War, and the machine
gun at the beginning of the century. And perhaps in time it will rank
with the introduction of gunpowder, the long-bow, chariots, and
bronze swords several millennia ago.

An alternative view would contend that military space
systems were of marginal relevance to the outcome of Daert Stvm.
From this perspective, Daert Storm was not so much a case of an allied
victory through superior technology as an Iraqi loss due to political
and military incompetence: both strategic and tactical. Those who are
skeptical of the decisive influence of high technology generally, and of
space systerns in particular, point to the low morale and high desertion
rate of lraqi troops, and the preponderant impact of conventional
non-precision bombing on reducing the combat effectiveness of Iraqi
forces in the Kuwait theatre of operations. They would also note the
relative ineffectiveness of the campaign against Scud launchers, and
that during the later phase of the air campaig& target acquisition did
not rely on sophisticated satellite systems, but rather on the initiative
of individual pilots. From this perspective, while satellite intelligence
might have been crucial in the initial decision by the Saudi
goverrunent to permit Allied forces onto Saudi territory, by the
commencement of the ground campaign, space systems were largely
irrelevant to the conduct of the war.

A third perspective notes that the fundamental problem in
choosing between these two alternative interpretations is that it is
much easier to identify the technological inputs of military space
systems in the Gulf War, than it is to identify the military outputs as a
result of the application of these systems. It simple to point to the
number of reconnaissance satellites that were in orbit, the number of
Global Positioning System (GIIS) navigation receivers that were in use,
or the variety of weather satellites and the number of ground terminals
that were receiving those weather satellite photos. Unfortunately it is
more difficult to say precisely what operational military difference was
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made by the input of those capabilities, particularly given the fact that
in most cases there were other non-sPace systems that were also

providing similar or complementary types of inputs.

A fourth viewpoint holds that the main lessons learned from
the Gulf War should be in the field of military sPace, even though it
may be difficult to draw hard and fast lessons learned about the

contribution of military space systems to terrestrial operations in the
theatre. There was certainly an unPrecedented range of military space

systems in play in the Gulf War and an unprecedented number of
ground receivers for the product from these satellites. In addition,
there were many unique opportunities for using these systems in the

Gulf, many more requirements for using these systems would have

obtained in other theatres or other conflicts. All of these factors have

served to accentuate the extent to which the Gulf War will be regarded
as the first space war, regardless of the facts of the matter.

Which of these viewpoints prevails must await the verdict of
history. However, there are several questions that are Posd in trying
to draw lessons learned from the Gulf War for applications of military
space systems to terrestrial conflicts:

r First, what sort of military space systems were
involved in the Gulf War?

. Second, what ground control systems were used with
these satellite systems?

. Third, what range of ground segment equipment was
available to support the users of these systems?

. Fourth, what specific applications of military space

systems are can be identified?

. Fifth, what limitations, problems, drawbacks or
difficulties were identified in the application of these
systems?

. Sixth, what other non-space systems (terrestrial and
airborne) were available for use in this conflict and
what was the synergy or complenrentarity between
terrestrial or airborne systems on the one hand and
space systems on the other hand?
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. Seventh, what sort of systems, either sFncg airborne
or ground-based provided similar capabilities for the
Iraqis.

. And finally, what is the net assessment of what sort of
contribution do these military space systems made?

Space Segment

The range of space systems available to support the Gulf War
raises a very interesting question of timing. If the war had taken place
even three years ago, it is unlikely that the contribution of military
space systems would have been nearly so great. As it was, the US
entered the conllict with an unprecedented array of operational space
systems in orbit. But press reports notwithstanding, none of the US
launches during Daert Shield and Desert Storm wgre in response to the
crisis.l Each of these flights had been planned long in advance of the
Iraqi invasion.

The imaging intelligence order of battle in space included an
absolutely unprecedented number of satellites, with one lacrosse
imaging radar satellite, three of the older KH-l'l., Kennnn digital
imagrng satellites, and three of the newer Advanced Keyhola
(sometimes referred to in the press as the KH-12).2 This total of seven
imaging satellites is the largest number of imaging satellites that the
US has ever had in space at one time, in stark contrast with the single
KH-11 in orbit as recently as five years ago, shortly after the Challenger
accident. During the late 1970s and early 1980s, American imaging
intelligence would nornully have consisted of two KH-11s in orbit all
of the time, with single frI-9 Hemgon in orbit providing film return
about six months out of the year.

In addition, the capabilities of each of these satellites were far
greater than previous satellites. The lacrosse for the first time provided
an all weather capability. The Advanc& Keyhole operated in much

Tim Furnis, 'Satellites taundred for Deert Shield', Flight Inkrtutional, 2l
November 19Q p.11.
Craig Covarlt, 'Recon Satellites Lead Allied Intelligence Ef.fort,, Aoiation tNeck €t
Spce Technobgy, 4 February 1991, pp.25-26.
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higher orbits than they older KH-lls, and as a result they provided
two useful passes per day over the target area rather than the single
pass that was customary with the older KH-11. This meant an average
of a dozen useable passes over the theatre of operations a day at
average intervals of about two hours. In some cases there would be
two satellites in the sky simultaneously, and at no point would there
be more five hours without having a satellite over the theatre of
operations. With each of these satellites producing images at the rate
of one every five seconds, there were literally hundreds of pictures a
day of the theatre of operations.

The US also had very robust electronic and signals intelligence
order of battle. At least one geostationary Magnum signals intelligence
satellite was available for intercepting low-strength broadcasts. In
addition at least a dozen of the White Cloud naval ocean surveillance
satellites conducted radio location for higher power transmitters, along
with a trio of sub'satellites that were launched with the Advanced
Keyhole launched in ]une 1990. Altogether there were perhaps 15 or 20
signals intelligence (SIGINT) satellites in operation.

There were at least two Defense Meteorological Support
Program (DSMP) weather satellites in operation at the outset of Daert
Shield, with a third launched in early fanuary 1,991,. There were
somewhere between 15 to 16 the NAVSTAR GPS satellites in operation
during the latter stages of the conflict, as well as at least a pair of
FLTSATCOM and at least a pair of DSCS III communication satellites
available for communication support in the theatre. The US military
also used images acquired from SPOT and LANDSAT for updating
mapping products for its forces.

Overall, the satellites were of higher quality and more
numerous than has been the case at any time in the past and more
numerous and more capable than would have been the case even five
years ago.

Control Segment

With the possible exception of the Magnum geosynchronous
signals intelligence satellite, each of these satellites continued to
support other military users around the world, in addition to the
forces deployed in Southwest Asia. Thus, the KH-1l that
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photographed Iraqi tanks in Kuwait at 10 o'clock in the morning
would be taking pictures of Soviet tanks in Moscow a few minutes
later. So it is not surprising that control of military space systems
remained in the hands of centralised facilities. Unity of command has
long been a central tenet of air power doctrine, and great significance
has been attached to the fact that during Drert Storm the air forces of
eleven countries operated from a single Air Tasking Order (in contrast
to the separate operational planning of each of the services during the
Vietnam War). Unity of command was also a distinguishing element
of space operations, given the unavoidably global coverage of military
space systems.

User Segment

The most visible aftribute of the use of military space systems
in the Gulf War was the proliferation of user equipment to lower
echelon forces. In the case of the Army the DSCS (Defense Satellite
Communications System) Ground Mobile Forces communication
antennas are used down to the brigade level for connectivity. Below
that the terrestrial Mobile Subscriber Equipment (MSE) is used as a
complementary communications capability of brigade and division,
and then SINCGARS and other radios for echelons below brigade.
Both the A-y and Marine Corps provided UHF voice connectivity
using manpack terminals much lower in the chain of command. But it
remains unclear exactly how deep into the American order of battle
the satellite communications systems went, since a number of the
satellite terminals were corrunercial INMARSAT skyphones.

Prior to the 1980s, about the only place that could analyse
overhead imagery as it came down from the satellite would be the
National Photographic Interpretation Center (NPIC) at the Navy Yard
in Washington, D.C. But over the last decade or so the TENCAP
(Tactical Exploitation of National C-apabilities Program) has greatly
extended the dissemination of this product. Thus during the seven
months of the Gulf War most of the Tactical Fighter Wings in the
theatre had a Constant Source terminal to acc€ss the overhead product
as soon as it was available. The Army Corps commanders had
terminals that were receiving imagery Marine Corps commanders on
a similar echelon would also be looking at these pictures, and each of
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the aircraft carriers had FIST (Fleet Imagery Support Terminal) that
were used to look at satellite pictures.3

It remains unclear exactly what architecture was used for
moving the picture from the satellite to the Tactical Fighter Wing or
the aircraft carrier. There is some suggestion that a Direct Broadcast
Antenna on the satellite could take the pictures straight down to field
terminals. Others have suggested that the picture went from the photo
satellite up to a Satellite Data Systems (SDS) satellite, down to a
ground station, back up to a communication satellite, back down to
Fort Belvoir in Virginia, over to NPIC for processing and tagging, then
back up to a communication satellite and back down to the theatre.
Even though that is an large number nodes, the picture is going at the
speed of light. So, even if it is transmitted six different times, this is
still a near real-time capability where the person in the theatre can be

looking at the picture within minute after the time that the picture has

been taken.4

Desert Storm also marked an expansion in the international
dissemination of imagery. By the end of December, the US had agreed
to provide real-time imagery to Israel, which was expected to provide
two to three hours warning of an Iraqi missile attack. Certainly by the
end of January, Israel had gained real-time access to American
imaging satellite intelligence of western lraq, covering mobile Sczd

launc\er deployment areas.S Previously the US had been reluctant to
share such information with Israel, fearing that it would be used in
military actions against other Arab countries.6 But in this case,Israeli
action against Iraq was impeded by withholding Identification-
Friend-or-Foe (IFF) codes, which would have enabled Israeli aircraft to
fly unimpeded through Allied air forces. In addition, this intelligence
link helped to persuade Israeli authorities that the US was working
vigorously to address the Scud threat.

A variety of alerting systems were implementd to transmit
launch warnings from the Defense Support Program (DSP) early

rbilt..
Howard Graves, 'Army Directions in Space', EASCON 85, October 1985,
pp.34l3M.
Gerald Seib, 'Allied Troops Recaph,ue Saudi Town After a OneDay Occupation
by lraqis', WaIl Street lournal, 1 February 1991,p.412.
Jonathon Pollar4 ?ppeasement of Iraq Made Me a Sp/, Wall Street launal,7S
February 1997,p.A12, provides a not entirely disinterested rehearsal of this theme.
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warning satellites. The American Embassy in Baghdad received
notification of Scud launches on 2 December 1990 via a telephone
message from the State Department, as the launches were being
conducted.T Launch warnings were transmitted to all Navy vessels in
the theatre from a central communications facility in Bahrain.S

By mid-fanuary, Air Force Space Command had established
data links with Patriot interceptor missile fire units to 'provide the
missile crews with near real-time information on the launch of Iraqi
Scrd missiles and the specific targets to which the missiles are
heading.'9 According to one account, DSP operators:

... went on into the fCS (Ioint Chiefs of Staff) and said
'we've figured out something we can do for (Patrioil if
we do the following communications' upgrades ...'
The results 'astounded the tactical people' and
allowed warnings to be passed Israel and Saudi
Arabia. 'In the past ... you would have been feeding'
data from the infra-red (i.e. DSP) satellites to 'the
warning system of North America, you would have
been feeding the intelligence community and the
national command authori$r'. But with the re-
oriented focus and new communications links, 'the
lieutenant and the captain out there commanding a
(Patriot) battery or whatever had 'instant access' to a
kind of information they had never seen'.lo

Thus, by the end of fanuary 1990, Israel was receiving real-
time intelligence on Sczd launches:ll

The infra-red signature of the Iraqi boosters were
detected by the US early warning satellites, which
simultaneously transmitted the launching warning to
the Pentagon, which in turn relayed the warning

ia{ck Tylea 'Embassy Deputy in lraq, Unschooled as Diplomat, Plays the Top
US Role', NewYorkTimzs, 18 December 190,p.A12.
David lamb, 'lraq launches 3rd Missile-But Not at Allied Forces', Los Angeles
Times,29 December 1990 p.l5.
'Scud Warning', Aviation Week fi Space Techtnlogy,28 fanuary 1991, p.19.
'Space Success in Gulf War Seen as Making Case for ASAT, Aerospace Dai|y,15
March 191, pp.M1442.
'Israel Will Need IFF Codes for Retaliatory Str*d , Defen* Daily, 4 February 1991,
p.774.
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instantly over a newly established and secure hotline,
called Hammer Rlck, to Tel Aviv.l2

A second interesting feature of user segment is the widespread
utilisation of commercial standard equipment. While the timing of the
Gulf War was fortuitous in terms of the upgrades in space segment,
unfortunately the same cannot be said of the ground segment that was
utilising these systems. In many cases the availability of ground
segment had significantly lagged behind the space segment expansion.
The result was a surprisingly extensive reliance on commercially
developed and procured systems. Fortunately the US was able to very
quickly to go to outside commercial vendors and, using civilian
standard equipment, make up for many of these deficits.

For the NAVSTAR CPS the overwhelming majority of receiver
sets that were being used in the theatre were purchased from
commercial vendors, and were operating according to commercial
standards after 2 August 1990. The introduction of the military
standard 16-metre spherical error probable receiver sets had fallen
behind the onginal schedule by several years. So at the beginning of
August 1990, there were fewer than 2,000 of these military standard
receivers available throughout the military.

Prior to the August invasion, the Army was using several
hundred Trimpack Small Lightweight GPS Receivers (SLGR-Sluggers)
in field demonstrations as part of a US$4 million 1,012 unit contract.
An additional buy of 1,000 of the US$3500 receivers was slated for
completion by the end of 1990.13 This US$5.5 million dollar contract
also included the cost of mounting and other hardware. A further
2,300 SLGRs were ordered in December, which brought the total buy
to US$17.5 million. These SLGRs were to include external antennas to
be installed on M1A1 tanks to permit the receivers to function when
the tank is sealed against chemical attack. An additional order for 4,100
units was placed on 30 fanuary 1991,, for US$22.8 million. By early
February deliveries had totalled 3,000 receivers, with an additional

Patrick Tyler,'US Tells of Retaliation Plan the Israehs Abandond, Neu York
Times,TMardr 191, pp.Al, A10.
'Sluggers Pinch Hit for Army GPS', Military Spce,24*ptenber 1990, pp.l, 8.
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5300 on order. Many of the SLGRs were mounted on light armoured
vehicles, HMMVW, supply trucks and helicopters.l4

So the overwhelming bulk of receivers, particularly the
receivers that were being used by ground forces were commercial
receivers that were acquired after 2 August 1990. A complete list of
satellite terminals that were being used by ground forces, particularly
by the A*y, would probably show that the bulk were not military
standard terminals, but rather US$0,000 sky phones that use
INMARSAT to talk to other users in the theatre.

Similarly, much of the mapping data that was satellite imagery
was derived from LANDSAT and SIOT, commercial companies,
rather than from military mapping satellites. In the case of weather
satellite support, there were two or three of the DMSP military
weather satellites, but much of the ground segment was commercially
procured, rather than develop"d by the military. American forces
were also relying on the two NOAA polar orbiting satellites as well as

the European civilian METEOSAT satellite for additional weather
information.

Operational Applications

Military space systems were involved in every major aspect of
the war with Iraq. Every component of the effort to deal with Iraqi
Scud missile attacks involved use of one or more satellite systems.
Imaging intelligence satellites were looking for the transporter erector
launchers before the missiles were launched, and DSP early waming
satellites were used to detect the missile plumes after they had been
launched. All of this information was relayed back to processing
centres in the US using military communication satellites. The
information was then relayed back to the theatre using military
communication satellites. Weather satellites were used to try to
determine, in advance, when the Iraqis might be t:ri.g to take
advantage of cloud cover to come out of hiding and launch using
mobile launchers. Signals intelligence satellites were used to pick up
on the meteorological radars the Iraqis were using to get weather
information prior to their launch.

14 Breck Hmderson, 'Ground Forces Rely on G[5 To Navigate Desert Terrain',
Aoiatbn Weck B SpaceTechnology,TT February 1997,p.V.
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An indicator of the use of imaging intelligence satellites is the
number of separate, discrete references in daily newspapers, trade
press, and other publications to specific things that photographic
reconnaissance satellites have done---+pecific targets that were
photographed with a specific piece of information resulting. There
were more public references to such incidents of using photo
reconnaissance satellites in the seven months of the Gulf War than in
the previous 30 years. Several times each week some newspaper or
trade press reporter would report a new piece of information about the
deployment of Iraqis forces,ls damage being done to Iraqi military
forces,l5 or some similarly specific piece of information,lT that was
linked to the fact that photographic satellites had reported the
information. Whereas, prior to the Gulf War there would be press
mention of this sort at intervals of perhaps every month or six weeks.

One of the reasons for reliance on satellite connectivity was the
absence of existing infrastructure in the region of the Gulf. In the
NATO theatre, and in fapan and Korea, considerable pre-existing
landline infrastructure that could handle much of the day-to-day
communication requirements was in place. While there was some
reliance on the Saudi land-line infrastructure, one of the reasons the
satellite communications were so important in the Gulf War was that it
was a tome as you are party'. Forces that did not bring their own
communications gear could not communicate. Satellite systems
proved the fastest means of establishing connectivity in the theatre,
although these links were subsequently augmented by terrestrial links.

Another factor enhancing the utility of space systems was the
fact that Saudi Arabia is a very flat piece of terrain. As a result there
was a tremendous problem with interference between high frequency
radio communications systems, and a lot of cross-talk and interference
with terrestrial systems. In order to avoid those types of self-jamming
problems, there was a greater reliance on satellites than might have
otherwise expected.

Mark Perry, The Seqet PIot to Out Saddam Hussein', Regardie's, November 199O
pp.43-56.
Tom Mathews, et al, The Secret History of the War', Newsweek, 18 March 1991,
pp.4T56.
Bill Gertz, 'Battlehip's Target is Chemical Brigade', Washingtan Times,T February
1991, p.85.
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Operational Limitations

Despite the generally positive contributions of satellites to
terrestrial operations, military space systems demonstrated a variety of
failings and shortcomings during the War.

Photographic reconnaissance satellite systems were impeded
by cloud cover.lE This was a major problem in the first week of the air
campaign, which began with several days of rainy and cloudy weather
which made it difficult to go after mobile Scud launchers, and which
also made it extremely difficult to do bomb damage assessment.lg
Cloud cover made the difference between having a total of seven
useable imaging satellites providing new pictures on average of every
two hours, and having to rely on a single imaging intelligence satellite,
t}ne Lacrosse, which was providing new pictures every 12 hours. And
the Iacrosse has a significantly lower resolution than the optical
satellites. Thus holes caused by bombs going through the roof of
bunker that would be immediately apparent to a 10 centimetre
resolution photo satellite would be totally invisible to the radar
satellite with pictures of a resolution of about a metre or so.
Additionally, there would be some indicators for damage assessment
such as burns and scorch marks that would be immediately apparent
in a photo satellite image that simply would not show up on the
pictures from a radar satellite. Nonetheless, the fact that the radar
satellite was able to penetrate this cloud cover is something that is
going to be getting a lot of attention in determining the mix of radar
satellites and photo satellites needed in orbit.

Iraq made extensive efforts to deceive American intelligence
concerning targets and damage inflicted, including decoys tanks and
dummy missiles. Chairman of the foint Chiefs of Staft General Colin
Powell, noted that:

They're quite good at it. We ve s€en it. We've also
seen them paint damage on airfields, to spoof us into
thinking that it is still damaged, and therefore we
don't have to worry about it. There are also reports

Fred Kaplan, 'Stalemate in the Air: haqi Clouds foil US $tellites' , Bosol r Globe, B
Ianuary 191, p.l.
Molly Moorg 'Cloud and Fog Over Gulf Region Knock Allied Raids Off Shide'
Wrchin gtott P ost, 22 J an nry 799 7, p.7.
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that they are trlnng to put out dummy Scud
systems'.20

In addition, Iraq:

[used deception] techniques they learned from US
military intelligence officials during the eight year war
between lran and Iraq .... In the course of receiving
the US intelligence assessments, based on information
from US spy satellites, the Iraqis 'were able to learn
how we did the assessments,'one analyst said. They
were able to learn how we keep track of what goes on
in a war'-and thus how to mask their militarv
operations.2l

The most serious operational shortcomings of imaging
intelligence were exposed in the assessment of the progress of the air
campaign. This issue was critical to the course of the war, given an
American decision not to initiate ground operations until the air
campaign had achieved a 30 per cent to 50 per cent reduction in the
combat effectiveness of Iraqi forces.Z Another element, Les Aspin,
Chair of the House Armed Services Committee concluded, was that:

This is going to be a problem because those bomb
damage assessments aren't going to be forthcoming.
The problem will turn out not to be the cloud cover.
The problem will be with the release of the
information itself. Releasing BDA [bomb damage
assessmentl information will tell Saddam Hussein
what targets we will be going back to hit again ....

With our photographs, I believe we will know a lot
more than Saddam Hussein about the damage to his
country.23

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs, Pete Willliams, noted
that:

Tim Weiner, 'Iraq Uses Tectrniques io Spyr"g Against Its Fomrer Tutor, the US',
Philadelphie Inquircr,25 lanuary 1991, pp.l-A, lGA.
rbil..
fohn Cushman, 'The Forrridable Republican Guard Blocks the Road to Victor/,
Neut Y ork T inus, 26 lanuary 7997, p.A7.

k" A:pT, 'Assessing the War in the Gulf Lmking for the Answers in the Right
Places', (Speech to the Reserve Officers Association,23 fanuary 1991).
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There's no such thing as an unclassified picture of
bomb damage assessment, unfortunately, because the

system that does it is eternally classified.2a

Assessment of bomb damage was also complicated by
different sourc€s and methods, with each intelligence agency

producing different estimates. One account suggested that
CnrlrCOM tns access to reports from lraqi prisoners of war and
tactical, lowJevel reconnaissance photography that is not routinely
provided to Washington. Agencies in Washington have had to rely

-"ir,ty on highJevel satellite photography'.2s fu161hs1 account agreed

that national agencies, such as CIA and DIA,'rely solely on satellite
photography and pictures from spy planes, while the Central
iommand also uses pilot reports and other evidence gathered in Saudi

Arabia'.25

Iraqi efforts to defeat American signals intelligence were not
entirely unexpected. One commentator noted that:

Saddam knows more about American battlefield
intelligence than all but a handful of other foreign
leaders, thanks to Ronald Reagan, William C-asey and
aides. The fact that Saddam still has secure
communication channels to his Corps commanders in
the middle of historS/s heaviest air raids suggests that
he knew enough about US interception and iamming
abilities to take special stePs to thwart them ...

(according to) Howard Teicher, who directed political
military affairs on the White House's National
Security Council Staff from 1983 to 1985, you have to
ask now what Saddam learned about us from what he

was seeing. He seems to have switched to more
secure landline communications to his commanders
after we neutralized his microwave relay network. It

DoD Nants Brizfing,29lanuary 1991, p.15.
Dan Balz et al,''US Raises Estimate of lraqi Armor Destroyed,, Washington Post,15
February 191, pp.Al, A30.
Eric Sclr-mitt, 'ftigffe*r Mght Raids Cost Iraq Many Tanks', New York Times, 78

February 191, p.A5.
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is fair to ask when he began to build in so much
redundanry.27

Reports noted that:

Iraqi 'opsec', or operational security, has been
surprisingly effective, in part because of a resilient
fiber optic communications line running underground
from Baghdad to Basra and on to Kuwait. Allied
bombers have struck a number of microwave
communications towers, including several in remote
villages, but have had difficulty in severing the fiber
optic cables. As a result, the Allies have had limited
success in forcing Iraqi commanders 'up into the
ai/-giving orders by radio-where such
communications are
eavesdropping.2s

'The extensive use of radio silence and widespread networks
of fiberoptic cables by Iraqi forces ... have hampered the efforts' of
American signals intelligence units.29 According to Lieutenant
General |immy Adams, Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations:

We were fully prepared for the idea that he (Saddam)
would be able to ... patch his radio links and that he
had redundant systems for command and control. In
most cases, the capabilities were hard-wired and so a
goal was to force him on the air where
communications became more revealed. I think we've
had success with that. Obviously, if he's talking on
his land lines its more difficult for us to disrupt. So
your preference would be to have him on a clear
frequency where you exploit the signals, whether you
want to target him or use it as an intelligence source.s

Jin Hoagland, 'America's Frankenstein Monster/, Washington Post,7 February
1991,p.A19.
Rick Atkinson, 'Iraqis Called Vulnerable to Land Attack', Washington Post, 15
February 1991, pp.Al, A31.
Neil Munro, 'Enemy Silence Hampers Army Inteltgence Efforts', Defenx Nanrs,25
February 191, p.35.
Tony Capaccio, 'Single Air Maestro Was The Key To Bombing Ordresha Over
Iraq, Defmx Week, 17 February 1991, pp.67.
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There are also some questions about the performance of the
Defense Support Program (DSP) early warning satellites. There were
initially concerns expressed on 2 December 1990 when the Iraqis
launched several Scrd missiles for which the DSP alerting system did
not provide adequate warning. However, subsequent to the War it
was generallybelieved that the DSP system provided warning of every
successful Scud launch.

The navigation satellite systems generally worked well, and
the combination of navigation satellites and night-vision goggles
provided an unprecedented capability to operated under cover of
darkness. But anecdotal accounts suggest that even with these

advanced technology capabilities, forces continued to occasionally
become disoriented in the dark, unable to make the pre-planned
rendezvous.

Previous comments notwithstanding, much of the
communication satellite capability did not go very far down into the
chain of command. Although satellites might provide connectivity
with, for example, the division artillery support elements and some
independent armoured regiments, for the most part satellite
communications did not go significantly below brigade commander
level. The capacity just was not available for the many commanders
who would have been interested in having satellite connectivity.

The quality of information from weather satellites, and the
usefulness that information, remains unclear. A number of instances
can be identified in which weather conditions significantly impeded
operations. The planned Marine amphibious landing, Eminent
Thuniln, in early November 1990 continued for a week before it was
cancelled. The landing was postponed on two occasions and finally
abandoned when the air<ushion landing vehicles across the shore had
high winds coming off the shore that were kicking up a fairly choppy
sea off-shore. Considerable uncertainty rernains as to why, with all of
the weather satellite information available, that the weather people
were not able to predict this in advance, or, to tell commanders that the
conditions were going to persist for some time.

In addition, more recently it was at least reported that one of
the conditions that was established for initiating full-scale ground
operations was at least three days of clement weather so that forces
would avoid being bogged in mud. But, in point of fact, after the
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commencement of ground operations, within two days there was
significant rainfall in some areas of operations and as a result the
advance of some units was slowed down by as much as a day. It is
unclear whether this was a shortcoming in weather forecasting
capability or whether this was simply one criteria for initiating the
ground operation that they decided to wave in this case.

Of course, consumer expectations notwithstanding, meteor-
ological satellites are useful for predicting the weather, not for their
control. But in contrast to the number of instances where bad weather
that should have been foreseeable interfered with planned operations,
there are no accounts of episodes in which meteorological satellite data
enhanced specific operations.

Alternative Systems

In addition to all of the satellite systems, there were a number
of airborne and terrestrial systems that were providing similar or
complementary capabilities. Indeed, perhaps the most significant
problem in analysing the relationship between technological inputs
and military outputs is the duplication of space and non-space
capabilities. There is an image of the War being entirely satellite
driven, with all of 500,000 troops in the theatre walking around with
wrist radios connected to satellites in the sky, and the entire operation
being driven by satellites. Even though it would be fun to think that
was what was going on, in reality most of the soldiers in the theatre
were conducting operations the old fashioned way.

Some space systems, notable navigation and weather,
provided services that were not readily duplicated. Although even
here, most aircraft used traditional inertial navigation systems, in the
absence of installed NAVSTAR receivers.

However, it is particularly difficult to distinguish between the
relative value of the intelligence collection contributions provided by
the aircraft platforms in the Gulf as distinct from those of the satellites.
Imaging intelligence capabilities from satellites were supplemented by
both the JSTARS surveillance aircraft as well as the TR-1 high altitude,
high resolution radar capability provided by the A-Stars and UPD-X
radars carried on those aircraft.
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Although American intelligence capabilities had a significant
advantage, a variety of sources other than satellites were used during
the Gulf War. One account noted that the 'Allied edge starts with the
US's ability to gather intelligence on the location of Iraqi artillery units
from satellites, scout helicopters such as the OH-58D Kiouta, and radio
direction finders'.3l However, in some cases the effectiveness of many
of these non-space systems was questionable. One analysis noted that:

While TR-1s performed well, they only provided
coverage to a limited depth. RF4C photo
reconnaissance aircraft were employed, but the
lengthy process of developing film was cumbersome
... RPVs, such as the Pioneer operated by Marine units
and the Navy for gunfire support, performed well
during the conflict. The positive feedback from field
commanders who gained valuable operational
experience with RPVs in the Gulf should finally help
to break the militaq/s skepticism about such
systems.32

It is interesting to compare and contrast the capabilities of the
satellite systems with those of ]STARS and the TR-l. The TR-1,
assuming that it was standing back about 75 kilometres from the Saudi
border, would have been able to see about 150 kilometres deep into
Iraq. That would have given coverage of the southern two-thirds of
the western mobile Scud deployment area, but not of the northern
one'third of that area towards the Syrian border. This underscored the
reason that the US requested access Syrian air space to fly TR-ls to get
complete coverage of the Scrd deployment area. Similarly, with TR-1
coverage in the east down around Basra there were also portions of
areas where the Scuds were being deployed on mobile launchers that
were simply out of range of the TR-1 systems.

Even though JSTARS was succ€ssfully deployed to the theatre,
it was reported that the Air Force only managed to get 44 sorties out of
the two planes over a period of 41 days. So this clearly did not have
the sort of continuous around-the-clock synoptic surveillance of the

Sarah Christy, 'Curtain of Cannon Fire Fae Allied Troops in Gulf, Defen* Weck,

14January 1991, pp.l, 15.

John Morrocro, 'GulI War Boosts Prcpects For High-Technology Weapons',
Aobtioa Wek & SpctTcdurrolqgy, 18 Mardr 191, pp.,l5-46.
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Kuwait theatre of operations that would be desired from that aircraft.
On the other hand, there is a very pattern of coverage of the JSTARS
Moving Target Indicator (MTI) radar. With a standoff back about 75

kilomehes from the border, the radar permits observation of an area
something in excess of 150 kilometres deep into Kuwait and Iraq. By
placing this template coverage rrnp over the Kuwait theatre of
operations it became clear that a single JSTARS standing back 75

kilomehes from the border was able to complete survey the entire
battle space on a continuous basis and see the broad gamut of
movement from the XVII Corps and VII Corps moving in from the
west, all the way over to Basra and up to the Euphrates River where
the Republican Guard were operating. During the period of the
ground operations,literally the entire battlefield was under continuous
surveillance and essentially every vehicle moving anywhere in the
entire battle space was under continuous observation by |STARS.

That is not the sort of capability that can be provided by the
imaging intelligence satellites. Quite to the contrary, it has been said
quite aptly that these satellites are like looking at the world through a
soda straw. Depending on whether the satellite is flying directly
overhead or looking 1,000 kilometres off to the east or west, norrnally
the images from the satellites are only going to be on the order of a
swath of five or ten kilometres. With the 30,000 plus square kilometres
of Kuwait and immediate surrounding vicinity, this required
encompassing about 1,000 to 1J00 separate images in order to
completely map the immediate theatre of operations. Even with good
weather for that continuous period of time, probably a total of two to
three days was required to be able to pick up the images needed to
completely map the entire area. On the other hand ISTARS can update
the moving target picture of the battlefield about every minute or so.

Of course the problem is that the JSTARS moving target indicator was
only picking up targets that were mobile. It was unable to assess the
damage inflicted to determine whether air strikes had hit all the
intended tanks or bunkers.

Another problem that emerged in the bomb damage
assessment was the discrepancy between the counts of tanks, vehicles,
bunkers and other targets destroyed. Those made by DIA and CIA in
Washington were conducted primarily on the basis of reconnaissance
satellite imagery. The damage assessment that was being done by
CENTCOM l-2 in silu was using both overhead assets and pilot
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reports. During the week or 10 days during which these discrepancies
were being reviewed there was a period in which the CENTCOM I-2
numbers were running at about twice the number of the numbers that
were being assessed in Washington. This was in part simply because
of the different accounting methodologies. Unavoidably, pilot reports
are going to turn out to be a little optimistic. And it is unavoidable
that the analysis of overhead product which requires looking at a tank
day after day after day and watch it continue not moving before being
able to decide that in fact it has been successfully destroyed, is
inherently a more conservative technique.

As for tactical air reconnaissance, former Air Force Chief of
Staff, General Michael Duga. concluded that 'these types of systems
received a boost from Operation Daert Storm because it was
demonstrated that satellites can't perform all reconnaissanc€ missions
singlehandedly'.S However, these are film-based systems, so the
aircraft cannot datalink real-time images to a ground station.&

Electro-optical reconnaissance systems such as the
Advanced Tactical Airborne Reconnaissance System
(ATARS) are still in the laboratory because of funding
cuts, leaving allied forces saddled with a
timeconsuming, Vietnam Warera, film-based system
carrid by Air National Guard RF4Cs. When
interviewed at 4pm, for example (CENTCOM Air
Force Commander Lt Gen. Charles) Horner still was
waiting for film of strikes against Iraqi Republican
Guard positions he had needed at noon.35

In the case of Scud missile attack warnings, the DSP early
warning satellites were supplemented by the AWACS air defence
aircraft which were also being used to track the Scud missile launches.
Certainly the space signals intelligence, which was being used against
the Scuds as well as against other emitting targets, was also being
augmented by the capabilities of the RC-135 Rioet loint aircraft as well
as the U-2R and TR-l platforms.

'F-117, Joint STARS are Winners in Gen. Dugan's Desert Shield Scorecard', Izsi.de
the Pmtago4 7 Mar ch 7991, pp.G7.
Bruce Nordwall, 'U.S. Rdies on C-ombination of Aircraft, Satellites, UAVs for
Damage Assessmen(, Aoietion Wcek & SVcc Technology,4 February 199'1, pp.2L25.
David Fulghum, 'Desert Storm Highlights Need for Rapid Tactical lntelligence',
Aobtion tileek & Spe Te&nology, 11 February 191, ppJAL9.
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For the Army, ground mobile forces DSCS receivers were only
used down to appro*-nntely the brigade level. For connectivity at
brigade and below, the Army relied on basically land-based cell'lar
systems such as MSE and SINCGARS, and their less capable
predecessors. And even in those cases where satellites were used,
other terrestrial links were also utilised. It is thus difficult to isolate
the unique contribution made by satellite capability.

Iraqi Capabilities

There was a fairly grotesque disparity between American
intelligence collection capabilities and those of Iraq. In terms of these
conhasting capabilities, the US was looking at the chess board which
was clearly illuminated, whereas Iraq was sitting with a blindfold
tryrng to figure out whether the game being played was Chess or
Chinese Checkers. For imaging intelligence the US made use of the
satellites, as well as ]STARS, U-2R, TR-1, each of which was providing
the US with standoff imaging capability as well as RF-4Cs and TARpS
Pods on Navy aircraft which were giving an in-country imaging
capability. In contrast, the only long-range reconnaissance that
Saddam Hussein had was MiG-25R reconnaissance aircraft. There
appears no indication that these were effectively utilised, or indeed
even used at all.

Despite their limited imaging intelligence capabilities, the Iraqi
military entered the war with a sophisticated signals intelligence
apparatus. But the functioning of this system was dependent on
communications networks to permit coordinated analysis, and Allied
attacks on Iraqi communications degraded this capability.35

Iraqi signals intelligence was further hampered by Allied
deception efforts.

Among the many smaller deceptions of the war, one
official said, was the creation of a mock battlefield
'headquarters'by teams operating opposite the site of
feigned border crossings. By broadcasting a large
volume of encrypted radio traffic from portable

36 lt:pt "" lg{iansky, The Run and Shoot Offense', US Neos & Worlit Reprt, 25
February 191,pp.#4}
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equipment at these otherwise desolate locations, US

military officials hoped teand evidently
did<onvince eavesdropping Iraqis that their forces
were concentrated at sites distant from the real

headquarters.3T

This lOGman deception cell of XVIII Corps:

broadcast the kind of radio traffic and other electronic
signals typically emitted from a Corps headquarters ...
with phony communications transmitters and a device

that fbgned Hawk anti-aircraft missile signals.s

This disparity was clearest during the ground campaign, when
the Iraqis did not know from which direction the Allies were attacking.
The Iraqis did not have access to intelligence satellites that would have

given tliem updates every few hours on the dispositig_n of-US- forces,

ior did they have a JSTARS sitting over Basra as the US had a JSTARS
just inside Saudi air space, looking at literally the entire battle space. If
ihey had had such access it would have been abundantly clear to the

Iraqis which from which direction the Allies were attacking- The US

could locate the Iraqi troops and note their movements, and this was

clearly a maior element in the ability to mount the successful feints.

At the same time it is important to understand that there were
very different requirements. One of the synergisms or enabling
capabilities that American reconnaissance satellites provided was the

ability to plan very precise targeting and to note in advance the exact

targets of precision guided munitions. In the first evming of the air
campaign itre US Air Force dropped a bomb down the elevator shaft at

the Iraqi Air Defence headquarters. In this case, over a period of time

satellitel had been used to determine that was the intended target and
that the elevator shaft would be a good way to insert the bomb for
maximum destruction. So when the pilot left on the sortie the
characteristics of the building were known .rs was the location of the
elevator shaft, and he knew to put the laser designator over the liftle
cab on the elevator shaft. The targeting of these precision bombs were

97 Barton Gellman, 'Deceptions Gave Allies Fast Victor5/, Wa*ington Post, 28
February 191, pp.AL A30.

38 Rick Ati{inson,loumanhng lraq: C'o West, Go D€f,.Ip', Washingtofl Post,18 Mardt
191,pp.Al,A14.
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greatly aided by the fact that the precision intelligence collection
capability was able to provide an exactly location of the target.

In contrast, the Iraqis could get about all the long range
intelligence targeting information they required from a good road
map. The only long-range attack capability that they possessed were
Scuds with a circular error probable of about a kilometre-this was
basically lobbing them in the general direction of the right city. The
Iraqis did not require the same degree of precise targeting capability as
the did the US.

Undoubtedly the Iraqis did have some of the commercial
standard GPS receivers that were similar to those in use by the US
forces.3e Undoubtedly Iraq benefitted from the fact that the US Air
Force had turned off the selective availability by not encrypting the
coarse acquisition code on the satellites. As a result, a commercial
receiver was providing 20 metre accuracy, as opposed to the 100 metre
accuracy that was obtainable when the coarse acquisition codes are
encrypted. On the other hand the US had a requirement to move lots
of vehicles around at night and to move lots of people over very long
distances. The Iraqis, on the other hand, for the most part just had to
wait in their fox holes and hope that a bomb did not land on them.
Certainly there is no evidence of Iraqi use of GPS. So again, the US
had much greater capability in this area, but this was matched by a
much greater requirement.

In the case of weather, it is clear that the Iraqis were still
accessing satellite photos from the American and European weather
satellites-just as was everybody else in the region. There was a
strong correlation between cloud cover in western and southern Iraq
with the launching of Scud missiles.40

Net Assessment

Even taking into account those areas where the Iraqis were
able to get some sort of satellite support, or intelligence it is clear that
the availability, particularly of stand-off targeting and intelligence

39 John Burgess, 'Satellite' Gaze l'rovides New Look at War', Y'leshington Post,79
February 191, p.At3.

40 William Broad lraqis Using Clouds to Cover Scud Hrings, Metmrologists Say',
Neut YorkTines, 25 fanuary 1991, p.A10.
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collection capability, was of mapr significance to the outcome of the
conflict.

The CIA Director, William Webster claimed that:

Intelligence was right on the spot, observing the
military buildups with great accuracy, utilizing all of
our national technical collection means as well as other
sources of intelligence to reflect the nature of the
buildup (and) follow the military patterns.4l

One analysis of the sources of the Allied victory noted that
'nowhere was the discrepancy between the powers of Iraq and the US-
led alliance more graphically apparent than in the sheer breadth and
magnitude of the logistical support in Operation Desert Storm .... Every
day computers located in a tent at operational headquarters at Riyadh
would spit out anywhere from 50,000 to 150,000 items of intelligence
....'42 Lieutenant General Kelly concluded that 'the intelligence that
has been made available to me during the course of their entire
campaign has been by far the best I've ever seen'. He suggested that
the sources of the Iraqi defeat were:

First of all, a terrible failure on the part of Iraqi
intelligence. They didn't have their eyes and ears out
on the battlefield to see what was happening. Second,
in my view, the air campaign was spectacularly
successful.43

According to Lieutenant General Thomas Moorman,
Commander of the US Air Force Space Command:

Desert Storm will be an extraordinary learning
experience for us. We are learning things that may
never have been clear to us without this example. Not
only is it a watershed, but it is a glimpse into the
future. Things may not all be like Desert Storm in
terms of size of the theater or number of troops
employed, but there are some basic buths that are

Walter Mossberg 'US Intelligence Agmcies Triumphed in Gulf War Despite Some
Weak Spots', WaII Strezt lounal, 18 March 1991, p.A10.
Peter Honey, 'US Used Overwhelming Technical, Military Advantage', fultimore
Sun,3 Mardr 191, p.11A.
DoD News Briefing,28 February '199'/-, pp.G7 .

47

42

43
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becoming apparent .... Daert Storm is a watershed
event for space. For the first time, we have space
beginning to become fully integrated into the
prosecution of hostilities, to a much greater extent
than in Operation lust Cause' (Panama), both in
terms of services as well as understanding and
dependency....4

4 The JDW lntelvievf ,larc's Defmce rNetJy,9 February 1991, p.200.



CHAPTER 4

SOVIET SPACE PROGRAMS

Phillip S. Clark

The former Sovict Union was responsible for many of the
advances in the early years of space exploration with rruny
achievements bcing realiscd: thc first satellite launch; the first dog in
orbit; the first lunar impac! the first lunar farside photographs; and,
the first man in space. As more and more historical information is
being revealed about the Sovict program it is bctoming clear that what
was seen as a carefully thought-out manned Program during the 1960s

and 1970s was in reality a program which was constantly being re-
thought and with its direction often changing.

An'example of one area where mairr Western re'evaluation
has been necessary is the manned lunar effort which was believed, in
the West, to have existed in competition with the US Apollo effort.l In
reality the impctus for the Soviet manned lunar program was divided
between rival Design Bureaus. They were under-funded and the go-

ahead did not come until aftcr that of the US. President Kennedy set

the US lunar goal in May 1951, but a similar commitment for a Soviet
lunar landing program did not come until thc end of 7966. Even then,
there were separate programs dcrsigncd to fly cosmonauts around the
Moon and actually land a cosmonaut on the Moon. The funding for
the Soviet program was far smaller than in the US and the Soviet
political leaders never gave the program a national priority backing.

By the end of the 1970s the Soviet Union was beginning to
reap the practical rewards of their space investment as many

Phillip S. Clark, 'The Soviet Manned Lunar Programme: Part l-Plant Policies
and Personalitix',lotc's Sooict lfltelligencc Raiao, (Vol.2, No.l2), December 190,
pp.56672; Phillip S. Oark The Soviet Manned Lunar Programme: Part
2-Trying to Fly the Machines', lot's fuoiet Intelligarcc Rroie:z,, (Vol.3, No.l),
fanuary 191, pp.4G45; and Phillip S. Clark, The Soviet Manned Lunar
Programme and lts Legac/, Spcc Policy, August 1997, pp.22l-232. Details of
original Sovict rcference material are given in the second and third of thee
PaPers.
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applications satellite programs reached an operational status. With a
proven track rcrord-although with often unknown outside specialists
who analyscd the Soviet space program-in rcliable satellite and
launch vehicle operations, the Soviets began to market thcir program
during the 1980s, although for many reasons the response was not
been as great as the Soviets desired.

Launch Sites and Launch Vehicles

Sovict satellite launches had become so routine that few
people realise the number of launches which have taken place. As
notcd in Table 4.1, during the period 7957 to the end of 1990 there were
3312launches worldwide which reachcd Earth orbit or beyond, and of
these 2,255, or 58 per cent, were from the Sovict Union. The number of
launches from the northern Plesetsk Cosmodrome alone during this
perid (7,299) is far in excess of the total number of launches outside
the Soviet Union (1,055).

Three launch sites have bcrn used in the Soviet program.
Tyuratam (called Baikonur in Soviet litcrature) was thc tcst site for the
original 33-6 Saptaood ICBM (called R-7 by the Soviets) and it was from
this site that the world's first satellite was launched on 4 Octobcr 1957
at 19h 28m 04s.2 Tyuratam is often comparcd with Cape Canaveral
and the Kennedy Space Centre in the US since it has bccn used for all
manned and dcrp space launches. The various mcdium and heavy lift
launch vehicles have only bcen deploycd at Tyuratam.

The second cosmodrome to be introduced to orbital launches
has been named Kapustin Yar by the West since the 1960s: originally
Soviet literature referred to it as the 'Volgograd' station. We had to
wait until 1983 for the first actual dctails of the launch site and
confirmation of the Kapustin Yar name.3 This launch site was only
used for small science or military payloads (with four exceptions)
using the two smallcst launch vehiclcs. The four exceptions were
during 1982-79U when there were test flights of the sub-scale Bor
military space shuttle craft. The last launch from Kapustin Yar was

M.E. Tikhonravov, The Creation of the First Artificial Earth Satellite: Some
Historical Dctails', (Paper presmted at the 1973 Intemational Astronautical
Federation Congress in Baku).
V. Gubarev, 'Kapustin Yar: A l-ook Through the Years', Praoila,6lune 1983, p.3.
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Kosmos 1815 in January 7987, and the site has becn subsequently used
for the dcstruction of various missiles under international arms
agrcements.

A new northern launch sitc was notcd in March 1955 with the
launch of Kosmos 112. Now acknowlcdged as Plcsetsk by the Soviet
Uniory the launch site was originally idcntificd by Gmffrey E. Perry
who was then the senior science teacher at Kettering Grammar
School.a Some Sovict literature has mentioned some space-related
scicntific work being undcrtaken at a place callcd Sogra, close to the
position calculated for Plcsetsk, but the identity of the launch site was
finally confirmed in Sovict literature in 1983.s Subsequently, a Soviet
writcr has acknowledged indircctly the Kcttering discovery of the
launch site: 'even in English schools pupils have regularly been told
about spaccship launchings thcrc'.6

Plcsctsk has been by far the busiest launch site in the world.
During 7966-1990 its number of successful launches was 23 per cent
greater than the total of the non-Sovict launches, worldwide, for the

F,criod 1958-1990, and, it accountcd for 58 per cent of all Soviet
launches. fust as Tyuratam is usually equated with the Kennedy Space
Centre and Caprc Canaveral (Eastern Test Range) in its use, Plcsctsk
can be comparcd with Vandenburg (Wcstern Tcst Range) in California
in that it has bcen used for the majority of reconnaissance satcllite
launches as well as flights which rcquircd near-polar orbits.

To support their high launch rate, the Soviet Union has tended
to mass-produce standard launch vehicles. The most-uscd launch
vehicle in the world is the basic 'A'class boosterTwith various upper
stages addcd. The basic first stage assembly (core plus four strapon
boosters) with diffcring upper stages was responsible for 1"357 of the
2,256 Soviet launchcs to Earth orbit or beyond to the end of 1990. The

G.E. Perry, New Cosmos Launch Site?', FIryht International,2l April 796,p.670
(first announcernent); G.E. Peny, 'lrlew Soviet Launch Site Pinpointed', Flight
International, 10 November 19$, p.817 (first acrurate poeition); and G.E. Perry,
The Soviet Northern C-osmodrome', Spaczflight, August 1957, pp.274-277 (revrew
of discovery).
V. Gubarev, 'Plesetsk: The l:unching Poin( , Praoda,20 June 1983, p.3.
M. Chernyshov, 'A Sccret Launchpad is Opn', Science in the USSR, (1990 Issue 4),
pp.3435.
Charles S. Shcldon II,'The Soviet Space Programme: A Growing Enterprise', TRW
Spce Log, Winter 1958-1969, pp.8-19. Sheldon's dcrsignation system has now been
extended to include launch vchicle variants introduccd after 1958.

5
6
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first three Sputnik launches uscd the basic tore plus strapons' vehicle
(basically the Sfu missile), but in 1959 the vehicle with an addcd top
stage (this variant is named SL-3 in the West) was used to launch the
first Luna missions. In 1951 an upratcd version carricd thc first person
into space aboard Vostok 1; as a result it is known as the Vostokbooster
by the Soviets.

Following two launch failurcs in 1960, a new variant of the
booster made its orbital debut in 1961. With a ncw Earth orbital stage
and a 'kick' stage for dcrp space missions, this vehicle was named
Molniya in Soviet literature: without the A.ick' stage it is named Soyuz,

and it was this variant which is the world's most uscd launch
vehicl+with 944 launches to Earth orbit to the end of 1990.

To allow the launches of smaller satellites, two launch vehicles
were introduccrC, both being given the name Kosmos. The original
Kosmos booster first placed a satellite in orbit in7962 and was retired in
7977. T'he serond Kosmos vehicle was first flown in 1954 and is still in
use. Also callcd the Intercosmos booster by the Soviets, this vehicle can
place up to 1.5 tonnes to a low Earth orbit, although it is normally used
for launching satellites which use circular orbits of 1,000 kilometres or
so.

T\e Proton booster was developed to allow payloads in the 2G
tonne class to be launched. Originally flown as a two€tage vehicle in
1965-1966, the four-stage variant was introduced in 1962 and, the
three'stage variant appeared the following year. Flights of thc four-
stage Proton are by far the most numerous, the vehicle having been
used for dccp space missions but now currently used for
geosynchronous and semi-synchronous Earth orbit missions. The
three-stage variant is used for the launch of space station size modules
in support of the manned program as well as the unmanned Almaz
remote sensing payloads.

A new class of launch vehicle was introduccd in 1965 based on
the S$9/Sca1p missile. Un-named by the Sovicts, it has been uscd
exclusively for military missions, including the now-abandoned
Fractional Orbit Bombardment System (FOBS) and anti+atellite
(ASAD weapons and ocean reconnaissance satellites. In 7977 a thrce'
stage variant of the booster appeared and was named Tsykbn by the
Soviets. This could launch about four tonnes to low Earth orbit, but
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has been generally used for intermediate altitude orbits and payloads

of about two tonnes.

There were no new launch vehicle families sucressfully flown
for nearly 20 ycars (the N-1 lunar booster was launched four times in
7969-7972 but it never flew successfully), until 1985 whcn the Zenit
flew its first orbital mission. The two-stagefunit was normally used to

carry payloads to 850 kilometre orbits, although it could launch nearly
14 tonnes to a low Earth orbit. The first stage of Zait u*d the same
engine and was about the same size as the strapon booster used on
the Enngiya shuttle booster, first flown in 1987. Energiya (or Vullcan, as

the non+huttle version was originally to be called) carried four strap-
on boosters attached to a large second stage, and this could place iust
over 100 tonnes into an ascent orbit with a velocity slightly short of
that required for orbital ini'ction: the additional vclocity for orbital
injection was provided by a propulsion system carried by the side
mounted payload.

The statistics in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 were correct through to the
end of 1990, and in 1991 there were 48 further launches from the Soviet
Union which reached Earth orbit through to 4 October: sixteen were
from Tyuratam and 32 from Plesetsk. The flights are noted by satcllite
group and launch vehicle in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.

In addition to these launches, there were two failures to reach

orbit in 1991. On 25 June 1991 a Kosmos booster failed to orbit its
military payload when the second stage failcd to re'ignite to perform
orbital injertion, and, on 3O August 7997 a Ttnit booster from
Tyuratam was lost following a second-stage failure. The latter failure
was particularly embarrassing for the Soviets. Being promoted as a

rcliable launch vehicle for possible deployment at Cape York, the

previous Zenit had been lost on 4 October 1990 when the first-stage
engine explodcd seconds after launch. The next attemptd Znit
launch in July 1991 was scrapped due to comPuter problems and the
vehicle was returned to the manufacturers. The payload was switchcd
to the back-up booster which was lost after launch.

Military Space Activities

The vast maprity of launches conducted by the Soviet Union
were prirnarily military in nature. In some cases it has been difficult to
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be dogmatic when trynng to draw the line betwecn military and civil
missions. Civil and scicntific experiments have bccn flown on
satcllites which were condttcting photoreconnaissance missions, while
images from the civilian meteorological satellites were surely uscd by
the military. Table 4.3 providcs a summary of the current military
satcllite systcms, with a list of the launches in 191 through to 4
October (thc anniversary of Sputnikl).

In considcring cornmunication satellites thcre is littlc to
dcmarcate bctwcen the military and civil systems. The storedump
satcllites have been linked with thc provision of a world-wide
communications systcm for Soviet agcnts overseas who are able to
transmit information to a satcllite for subsequent retransmission when
over the Soviet Union. Two systems of multiple payload field
communications satcllitcs were being operatcd by the Soviets. The
original system compriscd payloads which were launchcd eight at a
time, with flights beginning in 1970. Thesc flights had secn a slight
dccline in recent years, with a newer system, introduced in 1985 and
involving six satellites launchcd at a time, slowly bcing phased in. A
vcrsion of thc newer system was bcing commercialised by the Sovicts
under the names LOCSYST and (more recently) GONETS.

Payloads which wcre acknowlcdged by thc Sovicts as bcing
for communications in the latrnch announccments were flown into
'scmi-synchronous' l2-hour eccentric orbits (62.8", 500-
39,800 kilomctres) and geosynchronous 24-hour circular orbits (1o,

35,800 kilomctres). The former satcllites were the Molniya 1 flights
which originally formed the basis of the civil Orbita communications
system, but as other satellite scries were phased in was believed that
thc Molniya 1 scries had bccn given over to military communications.
Geosynchronous launches were madc within thc Radugn and Raduga 7

programs and these wcre known to be primarily for government
communications. In addition, some Kosmos geosynchronous
communications satcllites had been launchcd, and thcsc might have
bccn the military data relay payloads in the Pofok systcm.

The status of the early warning satcllite program is unclear at
present. The main satellite system comprised nine satellites in orbits
similar to those used by Molniya satcllites with the orbital planes of the
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satcllites bcing 40o apart.s At the bcginning of 1991 one of the nine
orbital planes did not have an operating satellite since Kosmos 1922has
apparently failcd and no newrflights in the series had taken place to 4
October 1991. It is possible that with the political and military changes
taking place in the Soviet Union that the early warning satellites, while
not being phascd out, were bcing rcduced in status.

There have bccn occasional Kosmos launches to
geoslmchronous orbit which have had no mission announced: all four
of these satellites have been dcploycd over 335oE, and for the first of
these an early warning rolc had bcrn publicly spcculated. The most
rcrcent of these satellites, Kosmos 1894, had bc'en operating for four
years and is pcrhaps due for rcplacement. If this satcllite is not
fulfilling an early waming role, SIGINT is an altcrnative mission
possibility.

The elcctronic intelligence gathering satellites which are
currently being flown fall into thrcc main groups. A group of small
satcllites which use the Kosmtn SL-8 and-more rercntly-the Tsyklon
SL-14 vehicles are believed to be used for monitoring radar systems
and relatively minor ELINT monitoring. A serond group is considered
to be a world-wide system using the Tsyklon booster, whilc the third
group is again world-widc but using the largcr Zenitvehicle.9

The small satellites using the SL{ booster are now launched
into orbits inclined at 65.8o and74". Kwmw2137 falls into the former
group while Kosrnos 2764 (launchcd 10 Octobcr 1991 and not includcd
in Table 4.3) falls into the latter. In addition, analysis of the launch
failure of 25 fune 1991 indicates that it too was intcnded to be a minor
ELINT payload, fl)nng at74".70

The world-wide system deployed by the Tsyklon booster uses a
circular 82.6", 650 kilometre orbit and has norrnally comprised six
satellites in orbital planes 50" apart. While regular launches used to
take place there were only one each in 1990 and 1991, these seem to be
insufficient to kc'ep the system operational, and it is probable that this

8

9

10

Phillip S. Oark, 'Soviet Early Warning Satellites', fanc's Intelligare Rmieu,
(forthcoming in 192).
Phi[ip q. Chrh 'Soviet Worldwide ELINT Setellites', latu's bobt Inalligatce
Rc?tuno, (Vol.2, No.?,Iuly 1990, pp.3il!32.
Phillip S. Oark, 'Soviet Spacecraft l:unches in 1991: 18 fune-l \if , lane's
In,r,Iligatrc Rmia4 Ool.3, No.9), Septenrber 191, p.429.
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particular systcm is bcing phased out. The Zenitbooster has been uscd
for launching ELINT satellites to 7\",850 kilomctre orbits, but these
launches have been at relatively long intervals and the final
dcployment constcllation is unclear-assuming that deployment does

continue to a full system. The loss of these satcllites with the launch
failures of October 1990 and August 1991 had not hclpcd mafters.

Two classes of ocean rctonnaissance satellitcs have flown over
the years: the RORSATs (Radar Ocean Reconnaissance SATcllites) and
the EORSATs Glint Ocean Reconnaissance SATcllites).ll The
RORSATs gained public infamy in 1978 when Kosnos 954 re-cntcred
thc atmosphere spreading the remains of payload's nuclcar reactor
and fuel over northern Canada: a similar failure with Kosmos 1402

resulted in an early re-entry over the Atlantic and Indian Oceans in
1983, and in 1988 thcre was another scare following problems with
Kosmw 1900, but on this occasion the nuclear power unit was
successfully boosted to a high orbit only days bcfore the predicted re-
entry. There have bcen no further RORSAT missions following the
Kosmos 1900 problems. The Soviets had initially hopcd to modify the
payload to overcome the Kosnos 1900 problems, but the program has
now probably bcen cancelled.

The EORSAT payloads were launchcd into highcr orbits (40F

420 kilomctrcs) than used by thc RORSATs and they used solar panels
for power generation. The satellites normally operatcd in pairs or
triplets, and, at the end of 1990 five EORSATs were in operation.
There was a triplet comprising Kosmos 2M6,2W and 2096 with the
satellites separated by 120' around their orbital plane. In a separate
orbital plane were Kosmos 2103 and 2107, separated by 120" around
thcir orbital plane. The Kosnos 2103 doublet was off-set by 60o around
the orbital place compared with the Koszos 2M6 tripleh Kosmos 2103

would cross the equator at a time mid-way between the crossing times
for Kosmos 2096 and Kosmos 2045, while Kosmos 2107 would cross
midway between Kosmos 2046 and Kosmos 2060. Additionally, the
satellites were phased so that they had the same groundtrack over the
Earth.

Phillip S. Clark 'Soviet Nuclear Satellites for Observing Western Navies', /ana's
hoiet Intclligarce Rmbv, (Vol.2, No.9), Septembet 7990, pp.42T428 (RORSAT
program review); and Phillip S. Clark 'Soviet ELINT Satellites for Monitoring
Naval Transmissions, lmc's So oiet InEIIigaw RrDicrD, (Vol.2, No.8), August 199Q
pp37&381 (EORSAT program review).

1l
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As lanuary 1991 began Kosmos 2103 malfunctioned in orbit
when the engine used to make small orbital adiustments failed and the
spacecraft drifted off-station It was almost immediately replaced by
Kosmos 2122 on 18 fanuary. Kosmos 2046 was retired in April 1991 and
Kremos 2060 endcd its mission in August, so that as of Octobcr 1991
only three EORSATs were operational.

The geodetic satellite program was one which can be
considered to have both military and civil applications. Following
launches using the Kosmw SL-8 booster, geodetic launches in the GEO-
IK series have been made using the Tsyklon booster into 1,500
kilometre orbits at 73.6o and 82.5o at a rate of about one per year since
1981. The last launch in the series was Kumos 2088 in fuly 1990. In
addition, during 1989, passive Etalon satellites were launched using the
Proton SL-12 booster: each of the two launches carried two GLONASS
navigation satellites (normally three are canicd). It is unclear whether
the Etalon missions will bc repcated.

A navigation satellite program has bcrn conductcd for two
decades using payloads Iaunched into 83o, 1,000 kilometre circular
orbits. Monitoring the telemetry from these satcllites allows a military
systcm to be identificd (comprising six orbital planes, 30o apart, each
plane normally containing one operating satellite) as well as a civil
system (to be noted later). In addition, one can assume that the Soviet
military machine also used the GLONASS navigation satellites
(discussed as part of the civil and applications programs).

By far the largest single clement in the Soviet space program is
the unmanned photoreconnaissance program which comprised
approximately 800 launches to the end of 1990. Satcllites within the
program had bcen launchcd from both Plesetsk and Tyuratam, with
the maiority from the formcr site.

From their orbital behaviour it is possible to assign the
satellites to five 'generations', with each generation being capable of
further subdivision.r2 The first and second generation missions had
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been long phasd out, and currently flights are being conducted within
the third, fourth and fifth generation programs.

The third generation satellites have flown in four main
varieties. During 796-1974 manoeuwable, morse code transmitting
close.look satellites were used and during 1971'-1982 non-
manoeuverable, two-tone transmitting area survey satellites were
operational. The latter group continued as Part of the primarily civil
remote sensing program through to 1984. The period 1'976-\989 saw
launches of area survey high perigee (typically 350 kilometre)
missions. Now, however, there are only flights of the third generation
two-tone manoeuvrable close-look satellites taking place, and even the
frequency of these missions have been decreasing. Typical flight
times have been 2-3 weeks.

The fourth generation satellites have flown since 1975,

probably becoming operational about 1980. The closelook series

typically flies missions lasting for two months, with a large re-entry
capsule returning at the end of the mission: during the flight, smaller
data capsules return film to Earth. In 1981 a sub-set of fourth
generation flights appeared which apparently were used primarily for
mapping and topographic purposes: here the flight times were
typically 40-45 days.

Starting in 1984, fifth generation, long life satellites have been
used. Typically, the satellites fly for &7 months with a large re-entry
capsule returning at the end of the mission. The lifetime record-holder
for this series is Kosmos 1810 which flew for 259 days. Unlike the other
photoreconnaissance satellites which return film to Earth for analysis,
the fifth generation payloads were believed to digitally transmit their
pictures to the Soviet Union either direct or via communications
satellites.

Civilian and Applications Satellite Programs

Because of their very nature, it is the civilian and space
applications programs which have been described in most detail in

ttu Britisl, IntnVlanetary hcbty, (Yol.M, Issue 11), November 19D1, pp.537-552.
These three artides provide an overall review of the program.
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Sovict technical publications as well as in literature designed to market
the different aspccts of the Sovict space program.

The first area of 'space exploitation' for primarily civilian use
within the Soviet program was in the field of communication satellites.
The first Molniya 1 satellite was launched in April 1965 and although
launches of this series are still continuing they arc now considercd to
be primarily used for military application. During lgTUlgV there
were launches in the Molniya 2 series, but now civil launches take place
within the Molniya 3 program. Typically eight satellites were kept
operational, and Molniya 3 is used for both domestic and international
telcrommu nica tions (includ ing the trans-Atl anttc H ot Lind.

Bc'cause of geographical and launch vehicle limitations, the
Soviets were relatively late in their deployment of satellites into
geosynchronous orbits. After test flights in1974, thc first launch in the
Statsionm geostationary communication program came in December
1975 whcn the first Raduga satellitc was launchcd. While this was
primarily a military communication satellite, the following year the
Ekran donrcstic direct broadcasting progam began and at the end of
1978 the first Goizorf domestic and intcrnational communication
satellite was launched (but failed to reach a geosynchronous orbit).
Two of the recent Gorizont satellites (numbers 22 and 23) were
domestic commercial launches with the satellites having bc',en
purchased by the Russian Fcrleration.

Table 4.5 lists all of the Soviet geosynchronous orbit satellites
which were in operation on 1 Octobcr 197.

The first launch of a new loworbit data and voice
communications satellite systerreKoskor-took place in fanuary 1 991,
with Informafor I being placed in orbit. Future launches will be either
single payloads launched atop Kosnos SL-8 boosters or multiple
payfoads (up to eight ?) using the Zenitbooster.

Naturally, the manned spac€ proltram is the one which
rncive most publicity and about which most is known. At present
the Mir orbital complex has bcen permanently manned since
Septcmber 1989 (it was earlier manned from February 7987 to April
1989). The launches of two-manned resident crcws to Mir on missions,
typically lasting for up to six months, ar€ now accompanied by an
international
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commercial cosmonaut who remains in orbit for eight days and
returns with the previous 'resident' crew aboard Mir. Thc first such
mission was the inclusion of a fapanese cosrpnaut aboard Sayuz-TM
11 in Decembcr 1990. In May 1997 a British cosmonaut flew to Mir
and in Octobcr 1991 Austrian and Kazakh cosmonauts were launched
to Mir with a Soviet commander.

Supplies are regularly sent to Mir using unmanned Soyuz-
derived Progras M cargo craft. An innovation with Progzess M over
the original Progras has bcren the inclusion of a small recoverable
capsule, although this has proved to bc less than successful. The first
such capsule was carricd on Progzas M5 and was successfully
recovered. The capsules from Progrcs M6 and M7 were lost during
the recovery aftempts, while that from Progras M9 was successfully
recovered. Supplies taken to Mir can include new equipment, food,
water, other consumables for experiments and propellant.

Rehrrning to unmanned activities: since 1985 the Soviets have
flown an annual materials processing mission in the Foton program.
The first thrcc launches were within the Kosnos prqyam but the
spacc'craft are now given the name Fofon. The spacecraft was based
upon the Vosfokdcrived photoreconnaissance satellite, and has a
typical flight tirne of two weeks. The seventh Fofon launch was made
on 4 October 191.

Meteorological satelliteis are flown within the Meteor 2 and
Meteor 3 programs. The Meteor 1 series has been long retired. There
were two Meteor 2 launches to 82.6o, 940 kilometre circular orbits
during 1990 but none had taken place to October 191. Conversely,
there have bcen two Metmr 3 launches in 1991 to 1200 kilometre
orbits; the scrcond of thesc launches was notable bcrause it carried the
US TOMS experimcnt.

There are two series of navigation satellites to crcnsider. The
original scries is similar to the one already noted for the military
program, using 83", 1,000 kilometre orbie. The civil equivalent is
based upon four orbital planes.+ach containing at least one operating
satcllite-separated by 45o. Some launches in the series have carried
transponders for the KOSPA$SARSAT international search-and-
rescue program, and the last three such launches have bcrn named
Nailezhila. [aunches in the system without these transponders are still
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called Kosmos. These satcllite operate a systcm similar to the original
USTransit program.

launches in the GLONASS program are the Sovict equivalent
of the us NAVSTAR/GIs program. Typically, thrcc GLONASS
satellites within the Kosnos program are launched by a four stage
Proton booster and they enter 64.80, 79,2n kilometre orbits (in 1989
there were two launches, each of which had two GLONASS payloads
and a single Etalon geodctic satellite). At present two orbital planes
120o apart are maintained, but eventually the full system will comprise
three orbital planes.

Finally, there are the various remote sensing satcllite programs
for the applications satellite programs which have seen launches in
1991. T\e Okun program uses satcllites dcployed in 82.6", 650
kilometre orbits (similar to the world-wide ELINT series) using the
Tsyklon SL-14 booster for monitoring the state of the oceans, with a
radar carricd aboard the satellite. Devclopment of thc program began
at the end of the 7970s, but operational status was only reached in the
mid-l980s.

Almaz first appeared in 1987 with the launch of Kosmos 7870by
a three-stage Proton SL-13 vehicle. The second launch in March l99l
was named Almaz 1. The spacecraft design was based upon the main
work modules used for the manned Salyut stations, and the design was
specifically derived from the military versions of Salyut. Almaz was
designed for a 2-3 years lifctime, operating in an orbit of 72.7" at an
altitude of about 300 kilometres. Two radar antcnnas are carried along
the length of the spacecraft, and these are used to return high
resolution radar images of the Earth's surface. The images were being
marketed world-wide for civilian remote sensing analysis.

The Resrs F series of recoverable spacerraft are littlc-.modified
third generation photoreconnaissance satellitcs which are carrying
c.uneras designcd to produce remote sensing images rather than
intelligence material (although the distinction htwcrn the two can be
debated). Although the first named Resurs F did not fly until 1989, the
program had bcen conducted within the Kosmos series for the previous
ten years. Raurs F1 spacecraft can remain in orbit for up to three
weeks, while thc Resrrs F2 spacecraft have had lifetimes of 30 days.
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Commercial Opportunities for the Soviet Programl3

When funds for the Soviet space program were becoming less
available the pressure was placed on program managers to make the
program profitable, and to scrck to eam foreign exchange by selling
their expertise and hardware outside the Sovict bloc.

The first facilities to be offered for sale were launch vehicles.
Initially the Proton booster was offered for the launch of INMARSAT
payloads, but because of poor markcting tcrhniques and-more
important-political considerations, the offer was not taken up. By
1987 the Sovicts were offcring virtually all of thcir operational launch
vehicles for thc launch of foreign satellites. Such moves had little
success bc<ause of the restrictions on Western tcchnology being taken
to the Soviet Union and pressures within the US by domc'stic launch-
vehicle manufacturers.

The Soviets have had some limited success. In March 1988 a
Vostok booster was used to launch the Indian IRS-IA satellite on a
commercial basis, although thc Soviets admitted that the 7.5 million
rubles which they received for the launch did not cover the costs
involved. The /RS-IB was launched using another Vostok in August
1991, and this time India was chargcd $20 million. Further agreements
have been signed for thc launches of another IRS payload and an
Ind ian communications satellite.

A major attempt has bcen made to market the Znit launch
vehicle with all obicctions about payloads going to the Soviet Union
for launch being negatcd with plans to fly the Zenit (in a three-stage
vcrsion, using a modification of the Proton booster's fourth stage) from
the Cape York launch site. Other non-Soviet launch sites for Soviet
boosters to have been mooted over the years were Brazil,Indonesia
and even the US. At present there seem to bc too many launch
vehicles available for the satellites which want to fly, and the success
and relatively rapid turnaround of the Ariane launches has dented all
other possible commercial launch vehicle programs.

13 Literature relating to all commercial aspects of the Soviet space prograrn can be
obtained from Arthur M. Dula, President, Space Commerce Corporation, 59ff)
Texas Commerce Tower, Flouston, Texas VOA2, USA.
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More success could have been gained by the Soviets in the
commercialisation of their satellite facilities. Foreign experiments
investigating materials processing and the microgravity environment
have been flown on the dedicated Fofon materials-processing satellites
and as small supplementary payloads aboard the remote sensing
Raurs F satellites. In additiory a US company has flown an experiment
on the Mir orbiAl station on a purely commercial basis.

The Soviets were looking for a commercial interest in
communication satcllite tcnhnology. Since the mid-1980s the Soviets
had been trying to interest customers in the proven Gorizont satellite.
A number of 'deals' had been offered by the Soviets to try and get
around the block on non-Soviet satellites with US terhnology being
flown on Soviet boosters. One option had been the addition of i
customer's transponders to a standard Gorizont which would have
been launchcd as part of the Soviet Union's own program: the
disadvantage was that the user would have berh restricted to the sub-
satellite locations used by the Soviet Union. The ultimate option on
offer was for the purchase of a complete Gmizont which could be fitted
out with the usey's own transponders, launched on a proton booster
and, once in the drift orbit, would be handcd over to the user for
operation.

In addition to the Gorizont options, there are various
possibilities for a number of smaller communication satellite systems
to be developcd with foreign financing, but the details are so varied
that they cannot be included here.

Naturally, all of the facilities aboard the Mir complex are
available for commercial exploitation, and the flights of commercial
cosmonauts from fapan, Britain, Austria and Kazakhstan have already
been noted. A German cosmonaut is scheduled to fly in March 1992
and the third Franco'soviet mission (the first to be commercial) is
scheduled for fune-fuly 1992. offers for other commercial cosmonauts
have been rnade is Israel, China, Italy and many other countries, with
exchange astronaut/cosmonaut negotiations being undertaken with
the US: in addition, the 1992 French mission is the first in a series of
three such commercial flights, planned to take place at 2-3 years
intervals. The typical cost for such a mission-unless it is a British
flight!-is around $15 million.
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The equipment aboard the Mfr complex can be uscd for
commercial work. There are remote sensing camera systems aboard
Mir and the lQant 2 plug-on module. The serond main module to be
docked at the front (Kristal) is dedicated to rnaterials processing, so

making these facilities available for comrnercial work. In addition to
using the facilities available on Mir at Prcsent, subiert to size, mass and
compatibility restrictions, the Soviets have said that they are willing to
opcrate foreign materials processing and other experiments on a
commercial basis. Of course, should the custon'rer wish to have one of
their nationals launched into orbit to operate the equipment there

would be an additional cost.

The Soviet Union has considerable flight-proven facilities
which are available for world-wide commercial exploitation.
Unfortunately, to date, their sales attemPts have met with only limited
success.

The Future Directions of the Soviet Space Prognm

Attcmpting to predict with any ertainty the future of the
former Soviet space program is an exercise which is extremcly
difficult. Historically, Western proicrtions have been over-optimistic,
and with ghsnost the problem is even more difficult. Prior to glasnost,

Western rescarchers on thc Soviet space Program were few as were the
frequency of maix statements by the Sovicts. Now we have gone
from one extreme to another. Everyone in the Soviet Union connc'cted
with the space program is available for quotation. Westcrn researchers

have the problem: one never knows whether the future plans which
are being discussed are virtually ready for launch; funded, but some
way from launch; undergoing only preliminary funding; not funded
but likely to be; or, simply dreams of what could be! Of course, each
spokesperrcn will claim complete knowledge leaving the impartial
observer faced with a near-impossible situation of tqntg to sort the
wheat from the chaff.

A mairr point of contcntion at prescnt is the future of the
manned space program. This is something which has to be considered
in two mapr parts: the existing Mr? orbital station with ib planned
upgrades, and, the space shuftle program.
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At present the Mir orbital complex comprises the main Mir
core station (tase unit', as the Sovicts call it) and thrc€ plug-on
modules-Kuant 2 and Kristal, docked radially at the front of. Mir, and
the smaller Koant'1, dockcd at the rear. There are plans to launch two
new modules during 7993-7994 for remote sensing and other
ecological work: bascd upon the same basic design as Koant 2 and
Kristal, thesc will be named Priroda and Spektrum. However, the core
module is gctting old, and there are plans to launch Mir 1.5, a fresh
core module, in about 1994. The various modulcs dockcd to the
current core will be undockcd and at least Priroda and Spekhurn will be
docked with Mir 1.5 to provide a new orbital station for a continued
manned presence in space. At present, it is unclear whcthcr l(oant 2 or
Kristal figure in thc Mir '1.5 program: certainly, the existing Mir core
and Kwnt 1 are exFrerted to be abandoncd and de-orbited. Manned
operations using Mir 1.5 could then continue through to the end of the
century, with manned visits using Soyuz TM craft and re'supply
Progras M missions continuing.

Thcre had bcen reports that thc Soviets were planning the
introduction of a Soyuz replaccment which could be launched on the
Zenit boostcr and carry up to seven cosmonauts,l4 b,rt this program
has been has bcen put on a long dclay and it seems doubtful the
development of the spacecraft will takc place. The Zenit was designed
to launch manncd spaccrraft, since it has now bccn admitted that a
manned military spaceplanc was to bc launchcd on Zcnit, to fly
missions against US Space Shuttle flights out of Vandcnbcrg.ls

The maior problem with the manned space program at present
is the status of the Buran space shuttle. In 1991 there had bcen
conflicting reports from Sovict sources as to whcther the shuttle
program would be continuing, whether it was being cancelled, or,
whether it had bcrn cancelled. In late 1991 it seemed clear that
funding had been authorised for the next Buran mission in 1992
planning for an unmanned launch and landing, but, with crews
entering Buran while it is in orbit. Bcyond that, the prospect for future
funding of further missions was unclcar.

l4

15

Craig Covault, 'USSR Breakup Paralyzing Advanced Soviet Militaq', Spaoe
Development', Aoietion Week I Space Techndogy, 2 September 1991, pp.22-23.
Richard DcMcis, 'Soviet Blackbirds and a Shuttlc Kller', Aqospacc Anaica, July
1997,pp.2-13.
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One has to ask what useful role Buran could play in the Soviet
spac€ program if it does continue. It is certainly an expcnsive way of
launching crews and modules to Mn. At bcst, one can expect to scre

Buran quietly mothballed in the hope of better times in the future.

The role of Enagiya is somewhat different from that of Buran.
Enugiya can be used for unmanned launchcs as well as carrying the
Buran shuttle, and even if Buran were to be cancellcd there might still
be an application for Enagiya. Enagiya was developcd as a military
program (as was Buranl, and its main application would have bcan the
booster for the Sovict SDI program. Under the original early-mid
1980s civil plan for Enugiya, the assembly of Mir 2 was planned to
begin about 7992 with components launchcd by Enugiya. Manned
visits to Mir 2 would use the Enagiya/Bulan system. Budget cuts led
initially to the dclay of Mir 2 to the mid-1990s and now apparently to
its cancellation thus excising the main civil role for Energiya and Buran.
In parallel, the SDI program no longer cxists leavingEnugiya without
its primary civil and military applications.

There had bcrcn Soviet plans for thc introduction of various
upper stages for Enagiya which would allow 18 tonnes to be placed
into geosynchronous orbit, but the nccd for such spacecraft was
unclear. Sine Enngiya was designed as a modular launch vehicle we
know that variants with two, six and cight strapon boosters were
planned. We know also that in 1990 another Enugiya-M variant-with
a smaller core stage and two strapon boosters-was revealed. What
has not becn widely discusscd is the giant version of Energiry which
was planned to loft 240 tonnes into sun-s5mchronous orbits: this would
have used eight strapon boosters, a modificd core with four engines,
the Enagiya-M core as a second-stage core and, probably, another
stage on top of this.

There had been many Soviet plans to modify existing missiles
for space work, involving land-based, sea-based and air-based
launches. Modifications of the 5978 Satan (Western designation)
missile were hing offered for the launch of payload with a mass of up
to 4.5 tonnes to low Earth orbit.16 launches from submarines of
payloads with a mass of up to 130 kg were offered using the Vynta

16 5916, (Uterature available from the Soviet Yuzhnoye Design Burear.r,
Dnepropehovslq LJkraine).
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booster derived from the S N-8 missile. The Volna SS-N-18 missile
had been offered for heavier payloads.lT

At least two systems were bcing offcred for air launches. The
Burlak vehicle is a Soviet response to the US Pegasus, and this could
carry payloads of up to 700 kg to cquatorial low Earth orbits.l8
Heavier payloads could be carried by the proposed Space Cliyrpu.l9
This 3-4 stage launch vehicle was carried inside an Antonov An-124 air
transportcr and was 'dropped' out of the aircraft at altitude, ignites
during the fall to Earth and hcads off to orbit. Said to be available
from 1994, a maximum payload of ncarly 2.5 tonnes was advertised for
low Earth orbits.

New versions of existing launch vehicles are also planned. It
has already been noted that a three-stage version of the Zenit is
planned: adding a modification of the existing Proton fourth stage to
the two-stage Zenit, the Zenit 3 would be able to place at least two
tonnes into geosynchronous orbit from Cape York, and thus match the
Proton boostcr's current capability from Tyuratam. The Profon itself
could soon have a ncw variant-Proton KM. This would have a new
liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen uppcr stage rcplacing existing upper
stages to grcatly improve the booster/s performancc.

Leaving launch vehicles aside let us consider applications
satcllites which might bc in a similar doubtful situation. Plenty of
applications satcllites are in various stages of devclopmcnt, ancl Table
4.5 prescnts these in summary form.

International collaboration and commercialisation were the
two themes basic to any future Soviet programs. With the demise of
the Communist Eastern European states, the Soviets lost the most
important collaborative partners from the Intqcosmw organisation:
even before then, nearly every new proicct which the Sovicts described
came with a call for intemational (i.e., non{ommunist Bloc)
collaboration. Without a favourable international response, it scemed
doubtful that the ambitious programs will ever make it to orbit.

S9N-8 and SgN-18, (Literature available from Space Commerce Corporation,
Houston, Texas).
Burlak, (Literature available from V,/O Aviaexport, Moecow).
Spce Clipper, (Literature available from Yuzhnoye Dc'sign Bureau,
Dnepropetrovslg Ukraine).
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The Soviets were planning the developmcnt oi new

communications satellite systems in rclatively low orbits
(GONETS/LOCSY$ and Koskon ) , Molniya-type orbits (Mayak satcllites
as part of the Marafon system), and, nurnerous gc'osynchronous orbit
satellites. Such systems were to be available for data relay, telegraph
and voice communications with the emphasis shifting towards the
mobile user. It is impossible to give full details of all of the programs
here.

In the fields of materials processing the Soviets were offering
different facilities for commercial work. As previously noted,
commercial experiments in this field had be.en undertaken using the
Foton and Resurs F recoverable spacecraft and the facilities aboard Mir.

The Fofon Design Bureau, which is responsible for the Fofon

and Resrs F spacecraft, had announced the development of a new
microgravity satellite which would be launched using the Zenif
vchicle. Named NikaT, the first flight could come in 7993-1994 and the
spacecraft would utilise tcthnology already Proven on existing
spacecraft, but would have a far longer-orbital lifetime (up to three
months) and a greater payload capability.20

A far more modest spacecraft was being developed by the
Iavochkin Design Bureau for microgravity and materials processing
work. This (apparently unnamed) satellite was planned for a 1994

launch using an 5918 derivative launch vehicle. Although a smaller
payload would be carried than on Nik4 T, the Inochkin satellite would
be capable of flights lasting up to two years.2l

The ultimate in microgravity facilities being offered by the
Soviets was the operation of a giant orbital factory which is being
shrdied by the Salyut Design Bureau.22 Believed to be named Polytts

and based upon the standard module designed for Mir 2, this
production facility would have a mass of 101 tonnes, but after orbital
injcrtion (51.6o, 400-500 kilornctres) this would fall to 88 tonnes:
therefore, only the Enagiya booster could launch the spacecraft. The
factory would operate automatically, but would have short visits by
cosmonauts for repairs or the installation of new facilities. Ballistic

lvlain Tednical Featurcs of tlu Multi-Purpo* Spcc Stetitm Nikt, (Glavcosmc
Literahrre, Moecow, I 989).
LooeJrkin Spacuraft, (lavochkin Bureau Literature, Khimky, 19f ).
Orbital Plant, (titerature issued by the Salyrt NPO, Moscow, 1991).
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capsules could be used for the automatic return of the products to
Earth. When the literature was published a launch date of lggilgg7
was anticipated if a go-ahcad (with intcrnational collaboration) had
taken place in 1991. The development and operation costs during
7991-2001havebcnn seen as about $1,035 million, but the income while
the satellite was operating in orbit would have exccnded 92,800
million. As an example of the anticipated products, over a five year
period, nearly two tonnes of gallium arcenide alone was forcrast.

For more than fiftcrn years the Soviets had promised a
geosynchronous orbit meteorological satellite (GOMS) and, according
to literature issued in 1991, the first launch was rhcdulcd for 1992.23
Also due in early 7992 was the launch of the final Resurs 0l
LANDSATdass remote scnsing satellite using a Vostok booster:
previous Resurs 01 launchcs have bccn within the Kosrnos program (the
last was Kosmos 7939). A Resurs 02 class satellite was planncd for
introduction in late 7992 or early 1993, and this would use the two-
stage Zenitbooster: launches of Resilrs 02 missions are callcd for every
two years.24

The status of another remote-sensing program designated
Prognoz (not to be confused with the eccentric orbit scientific Prognoz
satcllites) is unclear. Deployment was intended for gcosynchronous
orbit and Kosmos 1940 launched in April 1988 appears to have bccn the
first flight in the program. However, little mention of the program has
bccn made since then.

]ust as the US has planned its 'Mission to Planet Earth,, the
Soviets had planned their 'Grercn Wave' ecological monitoring
program. While smaller satellites (like Resurs 02, etc.) might have roles
to play in such a program, the mairx payloads seem to have been
planned to bc in the Tellura-EKO series,25 which were bascd uPon the
proven dcsign of the Heavy Kosmos modules, similar to the Kaant 2
and l(ristal modulcs dockcd with Mir. International collaboration is
requested in the soviet literature describing theTellura-EKO facilitics,
and it is unclear whether the spaccrraft would be devcloped and
launched without such collaboration. Other spacecraft in the same

23

24

9ryry System with Gostationary Meteomlogical gl|c;Ilite (COMil, @rochure
publishcd by VMIEM, Moscnw, 1991).
Rc-surs-O Sryc Systnr fo Ecological l,lbnitorkg, (Brochure published by MTIIIEM,
Moecow, 191).
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class as Tellura-EKO, which have bccn describcd are Bioteknologilu and
Ekologila, although they will surely share the same fate asTellura-EKO.

Turning away from the applications programs, the Soviet
Union has had a considerable number rientific programs with
international collaboration underway: these are noted in Table 4.7.
However, it has to be said that the progtams have all suffercd long
delays-some because of terhnical problems, others for economic and
political reasons-and it remains to bc seen which satellites actually
see a launch. As previously notcd, the disintegration of the Intercosmos
organisation has caused problems for the Sovicts. From the early
1980s, virtually every purely scientific spaccrraft launched by the
Soviet Union has had a maior contribution from at least one
Intercosmos country and the science program planned for the 1990s
also relicd upon a similar or increasing level of continuing
collaboration. Rather than aftempt to describe each program in detail,
Table 4.7 provides a summary of the various programs which the
Soviets have announced, together with a note of their status, towards
the end of 1991. Of course, many programs have collaborative aspects
other than within the Intscosnos organisation (for example, the
Australian interest in Radioastron), and the future of such prograrns
will rely more upon support within the former Soviet Union than
anything else.

Conclusion

The Soviet space program has providcd space history with
many leaps forward, but as the former Soviet Union is now
transformed we must expect that the scope of the program will shrink
well below the launch rate of 75 launches or more annually which had
been seen in recent years. To 4 October 7991 there were 48 launches to
Earth orbit (plus two failures), and this suggcstcd that thc 1991 total
could have bcen 65-70. A possible decline to 50 annual launchcs or
Icss would be rcalistic.

Unless there is major political and continuing financial
support within the successor to the Soviet Union, it would be

25 Tellura-EKO Spce Statbn, (Literahrre issued by Salyut NPO Moscow, 1991).
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reasonable that the program will continue with applications of existing

spaccrraft, with few new starts---cspcrially of the proposed exprcnsive

programs. It will be surprising if thc former Soviet Union totally
withdrew from space, but a redtrction to a launch rate similar to that of
thc US might be expcrcted, with a greater emphasis on flights which
have a diic.ct benefit back on Earth or which will bring in hard
currency. Maior stumbling blocks in late 1991-from the Western
viewpoint-have bcen the political uncertainty and also difficulties in
meaningful negotiations with Soviet program managers. The former
Soviet space technology is available for exploitation, but will
successors to the Soviet bureaucrary encourage a successful
exploitation? Only time will tell.

ADDENDUM: DEVELOPMENTS TO
THE END OF 1991

Kosmos 2153, launched 9 October from Tyuratam was an

unusual mission. The orbital manoeuvres did not match those which
are standard for any of the fourth and fifth generation
photoreconnaissance satellites, although the demonstrated lifetime is
indicative of a fourth generation class mission. During part of the time
in orbit perigc€ was at an altitudc similar to a closc look mission, at
other times it was raised to an altitudc more reminiscent of an area

survey or topographical /mapping mission. The satellitc disintegrated
in orbit on 5 Dccember after a lifctime suggestive of a fourth
generation close look mission.

The orbital behaviour of Kosmos 2153 was reminiscent of
Kwmos 2tr31 launched in fuly 1989 at the unusual inclination of 50.5".

After unusual bchaviour this satellite disintegrated in orbit after 44

days, apparently after a failed recovery attemPt. Kosmos 2031 was

identified in Soviet literature as being the first of a new type of satellite
for scientific investigations.26 One might therefore be tempted to
identify the disintegration of Kosmos 2163 with a failcd rctovery
attempt after 58 days, and thus a new class of satcllite has therfore
matched the two lifetimes demonstratcd by fourth generation satellites
(although the new satellites failed to be rcrovered, of course). Kosmos

26 Cosmos 2031 Startyet v 75.1U, Aoiatsie i Cosmoruotika,Dc'cember 1989, p.43.
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2101, launched October 1990, was apparently a similar satcllite and it
too exploded at the end of its mission (50 days in this casc).

Most of the othcr launches which have taken place are easier
to identify. Gorizont 24 was located ovcr 80"E while Koszos 2172 was
stationed over 346.5oE-possibly a Potokdata rclay mission. Rniluga2S
had still to be stationed as the year drew to a close.

The longdelayed APEX scientific mission was lauched on 18
December. The main Soviet-built payload was named Intercosmos 25,
while Czcchoslovakia suplic'd a small sub.satellitc--Magion 3---as
conduct independent experimcnts as part of the APEX program.

Some of the gmsynchronous orbit satellites rcfcrred to in
Table 4.5 have bcan relocatcd. In November, Railuga 18 was
manoeuvered off-station and it spent most of Decembcr drifting: it was
unclear whether the satellite was being relocated or whethei it had
been retired. During late october Kosmos 2133 was moved off-station
over 80oE and was relocated over 35-36oE, becoming the first Kosmos
to be located to this position.
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FIGI'RE 4.1

SATELLITE LAUNCHES WORLDWIDE

No. of
Launches
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Note: The numbcr of launches worldwide, and by the Soviet Union
alone, are indicated in this graph. The peak world-wide launch rate
was in 1984 when there was a total of 129 launches which reached
Earth orbit or beyond. The peak Sovict total was in 1982 when 101

launches to Earth orbit or beyond were made. In terms of percentage
launches, the Soviet peak was in 1986 when it conducted 88 per cent of
the world's launches (ignoring 1957 when the Soviet Union launched
the only two satcllites).
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FIGURE 4.2
SOVIET COMMI.'MCATION SATEIIITE S

Note: Along the top are (from left to right): Maynk (bascd upon the
Molniya satellite design-Marafon system); Arkos (Marafon system); and
Ekspras. The two lower satcllites are Gals (to replace Gorizont); and
Iorfch/SDRN (space-space-Earth relay satellite, like the US TDRSS).
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FIGI.'RE 4.3

GTONASS NAVIGATION SATELLITES

Note: GLONASS navigation satellitcs (left) are normally launched in
triplets and are the equivalent of the US NAVSTAR (or GI'IS) satellite
system. To the right is the GEO-IK geodetic satcllite which tends to
have one launch each year.

FIGI'RE 4.4

RESURS FVARIANTS

Note: The two variants of the recoverable Raurs F remote sensing
satcllites. Resrrs F1 (left) flies for up to thrce weeks using chemical
batteries, whilc Reslrs F2 (right) has demonstrated a lifetime of 30 days
using solar pancls for power generation.
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ETGI,JRE 45
THREE PROPOSED SATELLITES

Note: Three proposd satellites which are based upon the design of the
Heavy Kosmos space station modules (like l(oant 2 and Krbtall. The
top picture is the Ekologrkz module and in the centre is the Tellura-EKO.
The bottom picture is the propod Bbtehtologrkz module.
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FIGURE 4.5

THREE MATERIALS PROCESSING SATELLITES

Note: The top lcft dcpicts the Fofon satellite which flies once each year.
Proposed for thc future are (top righO the NiknT spacecraft, proposed
by the Fofon Burcau, and (bottom) the matcrials processing satellite
proposed by the laaochkin Bureau. Some pictures of the Laaochkin
spacecraft have shown a sphcrical re-cntry capsule.
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FIGURE 4.7

POLYUS

Processing units
control system

Compressed
gas bottle

Ballistic
capsule

Note: The ultimate materials processing facility is the space
factory-believed to be called Polyus-which is proposed for launch by
Enugiya (lcft). The spacecraft would o;rerate in an unmanned mode,
but short repair and house-kccping visits could be made by Soyuz
crews (top right). A cutaway of the proposed Polyus module is shown
in the lower right.

Materials
manulacturing
units
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FIGURE 4.8

DIMENSIONS OF POLYT,JS

Note: Soviet drawings showing the dimensions of the 88 tonnes (in
orbit) Polyus space factory module, with both views from above (left)
and the sidc (right).



CHAPTER 5

US SPACE RECONNAISSANCE AFTER

THE COLD WAR

leffrey T. Richelson

The United States is presently operating a more extensive
constellation of space reconnaissance systems than it has at any time in
the past. The present constellation is a by-product of the Cold War.
All the systems in orbit were on the drawing board well before the rise
to power of Mikhail Gorbachev, much less the dramatic change in
UlSoviet relations. All of the spacecraft presently in orbit were
deployed before the abortive coup of August 1991.

However, the end of the Cold War does not spell an end for
US space reconnaissance. While there will be, over time, a reduction in
the size of the constellation, the remaining constellation will be more
extensive and capable than those of the Cold War era-particularly
with respect to the imaging satellites.

Present and future US imaging and signals intelligence
satellites will continue to have a large number of targets. Many long-
time targets in the former Soviet Union will remain, albeit less
important. Other long-time targets, particularly those in Eastern
Europe, will disappear. Outside Europe and the Soviet Union many
already covered targets will be covered with greater urgency and
frequency. And new targets will emerge.

US space reconnaissance will also face challenges beyond the
alteration of targeting priorities. As a result of the war with Iraq there
has been increasing demands to increase the provision of real-time
intelligence to military commanders. In addition, there is the challenge
of extracting maximum information from the data produced by
different imaging techniques. There may also be bureaucratic
battles-for the control of reconnaissance tasking and the distribution
of information obtained from space reconnaissance systems. The
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outcomes of such battles would have significant effcrts on the entire
US intelligence community.

Space Assets

In April 1986, at the time of the Chernobyl incident, the US
had a single imaging satellite in orbit-a KH-ll launched in Dccember
7984. The US space reconnaissance effort was in such a critical
position due to successive failures of the Titan 34D booster and the
Challaqn tragc.rJy.

Since that time the US has more than fully rcrcovered. As of
October 1991 the National Reconnaissance Office had a total of eight
real-time imaging satellites in orbit.l The thrcr oldest of these satellites
were developcd and deployed under the KennanlCrystal program.
These KH-1l satellites are capable of providing real-time visibleJight
imagery with a resolution of approximately fiftcren centimetres from
their 24G by 400 kilometre polar orbits. The spacccraf(s mirror
system can be adjustcd to produce imagery of targets in the front of or
to the side of the spacecraft. The imagery is transmitted via elliptically
orbiting Satellite Data System spacerraft to ground stations-the
prirnary receiving station being the Mission Ground Site at Fort
Belvoir, Virginia.2

Improved versions of the KH-11, often referred to as

Advanced KH-lls or Improved Crystals, were launchcd on three
occasions in 1989 and 199O via the space shuttle and a Titan lY
booster. Bccause all were launched from Cape Canaveral they operate
in 5742" orbits, rather than the traditional polar orbit. In addition to
apparently more powerful optical systems that allow the satcllite's to
operate effcrctively at higher orbits (approximately 640 kilometres) the
Advanced KH-lls are also able to produce imagery from near and far
infra-red emissions-allowing imagery interpreters to identify
camouflage and identify targets from imagery produced during
night-time passes. In addition, the Advanced KH-11s possess the

One of these was the KH-ll laundred in 1984. If it is performing inaging
functions at all, it is probably on a very limited basis.

feffrey T. Ridrelson, Amaia's Secnt Eycs in Spce: Tlu U.S. Ktyr.b SVy futcllib
Pmgmm, (New York, Harper & Row, 7990),pp.72?-124.

1
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Improved Crptal Metric System 0CMS) to allow the transmission of
dafa with rescau rnarks for mapping purposcs.3

A persistent problem for US reconnaissance efforts both
during the Cold War and the war with Iraq was the prescnce of clouds.
Cloud cover prevents the light rcflcrted off obirts or infra-red
emissions from passing through the atmosphere and rcaching the
sensors of an imaging satellite. To produce imagery in the presence of
cloud cover the CIA initiated a progrcm initially code''named Indigo
(and subsequcntly Laqossel, whose obie$ive was to develop a

spacecraft with a radar imagery capability. The first ltcrosse spacc'craft

was orbited in December 1988, a scrond in March 1991, and an
apparent third in November 7997.4

Operating in 640 kilometre orbits Iacrosse satellites transmit
their imagery via the Tracking and Data Relay Satcllite System. One

satellite, thc first launched, operatcs in a 57o inclincd orbit while the
second opcrates in a polar orbit. The resolution of Lacruse imagery is
apparently in the 1-3 metre range.s

Prior to the deploymcnt of Advanced KH-ll and. Lacrosse

satellites thc US imagery satcllite constellation never exccrded four
satellites-two KH-11, one KH-8 (close look film return) and one KH-9
(area survcillance film return). As the KH-lls in orbit come to the end
of their lifetime they will not be replaced on a one-toone basis by
Advanced KH-lls. Indced, thcy may not be replaccd at all, as the
Advanced KH-7l/Iaoosse constellation envisioned in thc mid-1980s
by the US intelligcnce community called for thrct Advanccd KH-lls
and two Itqwse satcllites. A cut-back in projc'cted purchases of Titan
IV boosters, used to launch Advanced KH-ll and l-anosse satellites,
would seem to indicate that the changed world situation will result in
a smaller constellation than planned in 1989. However, the apparent
launch of a third Laoosse satellite also indicates that that smaller
constellation will still be substantial-possibly thrct Advanccd KH-1ls
and three Lasosx satellites.

Iba..
'A Second laoosse', Arms Canrtrol Today, Aprtl 1.997, p.27; and Vincent Kiernan,
lSatellite Buffs Condude Titan launch Carricd Lacrosse', Spcc News, &14 April
1991,p./2.
Ridrelson, Amaica's Scoel Eys in Spcc: Thc U.S. Krylole SVy futellitr Prcgron,
p227.

3
4
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Thc US has, since 1971, operated signals intelligcnce satellites

in three distinct orbits-geos5rnchronous, elliptical (Molniya), and low
Earth orbits.

At present there are two US geosynchronous SIGINT satcllite
programs-Vortex and Magnum. The spacecraft associated with both
programs can intercept a variety of signals-radio, radio-telephone,
microwavc telephone, and walkie-talkie. llte Vortex Program was

originally known as Chalet, with the the first Ctulet spaccrraft bcing

orbited on 10 |unc 1978, with a single mission--<ommunications
intclligence (COMIND. However, after the loss of Iranian ground
stations and the discovery that documents concerning the Rhyolite

signals intelligence satellite had bcen sold to the KGB, the second

Chatet spacecraft was modified to intercept Soviet telemctry. Prior to

its launch the Chalct program was identified in the press, and,
following standard sccurity procedure its codename was changed to

Vortex. ihe modificd spacecraft was launched on 1 Octobet 7979'6

Subsequcnt Vortex launches occurred on 31 Octobcr 1981,31

fanuary 1984,2 Scptember 1988 and 10 May 1989. The 2 Septcmber
1988 launch originally failed to achicve propcr orbit, and it is not clcar

whether cfforts to place it in its corrcct orbit succeeded./

At its peak thc Vortex constellation consistcd of three

operational satellitcs. One covercd Eastern Europe and the western
USSR, another the central USSR, and the third the eastern portion of
soviet Union (as well as non-soviet targets in their footprints). In 1986

the Vortex satellite covering the western USSR became 'cranky'.
Another exhibited problems in 1987. At this time the Vortex

Richard Burt, 'U.S. Plans New Way to Check Soviet Missile Tests,' Nettt YorkTimes,
29 June 1979, p.h3; William E. Burrows, Deq Black: Spce Elpiotuge anil Naliotal
Str;irity, (NewYork: Random House, 1986), p.19; Farooq Hussain, llu Futute of
Arms 

-Control, 
Part IV, Tlu Impact of Weapns Tests Rcsnktiors, (lnternational

Institute for Strategic Shrdies, [.ondon, 19f30), p.42; and Desmond Ball' Pinc Gap-:

Australia and tlu U.S. Ceostatioury Signals Innlligance futellite Progran, (Allen &
Unwin, Sydney, 1988), pp.l&15.
'secret Liunctf , Aointi;iWeek €t SpeceTechrclogy,S September 798f.'p./7; Edward
H. Kolorm, Titan 34D Upper Stage Failure Scb Back Pentagon Intelligence
Strateg/, Aoiation Wezk e Space Te&nology, 12 September I9E8, p.26; and- 'US !9y
Satelt'[6 Fals Short on Orbit and Expectations', Natt YorkTinus, 4 Scptember 1968,

P.22.
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constellation may consist of thc two most recently launched
spacecraft.8

The other gmsynchronous SIGINT program was originally
codenamcd Magnum, and is a direct successor to the RftyolitelAquacaile
program.9 The heaviest US SICINT satellite to date, Magnum satellites
have been in the 5,(XXF6,000 pound class/250G3,000kg class. The first
Magnum satellite was launched from the space shuttle Ascovay on25
fanuary 1985. The satellite is reported to have two huge pirabolic
antennas, one of which is intended to intercept communications and
telemetry signals.Io

Thcre have been two subsequent Magnum launches, both
relyng on the space shuttle. The Discooery placed the second Magnum
into orbit on 22 November 1989 while the Atlantb placed the third
Magnum into orbit on 15 November 1990.11

Exactly how much Magnum is an improvement over
RhyolitelAquacade is not known publicly. It is possible that Magnum is
capable of picking up lower powered signals than its predcrcssor, such
as 'turned down' telemetry. In addition, Magnum may have some
stealth or 'spoofing' capabilities that make it harder to find and lam its
signals. Magnum has also been reported to receive signals from
emplaced sensors.l2

Beginning in 7977 the US began launching satellites into the
highly distinctive Molniya-type elliptical orbit-which reaches its
perigee of about 400 kilometres when the satellite is passing over the
southern hemisphere and its apogee of approximatcly ilAOO
kilometres when the satellite is passing over the Arctic region. Such a

Private information.
The initial planned succesor lo Rhydib was known as Argus. However, the
program was initially cancelled by the Secretary of Defmse and finally by
C-ongress. No Aryus spacecraft was ever orbited or conshucted.
James Gerstmzang 'Shuttle Lifts Off with fuy Cargo', Ills Angeles Tittlr;s, 25
January 1985, p.A12.
Edward H. Kolcum, Night Launch of Dscovery Bocts Secret Military Satellite
Into Orbif, Aoiation Week A Spn Teclmology, 27 Noveurber 7989, p.29; Warren E.
Leary 'Shuttle Lifb Off with Secret C-argd, Nao York Tittrcs, T6 Noveurber 190,
p-A20; and Catherine Surith,'Spae Shuttle is Launched on Final Secret Mssion',
Washkgton Post, 16 Noveurber 1990, p.A4.
William I, Broa4 'Experts Say Satelite Can Detect Soviet War Ste,ps', Naa Yor&
T imrs, 25 lanuty 7985, p - Al2.

8
9

10

11
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satcllite trovers' over the Soviet Union for eight to nine hours at a
time.13

The 21 March 1971 launch of such a satcllite markcd the
beginning of the operational lumpsut program, whose mission was the
intcrception of Soviet ABM radar signals. How many of the lumpseat
satcllites that have trc.en launched since 1971 remain operational is not
clcar, but it has bcan reported that the program is bcing tcrminatcd.l4

The final component of the US space SIGINT program is also
the oldest. Since 1952 the US has launched low Earth orbit (480

kilometre altitude) spacecraft, known as furets, for thc purpose of
dctccting and interccpting thc signals of forcign early warning and air
dcfcnce radar systems. To provide an effedive dircrtion-finding
capability ferrefs have been opcratcd in constellations of four.

Initially, these spaccrraft were launched as single payloads.
Bcginning in 1963 some fnret spaccrraft were launched as secondary
payloads to imaging spacecraft. By 1972 all ferret spaccrraft were
launched as scrondary payloads. From1972 to 1984 many of the furets
were launchcd as scrondary payloads on launches of the
KH-9/Hemgon imaging satcllitc. Sincc the end of thc KH-9 program in
1984 it is not clear whcther any furets have bcan orbited, although it is
likcly that thc thrcr subsidiary payloads associatcd with the Advanced
KH-11 launch in fune 1990 werc fenets.rs

It is clear that, irrespective of the fate of the frret and lumpseat
programs, geosynchronous SIGINT satellites will continue to represent
an important component of the ovcrall US space reconnaissance effort.
It is probable that the Vortex program will fade into history over the
decade of the 1990s. Meanwhile, a constellation of at lcast three
Magnum satellites, augmentcd by a new class of 10,0(X) pound/5,000k9
SICINT satcllites, will serve as the primary space SIGINT collectors.l6

Burrows, Dep Black: Spacc Espbruge anil Natiorr,l Semnty,p.224.
Philip J. Klass, 'NSA 'lumpseat" Program Winds Down As Sovicts Shift to Newer
Satellitcrs', Aoiatbn WeekE Space Te&ndogy,2 April 1990, pp.4647.
Anthony Kendm, 'U.S. Rc'connaissance Satellite Programs', Spaceflight,20 July
1/78, ytp.24?tt; and Philip Klass, *crat SalJrics in Spce, (Random House, New
York,1971), p.194.
An apparc'nt oblique refererce to a 1Q000 pound SIGINT satellite can be iound in
US Congrc"ss, Scnate Appropriations Committc€, Deryrtfient ol Defnx
Apgoybtions fo Fkcal Yar 7986, (US C-overnmmt Printing Office, Washin$on,
D.C., 1985), Part 2, p.450.

13
74
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Table 5.1 summarises prescnt US space imagery and SIGINT
assets.

Targets

The end of the Cold War will not immediately bring about a
radical revision in the targeting of US space reconnaissance systems.
First, it will still be necessary to devote substantial attention to the
countries of thc former Soviet Union. Second, for a substantial period
of time significant space r€ronnaissance resources havc bccn devotcd
to non-Soviet Bloc targets. Before theKH-9/Hemgon system bccame
operational 90 pet cent of all targets were locatcd in the Soviet Bloc
and China. After the KH-9 bcrame operational, with its ability to
produce detailcd imagery of large areas, the ratio changed to 80:20.
However, the advent of the KH-l1 eventually produced a dramatic
chang*+ventually resulting in a 42,000 item target base, with half of
thosc targets being outside the Sovict Bloc and China.lT

As noted, the states of thc formcr Sovict Union will remain a
mapr target. Indeed, in the short run it may require more attention
than it has in the last several years. As a result of the abortive coup of
August 1991 and the far-reaching arms reduction proposals agrccd to
by Presidcnts Bush and Gorbachev, the former Sovict nuclear arsenal
will be undcrgoing dramatic changes. Strategic weapons (and relatcd
command and control facilities) may well be relcrated while
thousands of tactical weapons will be destroyed. Both space imagery
and space SICINT will bc rcquircd to monitor thesc dcvelopments and
to, in effect, rcmap the Soviet nuclear target base.

In addition, other major Soviet military facilities locatcd in
former Sovict republics outside of Russia may be or have bcen
closed-such as the Scmipalatinsk nuclear tcsting facility. Once again,
US space rc.connaissance resources will bc uscd to monitor the closing
of such facilities.

To the extent that dire cronomic conditions or ethnic conflicts
in the former Soviet Union may threaten to bring about anothcr coup
attempt, space rcronnaissance systems can be employed to detcrct signs

17 Richelson, Amqica's Secrct Eyes in Slncc: Thc U.S. Keylolc Sp1 tuEllitc Program,
p.247.
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TABLE 5.1

US SPACE IMAGERY AND SIGINT ASSETS_1991
MISSION/

NO. OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES

KH.11

Advanced KH-11

Utcrosse

2-3 (Polar)

3 (5742")

2 (1 Polar)

Real-time visible
light imagery;
15cm resolution
Real-time visible
light imagery

-15cm 
resolution;

near and (some)

far infra-red
capability;
special mapping
capability
Rcal-time radar
imagery: dayl
night, cloud cover.
1-3 metres

resolution

SIGINT

and TELINT. Can
intercept radio,
radio-tclcphone,
walkie-talkie
traffic
Rcal-time
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of an upcoming coup attempt-including troop movements and
revealing communications.

Even assuming the situation in the forrner Soviet Union
stabilises thcre will still be a variety of targets that will continue to
interest US intelligence agencies+pac€ and missile tcst launch
centres, ICBM sites, early-warning and air defence radars, weapons
test and production facilities, naval ports (including submarine
basc's)-both for purposes of arms control treaty monitoring and
military intclligence purposes. It can be expected, however, that such
targets will be covered less frequently.

Of course, there is one area of the world where there will
hopefully be far less a nc.ed for space reconnaissance
acitivities-Eastern Europe. Already, as the possibility of a
NATGWarsaw Pact conflict has become unthinkable and
approximately 1,000 East European targets have bc'en deletcd from US
war plans, there is dramatically less need for satellite overage.ls As
Sovict troops complcte their pull-out from their former satellites and
their military bases are abandoned even less coverage will be required.
Thus, just as the US will be closing SIGfNT stations targetcd on
Eastern Europe-such as Ficld Station Berlin-the US will be reducing
space imagery and space SIGINT operations direrted at that part of the
world.

Internal domestic conflict may, however, prevent satellite
coverage from falling as dramatically as it otherwise might. The
bloody civil war in Yugoslavia has undoubtedly bccn a targct for space
imagery and space SIGINT collcrtion systems, including those of the
US.

Outside of the Soviet Union and Eastem Europe the use of
space reconnaissance systems for the collection of standard military
intelligence can be expected to continue at least at prcvious levels. The
US intelligence community still rnaintains an interest in assessing the
military forces, weapons systems, deptoyments, and capabilities of a
large number of nations, such as China. Space reconnaissance will
continue to be the rnost consistent source of such data+spccialty with

18 R feffrey 9nith, 'l,r.S. Expected to Reduce Number of Nudear Targets',
Washingtcn Posr, 19 Ap,ril 1991,p.A77.
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respect to deployments.l9 In some regions of the world-particularly
the Middle East and Southwest Asia-space rc.,connaissance activities
will continue to have a particular urgency givcn the continued lcvel of
tension within the region. Thc end of the Cold War has not brought
about an end to the Arab'Israeli or Indo-Pakistani conflicts. Thus, in
the past several years India and Pakistan have found their troops
facing each other in tense circumstances that could have explodcd into
war. In 7987, as a result of thc Indian exercise, Opcration Brass Tacks,
India and Pakistan massed more than a quartcr of a million troops on
their border, thrcatcning to turn normal wintcr excrciscs into a mapr
confrontation. Likewise, in 1990, the Indian resF,onse to what was
believed to be a major Pakistani troop movement creatcd another
crisis.2o

Satellite imagery of bordcr areas can not only warn of
impending conflict but be employcd to defuse a potcntial crisis. In the
case of the 1990 incident, it has been rcportcd that the Indian
Government had, in fact, been mislead by its central intelligence
service, the Rcsearch and Analysis Wing (now Service). The Pakistani
Government, alarmed by the 1990 Indian action, complained to the
US-which vcrificd by satcllitc that Pakistan had not madc the
claimed troop movement. Thc Sovict Union similarly vcrified the
absence of any such movement and informcd the Indian
government.2l

More intcnsc coverage can also be expected of rcnegade and
potential renegade states-for example, North Korea. In thc aftermath
of the war with Iraq it is clear that, dcspite repeatcd coverage of Iraq
prior to 2 August 1990 and intense coverage after that date, numcrous
critical facilitics were not dctected-including Scud facilities and
underground nuclear weapons development facilities. Iraq continued
after the war to attempt to hide nuclear relatcd material underground.
North Korea has also constructed underground nuclear facilities.2

It should be noted that the tc.chnical characteristics of some of the weapons
systems (particularly Soviet weapons systcms) Possessd by forcign nations will
be best undcrstood as the result of US foreign material exploitation Programs.
Richard M. Wcintraub,'India and Pakistan Hold Maneuvers at Sensitive Frontier',
Washingna Post,25 fanuary 1987, p.ll.2; and 'lntelligence: The Making or Breaking
of India's Singh Adminishation?' , Defen* B Foreign Affairs, Artgustl990, pp.24.25.
Ibid.,p.24.
Lee Bowman,'lraqi Scuds Pose More Distraction Than Destruction', Washington
Times,2? January 191, p.B3; Paul Shin, 'Defector Says N. Korea Building Atom
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The implication is that in addition to relying on non-tcrhnical sources
of intelligence it witl be necessary to maintain a more froquent and
intense watch over the activities of potential renegade
states-increasing the areas covercd and the frequency of coverag*in
order to dctect suspicious activities at the earliest possible date.

A variety of global problems will also be the target of
reconnaissanca activities-the most prominent being nuclear,
chemical, and biological weapon and ballistic missilc prolifcration. A
large number of countries have bccn reportcd to bc involved in
acquiring (either by indigenous development or purchase) and
deploying various weapons of mass destruction as well as ballistic
missiles. Other countries have nuclear programs which, at the very
least, raise qucstions as to their possible nuclear intentions.B

Sorne of the nations involved in proliferation activities are
involved in serious regional conflicts or can be categorised as renegade

states. Syria has purchased long-range Scud missilcs from North
Korea. Pakistan, India, and Isracl each have signficant nuclear
weapons programs, as well as ballistic missile programs. India and
Israel have been involvad in developing their own ballistic missiles,
the Agni and loicho rctpcrctively. Missile launchets for Chinesc M-11
ballistic missilcs have bcrcn spottcd within Pakistan. As indicated
above, North Korea appears to be actively pursuing the acquisition of
nuclear weapons.24

Other nations, while not being directly involverl in conflicts as

volatile as those bctween Israel and its immediate neighbors; nor
Pakistan and India; nor, North Korea and South Korea, also bear
watching. Close to the US, Argentina was heavily involved in the

Bomb', WadrizgtanPost,14September 797,p.N0; Bill Gertz,'SatclliteSpots lraq
Burlng Atomic Ceat', Weshingtorr Times, l0 Juty l9l, pp.Al, A10; and Michael
Breen, '1.,1. Korea Gocs Underground With Nudear Plants', Washingtotr Tirrus, E
October 191, p.All.
See lronard S. Spector with facqueline R. Smith, Nuclcar Ambiticrra: fh Syeal $
NrcIar Weepolls 7989-7990, (WersMew ltess, Boulder, Colorado, 1990); Ianne E.
Nolan, Trappings of Pouta: kllistic Missiles k the Thinl tNorld, (l\e Brookings
Institution, Washington, D.C, 191).
R. Jeffrey Smith, 'Chinee Missile launchers Sighted in Pakistan', Wrchingtotr
Post, 5 April 7997, p.A17; Bill Gerta North Korean Scttds Added to Syrian
Arsenal', WeshingtonTirnes,lS March 191, p.A3; and Joseph S. Bermudez, North
Korea's Nuclear ltogramme-, lerc's Intdligance Rcoim, (Vol3, No.9), September
f99f, p,p.404411.
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development of the Condor missile while the Brazilian military had a

serious intercrst in the development of atomic weaPons.

US imagery satcllites dctcrted both the Rabta chemical
weapons plant in Libya and a new complex of buildings near the Rabta

facility being used to assemble gas artillery shells and bombs. In
addition, US imagery satellites have detected mobile transporters and
missiles in Libya at what is belicved to be a missile test centre.
Meanwhile, Algeria is reported to building a nuclear reactor, with
Chinese hclp, along the Mcditerranean coast. In addition, Iran is
seeking to develop i nuclear weapons capability.2s

In some cases the US may bc ablg with advance warning, to
exert diplomatic pressure on either the proliferant nation or
suppliers-pressure that would either kill or retard such prolifcration.
Thus, the US successfully exertcd Pressure on Argentina to canccl the

Condor II program and on the German government to dcal with those

companies aiding Libya's chemical weaPons program.

While proliferation is the most pressing and serious
international concern which will be the target of US sPace

reconnaissance activities it is by no means the only one. The US has

employed imagery satellites to monitor drug production
activities-including cocaine fields and processing facilities-and will
continue to do so.

The monitoring of terrorism will also be a function of both US

space SIGINT and imagery systems. While Vortex and Magnum can

monitor a variety of communications, imagery satellites can idcntify
training camps and other facilities. They *y even be able to-provide,
or, sonie occissions, warning of an upcoming terrorist attack.25

Environmental concerns and disaster evaluation will also be

motivating factors behind some US sPac€ reconnaissance

operations-both as a means of justifying the cost of those activities
and genuine conc€rns. The fall of Man<ist Sovemments in East Europe

Bill C-crtz, 'satellites Spot Poison Bomb Plant in Libya', Washingtor Post, 5 March
1991, p.A3; Bill Gertz, 'China tlelps Algena Develop \ 9fca1 Wca-pons,
Weshiigttm Tines, 17 April l9l, p.A3; and R. feffrey Smith, 'Officials Say lran.is
Seeking Nuclear Weapons Gpabilit/, Washiagton Posl, 30 October 191, pp.Al,
A20.
See Stansfield Turner, Tanorism & Danurecy, (Houghton-Mifflin, Booton, 191),

P.rn.
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and the Soviet Union have lcft behind, in addition to shattered
economics, severe environmental problems-from unsafe nuclear
reactors to toxic waste dumps. The US will tre sceking to evaluate the
impact of those conditions on the international environment.

Challenges and Battles

The state of US retonnaissance technology far exceeds that of the early
1960s. Signals intelligence satellites can trover' in space and
continuously monitor an enorrnous volume of communications and
other signals. Those intercepted signals can be rclayed in near
real-time to ground stations for processing and analysis Imagery
satellites, rather than orbiting the earth for a fcw weeks or months a
year, are now in constant operation. Further, they can return their
imagery instantaneously. And as a result of launches since 1988
imagery can be produced using several different portions of the
electromagnctic spc.ctrum and under a variety of conditions, including
darkness and cloud cover.

Despite these advances there are still challenges ahead for the US
space reconnaissance effort-although the challcnges that can
realistically be mct may largely involve the use and dissemination of
the data once it has been returned to Earth, rather than developing
new spacecraft capabilities. There are also battles to be fought-battles
which pit competing interests against each other for conhol of the
reconnaissance effort and the information it produces.

Among the challenges facing the US space reconnaissance
effort will be the processing and dissemination of the flood of data
produced. The launch of the Advanced KH-11 and Iacrosse satellites
has resulted in the US bcing able to obtain, for the first time, a
significant volume of imagery from infra-red sensors and radar
imaging. (Despite reports to the contrary the US relied almost
exclusively, until the launch of the hrst la.ctosse in December 1988, on
black and white visible-light imagery.) The technical challenge will be
to not only extract the maximum amount of information from each
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum in isolation but to find ways
to combine the data from each portion of the spectrum to maximise the
intelligence produced-for example, to use visible-light data to
enhance the value of infra-rad or radar imagery data.
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Improving the dissemination of timely data, particularly to
military commanders in time of war, is a second challenge. Various
military officers involved in the Gulf War were critical of the
intelligence community's failure to provide the quantity of timcly data
required. Thus, General Schwarzkopf stated in fune 1991 that 'the
intelligence community should be asked to conre up with a system that
will, in fact, be capable of delivering a real-time product to a theatre
commander when he requests that'. He further complained that field
commanders were unable to get reconnaissance photographs of
potential Iraqi military targets that were less than a day old?7

One component of satisflng such a requirernent is having a
suitable network of ground receiving stations, adequately equipped
and staffcd processing facilities, and a efficient network for the
distribution of such data. The first and last items are far easicr to
achieve than the second. The US initially maintained a single
downlink (at Fort Belvoir) for the KH-11. Subsequently, the imagery
ground station network has expanded from this single site, apparently
to include a White Sands ground station for TDRSS-transmittcd
ltqosse data and additional fixed sites for KH-1l and Advanced
KH-ll data. The US SIGINT satellite constellation can transmit the
data it acquires to locations ground stations in Australia (Pine Gap);
Germany (Bad Aibling); the United Kingdom (Menwith Hill); and, the
US (Fort Meade and Buckley Air National Guard Base). In additiory
portable ground stations were reportedly also employed in the Gulf
War. Used in conjunction with such stations was the Constant Source
terminal-which allowed mission planners to acc€ss reconnaissance
data almost as soon as it was obtained.28

The lack of sufficient timely data to satisfy military
commanders during Operation Daert Stormwas partially the rerult of
a poorly assembled intelligence dissemination network. Several
intelligence dissemination systems developed by the military
services<pcrially secondary imagery dissemination systems--did
not interoperate and required ad hoc 'fixes' to share information. In
addition, there was, at times, a lack of equipment capable of

Molly Moore, 'Schwarzkopf: War lntdligmce Flawed', Washingtan Post, 13 June
797, p.Al, A,(); and Midrael Wines, GuIf Intelligmce Draws Complatnt by
Sclrwarzko,pf, Nao YotkTittus,l3 Jrme 191, pp.N A7,
Craig Covaulf 'Space Recon of lraq Taxes CIA Operation{, Aobt*m Wek & Spe
Technology, 3 fiteurber 190, pp3}31.
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transmitting intelligence data to disSnrscd sites. Among the efforts
that have sought to address the perceived deficiencics is the foint
Worldwide Intclligence Communications System, designcd to be a
24-hour intclligence distribution system linking the Department of
Dcfcnse to theatre commanders, as well as other important bases.
Further, responsibilities assigned to the newly<reatcd Intelligence
Program Supgrort Group 0PSC) and the Defense Information Systcms
Agency OISA) are intendcd to ensure that intelligence distribution
nctworks are built to minimise duplication and costs, while ensuring
that intelligence data was qtrickly transmitted to users.29

But even with a superior ground rcreiving network and an
efficient intclligence dissemination nctwork there is still a potential
bottleneck-the processing and analysis stage. The US has never
expended sufficient resources to process and analyse all the data
produced by overhead reconnaissance systems-in large part, bcrause
the data produced by those systems is so voluminous. Baring a
massive surge in Americans interested in bcing imagcry interpreters
and SIGINT analysts and willing to work rather cheaply that sihtation
is not likely to change in the future. It was not surprising that the
space reconnaissance effort against Iraqi targets stresscd the imagery
interpretation and SIGINT analysis system.3o

A second requirement for producing sufficient timely
intelligence data is the operation of an adequate number of collection
platforms-with the number being a function of the sensor capabilities
and operational characteristics (such as the orbit) of the platforms.
Geosynchronous SIGINT systems-which can intercept an enorrnous
volurne of communications, continuously monitor particular signals,
and can easily be retargeted, may well be able to satisfy such a
requirement. However, a very large numbcr of imagery spacecraft,
with their low Earth orbits, would bc required to maintain continuous

U.S. Struggf€ to Distribute Satellite f)ata in Gulf , Wfenx Daily,30 November
f90, p.&19; Robert Holzer and Neil Munro, lAfar Exposes Intclligence Gaps',
Defca* Ncuts, 17 fune 1991, W.l, 42; Neil Munro, 'Pentagon to Merge Spy Data
Networks', Dcfznx Nclx, 2E October 1997, p3; and US Senate, Seloct Gommittee
on Intdligence, Autlorbing ApVmpia.tfuns for Fiscal Yan 7992 lot the Intclligarcc
Actioitics ol t u U.S. Cntrnnail, thc In4lliga'r, Conmtnity Stafi, thc eanhal
Intclligaw Agarcy Rtti'tzrlrrrt end Divbility 9ystant, otd fu oth,a Puwo*q (US
Covernment hinting Office, Washington, D.C., 191), p.5.
Covault, 'Space Recon of lraq Taxes CIA Operadons', Aoiatlm Wak & Spau
Tuhtrdogy, 3 fitember 1990, pp3G3l.
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or even nearcontinuous coverage of even moderately large areas such
as Iraq. It would simply be beyond US resources to maintain such a
network.

A third challenge may lie in effectively monitoring certain
international problems-such as proliferation. Complicating the task
of monitoring proliferation is the way in which the development and
deployment of missiles, and nuclcat chemical, and biological weapons
capabilities takes place in many nations. In monitoring the
development and deployment of Soviet weapons systems the US
intclligence communitSr knew that those systems were essentially
developed, tested and deployed within Soviet borders over a
substantial period of time. But proliferant nations may acquire certain
capabilities 'immaculately', without getting thcir hands dirty. All it
may take is a conversation in a foreign embassy or a visit to a potential
supplier. Thus, Saudi Arabia acquircd Chinese CS92IRBMs without
any of the development and testing detectable by reconnaissance
systems. That such systems had been acquired and were to be
deployed was dirovered only once they were in Saudi Arabia.3l Such
events indicate the difficulty in detecting an intent to deploy such
capabilities sufficicntly early to permit preventive action.

The word thallenges' implies that everyone desires a specific
outcome and that the only question is to how best aftain that outcome.
'Battles' implies that there are at least two opposing sides, with
contradictory views of what state of affairs should exist.

One baftle that is shaping up, as a result of a wave of a virtual
hysteria over the need to improve intelligence support to combat
operations, is over control of reconnaissanc€ tasking. While the
National Rerconnaissance Office operates imagery and SIGINT
satellites for the entire US intelligence community it does not
determine the targets.32 That perogative resides in the hands of two
DCI committees-the Committee on Irnagery Requirements and
Exploitation (COMfREX) and the SIGINT Committee (and its SIGINT
Overhead Reconnaissance Subcommittee). While the SIGINT

David B. Ottaway, 'Saudis Hid Acquisitiott of Missiled, We*ingtott Post, 29 March
1988, pp.Al, A3
In one instance, a high NRO official unilaterally altered the Middle East targeting
schedule of an imaging satellit+ to the great annoyance of senior CIA officials
and to the dehiment of the overall reconnaiseance effort. He was told rather
forcefully, not to do it again.

31
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Committec has usually bcen chaired by an NSA official, COMIREX has
usually bccn headed by a CIA official-although procedures do exist
for the Scrretary of Defense to assume tasking control in the event of
war.3

However, it has been suggestcd that this is not enough. In his
testimony on the subject of intelligence reorganisation, former Dcprty
Director of Central Intelligence and Director of the National Sc'curity
Agenry, Admiral Bobby Inman suggested that 'it is time to assign DIA
[Defense Intclligence Agencyl the responsibility, not a committoc, to
do the runagement of the imagery collection.'il And the report of the
Senate Selcrt Committee on Intelligence on intelligence appropriations
for Fiscal Ycar 1992 noted that the Committee had directcd the
Intelligence Community Staff 'to dcvelop a plan for ensuring thc I-2s
of the JCS [Joint Chiefs of Staffl and the CINCs [Commanders-in-Chief
of the Unified and Specified Commandsl are able to exercise the
conbol of national systems and tasking committees in peacetime to
ensure orderly transition during crisis and war'.35 Most recently, the
chairmen of the House and Senate intelligence commiftees introduced
reorganisation legislation that would establish a National Imagery
Agency, theoretically under the control of a Director of National
Intelligence, although housed within the Department of Defense. Such
an agency would be assigned responsibility for determining the
technical characteristics of imagery systems, the tasking of the systems,
the operation of the systems, and the analysis of data collccted.35

Any move to permit a DoD takeover of imagery tasking will
undoubtedly meet heavy resistance from the Director of Central
Intelligence (DCI), the Intelligence Community Staff, and, of course,
COMIREX. For what is at stake is not merelybureaucratic control over
a multi-billion dollar program, but the ability to influence the very
nature of US intelligence collection. Military controlled imagery
tasking may well focus heavily on the threat of the moment and purely

33
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Transfer of National Intelligme Tasking Authorit;/, hD Directipe 93325.2,7E
June 1987.
US Gongress, Senate, Select Gommittee on Intelligetrce, Reoiru of Intelligmcc
!-gnizttitn, (US Covernmmt hinting Office, Washington, D.C., l99l), p.23.
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military questions-to the exclusion of long term strategic intelligence,
military and non-military. It is quite possiblc that such a tasking
system would have resulted in even less coverage of Iraq in the years
leading up to thc invasion of Kuwait---and thus a skimpicr data
base--due to heavicr concentration on targets in the Sovict Union and
Eastern Europe. One can imagine that virtually every analyst in the
CIA and INR who depends on satellite imagery would would be
grcatly concerned ovcr DoD control of imagery tasking. In acidition,
civilian officials who see a broader use for satellite imagery in
environmental monitoring and disaster relicf would undoubtedly be
concemed. Finally, such a move would greatly undercut the authority
of the DCI.

A sctond area of potential conflict concerns the distribution of
reconnaissance data within the US government and to other
goverrunents and international organisations. The US has long
permitted Allies and others, such as Israel, the Unitcd Kingdom,
China, South Africa, and Iraq, vary4ng degrees of access to some of the
product of US space reconnaissance operations.3T However, as Bobby
Inman has pointed out, the new world order raises new questions:

how do we provide intelligence support to
intcrnational operations, to coalition forces. As we
look at thc systems and the sensors ... we have
developed, which we often wrap in dctp
classification, how did we provide support not just

ltol the British and French ... but for the Egyptians,
and the Syrians, and the Saudis, who were in it. Is this
instructive to us as we think forward to any kind of
new world order, how will we providc support for
international military operations in which we may be
engaged.3s

It is not known if there were any battles in the intelligence
community over policies for sharing of such data during Daert Storm.

Jeffrey T. Richelson, The C-alculus of Intelligence C-ooperation', InEnatbnal
lournal of Intelligencz and Counwintclligmcc, Fall799i), pp.?07-323; Seymour Hcrsh,
The hmsn Optbn: Israel's Nuclar Awnal anil Amqican Foreign Policy, (Random
House, New York, 191), pp.!17; and John Newhouse, War mil Peace in the Nucles
aga (Knopf, New York, 1981,p.224.
US C-ongress, Senate, Select C-ommittee on Intelligence, Mir* of Inhlligmce
Orgm ization, pp.l9 -20.
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But is hard to imagine, given the scnsitivity with which NRO and CIA
rcgard such activities, that there is not at least a great potential for
baftles betwecn thc State Department and CIA/NRO over the sharing
of certain data with such coalition forces or international organisations
such as the UN.

Another potential arca for conflict within the US govemment
over the sharing of reconnaissance data concarns the extent to which
such data, particularly imagcrry data, will be distributod to
non-national security agencies. For many years data from overhead
imagery systems have bcen used to identify abandoned hazardous
dump sites, predict crop harvests and assess crop disease, and assess
damage from earthquakes. However, the use of data from overhead
systems, particularly of satellitc imagery systems, has bcen
significantly restrictcd by serurity considerations. But the intelligence
community has come undcr Congressional pressure to share more
data. Thus, in 1990 Congress created the Strategic Environmental
Research and Developnrent Program (SERDP) to employ Defense
Departnent assets to aid environmental research. According to the
executive dirc.ctor of the SERDP the spac€ rcronnaissance
establishment has bc.en 'willing to cautiously come to the table, with
security measures foremost in their minds, of course'. While he is also
impressed by 'their willingess to to contribute to SERDP', Senator Sam
Nunn assessed progress after the first year as 'slower than
anticipated'.39 As the SERDP develops and more extensive civilian
uses are proposcd it remains to be seen how willing the reconnaissance
establishment is to contribute.

39 Vincsrt Kie.rnan, Defmse Department to Share Some Data from Spy Satellites,,
Spcc Ncw, 2o26 May 197, pp.l p0.
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CHAPTER 5

HISTORY OF AUSTRALIA'S
SPACE INVOLVEMENT

Matthew L. James

Visitors to today's Australia may not see any apparent public
interest in space and its technologies. But this casual observation
belies the fact that the nation has had significant involvement in
satellite launch and construction, and uses corrununications, remote
sensing, geodetic, scientific and military space system applications.
Certainly, though, little evidence is left of our early space programs.

It was military programs, not applications that led to the
nation's first space programs. The need to develop ballistic missiles
created plans to make Australia's vastness an asset by using it as a
military testing ground that would extend to space.l The Anglo-
Australian ]oint Defence Project began shortly after the end of the
Second World War, when the United Kingdom had begun a large
program of research and development in the field of guided
weapons. In 1946 it approached Australia with proposals to set up an

* The author wishes to give special thanks to the Curator of Space at the Powerhouse
Museum in Sydney, Ms Kerrie Doughertn for her interest and support over many years
and many versions of this drapter. He also wishe to thank forrrer Weapons Research
Establishmmt (WRE) officer, Mr Ted Mkosza, now at the Bureau of Transport and
Communications Economics, for providing the WRE items. Mr Mike Dinn, Director of
the Tinbinbilla Space Tracking Station, is thanked for his comments and assistance in
establishing an historical ardrive room for items covering the topics mmtioned in this
drapter. Finalln the author wishe to thank members of the Australian Space Policy
Institute, whidr has now concluded operations. An expanded version of this chapter,
with a longer refermce list, has been published as A History of Australia's Spce
Inmloemo*, (Working Paper No.241, Shategic and Defence Studies Centrg Australian
National University, Canberra, 797).

P. Morton, Fire Aooss The Desil: A History of the Anglo-Austrelian loint Defence
Project, (Atstralian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1990).
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experimental guided weapons testing range across the centre of the
countr5r.2 After inspection of the possible remote sites, Woomera, near
lake Torrens, some 480 kilometres northwest of Adelaide, was chosen
as the location of the new launch facility. From there, rockets could be
launched and tracked with little danger as the vast deserts they flew
over contained few humansrscattered Aborigines and farmers.

An empty munitions factory at Salisbury near Adelaide was to
be the support for Woomera. Salisbury became one of the principal
centres of rocket-weapons research and development in the then
British Commonwealth. First known as the Long-Range Weapons
Establishment, Salisbury was forced to build its own requirements
from its own designs to its own specifications, or, go without. A
reorganisation of the Research and Development Branch took place in
|anuary 1955 in which all the establishments and laboratories in South
Australia were amalgamated into one, with the new name of the
Weapons Research Establishment (WRE).

Woomera was an extremely expensive laboratory to establish
as it was so remote and each person and each facility was maintained
at over twice the cost of its equivalent in a capital city. Some 5,000
souls would know Woomera as their home.3 It was to be a major
engineering assignment, with huge constructions at the launching
sites, and for the later Blue Streak rocket project, a highly instrumented
impact area in the far west of Western Australia. The desert had to be
torn up into strips, new roads laid over hundreds of kilometres of
untouched country, water pipelines, power supplies and telephone
lines extended, and something positive done to protect the Aborigines
and landowners in the desert. Woomera village was developed to
absorb a new population, becoming a new oasis in the desert.4 All of
this was done amid the heat, dust and desolation of the outback, with
a high level of security enforced.

A number of independent ranges were used at Woomera over
time, according to different purposes. The principal missile range was
based at Koolymilka, about 40 kilometres northwest of the Woomera

Ivan Southall, Wrcnen, (Angus and Robertson, Melbourne 1952).
D. Lever, N. Finos, B. Carver, et al, A Scns of lJrgency, A Social History of Wmmerq
(Woomera High fttrool, Woomera, 1978).
Ivan Southall, Ra'kets in thc De*rt: Tlu Story of Wumcru, (A"g". and Robertson,
Sydney, 1%4).
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township. It provided a variety of separate launching aProns which
allowed work to proceed on several projects independently. An
elaborate network of instrumentation covered the trials areas.

Adjacent to the main rangehead were airstrips and facilities for the
operation of pilotless target-aircraft. A space tracking station was
located at dry Island Lagoon, abottt 22 kilometres southeast of the
town. At the dry lake Hart to the north west, two large launchpads,
with support facilities, were built for Blue Streak. Much of the

equipment for the foint Project was supplied by the WRE and other
government agencies, but Australian and British industry also
participated.

Among the rockets launched at Woomera were Black Knight,
Black Arrow and smaller rockets. Black Knighf was used to drive
speciallydesigned nosecones back into the atmosphere at re-entry
speeds in the 22 firings for Project Dazzle. The larger Black Arruw was
used for similar purposes, as were the ten Redstone launchers
provided by the US for proiect SPARTA (SPecial Anti-missile Research

Tests, Australia) trials from 1966.5 Small rockets launched at Woomera
included HAD, HASP, Kooigal, Skylark,lnngTom, Aero High and Mach,
Aulus, labiru, Lorikeet, Aerobee, pfus Coclutoo, Koolubuna and Corella

vehicles in later years. Sounding rocket launches continue on a
spasmodic basis to this day. ln1987, Skylark and Black Branf rockets
were made by German and US crews resPectively to study Supemova
SN1987a in the Iarge Megallanic Cloud. Among non-sPace systems,
the locally developed Malknra heavy anti-tank weaPon and llara
surface-to+urface missile were testd at the range, plus the lindioik
pilotless aircraft. The US Defense Advance Research Projects Agency
conducted some rocket trials at Woomera in the 1960s. No complete
record of all of the Woomera tests apparently efsts,5 although some
4,000 missiles and 3,000 bombs were tested during Woomera's
heydayT indicating the range's success.

Woomera was chosen for the test launches of Britain's large
BIue Stre& missile, but this was cancelled early in 1960 while the first
rocket was en-route to Woomera from Britain. Other plans were made

5

6
7

K. Scala, M. Crowe,'SPARTA ltogram: The Redstone Down Under', Spaceflight,
(Vol.33), August 1991, pp.287-288.
Morton, Firc Across Thc Desrt: A History of thc Anglo-Australia loint Defence Proiect.

H. Bardwell, 'Cold C-omfort', Tlu Australbn Listencr, (Issue 1Z), 19-25 November
1988, p.15.
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to make use of BIue Streak and not write it off completely. Aushalia
became a member of the European Iauncher Developrnent
Organisation (ELDO) which was established in 1961 with the objective
of developing a satellite launching vehicle for placing satellites in orbit
for peaceful purposes. The ELDO satellite launching vehicle, known
as Europa, consisted of a modified Blue Struk as a first stage, a French
second stage, German third stage, an Italian satellite, whilst the
Netherlands and Belgium were responsible for telemetry and
guidance.

Ten launches of the ELDO Eurory-l were made between 1964

and1970, with five regarded as successful.S However, no satellite was
ever launched into orbit by Europa. The launches were made from
Woomera's lake Hart facility, with a Down Range Guidance and
Tracking Station constructed at Gove in the Northern Territory. The
Europeans then became more interested in geostationary satellites,
which could not be readily launched from Woomera, as it was suited
to polar orbit trajectories, and ELDO decided to pursue further
launches from equatorial French Guiana.

In November 7967, Australia's Wresat was launched on a US
rocket. On 28 October 1971, the British Prosryro satellite was launched
into orbit on the third UK Black Arrow rocket thus concluding the
British tests. The Prospero is still in orbit. At the conclusion of Europa
tests, much ELDO equipment returned to Europe, while some was
purchased by other goverrunent agencies. The Gove antennas may
now be found working at Salisbury. Today, the WRE is still operating
as the Defence Science and Technology Organisation Salisbury facility
on its campus of British 1950s style munitions factory buildings. The
enorrnous lake Hart ELDO launchpads and support buildings were
deliberately destroyed to deter vandalism, with the remains now
standing as silent monuments to a greater era. Examples of Skylark
and Black Arrout are on display outside the Heritage Centre at
Woomera, while the WRE has casings from LongTom, BIue Streak and
other rockets in storage at Salisbury. One Blue Streak vehicle is known
to be in the desert and may be recovered for return to Woomera. The

Queen Victoria Museum has a Skylark rocket on display in launceston.

Morton, Firc Across Tlu De*rt: A History of thz Anglo-Australia loint Defence Project,
chapter 23.
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Most documentation from the era is either held by WRE,9 or exists in
private hands. Those who worked at Woomera still meet together for
social functions and seek some monument to commemorate the
activities at Woomera.lo

Some effort has been made by Australians to propose a new
launching capability. After Woomera, there was a serious proposal
made, without success, for a launch site near Darwin in the Northern
Territory. In 1989, the Department of Defence invited interest from
organisations to lease the Woomera instrumented testing range. A
Queensland government sponsored feasibility study was undertaken
in 1987 to investigate the proposal to establish an international
commercial spaceport at C-ape York in far northern Queensland. It
suggested that a commercial operation could be established and so two
companies were formed in 1987 to undertake more detailed feasibility
studies into the venhrre. The Cape York Space Agency (CYSA)
completed a two-year study focussing on establishment of a maior
spaceport, defence and tourist facility located on the eastern side of the
Cape. The rival Australian Spaceport Group examined the near-term
prospect of constructing a launch site only on the Cape's west side
near Weipa. They judged that a Spaceport was not viable and
concluded their interest while the CYSA study concluded the viabiliW
of their venture.

In 1988, CYSA signed an agreement with the Soviet space
agency Glavkosmos for the purchase of Zenit rockets. In late 1989, the
Australian and Queensland Governments announced full
non-financial support for the proiect, provided that all environmental
impact and other requirements were met. In early 1990, the Australian
Industry Development Corporation was engaged by the Australian
Government to review finance of the project, and negotiate with
possible investors. Both CYSA, and a new rival, Queensland-based
Space Transportation Systems have sought investor interest with
varlnng success. Further development in the Cape York saga are
awaited, with CYSA wound up by late 1991.

Iba..
Bardwell,'C-old Comfor/, Tlu Ays tral ian Lktener, 1 9-25 November 1 988, p.f 5.
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Civilian and Military Space Tracking and Suport Operations

When the space age began, Woomera's success was keenly
monitored by the US. During 1957, a US Minitrack facility was
established at Woomera, as part of a world-wide network of radio
interferometers used for measuring orbital data of American satellites
such as Explorer and Vanguard, and for recording their data
transmissions. It was followed at Woomera by the installation of a
Baker-Nunn optical backing camera in September 1957. A US
TRANET satellite station operated for about a decade at WRE
Salisbury in support of the fohns Hopkins University programs for
geodesy studies.

As the US space program became defined in 1960 the
Govemments of Australia and the United States formally agreed to
cooperate in space vehicle tracking and communications. Australia
undertook to establish and operate a number of tracking stations
which would form part of a world-wide network under the control of
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The
Australian Department of Supply and WRE were initially responsible
for fulfilling the local commitment under this agreement, to be
succeeded by the later Departments of Science; Science and
Technology; and Industry, Technology and Commerce. Outside the
US, Australia was to have the largest number of NASA space tracking
and cdmmunication antennas anywhere. NASA has maintained a
liaison office in Australia since 1952. Construction and operation of
these facilities was financed by NASA, while management and
operation were provided from Australian sources, either directly by
the Australian Government orby contract to private industry.

The initial temporary stations were established at a range of
locations across the country, but no monuments remain to mark the
location of stations at sites such as Muchea near Perth; Island lagoon
south of Woomera; Honeysuckle Creek near Canberra; Cooby Creek in
Queensland; and, Carnarvon (WA).11 Part of the Satellite Tracking
And Data Acquisition Network (STADAN) at Orroral Valley near
Canberra, was used for scientific and applications satellites, making
use of the ex-Woomera Minitrack and Baker Nunn instruments. The

11 R.A. leslie, 'Space Tracking Stations', C^anbata's Enginzering Heritage, (f\e
Institution of Engineers, Australia, Canberra, 190).
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site is now used by the Australian Department of Transport and
Communications for international and domestic satellite transmissions
monitoring. The Australian Department of Administrative Services
operates a geodosy Laser Ranging Observatory installed at Orroral in
7975 for tracking satellites.

As the only remaining large operational facility, the Canberra
Deep Space Communications Complex at Tidbinbilla has been used for
tracking of planetary probes and piloted spaceflights. It began
operation in ]anuary 1955 with a 26 metre antenna, which was later
extended to 34 metres. By 1973, a 54 metre Deep Space Network
antenna was built, which was extended to 70 metres in 1987-1988 in
readiness for the successful 1989 Voyagu Neptune encounter and
subsequent use. Another 34 metre antenna was added in 1984. The
station has also supported Apollo and Space Shuttle missions'
Managed by Tidbinbilla, a laser satellite tracking station at Yarragadee
(WA) provides data in support of NASA's Earth Dynamics Program,
and was used to provide communications between Shuttle flights and
Mission Control. Each NASA tracking station communicated directly
with the control cenhe in the US by teletype data and voice circuits.
The circuits in Australia were provided and maintained by the Post
Master General's Departrnent (subsequently TELECOM Australia) and
linked to the US.

Overall then, it rnay be said that the civilian tracking stations
in Australia have enabled local involvernent in significant international
spac€ programs, albeit at the ground level. It is noteworthy too that
while various associated goverrunental administrative arrangements
for Australian supervision of the stations have come and gone, the
stations have continued successfully operating throughout the
decades.

Unlike the NASA facilities, other US space installations in
Australia were built for less than peaceful purposes. The three main
bases are at North West C-ape at Exmouth (WA); Pine Gap near Alice
Springs, (NT); and Nurmngar near Woomera. At the North West
Cape at the Harold E. Holt Naval Communications Station, the US
Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS) is accessed for
contact with naval vessels. Originally established to provide
communications for submarines, it now provides more general
defence force communications support. Signals intelligence (SIGINT)
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staff from the US Central Intelligence Agency operate the foint Defence
Space Research Facility at Pine Gap. It accesses SIGINT satellites to
collect information relating to opposing strategic force developments,
while also monitoring other telemetry signals, radar emissions and
telecommunications.l2 According to Desmond Ball, the foint Defence
Space Communications Station at Numrngar monitors early warning
satellites under the Defense Support Program.l3 It is operated by the
Space Command headquarters at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado.l4
In addition, there is apparently a National Security Agency contingent
at Nurrungar to ensure communications securilr at the station.ls Staff
from the station make up a sizeable proportion of Woomera's current
population, some ten kilometres away. The Nurrungar facility and
DSCS involvement remain controversial.l6

According to Desmond Ball, Australia's largest single space
activity involves the Defence Signals Directorate interception of
satellite signals through facilities at Stanley Fort in Hong Kong; at
Shoal Bay near Darwin; at Watsonia Barracks in Melbourne; and, soon,
at a site under constmction at Kojarena near Geraldton (WA).t7 The
Watsonia site provides direct and secure communications between
DSD headquarters and those of the US National Security Agency. In
1.987, the Minister for Defence announced the intention to establish a
large satellite communications station (at Kojarena), to enhance
national independent intelligence capabilities from the midl990s,
designated as the Australian Defence Satellite Communications
Station, under the control of the Defence Signals Directorate. The
location near the extrerne western coast of the continent provides
access to satellites over both Indian and Pacific Oceans.

Desmond Ball, Pitu C*p: Ans.lralia enil tle US Gastatiotury Signals Inhlligena
folellitz Prcgram, (Allm & Unwin, Sydnen 1988).
Desmond Ball+ A Suitabh Piccc of fusl Esteh: Antrican Instelletioas in Australia,
(Hale & Iremonger, Sydney, 1980).
Desmond BalI, A fus for Debate, TrE US futcllite Statbn at Nunungar, (Allen &
Unwin, Sydney, l9EZ).
Ibu..
Ibid.; w also Desmond Ball, C-od. 777: Australia anil tlu US Defnse 9lellitc
C-ommunicatbns Systen @5C9, (Canberra Papers on Sbategy and Defence No.56,
Suategic and Defmce Shrdies Cenhe, Aushalian National University, Canberra,
1989),pp.r82-187.
Desmond Bnll, Australb's Senet Spaa Prcgrams, (Canberra Papers on Strategy and
Defmce No.,l3, Shategic and Defence Studies C-enhe, Australian National
University, Canberra, 19EE).
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In other military space activities, the Deparfrnent of Defence
has utilised communications, navigation, position-fixing, environ-
mental monitoring, search and rescue, and surveillance systems. It is
clear the Australian Defence Force will remain closely involved with
military space systems, and the budget for such will continue to rise.

Australian Space Science and Satellites

The first Australian satellite, Wrmt was launched from
Woomera on 29 November 1967 into a near-polar orbit, using the tenth
US Redstone rocket from Project Sparta. While built at the WRE,
Wraat carried a scientific payload designed and constructed by
members of the Physics Departrnent of the University of Adelaide.
Wrmt was conceived and completed all within a tight schedule and
budget and was a notable achievement for Ausbalian scientists and
engineers. Wrmt reentered the Earth's atmosphere over the Atlantic
Ocean on 10 fanuary 1968 after 642 orbits. The launch vehicle and its
preparation team were provided by the US Department of Defense
from Propct Sparta, and launch operations were supported by the UK
through its Woomera activities.

Impact of the first stage, in the Simpson Desert, and of the
second stage, in the Gulf of C-arpentaria, occurred as predicted,
although it is doubtful if any substantial part of the second-stage
survived the high temperatures generated during re€ntry into the
atnosphere. The first stage was located in the desert in 1989, for later
recovery and return for display at Woomera. Telemetry signals from
Wrmt were received at Woomera; at a large number of NASA
stations; British research stations in Britain and on the Falkland
Islands; at French tracking stations; and, at various universities around
the world. At Woomera, the satellite was tracked and the received
signals were demodulated and recorded on tape for subsequent
analysis at the Data Replay Station, Salisbury. A model of Wre*t, and
possibly also an engineering prototype, remain in the hands of WRE
Salisbury as a testanrent to Australian space achievemenb.

In the mid-1960s, a group of undergraduate students at the
University of Melbourne, and later at Monash University, were
regularly receiving signals from various US and Soviet satellites. One
of their achievements was the first regular reception in Australia of
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weather pictures from early Tiros satellites. Among the satellites
tracked by the group were the early OSCAR satellites built by US
amateur radio operators. The group began to consider an Australian
version and the goal was set to build a beacon satellite incorporating
some novel features. This limited technological goal proved to be a
wise decision in view of the jungle of official approvals that was later
found to be necessary, even for such a simple satellite.l8

After long delays at Cape Kennedy, the satellite was launched
on 23 January 1970 by a NASA Thor-Delta rocket carrying a weather
satellite. Once in orbit, the satellite was called Australb-OSCAR V,
Australis, or simply AO-5. Telemetry calibrations, technical data,
orbital information and predictions, and reception reports were passed
up and down a hierarchy of amateur radio operators. Amateurs
recorded their observations on standard reporting forms which were
suitable for computer analysis. An engineering prototype of the
satellite is now in the Museum of Victoria. Electronic components for
two later amateur radio satellites were also constructed in Australialg
but only recently has there been a resurgence of interest in building
another amateur satellite. Those who built Australis became
discouraged by lack of interest in establishing a national space
program, and dispersed.2o

Although the Australian Aborigines have extensive
knowledge and myths of the southern stars, perhaps the first regular
astronomical observations were made by English visitors. Major
observatories began at Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and in Perth.
They flourished until the turn of the century, but now all have closed,
with the first two facilities serving as museums. Mount Stromlo
Observatory near Canberra developed a variety of telescopes, and
expanded to the Siding Spring Observatory site in north-central New
South Wales. Also located there, the Anglo-Australian Telescope was
conceived in the 1960s as a joint British-Australian proiect, and bega.
operation in 1973, as the largest optical telescope in the Southern
Hemisphere. Many of Australia's universities are also active in

R. Tonkin and O. Mace, 'Australis Gcar V: An Aushalian Amateur Radio
Satellite', in Procceilings, Thiril National Space Engircering Sympsium, Canberra, July
'1987.
I.R. Tuohy, 'Space Activitie', The Australian Encyclopdia, (Australian Geographic
Society, Sydney l9fl8), pp.2679-285.
Tonkin and Mace,'Australis Oscar V: An Australian Amateur Radio Satellite'.
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astronomy, operating their own instruments, or using national
facilities, at a world class level.

Australia has also been very active in radio astronomy. The
Mills Cross, built in 1954 by the University of Sydney, to the south-
west of the city was later replaced by the Christiansen Cross, and both
facilities discovered many new radio sources. A larger version, the
Molonglo Cross began work in 1964 near Canberra, and is still
operated by the University. Following experimental radar work at
Dover Heights in Sydney, early solar observations using
interferometers led to construction of the CSIRO Narrabri
radioheliograph. The facility operated until recentllr, when a new
direction began with the Australia Telescope Long Baseline
Interferometer system.

The CSIRO Division of Radiophysics constructed a large
steerable 64 mehe paraboloid antenna near Parkes (NSm in 1961.
This radio astronomy facility had discovered the first known quasar by
1953 and has since been involved in many observing and space
communications programs. It was used in coniunction with NASA's
Honeysuckle Creek station for the Apollo moon landings and with
Tidbinbilla during the Vuyagu encounters with the outer planets. In
later years, it has been used for other international programs such as
Giotto at Comet Halley, and now combines with the Aushalia
Telescope antennas at Narrabri for Very Long Baseline Interferometry
studies, and possibly with the Russian Radioastron proiect. The space
tracking facility at Tidbinbilla is also used in radio astronomy for both
NASA and locally sponsored scientific experiments, such as in the
search for extraterrestrial intelligence. Recently, there has been a
proposal for a Gravitational Wave Observatory in Western Australia.
Such is the wide extent and experience of Australia in the astronomical
sciences that it receives worldwide recognition.

Scientists and engineers in many tertiary institutions have
worked on a large variety of space experiments. NASA has provided
opportunities for Australians to participate in its proiects. Guest
investigator status provides an important means for Australians to
gain some accEss to spac€ data. However, the relatively small funds
needed to take advantage of these opportunities were not often
available from local sourc€s. In7970, a number of business executives
and scientific and industrial organisations unsuccessfuly submitted to
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the Prime Minister a pap€r calling for the creation of an Australian
Space Research Agency (ASRA) to crcordinate national activities.

Nonetheless, Australian scientists and engineers have bcren
selected to participate in proicrts connected with ERT$I (Landsat-l),
HEAO, Viking, SMM, ISEE, PAGEOS, LAGEOS, GEOS{, HCMM,
IUE, Einstein, SA93, MAGSAT, Skylab, Nimbus, ATSI, TIROS, LDER
SEASAT and later spac€craft. Australian scientists made notable
contributions to the US lunar program. Aushalian space scientists
have been involvcd with the Committee on Space Research of the
International Council of Scientific LJnions, through the Academy of
Science in Canbena. Australia is also a member of the United Nations
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.2l From 1965 to 1!X8,

the University of Adelaide flcw a series of cosmic ray exPcriments on
NASA Pioneq satellite flights and also onWrmt. The University also
provided packages in two Helios flights in 1974 and 7976. In 1977, it
provided packages for sounding rockets fired from Woomera. In 1978

and 7979, the University provided sensors for NASA's international
ozone-sonde sounding rocket campaign. The CSIRO flew equipment
on US sounding rockeb in 7962 to \W, and again in 1970 to measure
radio noise in the ionosphere. Related Pioneq instruments are on
display at the Powc'rhouse Museum, Sydney.

Australians have also bern active in environmental and
medical space sciences. In the environmental riences, Australian
scientists in the CSIRO, universities, and institutes of technology
continued to use satellites for research purposes in physics,
meteorology, oceanography, and Earth resources. An Australian
opthomologist assisted NASA for some years by designing astronaut
visors. An Australian experiment developed by the Department of
Medicine at the University of Sydney flew on the Space Shuttle in 1985

and again in 1989. The School of Medicine at the Australian National
University has flown an experiment on the Soviet Mir Space Station to
investigate the structure of influenza virus molecules. While many
Australians have sought to fly in space, few have achieved that goal.
Australia's first astronaut trainee was Phillip K. Chapman who later
resigned from NASA. The first Australian-born penion in space was
oc€anographer Paul Scully-Power who flew on ST$41G.

2l See K. Cole Rz,dV lor Imndr: Spcc Sciene in Austtdit, (Australian Academy of
Sdmce, Ca nberra, 1 9E9).
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Overall, Australians have bccn very active in the space science
and astronomy fields, and have achieved intemationally recogniscd
results. There has, though, been for many years a train drain' of
talcrrted personnel from Australia to overseas spaae science programs
as a result of low funding levcls and perceived lack of government
interest in scicntific topics. Indccd, funding for space activities in
Australia, apart from astronomy, has largely been prndicated on
industry development, dcfcnce or applications purposes, rather than
science.

Au shalian Space Technology, Industry and Education

After Woomera and associatcd efforts, space industry activity
varied. Some work centrcd around the AUSSAT domcstic
communications satellite system offsets to Hughcr Aerospace
Corporation to provide cable harnesses and wiring systems, and
ground stations. Bctwcen 1980 and 1984, staff at the Australian
National University were involved with the Starlab program to build
an orbiting wide.field, ultraviolet space telescope in conjunction with
US and Canada. This program attracted Government funding for
conceptual studies and led to the first National Space Symposium in
7984,2 and establishment, in 1983, of the nation,s first dedicited space
company, AUSPACE Limited. Starlab was cancelled when Canada
withdrew, and studies turned to the ESA Fuse/Lyman proposal.
However, the work gave birth to developrnent of the Proiect Enilutnur
space telescope.

The establishment of AUSSAT in 1981, and expenditures on
thc various space'related programs previously described stimulated
interest in crcating a merited national space prqtram, through a scries
of National Space Engineering Symposia. They led to the thcn
Minister for Science and Tcrhnology requesting the Australian
Academy of Tcrhnological Sciences to prepare a report on local space
scicnce and tcrhnology. The resulting report rc.commendcd formation
of a space authority having a five-year budget of 9100 million, with
national programs concentrating on rcmote sensing.23 In response, the

22
23
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Australian Government established in 1986 the non-statutory advisory
Australian Space Board to oversee a national space program within the
Departrnent of Industry, Technology and Commerce. Reporting to the
Board, the Australian Space Office was established in 1987 with aims
to develop commercially viable industries based on space tcrhnologies
which were export orientated and internationally competitive. While
aiming to coordinate a space program at an international level and
encourage dcvelopment of a spacequalified, commercially viable
Australian industry, the Board was grantcd very low successive
budgets of around $3 to $5 million per year.

The CSIRO established its Office of Space Science and
Applications (COSSA) in 1984 to co-ordinate the Organisation's space
research and development, especially in applications. CSIRO groups
in Hobart and Melbourne operate ground stations for accessing
satellite data, and the Organisation has been very heavily involvcd in
developing software and hardware to handle remotely sensed data, as
well as antenna systems themsclves. COSSA has conducted applicd
research in satcllite systems to develop practical industry experience in
spacequalified production and support. In late 1985, AUSSAT Pty Ltd
asked COSSA to propose scientific experiments that might be flown
aboard the serond generation of its satellites. While several proposals
were made, that sclerted was for a passive laser retroreflector to
permit laser ranging from anywhere in Australia orNew Zealand. The
Organisation contributed to the electronics subsytem of the along-track
scanning radiometer for the European ERS 1 remote sensing spacecraft
launched in 1991, which was funded under the National Space
Program, along with ground stations.

The Institution of Engineers, Aushalia established the
National Committee on Space Engineering in 1984, in which year it
held the First National Space Enginc'ering Symposium. Susequent
symposia have bcen held about every eighteen months. The
Committee conceived the Cape York Spaceport feasibility study which
was fundcd by the Queensland Government. It has also organiscd a
national student essay contest, and various submissions to government
lobbying for an expandcd space commitment.

Austmlia: A Rtprt Prcpnd for tlu Minista lor Sciae, (Aushallan Academy of
Technological Sciences, Canberra, Parkvillg Vic., fune 1985).
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Australian companies have not had significant expericnce in
space propct management, or as prirne contractors, but have acquircd
expertise in other areas. Local companies have act€lss to overseas
technology through the offsets prcgrams, thus enabling further
development of their space engineering expertise. Australian space
industry experience is limitcd and largely restricted to nichcs of
expertise. The industry which was envisaged to develop around
AUSSAT has not bc'en realiscd. Annual budget allocations for space
have also bccn less than expcrctcd, further compounding the 'Catch22'
plight of the industry. Companies such as AeroSpace Tc''chnologies of
Australia Pty Ltd (previously the Covernment Aircraft Factories), and
Hawker dc Havilland Limitcrl, have bc'come the biggest names in the
Australian aerospace industry, although they remain small by world
standards. Ttrey and others are grouped under the Association of
Australian Aerospace Industries which has coordinated international
marketing and industry plans since 1986.

In Scptember 1985, the Australian Government invitcd
proposals for experiments for a national spacecraft to bc known as

Minaboka. However, the aftermath of the USChallaryo Space Shuttle
disaster, in 1986, lcd to these proposals becoming candidate payloads
for the development of an Australian Science Applications Spactcraft
(ASAS), which was to enable our industry to regain the ability to
construct a complete satellite, which had not occurred since Wresaf and
Australb. No further funds were found for this propct. Following the
Starlab and Lyman studies, a program to test photon-counting
technology was undertaken with Proiect Endecoour, a small but
complex binocular ulhaviolet telescope developed entircly by
Australian industry, principally AUSPACE Pty Ltd, and thc Australian
National University, with funding under the National Space Program.
After extensive testing, the system was incorporated into two 'Get
Away Special' canisters for launch by the Space Shuttle in 1988.

However, due to launch delays, the flight was rescheduled to occur in
fanuary 1992, taking several pictures of galactic ultraviolet fcatures.

Australia has also bcrn active in hypersonics, rocketrlr, and
ground station development. The operation of hypersonic wind
tunnels, capable of generating very high spcrd flows, is one area of
technology where Australia has led the world. The production of
sounding rockets and missiles has been undertaken in Australia for
some yeans by defence agencies. Former staff from the dcfcnce
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rocketry area proposed the Australian Launch Vehicle (ALD thrce'
stage vchicle in 1988 to combinc local expcrtise with overseas

components. Most of the enginecring skills required to produce the

ground segment of satellite communication links are available in
Australia. Expertise in antenna design held by the CSIRO has been

applied to overseas markets. Australia has devcloped space-rclated

tcchnologics from thc bottom-up, with Programs application driven
and basccl on practical problems.24

Tertiary institutions proved to be the location for initial studies

in space tcchnologies in Australia, however, seParate public
organisations and other Programs have also evolved over the years. A
NASA initiative was the spacemobile van which toured Australia in
1965 with lccturers who gave presentations to 200,000 students and
other organisations, including the Australian Parliament. Throughout
the 1970i, a groundswell of public interest grew, as represented by the

formation of new pro-space organisations. These were to be active in
space education piograms thaihave yet to be improved upnn.2s The

technical activities of university astronautical societies have been
mentioncd with Australis, but they also held public meetings, national
conventions and produced magazines. In the 1980s, space engineering
and science courses were establishcd at many universities, but space

education at lower institutional levels has been largely absent.

Various, mostly international, space artefacts have appeared
throughout Australia, usually at museums or at sPace facility Visitot's
Centres, such as at the Tidbinbilla, Parkes, Siding Springs and Narrabri
facilities. Planetaria at Melbourne, Launceston, and Brisbane also

display such items. Back in 1970, an aerosPace exhibit provided by
various manufachrrers appeared at the Astrojet Space Centre at
Melbourne Airport, some of which ended up at the Muscum of
victoria. oTC brough t the Gemini 12 spacecraft to Australi a in 1972 for
a national tour. One notable display was the large Kosmos Sovict Space

Exhibition, hcld at the Museum of Victoria in 1984-1985. The world's

24

25

G.P. Flarris, 'Overview of Space Developments in Australia 19&89', Spcc
Industry Ncuts, (No.32), February 1990.

M.L. Jimes, 'Into Space from Down Under: The Early Days', in G.H._S. Sk1(+),
'Austialia and Space: A Bicentennial Perspective', I*a!] q _tE Bitish
Intnptanctary Socrs-ly, (Vo1.41, No.l2), December f98& pp.-5_9 54 and J. Kingwell,
The Miltarization of Spacd, Space Policy,May 199O, pp.1U7-771.
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first display featuring exhibits from all major space'faring nations
opcned in 1988 at the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney.

Australia appears to have fairly strong space education
capabilities, supplement"d by prqtrams in public communications. It
might be said that our expcrtise in the scientific and engineering
diriplines is a result of good cducational programs. However, the
development of space products from industry, following earlier
research, seems to be an area requiring much greater effort and
funding.

Satellite Applications in Aushalia

In satellite communications, Australia's Overseas
Telecommunications Commission (OTC) was a founder member of
INTEISAT, the International Telecommunications Satellite
Organisation. Later, Australia was also a founder of the Intemational
Maritime Satellite Organisation, INMARSAT. An OTC satellite
ground station near Carnarvon (WA) achieved its first international
satcllite contact with the UK via INTEISAT II in 1965. In the following
year, a second maFr ground station began accessing Pacific
INTEISAT satellitcs from Morre (NSW), providing a regular
commercial television rclay from the US. Satellites over the Indian
Ocean werc contactcd from the Ceduna (SA) ground station in 7970,
and throughout the next decade, telcvision services expandcd with
ground station upgrades. OTC has operated ground stations located
at Ceduna, Oxford Falls (replacing Moree), Gnangara (WA) (replacing
Carnarvon) and Healesville (Victoria).

OTC has bcen at the forefront of satellite communications
utilisation since the earliest days of space systems. It has gained
considerable expertise in telecommunications, which has bcen
exported ovelseas, and used to develop our own domestic
communications satellite system. At the same tirne, international
communications has always bccn assured of Australian Government
funding and support, to ensure the nation's role in the modern world
of commerce and politics, and so has been saved from the vagaries of
policy in other areas of Australia's space endeavours.

Following a 7977 study, commissioned by one of the nation's
mapr broadcastens, the Australian Government announced the
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appointment of a task force to investigate the introduction of a
National Communications Satellite Systcm. AUSSAT Pty Ltd rvas the
company eventually sct up to opcrate the new domestic satellite
system in 1981. The largest part of thc $3ffi million spent on
establishing the system went overseas for the procurement of three
satellites from the US Hughes Aerospace Corporation and launches by
NASA and Arianespac€. Mairr system uses included tclcvision and
radio program interchange and distribution by major media networks,
corporate and government communication networks, aeronautical
services and defence administration. Over 5,000 ground stations
accessed AUSSAT by 1990, when AUSSAT operated eight maior city
Earth stations providing for contact across Australia, New Zealand
and Papua New Guinea. In the year 1987-7988, AUSSAT earned $72
million in rcvenue but still lost $34 million bcfore tax.

Subscquent trading revealed that the AUSSAT could not rcach
its envisaged profit proirtions, due to inadcquate equity funding and
non-optimum transponder usage, resulting partly from Australian
Government restrictions on the system's use. While AUSSAT providcs
45 transponders of capacity, only two-thirds have been used, mostly
for television. A ground terminal and spacecraft component industry
that was envisaged to grow out of the AUSSAT proi.ct has not
eventuatcd.26 Nonethelcss, the Government has continued to
subsidise AUSSAT, partly as a public benefit, and more rcrcently as a
proposed competitor to a combined TELECOM and OTC, to form a
telecommunications network duopoly.

Another satellite application is remote sensing which plays a
key role in the mapping and management of the vast Australian
continent. The view of Earth in different wavelengths from orbit
provides great quantities of invaluable data for such diverse activities
as agriculture, mining, environmental monitoring, land-use planning,
ocean studies and atmospheric research. An Australian research
consortium was accorded Principal Investigator status for ERT9I
(LANDSAT-I) in 1971, and the mining industry began using
LANDSAT data regularly in 1973. The CSIRO also commenced use of
such data around that time. Several companies bcrame active in the
supply and use of LANDSAT imagery across Australia. By 1975, the

26 A. Brown, 'C,oldcn Bird or White Elephant?: Australia's AUSSAT Satellite
Sptem', Tchconmunicetlns Policy, lrne 1991, pp,24&262.
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CSIRO had obtained the first comprehensive digital archive of
LANDSAT scenes of our nation, and in 1979 the Australian LANDSAT
Station, now nenamcd Australian Centre for Remote Sensing (ACRES),
was established to rcceive and process imagery on a continuous basis.
A range of image processing computer programs and hardware have
been developed in Australia, reflecting the fact that we have become a
world leader in the application of remote sensing tcrhnology.
Research and tcaching into remote sensing processing systems and
sensors is conducted by the CSIRO, university departments, and in the
private sector.

Software and hardware products have found ready markets
overseas, indicating Australia's considerable expertisc in remote
sensing. Thc discipline has bcen a focus of all mapr studies into the
development of Australia's space industry future. Funding for remote
sensing has bc.c'n reasonably consistent, although there have bcen
noticeable pushes for capital upgrades of facilities at timcs. Dcspite
budget changes, and changes in administrative control, thc ACRES has
continued to o<pand its facilities and services. Remote sensing
utilisation has finally come of age in Australia.

Allicd with remote sensing activities are the interests of the
Australian Bureau of Metmrology. Meteorologists dircrtly rcreived
cloud imagcs from space in 1963 from the TIROS-8 satcllite. By the
late 1960s, real-time satcllite imagery was distributcd rapidly to
Bureau forcrasting cutres throughout Australia at Melbourne, Pcrth
and Darwin, and other stations followed in Brisbane and at Australia's
Antarctic bases. During these times, the Bureau of Meteorology
collaboratcd with the WRE in tcsting meteorological sensors on rocket
systems. During the 197ft and 1980s, mcteorological and related
satellites have advanced significantly through the provision of highly
cost-effective and increasingly diverse and accurate meteorological
observations. In addition, the satcllites also now provide a vital
communications medium for the dissemination of meteorological
information and the interrogation of complementary observation
platforms such as remote automatic weather stations, drifting ocean
buoys and aircraft. During the 1970s, the first accurate quantitative
measurements from satellites became available to Australian
metmrologists. The Bureau of Meteorology opened its dircrt readout
and processing system for sounding data from US NOAA weather
satellites in 1980 and since then has operated US NOAA satellite data
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acquisition stations in Melbourne and elsewhere, along with a

processing facility for the |apanese Ccostationary Metcorological
Satellite.

A growing s€ttor of space applications is for search and rescue
and navigation services. In Australia, the Departrnent of Transport
and Communications monitors the radio frequencies used by
emergency beacons which access the COSPAISARSAT satellitcs at
times of distress. The Local User Terminal was establishcd at Alice
Springs in 1989,linkcd to the Sca Safcty Centre in C-anbcrra. The US
Defense Department NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GIS) is
used by some Australian warships and merchant ships. A few
Australian companies have intentions to develop GPS receivers, like
AUSPACE which has now developcd a low cost, hand-hcld receiver
for use in mobile vehicles, and by individuals for recreation, or by
defence personnel.

Space applications such as positioning systems, mcteorology,
remote sensing and communications have played an increasing role in
Australian development, and are set for expanded use into the twenty
first century. It is interesting that in Australia, they have becn largcly
confined to civilian innovation and utilisation, with only some military
interest.

Australia's Space Heritage

While Australia's involvement in space tcrhnologies may not
be very well recogniscd, the nation has had Programs of some
international significance. The Woomera range was, for a time, the
best in the world, while the NASA tracking station system was the
largest outside the US. That nation also establishcd a series of
important dcfence satellite system stations in this country. We were
the fourth nation in the world to launch a satellite, and have had good
successes in building and using ground systems for satcllite
communications, scicnce and remote sensing tcrhnologies. Apart from
a few small museum-type displays though, little guide exists to our
space artefact heritage and history. It must be rerognised though that
our largest programs have stemmed from military sPac€ activity,
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namely at Woomera, VVRE and the US bases.27 However, these efforts
were and still remain largely in foreign control with little local input.
This is also the case with our aeK)spacc industr;r, which remains small
by world standards and subiert to the vagaries of global events and
controls. Pushes towards stimulating our space industry, through the
Madigan and subsequent reporb, have met with government support
in principle, but little funding in practice. Each of the rccent studies
have had a civilian thrust dwelling on space applications of remote
sensing, position systems, science and communications. But neither
Minabooka, ASAS, Flinders or their succ€ssors have been built, let alone
been flown.

However, it is noticeable that as time passes, the more
successful companies are prerlicating their success on the basis of
defence programs, and not civilian propcts. AUSSAT views military
systems as a saviour2E with the Defence Department emcrging as the
mairr customer for the second generation satellites. Another example
is AUSPACE, which is increasingly involved in military systems.

But attempts to revive Woomera or develop a C-ape York
Spaceport are taking quite some time to overcome the inertia of
national apathy and repticism. Public perception of space often
equates Woomera with the nuclear tests at Maralinga, while the US
bases are a point of contention in themselves. Cape York is viewed as
a wilderness, not as a development site. Australia's newest space
facility, the Australian Defence Satellite Communications Station
(ADSCS) at Kojarena can hardly be expected to revers€ public opinion
of the militarist nature of space development.

Given that politicians and government ultimately reflcrt
public opinions, can we really hope to expect further Australian
support for civilian space programs? Will space be seen solety as a
military perogative? As Kingwell29 asserts, public support for space
utilisation is unlikely to be sustained if space is associated in the minds
of the world's citizenry with megadeaths,laser and particle weapons,
and other such systems.

Desmond Bnll, Attstmlb's Scdc, SFe Prcgrnrs, (Canberra Papers on Strategy and
Defmce No.43, Sbategic and Defence Studies C-enEe, Australian Ni'tional
University, Canberra, 1988).
p:^l"gue 'Defence Contrac$ Boost AUSSAT, Austmlian Fitutrciril Rair.zr., lO\ny
1991,p.1.
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Within this scenario, it should not be forgotten that the
valuable space applications of satellite communications, remote
scnsing, metcrorology and positioning go largely unrecognised by the
public as bonafiile spac€ programs. They are viewed as lcss interesting
and important side issues. Their value could be seriously
underestimatcd, in c.conomic production or military contexts, given
global changes occurring now caused by the efferts of
over-population, energy resource depletion, increasing trace gas levels
and climate change. These environmental effcrts, though still not wcll
understood, are looming as iust as important as the destructive power
of military activitics. It is primarily space-based remote sensing
systems that have revealcd the worrying trends. In a similar manner,
satellite communications has revolutionised our view of the world. In
away, the age of supermilitary technology is ending, to be replaccd by
a more challenging case of environmental superpower. Military
intelligence and cronomic assessment agencies will have to transfer
their interests to the complex study of environmental effcrts.

Australia can be active in saving the planet with its expericnce
in space applications utilisation, and its legacy of involvement in
space. Whilc we have had programs with low levels of support, they
havc been nonetheless very effcrtive. In the future, Australia could be
active in space with its own launch vehicle and range, small satcllites
and sensor systems on orbiting platforms and space stations,
cooperating with other spac€ programs. But to be effective, we will
have to grasp new ways of thinking and be outward looking to
overcome thc public apathy and scepticism still directed towards space
in the land 'Down Under'.

29 f. Kingwcll,'TheMilitarization of Space', Spce Policy, May 199Q pp.l07-111.



CHAPTER 7

SPACE SCIENCE IN AUSTRALIA

Keith Cole

Australia can claim strong association with the very beginning
of space research. In the last century, the geomagnetician, the Rev.

Balfour Stewart had come to Australia for a few years to minister to his
flock. On his sea voyage between Australia and England he wrote an
article subsequently publishcd in the Enqclopaeilia Bitannica in 1882.

In this articlc he proposed the now-accepted explanation of a

fundamental variation of the gmmagnetic field, viz., that it is caused

by electric currents which flow in the upper atmosphere at the edge of
spac€. The current is produccd there by dynamo action of wind
blowing across the geomagnetic field in the electrically conducting
atrnosphere.r Stewart's paper appeared twenty years before the
discovery of the elcrtron and forty years before the discovery of the
ionosphere. He returned to Scotland to beconre a Professor of Physics.

The remotencss of Australia from the rest of the world was the
spur to our interest in communication via the ionosphere, the gateway
to spac€. Australian ionospheric research began in earnest in the 1930s.

Radio and optical tcrhniques which would now be callcd remote
sensing were devcloped from then till now, making ionospheric
research a maior ricntific activity on the Australian sc€ne.

In the period 79*19n groups in the Weapons Research
Establishment conducted from Woomera rocket range a wide-ranging
program of upper atmosphere research including studies of
composition, winds and waves, oz)ne, W intensity and the
ionosphere. 1n7967 Australia became the third nation in the world to
launch from its own soil its own satellite, courtesy of a US Redstone

rocket. The closure in 7977 of the WRE rocket-based space rescarch
can now be seen to have been a very short-sighted act, showing a
complete lack of understanding on the part of politicians and their

S. Chapman and J. Bartels, C-a nagnctism, (Clarendm hess, Oxford, 2 Vols, l%1).
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advisers at the time of the importance of space research in today's
world.

Since the 1930s the universities of Australia and governmcrrt
departments have steadily dcveloped ground-bascrC space research on
the upper atmosphere, ionosphcre and magnctosphcre. In more reccnt
times Australian scientists have dcvcloped experiments and software
relatcd directly to balloons, stratosphcric aircraft, and space vehiclcs in
the field of X-ray and ultraviolet astronomy, remote sensing of the
atmosphere and Earth's land and ocean, aerodynamics and biology.

Solar-Terrestrial Physics
The field of research known as Solar-Terrestrial Physics is

about the emission of elcrtromagnetic waves and particles from the
sun, their transmission through interplanetary space and thcir impact
on the Earth and its environs.

1. Ground-BasedUpperAbnosphere,Ionosphere
and Magnetosphere Research.

a. Topics and Institutes

Figure 7.1 illustrates the regions of the Earth's atmosphcre and
ionosphere referrcd to in the tcxt. Figure 7.2 is a schematic
representation of the magnetosphere of the Earth, the region above the
ionosphere dcterrnincd by the extension of the Earth's magnetic ficld
into space. The magnetosphere is a cigar-shaped obicrt formed by the
solar wind in interplanetary spac€ moving outwards from the sun and
distorting the geomagnetic ficld from an othcrwise approximately
dipolar form. The magnetospheric deformation is relatcd to the
production of the auruae australis and borulis.

Modern Australian research on the upper atmosphere,
ionosphere and magnetosphere relates to the following topics:

(i) Stratosphere and mesosphere dynamics including
winds and waves.

(ii) Stratosphere chemical composition including ozone.

(iii) Ionosphere structure, and radio wave propagation.

(iv) Ionospheric prediction.
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(v) Ionosphere/thcrmosphcredynamics.

(vi) Geomagnetic pulsations.

(vii) Geomagnetic variations.

(viii) Magnetospheric physics including the aurora.

RGURE 7.1
MAIOR REGIONS OF THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE
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FIGT'RE 7.2
SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE RECIONS OF THE
GEOMAGNETIC FIELD DEFORMED BY THE SOLAR WIND
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Source: K.D. Cole, 'ImPortance of Macquarie Island for Upper
Atmosphere Physics', in Macquaie Island: Proceeilings of the Royal
S ocbty of T asm ania, (Y ol. 122, Part I), 7988, p.26.

Though the research is fundamental it is of great practical
importance to ionospheric predictions and radio communication: via
and through the ionosphere; to the perturbations of satellite orbits; to
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the induction of dcstructive current surges in elcrtrical powcr grid
systems and cablcs; to corrosion in steel pipclines; and, to the
protection of spacc systems in general.

However, the main driver of this research since the Second
World War was the fact that the US and USSR faced each other across
the northern auroral zone with intercontinental ballistic missiles and
fleets of aircraft carrying nuclcar weapons.

Table 7.1 lists the institutes involved in solar-terrestrial
physics.2

b. Over-the-Horizon-Radar
Onc of the most important reccnt dcvelopments in Australian

ionospheric rescarch is the dcployment of an over-the'horizon-radar
(OT}IR) systcm for surveillance purposes. Facing northward, the
system depnnds for its effcrctive operation on knowledge of the
structure and dynamics of the equatorial ionosphere. This is a region
of the ionosphere in which there is much natural disturbance not yet
understood. Thesc disturbances are not only locally generated but also
come from the polar auroral zones on occasions. Australian scientists
can help the devclopment of OTT{R by doing more fundamental
research on the ionosphcre. An Australian satellitc with an
'ionospheriC payload could provide much necdcd support to the
OTHR.

2. Space-Based Solar Terrestrial Physics

Dr P.L. Dyson of [a Trobe University is a member of an eleven pcrson,
essenti4lly North American, team designing a statc.of-the-art radar for
investigating waves in space plasmas (WISP). The radar will be
deployed on a future space shuttle mission.

Professor K.D. Cole of La Trobe University is a theorist member of the
UVI team based at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. The team is
preparing a W imaging system for deployment in a polar, highly
eccentric orbit in 1992. The instrument will make global and regional
W images of the aurora with the view to researching the cncrgetics of
the phenomenon.

2 K Cole, fudy fm ltunch: Spacc Scicne h Australb, (Aushalian Academy of
Science, Ca nbc'rra, I 989).
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TABLE 7.1
AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTES RESEARCHING SOLAR

TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS
(Roman numerals indicatc topics of interest from the foregoing list.)

Topics Equipment
(Contact)

University of Qtrcrensland

University of New England

University of Ncwcastle

Ionospheric Prediction Scn'ice

University of Sydncy

University of NSW

Macquarie Univcrsity

Bureau of Mincral Resources

Department of f)efence

la Trobe University

Antarctic Dvision

University of Adelaide

Flinders University

(iii) (v)

(iii) (vii)

(vi)

(iv)

(v)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(iii) (iv)

(iii) (v) (vi) (vii)
(viii)

(iii) (v) (vi) (vii) (viii)

(i) (ii) (iii) (v)

(vii)

Ionosondcs-Radars
(Prof. I.D. Whitehead)

Ionosonde
(Assoc. Itof. F.H. I libberd)

Magnetomcters
(Assoc. Prof. B.I. Frascr)

Ionosondes, Solar

Monitoring
(Dr D.G. Colc)

(Dr D. Winch)

(Prof. J. Storey)

(Prof. K. Vozof0

Magnctomcters
(Dr C. Barton)

OTFIR

lonosonde,s, interferometer,

radio tcchniques
(Dr P.L. Dyson)

Radio and optical

tcrhniques
(Dr G. Burns)

Radio and optical

techniques

(Dr R.A. Vincent)

Magrretometers

(Dr F. Chamelon)
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Associate Professor B.f. Frascr of University of Newcastle
works in collaboration with University of California in [,os Angelcs,
and also Boston University College on geomagneticpulsation data
from US satcllites.

Profcssor V.A. Troitskaya of La Trobe University is
performing collaborative research on data from the Dynamics Explorcr
2 satellite with collcagues at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center.

Profcssor K.D. Cole of La Trobe University collaborates with
scientists at NASA's Goddard Spacr Flight Center on analyscs of
ionospheric and magnetic ficld obscrvations from NASA's Venus
orbiting satcllite.

Remote Sensing

This rapidly devcloping field has many Australian
participants. Remote sensing of the Earth's surface and the
atrnosphere has now assurned enorrnous importance on account of its
relation to climate research, resource management, environmental
research and monitoring and also to surveillance. The CSIRO Office of
Space Science Applications (COSSA) is a maior coordinator of research
in remote sensing in Australia.

a. Meteorology
Both the Atmospheric Research Dvision of CSIRO and the Bureau of
Meteorology Research Centre derive geophysical parameters from
remotely sensed data including cloud drift winds. Algorithms are
being produced for use in providing 'regional cloud climatology'.
Temperature and moisture soundings, cloud height and amount, and
the estimated total ozone are produced. R&D related to atmosphcric
sounding continue. CSIRO is developing a radiometer which will
measure surface atmosphcric pressure. It will be deployed from an
aircraft, and has the potential for developmcnt into a satcllite-borne
instrument.

b. Infra-red
Australian industry has gained considerable experience and prestige
through its contribution to the provision of an infra-red sensor for
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'Along Track Scanning Radiometer/ on the satellite ERS 1. This effort
is the basis of the provision of a remote scnsing payload for AUSSAT-B
satellites in the future.3

c. X-band Reception

The University of Tasmania (Prof. G. Paltridge) is establishing an
X-band receiver for reception of data from satellites, in the first
instance from Earth Resources Satcllite 1 (ERS 1) commcncing about
May 1992. Access to ERS 1 data is given to thc University in return for
the installation and operation of this facility.

Astronomy

ln both optical and radio astronomy, Australian scicntists have
played a lcading role in the world with ground-bascd tcchniques.
Now some are devcloping thcir science and technology for space
vehicles. Australian optical and radio telescopes play a vital role in
international space astronomy projcrts.

1. TDRSS (Contact: Dr D.Jauncey, CSIRO)

One of thc US Tracking and Data Relay Satellites will be uscd in
conjunction with Australian ground-based radio tclescopes to gencrate
an effective interfcromcter of bascline 2.2 timcs the diameter of the
Earth to study remote radio sources.

2. Radioasbonomy (Contact Dr D. Cooper, CSIRO)

Australian CSIRO scientists will be responsible for the provision of an
L-band reccivcr for this USSR satcllite which forms one element of the
Very Long Baseline Interferometcr (VLBI). The rereiver has been
designed, developed and manufacturcd by British Aerospace Australia
Ltd with its subcontractor Mitcr Ltd.4

3. lnfra-red Astronomy

Groups at the Australian National University (Dr H. Hyland) and the
University af New South Wales (Prof. j. Storey) have been extensively
involved in this technology and science.

I. Tuohy, The Auskalian Connection', Specc Digest, (Vol.l, No.2), May 1991,
pp.l4-lE; and K. Cole, Ready fn l-ewtch: Space *imce in Aushalia.
J. Onopko, P,ailia'stron r L-Banil Reccioer Dewlorynt, (British Aerospace Aushalia
Ltd, Adelaide, l99l).

3

4
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4. Ultraviolet Astronomy (Contact: Dr M.Dopita, ANU)
UV astronomy has become one of thc mapr scgments of astrophysics.
Australian scientists and industry gained valuable experience by
participation in the Eniluoour program for which a UV tclcscopc was
designed, manufactured and tcsted. An Australian UV telcrope is to
be flown on a future Shuttle mission.

Rockets, Aircraft and Balloons

In reccnt years the Woomera rocket range has bccn reopened
for use by US and Gcrmany. The NASA aircraft known as the Kuipcr
Airbone Obsematory KAO) opcrated in the Australian region
frequently over past years. lt flew equipment for astronomy purposes.
However thc KAO now opcrates out of New Zealand and not out of
Australia.

Remote sensing from aircraft provides important calibration of
instmments to be eventually dcployed in space. The CSIRO is
developing instruments for usc in acroplanes. One is an ocean-colour
scanner for use in surface temperature measuremcnt for the fishing
industry, and another system is laser-based scanners and scnsors for
use in terrain research with the view to application to mincral and
peholeum exploration and soil conservation. CSIRO has a Fokker
aircraft spccially modified for use in remote sensing.

The two prime groups in Australia which have done research
from balloons are the Australian Defence Force Academy and the
University of Tasmania. Thcir research is in the arras of cosmic-rays,
infra-red, X- and gamma ray astronomy.

Space Engineering Science

1. Hlryenrelocity Aerodynanics
At the University of Queensland a mapr effort is put into Space
Engineering Science in the area of hypersonics, hypervelocity
aerodymamics and supersonic combustion (Prof. R. Stalker). A
'scramjef engine for future space launch vehicles is being developcd.
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2. Gas Flow around Vehicles in Orbit
At the University of Sydney extensive research is done on the gas flow
around vehicles in low density gas such as exists in near earth orbital
trajectories (Prof. G. Bird).

A Second Australian Scientific Satellite? (Small is Beautiful!)

Australia has the potential to do low-cost sPace science with
small satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO). LEO is currently attracting
great attention. ln particular the lridium project of Motorola for global
ielephone communication will involve 77 small satellites in LEO.
There will be considerable opportunity in developing the technology
associated with LEO.

Along these lines AUSPACE Ltd and British Aerospace
Australia conducted a shrdy and two feasible payloads from small
satellites were examined in detail. The first of these was an L-band
Mobile Store and Forward Communication package for use in reliable,
inexpensive, non-real time communications. A second payload was a
Global Atmospheric Methane Sensor.

These selections were made from a host of suggestionss which
illustrate the strong potential of Australia to do meaningful space

science and technology.

Space Science in our Region

Australia has a great need and responsibility to do more in
space science on account of our special location on the globe. We are

one of the few developed nations in the Southern Hemisphere and our
large territorial interests including continental shelf and Australian
Antarctic Territory give us the obligation to contribute significantly to
the scientific understanding of this portion of the globe (Figure 7.3).

Only space techniques can provide the quantity and quality of data
needed to fulfill this role.

R Franzen and I. Tuohy, 'Australian Spaceborne Payloads: A Study for the
Australian Space Officd, Intatutiotul Anosryz Crrrgress Ptrtr;tlilngs: VoI.i - Spcc'
Melbourne, 1991).
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FIGTJRE 7.3

OCEAN AND ATMOSPHERIC REMOTE SENSING

The cirdes show the areas covered by ground stations capable of reeiving information
on the oeans and atmosphere from thc US NOAA remotesensing satcllite's.

Source: K. Cole, Rudy for launch: Synce Science in Australia,(Australian
Academy of Science, C^anberra, 1989).

In our sector of the globe, Japan has already assumed the role
of a mairr space nation engaging in not only meteorological research
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from satellites, but also a wide range of solar-tenestrial physics. |apan
has a maior rocket launching facility. A most significant dcvelopmcnt
is ]apan's proposed construction, commencing in 1993 with Indonesia
of the world's largest atmosphere radar at Bukittinggi, Sumatra on the
geographic equator. This instrument, costing about us$150 million,
will be ablc to measure mairr parameters of the atmosphere from the

floy$ up to 1,000 kilometres altitude. Kyoto University is taking the
lead in this cndeavour. Collaboration oi Austrarian space scicntists
with the Bukittinggi proiert could lead to mutually profitable
enhanced understanding of upper atmosphcre and space physics in
our region.

Taiwan has recently announced that it will develop a space
program invcsting a sum of the order of us$400 million over five
years. This is a most important development in our region and
signifies the initiative of a nation conscious of the valud of high
technology in the modern world. Twenty years ago Taiwan madc a
huge invcstment in semiconductor research and bcrcame a world class
nation in the elechonics ficld thcreafter.

It is important that Australia develop its space activities much
more in ordcr to establish compretitiveness and a reasonable share in
this_ central tcrhnology of our times. Not to do so will keep us on the
undesirable path of utter dependence on othcr nations for it.

The Defence Value of Space Science

The important roles of space communications and remote
sensing in thc Gulf War were patently obvious. A strong space
program in Australia would be a most important foundation foi the
space segment of Australia's defence system bccause thc tcrhniques of
space research have great transfer value to dcfence.

The ultimate source of education and training in the field is the
universities. lt is therefore important that a space program be
developed in Australia with ample opportuniiy foi univcrsity
participation. This participation depends in turn on strong programs
of physics, mathematics, mechanical and elcrctronic enginccrinf, and
computing in the universities.
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The Maior Players (Big is also beautiful!)

The mairr players in the sPac€ gam*US, Europe and

fapan-all plan'grcit ipace programs into the forcsenable future.-XnSe 
programs*fearuri, ambngst other things: a Space Infra-red

Telescopc fiCtity; a Neptune orbiter; a Solar Protry a variety of Solar-

Terrestrial Physics; and Earth Observation Satcllites.

There are numerous oPPorhlnities for a small nation like
Australia to participate collaboratively with the bigger nations in their

space programs. Indced this is thc best way to acquire accc€s to new

technology. AIso there will be niche opportunities, related to
Australia-,i special cnvironmental and strategic nctds which the larger
nations may overlook.

Cape York

The possibility of using Cape York as a launch site for sPac€

vehicles may be the means whereby Australia develops a sPace

program. iertainly such a launch site has great advantages for the
iauich of scientific satellites into equatorial orbit to suPPort Australia's

oTHR, and to advance our knowlcdge of our local ionosphere and

upper atmosphere.

Conclusion

Australia has strong scicntific and technological resourc€s to

enable it to embark on a sPac€ Prqtram which would not only be

beneficial to the nation economicallt' but also would be in the interest

of our dcfence. The science and tcfhnology of sPace research have

gteat transfer value not only to industry, but also to modern dcfence

iystems. In the area of rcmote sensing, communications,
sblar-terrestrial physics, and astronomy there are immediate

applications to defence. Australia needs a sufficiently rcceptive

minufacturing industry in order to capitalise on the oPPortunitics that

these present.

Soace Science and Tedrnolosv Working Party of the Awtralian Academy of
Ttctrnological Scimcrs tdraiid by Sir- nusit uaaigl!|, A -.sryt1 eoJW F
Austrelie:"A XcVort etrynd fu tlu'Minista of Sciacc,-(Australian Acadcmy of
Teclrnological Scimces, Partriitle Vic, June f985); an4 K. Cnle, Rady fo I'aunch:

Srrrcc*icnccin Austmlb.



CHAPTER 8

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
IN AUSTRALIA

William Hope

This chapter seeks to provide a perspective on Australian
satellite communications that encompasses the history, the current
situation, the future and the Australian industry that has developed.
There is a dynamic background of international and domestic
deregulation in the communications industry. The two principal
organisations involved in satellite communications in Australia, the
Overseas Telecommunications Corporation (OTC) and AUSSAT, are
both undergoing major changes. Whilst both organisations are
currently governmentowned OTC will be merged with the
Government and domestic carrier, TELECOM, and AUSSAT will be
privatised to form the basis for a second carrier to compete with the
merged OTC/TELECOM. In addition the Government has taken a
decision that Pay TV will be allowed and that it should be delivered by
satellite. These decisions are not yet fully implemented and hence,
although satellite communications in Australia will be significantly
affected, it is difficult to precisely predict the changes and when they
will occur.

History

Australia's first use of satellite communications was via the
OTC. Through OTC's involvement with tracking support for NASA's
manned missions the Carnarvon tracking station was built. This
station was subsequently used to provide the first live television from
overseas when in November 7966, a program was broadcast from
Australia to the UK via INTELSAT satellites. The growing demand for
international communications saw OTC open stations at Moree (NSW)
and Ceduna (SA) in 1%9.
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The growth in demand for international satellite
communications in the 1970s was paralleled by the interest in satellite
communications for domestic purposes.

In October 1979 the Minister for Posts and
Telecommunications announced the Govemmenfs decision, in
principle, to establish a communications satellite system for Australia.
A Satellite Proiect Office was established within the Deparfrnent-its
technical staff of which then forming the basis for firstly, the National
Satellite System Division within OTC and subsequently, AUSSAT
which was established as an independent entity in 1981. The Satellite

Communicatibns Act of 198/. then provided the regulatory
environment for the company which launched its AUSSAT A satellites
in 1985 and in 1982 and is presently procuring its AUSSAT B series
spacecraft.

orcl

OTC operates ground stations at Gnangara (some 20

kilometres north of Perth), Ceduna and Oxford Falls (a suburb of
Sydney). These stations transmit and receive voice, video and data
communications traffic to the INTEISAT-owned satellites stationed
over the Pacific and Indian Oceans. In addition the Perth station
provides other functions for INTELSAT, INMARSAT and the
European Space Agency GSA). Perth is an integral comPonent of the
INTELSAT tracking network and provides support for launches and
transfer orbit operations for spacecraft using the INTELSAT network.
It also provides a telemetry tracking and command facility to enable
on station monitoring and control of up to three geostationary
INTEISAT satellites from the INTELSAT Control Centre in
Washington, D.C.

For INMARSAT, OTC has two 18 metre $ and X-band
antennas to provide voice and data communications to ships at sea via
the INMARSAT satellites.

OTCs involvement in space, and in particular in satellite communications is
described in W.E. Barrett, 'OTCs Involvement in Space', Inbtnatiotul Aerospae
Congress Prceedings,Vol3 - Spacc, Melbourne 191).
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For ESA, OTC operates a 15 metre S- and X-band full track
antenna for transfer orbit support for ESA missions (the antenna was
also used for the ESA spacecraft GIOTTO in its encounter with Halleys
Comet in 1986).

Through OTC's Telemetry, Tracking and Control (TT&C) and
communication services Australian industry has been provided with
the opportunity to supply various ground-based equipment and
systems. In particular, CSlRO-designed 18 metre and smaller antennas
have been produced by Australian industry. In addition other
associated equipment and systems have been sourced within Australia
and OTC has completed offshore projects to provide ground systems
for satellite communications in neighbouring countries.

AUSSAT

a. First Generation Space Segment

The AUSSAT First Generation space segment comprises three
Hughes-built HS 375 communications satellites (see Figure 8.1). The
first two of these satellites (A1 and A2) were launched by the US space
shuttles Discooery and Atlantis in August and November 1985; the
third satellite (A3) was successfully launched from Kourou (French
Guiana) by the Ariane V19 rocket on 15 September 1987. The satellites
will remain in service at their respective geostationary orbital positions
of 1.60",155o and 164oE until depletion of station-keeping fuel which is
projected to occur around December 1.992 (A1), fune 1993 (A2) and
August 1997 (A3).

Continuous monitoring and control of the three satellites is
carried out by AUSSAT operations staff at the company's Satellite
Control Centre in Sydney. Back-up control and monitoring facilities
are also provided at the AUSSAT Earth station complex in perth (WA),
to cater for emergenry situations.

Personnel at these sites are experienced specialists in satellite
operations nvrnagement, orbital dynamics, satellite control, and
ground station engineering. All have been trained in satellite design
and operation and many were part of the procurement team
established by AUSSAT in los Angeles during the First Generation
spacecraft desigO construction and test phase.
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FIGI.'RE 8.1

FIRST GENERATION SYSTEM
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The AUSSAT spacecraft consist of a standard Hughes IlS 376
spun section containing the majority of the service subsystems
together with a specialised despun compartment which houses the
communications payload (see Figure 8.2). The propulsion subsystem
consists of an integrated solid apogee kick motor (AKM) and a reaction
control subsystem (RCS). The RCS comprises four titanium tanks
which can hold up to 211 kg of hydrazine and four thrusters.

FIGURE 8.2
AUSSAT A
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During transfer orbit both spun and despun sections are
locked together, the spacecraft is spin stabilised, and all active attitude
control system (ACS) functions are provided via the RCS. After
platform despin the antenna pointing is controlled about two axis in a
closed loop using RF sensed errors from a ground beacon.

Solar panels provide the primary source of power whilst in
sunlight (1200 watt at beginning of life) with two 27 ampere.hour
batteries providing power whilst the spacecraft is in eclipse. Total
spacecraft mass is 1,200kg at launch and spacecraft life is limited by
fuel to 7.5 years for a STS mission and 10 years for an Ariane mission.

The communications payload consists of 6 antennas and 15

transponders [11x12 watt Travelling Wave Tube Amplifiers (TWTAs)
and 4x30 watt (TWTAs)l providing for three receive beams in the 14-
74.5 GHz band and seven transmit beams in the 12.25-72.75 GHzband.
In addition the third spacecraft (A3) has two horns providing
southwest Pacific receive and transmit coverage (see Figure 8.3).

Each transponder provides a minimum usable bandwidth of
45 MHz and receives on a national beam covering all of Australia. The
transmit beam is selectable on most channels between national and
spot beam coverage. Switchable transmit and receive coverage is also
available on a number of transponders to Papua New Guinea.

Each Ku-band transponder is typically capable of carrying
either a single high quality colour television program, up to one
thousand telephone channels, or up to 60 Mbps of digital databetween
large Earth stations using antennas around 13 metres in diameter, with
a somewhat smaller capacity if smaller Earth stations are used.
Additionally, the 30 watt spot-beam transponders are designed
especially to allow direct broadcasting of television and radio
programs into low-cost 1.5 metre diameter Earth stations. Use of 30
watt transponders in national beams generally requires &3.7 metre
antennas for equivalent reception quality.

The prime TI&C station is located in Belrose, a suburb of
Sydney, within 15 kilometres direct line of sight to the city centre with
the backup station located in Perth (WA).

The Belrose antennas comprise a 74.2 metre full track antenna
(TT&C) for transfer orbit and communications testing and three
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communications antennas (two 13 metre and one 8 metre) for
customer traffic and on-station TT&C.

The Perth facility is connected to Belrose by an interfacility
link utilising the A.2 spacecraft. Perth equipment consists of a subset of
Sydney equipment sufficient to enable command and monitoring of all
three spacecraft indefinitely.

b. First Generation Ground Segment

AUSSAT owns and operates a ground network of high
performance Mapr City Earth Stations (MCESs) which are located in
each capital city. Each MCES provides a range of services including
uplinking and downlinking of television and radio prograrui, as well
as two-way transmission of voice and digital data.

The Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC), Australia's
national broadcaster, is the biggest user of the AUSSAT MCES
network. Its current applications include television and radio program
interchange between studios in each capital city, uplinking of State-
based programming for distribution to regional centres and direct
broadcast to remote homesteads and communities.

The operatiory configuration and status of equipment in each
major AUSSAT Earth station is remotely monitored and controlled
from its Network Operations Centre at Belrose in the northern suburbs
of Sydney.

Monitoring of communications traffic on each satellite is
carried out from Belrose using a sopNsticated Communications
System Monitor (CSM) which is capable of measuring the radio
frequenry and baseband characteristics of signals passing through
each transponder. The CSM is also used on a regular basis to measure
transponder performance characteristics. Spot beam monitoring
facilities are provided at the Perth, Adelaide and Brisbane MCES.

In addition to MCESs, AUSSAT has developed a range of
small, low capacity fixed and trailable voice/data Earth stations
specifically tailored for remote area applications, as well as several
high performance transportable Earth stations with full-transponder
television uplink capability for itinerant use and special purpose
applications.
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AUSSAT customers may access an MCES via microwave links,
either customer-owned or AUSSAT provided, or by a link supplied by
TELECOM. Microwave towers and a customer equipment room are
available at each MCES to house any customer interface equipment.
The Company is also currently establishing a series of high capacity
microwave links between the MCESs and Central Business District
hubs in selected capital cities to facilitate cost-effective MCES customer
access.

AUSSAT customers can access the AUSSAT system through
their own earth stations and are also permitted to share the use of
those earth stations with other users. A range of customers own and
operate their own Earth stations.

These stations vary in size, cost and complexity depending on
the application, with the smallest using antennas around 2.4 metres
and costing in the order of $40,000 for two-way voice/data capability,
and the largest using antennas around 13 metres in diameter and
costing upwards of a million dollars.

In total over 350 Earth stations, most of which are owned by
individual customers, presently transmit to the AUSSAT satellites. A
further 1,600 privately-owned Earth stations receive signals from the
satellites for television relay, distribution of video services to hotels
and clubs, and dissemination of radio and news prograrns.
Additionally, several thousand individual Earth stations are used to
receive direct-to-home satellite transmissions of ABC radio and
television programs. The current total investment in ground segment
facilities by AUSSAT and its customers now exceeds several hundred
million dollars, and a large portion of this has been engineered and
supplied by Australian industry.

c. Second Generation Background

On 28 fune 1988 AUSSAT announced that it had entered into
contractual arrangements with Hughes Aircraft Company for the
delivery in orbit of two HS 601 AUSSAT B spacecraft to form the basis
of its Second Generation System.

This marked the culmination of a planning effort that began in
early 1986 and continued through two years of extensive discussions
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with customens, spacecraft suppliers, launch vehicle agencies, the
Government, the bureaucracy and other Australian communication
carriers. Detailed negotiations followed the Al June 1988
announcement that led to the finalisation of a contract on 22 August
1988.

The AUSSAT B satellite is a body stabilised, geos5mchronous
vehicle designed to provide communications services for Australia and
New Zealand (see Figures 8.4 and 8.5).

The satellite is based on the Hughes HS 601 bus design to be
compatible with the Long March 28, Titan lll, Atlas Centaur IIA, and
Ariane4 expendable launch vehicles. The satellite is a passively stable

FIGURE 8.4
AUSSATB SPACECRAFT
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FTGURE 8.5
AUSSAT B SERVICES
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spinner during transfer orbit, in its stowed configuration, to provide
maximum reliability. It is designed to sustain as lrnny as two years of
in-orbit storage and subsequently fifteen years of service life. The
spacecraft has a 3.5 kw solar array with 2.3 kw dedicated to supporting
the payload.

The modules and components include a bus shelf; a
propulsion module (the bus shelf and propulsion module together
form the bus module); a payload module; two solar array wings; four
battery packs; a sensor suite; and the antenna system.

There are two primary repeater payloads and two
experimental payloads on each of the two AUSSAT B spacecraft which
are built to identical designs. The Ku-band payload, the larger of the
repeater payloads, is designed to provide continuity with the services
provided by the AUSSAT A satellites although with enhanced
performance and flexibility. The other repeater payload is the L-band
system which will provide mobile communications and radio
determination satellite services GDS$ throughout Australia. The two
experimental payloads consist of a Ka-band beacon for propagation
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studies and a laser retroreflector for precise Earth-to-satellite
measurements and the dishibution of time standards across Australia.

d. AUSSAT B Spacecraft Payload

1. Ku-band: The transmit performance for the various beams is
depicted in Figure 8.6. This is a significant development of the
AUSSAT A payload both in power, flexibility and number of beams
provided. The principal components of the Ku-band payload are:

. two national receive beams (one covering New
Zealand);

. four Australian transmit spot beams;

. two national Australia transmit beams;

. a High Performance (FIP) beam covering the areas of
highest population density across the nation;

FIGURE 8.5
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. a New Zealand transmit beam;

. five communications receivers switchable to either of
the two receive beams; and

. two rings of eleven channel amplifiers. Each ring is
three failure tolerant as only eight channels in each
repeater are required to be active at any one time.

2. Uplink Power Control Beacon (ULPC): An Uplink Power
Control Beacon is implemented as a separate package providing a
reference signal to allow each Earth station to adjust its uplink power
based on atnospheric attenuation.

3. L-band (Mobile Payload): Figure 85 depicts the L-band
antenna coverage whilst Figure 8.6 illustrates the operation of the L-
band system. The principal components of the L-band payload are:

. An L-band antenna consisting of an array of 30 short
backfire radiating elements mounted on the Earth
facing side of the spacecraft.

r The L-band repeater which may be conveniently
divided into an outbound and an inbound
transponder. The outbound transponder receives the
uplinked Ku-band signal from the base station via the
National B beam and receiver. This signal is then
translated to L-band by one of two Ku/L
downconverters which then drives 8 active SSPA's to
amplify the signal before being fed into the L-band
antenna. For the inbound transponder, signals
received via the L-band antenna are routed to one of
two L/Ku upconverters and then passed to a
dedicated Ku-band channel for transmission via the
NBbeam.

3. Ka-band beacon: The Ka-band beacon consists of a stable 30
GHz oscillator connected to an Australian Ka-band horn providing
two orthogonally polarised signals.

4. Laser Retroreflector Unit (LRU): The function of the LRU is
to efficiently reflect light from ground-based laser telescopes in a
direction such that the ground telescope will receive the reflected
beam.
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e. AUSSAT B Spacecraft Bus

The satellite bus comprises six interacting subsystems: the
poweri propulsion; attitude control; telemetry tracking command and
ranging; structure; and, thermd control subsystems. The structural
and thermal subsystems are also conunon to the payload. Figure 8.7
shows the bus components.

The power subsystem provides electrical power for all of the
subsystems on the spacecraft. The spacecraft uses a single, 50 volt
regulated bus and collects its energy through two solar arrays which
are capable of generating approximately 3.5 kw of power. A 28 cell
nickel hydrogen 155 ampere'hour battery which is charged by the
solar array supplies full power to the spacecraft during eclipses.

FIGURE 8.7
AUSSATB BUS
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The propulsion subsystem has the capability to perform large
orbit insertion manoeuwes for perigee augmentation and apogee boost
under spinning spacecraft conditions, as required for GTO (i.e.,

Ariane), and LEO (e.g., Long March, Tifaz) launch missions. Spacecraft
spin speed, nutation, attitude, and orientation control during the
ascent phase is also provided by the propulsion subsystem. Storable
hypergolic propellants are consumed by 13 22N reaction control
thrusters and a 490N liquid apogee motor for the generation of the
required impulses providing a1,3.75 year stationkeeping life.

The attitude control subsystem (ACS) provides the sensors,

control actuators and digital control processor needed to control the
AUSSAT vehicle attitude during all mission phases.

A beacon sensor is used as the primary reference for
operational pointing of the vehicle body and antennas to a high degree
of accuracy using a double gimballed momentum wheel assembly.

AUSSAT B Launch Vehicle and Perigee Kick Motor

AUSSAT has chosen the long March 2E as the launch vehicle
for the AUSSAT B spacecraft (Figure 8.8). The LM 2E is a development
of the Long March 2 family of vehicles which has been used for 11 civil
missions to date-including two with payloads from Western users.
As the LM 2E vehicle delivers its payload into a low Earth orbit
(typically with a perigee of 200 kilometres and an apogee between 200

and 1,000 kilometres) a perigee kick motor (PKM) is required to insert
a satellite into geostationary transfer orbit (GTO). Figure 8.9 depicts
the LM 2E flight profile.

The LM 2E is produced by the Beiiing Wan Yuan Industry
Corporation which was responsible for the LM 2 vehicle series. The
vehicle itself consists of a stretched LM 2 first and second stage with a

new composite payload fairing of 4.2 metre diameter. The vehicle uses

hypergolic propellants-nitrogen tetroxide and unsymmetrical
dimethyl hydrazine for both stages. The first stage performance is
augmented by four strap on booster rockets.

The strap on booster structures are derived from the LM 1

vehicle and each is equipped with a single YF-20 engine-the same
engine used for the four gimballed motors on the core stage. The
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FIGI,JRE 8.8
LM 2E LAT'NCH VEHICTE
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FIGURE 8.9
LM 2E FLIGHT PROFILE
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boosters have the capability for separation from the core stage
following burnout.

The second stage propulsion system uses a derivative of the
YF-20 first stage motor with 4 vernier engines gimballed to provide
guidance and orbit adjustment capability. The second stage is also
equipped with a monopropellant attitude control system similar to
that used on the LM 3 for reorientation of the second stage-spacecraft-
perigee kick motor (PKM) stack prior to perigee motor firing (PMF).

Prior to spacecraft separation small solid motors on the second
stage provide spin up capability. After separation similar motors set
the second-stage tumbling to avoid collision. An inertial guidance
system is employed to accurately deliver the spacecraft into its
intended orbit and control the reorientation runoeuvre prior to
separation.
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The LM 2E will be launched from the Xichang launch site in
southwestern China which is at a latitude comparable with that of
Cap" Canaveral (28.5'N). A launch pad has been built to
accommodate the LM 2E vehicle and ground processing facilities have
been constructed to world class standards for satellite integration and
testing. The inaugural test flight of the new vehicle occurred in |uly
1990.

f. AUSSAT B Ground Segment

The new TT&C facilities required for the operation of the
AUSSAT B satellites are being procured and developed by the
AUSSAT Second Generation TT&C project team. Under this project
AUSSAT has procured the spacecraft specific ground hardware from
Hughes (command generators, ranging equipment, a satellite
simulator, etc.) whilst other equipment available commercially has
been purchased directly from commercial vendors (telemetry
receivers, bit synchronisers, computers, antennas etc.). Software is
being either developed by AUSSAT (the station management
subsystem and the spacecraft health and performance evaluation
software)---or provided via AUSSAT-Hughes joint ventures (the Orbit
Dynamics and Real Time software packages).

AUSSAT is responsible for the overall integration and test of
the new system which has required expansion of the present control
room at Belrose and the installation of two 7.2 metre antennas.

g. AUSSATB Mission

The mission will use the Belrose Tf&C station for eastern
hemisphere tracking (with Perth as a backup) together with Telesat's
Alan Park station in Ontario, Canada providing western hemisphere
tracking. Figure 8.10 illustrates the various mission phases.

It is planned to test the AUSSAT B spacecraft at a longitude
around 152"E then move them close to the A1, A2 spacecraft
longitudes for the storage orbit duration. In order to cutover
communications services the A and B series satellites will be co-located
whilst customer services are transferred. Following transfer of services
the AUSSAT A satellites will be either placed in a higher orbit and
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FTGLIRE 8.10
AUSSATB MISSION
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or, relocated if it is considered that they have sufficient propellant to
allow usage in a reduced capacity without north/south station-
keeping.
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h. AUSSAT B Australian IndustryDevelopment

The AUSSAT B request for tender required the contractor to
provide Australian value'added content as part of the contract to a
value of at least eight per cent of the tendered spacecraft price.
Additionally the standard thirty per cent Australian Government
offset requirements were to apply with the added condition that at
least half the offsets were to be in space.related areas. As a result of
these two initiatives the following work has been placed with
Australian industry:

. Payload communications equipment by NEC
Australia

. waveguide rotary switches and switch drivers
produced by Phillips Australia

. TWTA assembly integration and test performed by
British Aerospace Australia

r Ka-beacon and associated ground-based Ka-band
antennas produced by MITEC

Laser retroreflector produced by British Aerospace
Australia

The WA beam antenna breadboard produced by
CSIRO

Valve and squib drivers produced by British
Aerospace Australia

Structural fittings and honeycomb panels produced by
Hawker de Havilland

In addition, OTC will be establishing various communication circuits
for the mission and launch insurance will be sought from Australian
underwriters.

When combined with the AUSSAT managed second-
generation TI&C proiect the above activities are considered to
comprise the largest boost to the Australian space industry since the
days of Woomera.
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i. AUSSAT B Delivery In Orbit

Unlike the AUSSAT A procurement, the AUSSAT B contract
requires Hughes to provide delivery in orbit. As a consequence,
Hughes is responsible for the procurement of the launch vehicle
together with the launch mission and in orbit test. Under the terms of
the contract AUSSAT chose the Long March 2E as the prime vehicle to
launch the AUSSAT B spacecraft. In the event of launch or spacecraft
failures the contract stipulates that replacement spacecraft are to be
launched. As a consequence of these provisions the satellite supplier,
Hughes, is responsible for risk management aspects of the
procurement within the contractual limits. This places the
responsibility for determining the best mix of insurance, partially-built
spacecraft or other such risk management devices on the satellite
contractor. By suitably managing the procurement of items in
common with other spacecraft and exercising the bulk purchase of
insurance the contractor is better placed than the individual satellite
operator to achieve a cost effective solution.

Fufure

The two AUSSAT B spacecraft, together with the AUSSAT A3
spacecraft, will provide 30x50 watt 54 MHz transponders,4x30 watt 45
MHz transponders and 11x12 watt 45MtIz transponders in addition to
the L-band payload capacity.

It is presently predicted that this capacity will be adequate for
Australian domestic Ku-band requirements until 1997 when the A3
spacecraft will reach its nominal end of life.

Depending on customer growth between now and '1997 a
replacement may be required. At present AUSSAT's plans, made
prior to the current changes in the Australian telecommunications
environment, do not include such a replacement and, based on present
customer demand for Ku-band services, it is anticipated that the two
AUSSAT B satellites will prove adequate. However, there are factors
that may change this projection. In particular, the expansion of
AUSSAT's charter may allow for Pay TV and international services to
be potentially carried via satellite. Accordingly, the special
requirements for Pay TV may lead to the need for a specialised Ku-
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band payload that provides higher EIRP and specialised coverage
compared to that currently provided by the AUSSAT B spacecraft. In
addition, Compressed Digital Video (CDU is a technology that will
greatly influence the number of transponders, bandwidth and, to some
extent, power and coverage required from a new satellite.

In addition to the possibility of carrying Pay TV, the other area

that will influence the Ku-band payload on a future Australian satellite
is the prospect of carrying international services.

If, as is presently indicated, AUSSAT gains the right to provide
international services then a future satellite may well possess such a
capability. The areas of most interest are obviously those visible frqm
the present AUSSAT locations in the geostationaty 

^r" 
of 155oE-164oE.

Possible coverage patterns are shown on Figure 8.11.

FIGI.JRE 8.11
INTERNATIONAL COVERAGE OF AUSSAT SYSTEM
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L-band

The AUSSAT B spacecraft will provide a domestic L-band
service for Australia. The success of this enterprise will depend on,
amongst other factors, the cost of the customer terminals. This, in turn,
will determine the size of the market that results. Since the service will
be new it is not possible to predict the demand growth beyond that
predicted for the business case justification. This shows that AUSSAT
B capacity will be adequate over the life of the AUSSAT B satellites
and hence there is not likely to be any demand for commercial L-band
services beyond those needed to replace AUSSAT B at the end of its
life.

In parallel with AUSSAT's development of its L-band system
the Australian Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) has been investigating
the use of L-band for air traffic control purposes. Currently the CAA
uses AUSSAT Ku-band transponders to relay voice and data traffic via
remotely controlled VHF and UHF stations. Under an option being
considered by CAA, this communication could be provided direct to
the aircraft at L-band. Should this requirement eventuate then there
will be a need to provide additional L-band capacity on follow-on
AUSSAT satellites. This additional capacity would have coverage over
both Australia and offshore airspace under Australian air traffic
control. Power levels are likely to be commensurate with AUSSAT B
(i.e. around 48 dBW). The timeframe for such a development is
anticipated to be in the late 1990s or early 2000s.

b. Departrnent of Defence

At various times the Department of Defence has considered
the procurement of a dedicated defence package on an AUSSAT
satellite. It is considered possible that such a package will be included
on a follow-on spacecraft dependent, of course, on the Department's
policy and the timeframe in which such a spacecraft would be
procured.

It is not clear, however, the frequencies at which it will be
required to operate and the functions it will have to perform. In
addition, three branches of the Australian Defence Force have differing
requirements and, no doubt, compromises will have to be reached.
Nonetheless it is presently considered that such a package will not
drive the overall satellite design.
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In the interim the Dcpartment of Dcfence is assessing thc
AUSSAT L-band system, and it is possible that use will be made of
AUSSAT B L-band capacity.

c. C-band

Thc first and scrond AUSSAT satcllites have no C-band
capacity. However, operational experience has shown an advantage to
having access to C-band capacity particularly since C-band ground
infrastructure already exists in the areas potcntially covered by
AUSSAT satellites.

It is therefore considercrl that there is likcly to bc at least some
C-band rcrceive capacity on a follow-on spacc{raft and perhaps some
transmit capability as well.

d. Ka-band
Thc AUSSAT B satellites have a Ka-band beacon for

experimental purposes. The rain attenuation at Ka-band and the
absence of any serious initiative by other countries to move into this
band for commercial satellite services render the likelihood of Ka-band
capacity on a follow-on spacecraft small unlcss the need for a
specialised dcfence package at thesc frequencics emerges.

Thrcc scenarios emerge out of the above considerations:

(i) Given no new requirements or unexpected demand
the third generation satellite system would consist of
two spaccrraft that would rcplace the two AUSSAT B
spaccrraft. The current lifctime for the AUSSAT B
spaccrraft is some 13.7 years and, given thcir launch in
192, their rcplacement datc will be around 2005.
Allowing for risk rrnnagement and program build
time it will thereforc be necessary to be under contract
ancund the year 2000.

(ii) Given some growth at Ku- or L-band (pcrhaps
brought about by AUSSAT's new charter) and/or the
emergence of new rcquirements from the commercial
(eg. Pay TV) or government (eg. defence) sectors, a
new satcllite might be requircd to replace AUSSAT A3
in7997. Should such requirements emerge and should
the new owners dcride to proccrcd with a proctrrcrncnt
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then it would be necessary to be under contract by
1993 at the latest.

(iii) A third scenario, somewhat bctwe.en (i) and (ii) above
may arise due to new requirements that are
insufficient to iustify a satellite with the full capacity of
a Serond Generation satellite. As an example, these
rcquircments may take the form of a need to provide
services to the Pacific Rim countries. If such
rcquirements arise it may be neressary to procure
incremental capacity either via a srnall satellite or in
consortium with others. Such a topic would be
addressed by AUSSAT's new ownerc after
consideration of all options.

Bascd on the anticipated service requiremcrrts the Third
Generation spacecraft design is likely to incorporate some or all of the
following:

. Ku-band capacity

. C-band capacity

. L-band capacity

. Dcpartment of Defence capability

The payload requirements cannot be defined in any more
detail since, of course, they are dependent upon a consultative proaess
that has yet to be undertaken with prospective customers.

The power levels required for Ku-band are likely to be in line
with the AUSSAT B levels (i.e., up to 52 dBW). However, with a
specific requirenrent to cater for Pay TV it is envisaged that a number
of channels providing around 55 dBW will be needed. At L-band,
required power levels in line with those provided by AUSSAT B are
envisaged although this, of counse, will be dependent upon the
demand for senrices. At C-band it is envisaged that global and
Australian coverage is likely to be needed.

Finally, the Department of Defence package would only be
defined after a requirements study but as a strawman concept it may
well include X-band or UHF transponders. Performance requirements
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for UIff will need to be restricted so as to keep the package from
dominating the dcsign.

Given all the above requirements were realiscd it is likely that
the spacecraft size may exceed that of the AUSSAT B spaccrraft. It is
considered more likely that a rationalisation of requircments based on
custorner necds would lead to a spacecraft that was around the
AUSSAT B spacc.craft in size. Spacecraft lifctirne required is likcly to
be around fiftcen years.

Australian content was an important factor in AUSSAT's

Scrond Generation procurcment in which the request for tender
required a minimum of cight per cnnt of the spacerraft contract price
to be placed in Australian content. This was in addition to the
requirement for Government offsets. As a rcsult a significant amount
of work was placed with Australian manufacturers and this figure
was exceedcd.

With the pending changes in the telecommunications industry
it is not prcsently clear what rtquirements will be levied upon
AUSSAT for Australian content or offsets. However, it is likely that a
future AUSSAT request for tendcr would require a minimum
Australian content in excess of cight per c€nt.

The absence of any significant ongoing work for the Australian
suppliers has unfortunately lcd to some reduction in their capacity and
capabilities. It is hope'rt that between now and the next AUSSAT
procunement that the capabilities developed by Australian industries
will not atrophy to such an extent that they cannot be built upon for a
Third Generation procurement.

e. Technologies
The technologes requirerC for a follow-on spac€craft are

anticipated to be largely a natural evolution from the current
technologies. At present, on board processing has yet to find a market
and is therefore unlikely to be included in a follow-on spacctraft.
Similarly inter-satcllite links are another technology that is of interest,
but given its present stage of development and no pressing demand
for its introduction it again is unlikcly to be included in a follow-on
spaccuaft.
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However, there are technologies either in development or yet
to be devclopcd that are of dirctt interest to AUSSAT. On the payload
these include:

. An ability to rcdistribute power levels over various
parts of the coverage area in response to rain
attenuation. At present Ku-band senices must allow
a large margin for rain attenuation. When clear sky
conditions prevail this margin is obviously nbt used.
Moreover, given a country the size of Australia it is
never raining over the entirc land area. Hence some
form of tcchnology to direct radiated power, in near
real time could allow more efficient use of payload
power, lower design margins and improvcd
availability. It is envisaged that the distribution
would be controlled by ground command and, in its
simplest form, could consist of a number of variable
power dividers (VPDs) in the beam forming network
for the antenna.

On the bus, future tcrchnologies of interest to AUSSAT are:

. Improvc.rC perforrnanc€ solar cells.

. Lightweight batteries: batteries generally form the
largest single unit rnass on a spacecraft and mass
reduction is of obvious benefit to lift.

. Enhanced propulsion systems: ion thrusters are a
technology that would need to be demonstratd
bcfore being used on a commercial satellite.
Nonetheless the technology offers high specific
impulse (although at low thrust) whilst utilising the
power system's excess capacity. It therefore remains
attractive but as yet unproven in commercial
applications.

The launch vehicle's requirements are abundantly clear-low
cost and high reliability. With satellite operators under extreme
competitive pnessur€ from terrestrial technologies one of the keys to
containing costs is a reduced price for kilograms into geostationary
orbit.
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The Long March 2E vehicle chosen by AUSSAT to launch the
AUSSAT B satcllites fulfills these requirements. Howevcr, acctss to
cheap launch vehicles by commcrcial operators has not bccn easy due
to export licence restrictions. It is hopcd that such restrictions will be
eased in the future.

In the prcsent Australian telccommunications environment it
is difficult to make predictions with any degrc'e of certainty and
AUSSAT's change of ownership will undoubtedly alter the
requirements for future space segment capacity. However, it is
considerd that the follow-on AUSSAT C series Program will have the
following charactcristics:

. The program start date will bc between 1993 and 2000.

r The satellites will have capacity at Ku-, C- and
possibly L-bands and a Defence package at X- and/or
UHF frequencies.

. The spacrrraft is likely to be around AUSSAT B size.

. There will be a requirement for a significant amount of
Australian content in excess of eight per cent of the
spacerraft price.

. Thc launch vchicle will be of the cheapest, most
rcliable on offer.

Conclusions

The AUSSAT Sctond Gcneration System will provide a

substantial enhanccment to Australia's communication infrastructure
through the provision of improvcrl Ku-band services and the
introduction of the mobile system. Moreover, it will achieve this via a

pioneering delivery in orbit procEss making use of the newly
developed Chinese LM-2E launch vehicle. In accomplishing this the
local content and offsct provisions of the procurcmcnt have providcd a

substantial boost to Australia's space industry.

With the sale of AUSSAT and the deregulation taking place in
the Australian communications environment the requirernents for
future space scgment capacity are imprecise. Nonetheless it is likcly
that the follow-on satellites will have Ku-, C- and possible L-band
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capacity with a spctialisad Department of Dcfcnce package. The
program will rcquirc a significant arnount of Australian content and
utilise thc cheapest tnost reliablc launch vehicle on offer.



CHAPTER 9

AN AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE SATELLITE

COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY

Danny |. O'Neill

The 1987 Defcnce Whitc Pagrcr sets out the strategic guidance
for the Australian Defence Force (ADF), including clearly defining an

Area of Dircrt Military Interest (ADMI), and detailing a likcly Area of
operations (Ao).1 This Ao spans the top end of Australia including
the sea and air gaP to the north and covers a vast area, involves long
distances, and contains little of the national civilian communications
infrastructure. Whilc the communications infrastructure in the north is
continuing to be extendcd, it still largely amounts to an inflexible and
vulnerable linear capability. Even increased use of AUSSAT

throughout the region has not significantly changed this situation.

The ADF's terrestrial communication systems are also limitcd
and there are not sufficicnt resources to provide quality wide-band
links through large areas of the Ao. For this reason, a military satellite
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communications (SATCOM) capability has somctimes been sclen as a
panacea for the demanding range of requirements of ADF
communications. It is particularly attractive bccause the combination
of its special featurcs give it some g"eat advantages over other
available systems.

However, even with the benefits of SATCOM, Defcnce
planners still saw drawbacks, particularly thc pcrceived vulnerability
of the spacecraft. Dcfencc communicators have strong and very valid
reservations about putting all their eggs in one baskct. Implementing
a military SATCOM system would have taken resources from other
communications capabilities without neressarily providing a
commensurate total capability. Notwithstanding this perception, a
real drawback of SATCOM has bcpn the capital cost.

Nonetheless, there have been developments in national
SATCOM, and changes in Dcfence strategic guidance, that have
allowed Defence to reassess the situation. In addition, the ADF has
gained experience with SATCOM over the last fcw years and has also
been able to observe the expcrience of its Allics in the application of
SATCOM. It has also benefittcd from overseas developmcnts, through
access to systems, and through experience gained in personnel and
information exchange agreements.

Australia's strategic assessment has changed in recent ycars
but the geographical nature of the new AO has not presented any
particularly new problems for communications planners; it still
involves vast areas. However, strategic guidance has changed the
ADF concept of opcrations in the AO, particularly for land forces, and
this, coupled with an expanding civil communications infrastructure,
has led the ADF to consider diffcrent approaches to meeting its
communications needs. SATCOM now appears to providc significant
advantages over other forms of communications for many
requirements.

The Australian Defence Communications Environment

Like other areas of Dcfence, communications planners work in
an environment of changing strategic guidance, force structure
reviews and efficienry rcviews in attempting to meet operational
requirements. Add to this the dynamic nature of communications
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technology; the rate of development of national communications; the
inseparability of communications from day-today activities; and the

complex nature of Defence communications; thcn, the benefits of
planning can be apprcriated.

The Defence of Australia 1987 states that Australia's defence
strategy is based on the concept of dcfcnce in depth:

Dcfence in depth gives priority to the ability of the
ADF to mount opcrations capable of dcfeating enemy
forces in our area of dircrct military interest. This
means we must have forces capable of tracking and
targeting the adversary, mounting maritime and air
oprcrations in the sea and air gap to our north, capable
of offcnsive strike and intcrdiction missions, having a
comprehensive range of defensive capabilities ... and
embodying mobile land forces able to defeat hostile
incursions at rernotc locations.2

In drawing a conclusion from this for communications, the
White Paper statcs:

The communications needed for command and
control ... have to be dcsigned to operate effectively
ovcr great distances.3

Thc value of the Whitc Pa;nr for Dcfence communications
planners is that it clcarly states the business of the ADF in the cunent
threat environment and provides guidance on priorities. It also sets in
perspective the priority to bc given to other activities of the Defcnce
Departrncnt in support of the ADF.

Thc Whitc Papcr scts out the following operational priority
capability areas for thc ADF:

. Survcillance and patrol operations in our maritime
resourccs zone and proximate ocean areas.

. Maritime forces (including mine countermeasure
forces) able to protect shipping in coastal waters and
in our focal areas and ports.

2 lbid.,p3l.
3 IbA..
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r Ground rcrconnaissance and surveillance forces.

. Mobile ground forces able to dcfeat hostilc incursions
at remote localities and protect military and
infrastructure assets that support the projcrtion of our
maritime power.

. Air defence within our maritime areas and northern
appoaches.

r Maritime and land interdiction and strike capabilities,
particularly the ability to undertake maritime strike
operations in the approaches to north and north-west
Australia.

r { capability to sustain operations in arcas of Australia
and its tcrritories remote from our industrial and
logistic support centres.

. Command, control and communication systems
commensurate with thcse tasks.4

The final capability area demonstratcs how closcly rclatcd
communication systcms are to the command and control function. It
also, in the words 'commensurate with these tasks', places command,
control and communication systems right across every other priority
capability to the extent that none can be developcd without regard to
the last. The diversity of the first seven capability areas, and an
unstated rclationship bctween them, underlines the complexity of the
necessary command, control and communication systems.

The White Paper rcrognised the importance of our dcfcnce
treaties and pointed out:

Thc type of force structure required to protcrt our
interests in our area of militarv interest entails
substantial capabilities for opcrations further aficld.
For example, our guided missile frigates ... are capable
of cffc.ctive participation in a US carrier battle group
wcll distant from Australia's shores.5

Ibid.,p.32.
Ibid.,p.3.

4
5
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Clearly thc business of the ADF is to deploy well+quipgtcd
and bained sca, ground and air forces to deter and defeat aggression.
This role, coupled with the nature of the physical environment, and
the operational capabilities necessary to meet likcly threats, creates a
demanding operational communications environrnent. It imposes a

variety of requirements and stringent physical conditions on systems'
Communications providcd in, and to, the AO are the priority
communications capability to meet the needs of Defence.

Under Defence planning there will continue to be a significant
infrastructure of bases, airfields, communications stations, training and
other facilities to support the ADF and its operations.6 Some of this
infrastructure will bc in the likcly AO but the other arca of importance
to the ADF is the Support Area (SA). The 1987 Defence White Paper
deals with spcrific capabilities located in the SA and acknowledges
'the separation of our main support bases in thc south of Australia
from likely operational areas in the nortn".7

The SA is where most support facilities and peace-time
activities are locatcd. It includes the docks, barracks and airfields for
the fighting forces, the logistics and training establishments, and the
staffs, both military and civil, that provide the day to day planning and
specialist support for the fighting forces. The communications
environment here is much less demanding and the civil
communications infrastructure plays a large part in support of the
ADF in the SA. However, it must be renrembered that the need for
interoperability between the AO and SA systems is an important
constraint for the development of ADF communications, as a subset of
the larger Communications and Information Systems (CIS)

environment, and the qrcrial demands placed on operational systems
must be recognised in developing SA communications architectures
and solutions.

The WrigleyReport
Mr A.K. Wrigley was appointed by the Minister for Defence to

carry out a rcview of the use of civil infrastructure in Australia's

Ibid.,p.65.
Iba..

6
7
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defence.s He prescnted his report in fune 1990. The general aim of the
review lvas to explore how the Australian community could play a
gteater role in strengthening Australia's security and how more
wcight could be given to the Government policy of eliminating
unnecessary duplication of civil and military skills and capabilities.e

In rclation to military communications Mr Wrigley statcd, intu
alia:

In this field perhaps more than any other, the dochine
of military self-sufficiency is most cvident, as are its
penalties.lo

He pointcd out:

the civilian communications infrastmcture has
advanced enormously in terhnical sophistication,
redtrced vulnerability to interruption, reduced labour-
intensiveness in operations, and capacity to cover the
remotc northem arca. These advances, togcther with
some in the industrial relations field, have gone a long
way to weakening or removing the arguments which
have led military communications to be isolated from
the civilian systems.ll

In his conclusion Mr Wriglcy called for, among other things,
an examination of the justification for retaining the existing fixcd High
Frequency (HF) radio nctwork. He was not the first to question the
need for the HF network but only recently has an affordable
alternative bcrome available to mcet some of the requiremcnts it
fulfils. The Dcfcnce HF radio network, part of the Dcfcnce
Communications Network (DEFCOMMNET) which is now being
replaced by the Defence Intcgrated Se.'cure Communications Nctwork
(DISCON), provides a basic Defence owned and operatcd mcrssage
(telex) capability bctween capital cities, anchor stations for mobile and
transportablc HF stations, and conncrctions to the Allics
communica tions svstems.

8

9
10
11

See Alan Wrigley, Tlu Defarce Forcc anil the C-ommunity: A Partrcrship in Australb's
D4na,(Australian Governmmt Publishing Senrice, Gnbena, fune'l9fl)).
Ibid.,p.539.
Ibid.,p.496.
rbid..
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The Defence Communications Corporate Plan 1991-2X)1

The Defenca Communications Corporate Plan (DCCP) was
published in May 7997.12 It took into account the Wriglcy r€port and
other reviews and provided an unclassificd summary of matters
covered by the classified Defence Communications Development Plan.
Development Dvision within HQ ADF has prime carriage of
development of communications requirements and sponsors the
Defence Communica tions Development Plan.

The DCCP sets out thc Defc.nce communications obicrtives as:

. Performanca: provide responsive communications
systcms with adequate capacity.

. Coverage: provide communications coverage of
continental Australia and the Area of Dirctt Military
Interest, and satisfy the needs of wider Defence pollcy
and aims.

. Scrurity: provide clcrtronic security of transmitted
informa tion, consistent with Government policy.

r Survivability: ensure survivability of essential
communications.

r Interoperability:

Within Defenc*standardise com-
munications poliry and proccdures
within the Defence organisation.

Bctwenn Defence Elements: provide
compatible communications bctween
di ffering Defence slntems.

Civil:

r provide compatiblc commun-
ications with other Covernment and
private organisations.

72 Deparhnent of Defence, D4aw C-annuaicatins @mte Pbn 7991-2il11,
(Australian C,ovetrrment hrblishing Senrice, Canberra, May 191).
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. adopt international commun-
ications standards as promulgated by
the Unitcd Nations International
Tclcrommunications Union and
AUSTEL.

Allies: adopt standards as agrccd by
allied interoperability forums, where
appropriate.

. Resource efficiencv:

optimise use of the Defence
communica tions infrastructure,

optimise use of civil resources,

minimise development of unique
equipment, and

support research into optimum
stratcgies for the enhancement of
Defence communications.

Thc DCCP states plans for future development of Dcfence
communications to address deficiencies. These include acquisition of a
mobile SATCOM capability using AUSSAT and rationalisation of HF
radio installations.

ADF Command and Control Arrangements

The ADF is commanded by the Chief of the Defence Force
(CDF) Iocatcd at Headquarters (HQ) ADF in C-anberra. Thcre are thrcr
joint force commanders, all locatod, but not yet collocated, in the
Sydney area, and one in Darwin who report directly to the CDF. They
have responsibility for the conduct of designated irint ADF operations
and exercises. These commanders are:

o Maritime Commander Australia-MCAUST. The
MCAUST exercises command and control over Navy
ships through the Maritime Command Centre ffCC)
and HF radio facilities at Naval Communications
Stations NAVCOMMST$ in Canberra and Darwin.
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Use is also made of North West C"Pe for
communication wi th submarines.

. Iand Commandcr Australia-LCAUST. land
Command communications asscts are not perrnan-
ently deployed and LCAUST uses strategic and
administrative communications on a day-to day basis
for command and control.

. Air Commander Australia-ACAUST. The ACAUST
exercises command and control of Air Force aircraft
using the Air Operations Communications Systcm
(AOC$ with HF radio stations at Sydncy, Pcrth,
Darwin and Townsville.

r CommanderNorthern Command-COMNORCOM.

Doctrine for command and control of forces in an AO provides
for the establishment of one or more |oint Force Hcadquarters (IFHQ).
The }FHQ will have naval, land and air component HQs depcnding
upon the nature of thc pint force.

In addition to thesc operational command and control
arrangemcnts thc Scrvice Chicfs of Staff retain command
responsibilities. They remain responsible to the Minister, under the
CDF, for commanding thcir individual Services.l3 This responsibitity
involves raising, training, suppllng and maintaining combat ready
forces. The staff elements of the Services involvcd in these functions
are largely locatcd in Canberra, Sydney and Melbourne, and support
units, supply depots, training establishments, etc., are locatcd
throughout Australia.

The ADF Command and Conhol Communications Requirement

Thc Dcfcnce communications mission is to provide
communications for the command and control of the ADF and the
management of thc Dcfence organisation. Communications are critical
to command and control.

To indicate the level at which communications are being
provided, the ADF categorises them as:

13 Kim Bcazley, Tlu Defenccof Australb7987,p.&,
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o Strategic-those used for higher lcvcl command and
control as well as for managcment and administrative
PurPoses.

. Opcrational-those used bctwcrn a foint Force
Headquarters (IFHQ) and subordinate formations (for
example, brigadc) or units.

. Tactical-those used bclow formation level and
betwcen and to ships and aircraft.

. Administrative-those day-today communications
provided for administrative purposes. Often these
will pass over stratcgic, opcrational and tactical
communications bcarcrs with command and control
links.

Thesc categories are not clear cut, and can be confusing.
Notwithstanding the potential for confusion, gcnerally operational and
tactical communications will not be deployed until land force
operations begin, whereas strategic and administrative
communications are in regular peacetime use. For ships and aircraft,
however, operational and tactical communications are uscd routinely
for peacctime operations.

At the strategic level DISCON trunks carry administrative
channels on bearers providcd for strategic purposes. Operational and
tactical communication systems also make provision for both
command and control and administrative channels.

Communications planners prioritise their various
communications channels to reflcrt the needs of commanders, and
command and control channnels, be they voice, data, or somcthing
else, have a high priority. Military commanders are concerned,
however, that thcir command and control communications are not
discernablc from the mass of other communications supprorting
operations. Similarly they are concerned that the command and
control elements of a ground force, for example, do not stand out from
the various tactical, administrative and logistics clcments in thc force
in order to prevent thc HQ from being readily targcttcd.

This rcquirement is fundamental to elcrtronic warfare
countermeasures and the communications systems, in support of the
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ADF, must offer this protc'ction for commanders. Therefore it is

dangerous to regard one type of communication system as being used
for specific purposcs-all are potentially important command and
control links.

Dcsignating levels at which communications are providcd in
the ADF indicates thc importance of the facility. fust as command and
control channcls will be givcn priority over administrative channcls,
strategic communications have a higher importance than operational
and, in tum, tactical. This is because strategic considerations are morle

important, in the longer term, than operational or tactical neads.

Tactics are localised activitics but strategies reflctt govcrnment and
high command war fighting intentions and affcrt Sreater military
resources.

Undcr the command and control arrangements existing until
the late 1970s each of the Scrvices maintained communications systems
to support its own strategic as well as operational and tactical nctds.
These largcly HF and microwave radio asscts were rationaliscd into
one system, DEFCOMMNEI, and a single organisation established to
develop a strategic system, DISCON, on behalf of Defence, HQ ADF
and the Scrvices.

The Operational and Tactical Communications Requirement

ADF operational and tactical communications are those
provided in and to the AO, as well as to operational and tactical units
outside the AO. As statcd above, they include administrative
communication systems in addition to command and control
communications.

Communication systems employed within the AO fall
generally into three categories:

. Single Channcl Radio: These are the systems
employcrC for combat net radio, such as those being
provided for Army under Ptoicct Rmten, or ground-to-
air, air-to-air and shipto-ship tactical links, for
example. The requirement is for very mobile and
robust systems capable of omnidirectional
communications. Single channel radio also has
applicability to many non-combat tasks, for example,
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traffic control on supply routes, as well as other
support tasks. Single channel radio is generally
opcrated by the user. When used in the combat net
radio role it has a particular advantage for users in
that it permits an 'all informed' mode of
communication. That is, any use/s broadcast is heard
by all other users on the net which facilitates an
understanding of a battle or other operation and saves
rclaying information. Depending on the importance
of the radio net thc transmissions mav be secured with
encryption.

. Tnrnk Radio: These are multichannel radio systcms
cmploycd in less fluid operational situations to mc'et
the higher capacity nceds of formation headquarters
and logistic support organisations. These systems can
be scrn to bridge the communications gap betwcen
shatcgic systems and single channel radio systcms.
Generally these systems are transportable rather than
mobile, and are operated by communications
specialists. Trunk radio systems may have to move
once, or more, a day, depending on the nature of
operations of the formation HQ it is serving. Trunk
communications are encrypted.

. Cable: C-able is also extensively used in the AO,
generally over short distancas but communications
between the AO and SA might be providcd by
TELECOM owned cable, for example. Cable would
normally be used on Local Area Networks (LAN)
around formation and supporting HQ. C:ble owned
by the ADF might be wire, coaxial and fibreoptic.

The SA Communications Requirement

The SA communication requirement is a far less demanding
one than the operational requirement. Generally, the SA is the
infrastructurc''rich southern and eastern regions of Australia. The
requirements for communications are comparable with those required
by civilian business generally, for o<ample data, voice and facsimile:
often without special security requirements. Therefore the civil
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communication infrastructure is largcly adequate in terms of capacity
and reliability for Dcfence needs. The availability of both AUSSAT
and TELECOM bearers bctwcre.n mapr citics would normally meet
Defence survivabili ty need s.

It is worth noting that these day-today communication in the
support area are, in terms of capacity, Defence's greatest requirement.
They comprise both high bandwidth trunk communications and
individual lcasad lines. The requircment will increase significantly
over the next five years as automated information systems are pushed
down to bases. However, Defence communication devclopers must
take care not to lct this relatively undemanding environment shape
their planning of all ADF communication systems. The needs of the
more demanding operational environment must be paramount in
developing system architc.ctures and standards, and SA systems must
be interoperable with those of the AO.

Factors Affecting the Selection of Military Communications
Equipment

Possible Changes in Sbategic Guidance

Communication systems now under development will be
those supporting Australian defence strategy into the early decadcs of
next century. Therefore Dcfcnce's investment in communication
systems, like its other high cost capital investments, must take account
of the likelihood of change in Australia's strategic environment in the
life-time of the system. Strategic outlook also dctermines the level of
funding of Defcnce proicrts.

Generally Defence communication systems have some
fleibility in tcrms of tailoring to available funds bc.cause they
comprise smallcr sub-systems. This tailoring has already happencd in
some projects. However, when a SATCOM capability is proposcd it is
clear that Defence is addressing a high cost item which may offer vcry
few alternativcs for significantly adiusting solutions or costs within the
project unless a carefully thought out developnrent strategy is applicrt.
Once a satellite transponder has bcrn chosen, ccrtain assumptions
have been made about how SATCOM is to be employed.

A SATCOM capability cannot be constrained strictly by the
current threat assessment but must take account of possible changes
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over the lifctime of the system. However, even in the face of
uncertainty there are strategies which Defence can adopt to pcrmit
some accommodation of changes in strategic environrnent. For
example, the use of commercial SATCOM transponders means any
satellite capacity owncd or leased by Defence might be re-allocatcd if
not required. Earth terminals can be configured to allow conversion to
another frequency band if this becomcrs necessary and is cost effcctive,
but changes such as these have implications for system control
hardware as well as the frequency rclatcrl hardware.

On the other hand, an increased threat could leave a
commercial satcllite very vulnerable to hostile acts and Defence must
have alterna tive commu nica tion systc'rns available.

What kind of change in strategic situation could make selerted
SATCOM capabilities redundant? Deployment of significant forces
outside of the footprint of a domestic satellite, for example, would
require communications reequipping if the ADF had a large
dependence on AUSSAT. It should be remembered that, under
present Defence funding constraints, SATCOM Earth terminals would
be procured in lieu of and at thc expense of other systems, such as Line
of Sight GOS) microwave radio systems.

As an example of the impact of strategic guidance on Defence
equipment programs, the rcquirement for Propct Parakeet has
changed since 1987 towards a capability more in line with the lcvel
and degree of dispersion of operations envisaged in the 1987 Dcfence
White Paper. This is a reduction in requirement but Dcfence must be
equally prepared for an increase at short notice as the Gulf War clearly
demonstrated. just months before the UK dcployment to the Middle
East, British Dcfence planners were saying it was inconceivable that
Britain would again deploy forces out of the European thcatre.

Shatcgic reassessment not only involves threats but also
relationships with Allies and the move to closer links between
Australian and New Zealand defence capabilities should influence the
development of Defence communication capabilities. Similarly, re-
equipping of US Navy ships with new SATCOM capabilities should be
taken into account when dcveloping ADF requirements to enhance the
interoperability described in the 1987 Defence White Paper.
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Ihe Need for Alternative Systems

The ADFs shategic communications have evolved sinca the
Second World War to mect the needs of the strategic assessment and,
until the advent of AUSSAT, HF radio was the only realistic means of
providing flexible Defenceowned long-range communications. The
ADFs HF radio facilities were significantly rationaliscd, reduced and
moderniscd in the late 1970s but the capability thcy provide can now
largely be bctter met by SATCOM, particularly as the capacity of HF
radio is very limited.

Nonetheless, there is still a place for HF communications,
including that acknowledgcd by Mr Wrigley, of providing:

effcrtive communications to land force units of a scale
consistent with small-scale peacetirne military
intervention or assistanc€ tasks Bcrause the
communications traffic volume in these is relatively
light, existing high-frequency radio systems would no
doubt be adcquate.14

Notwithstanding this assessment, forces deploycd overseas,
for example, and ground forces for UN commitments, will require
more reliable and higher capacity communications than HF radio can
provide. The Australian Army UN team sent to Namibia took a
portable INMARSAT terminal with them.

In the Persian Gulf, Australian naval ships were in
communication via satellite as well as HF radio. This provided an
alternative if one means failed or was degraded. In the evcnt that
these ships had entered combat the dual systems would have
improved the survivability of the ships'communications in the face of
physical damage to the hardware.

The Gulf War also demonstrated that Australia's pnlitical and
military leadcrs will not bc satisfied with anything less than rcliable,
quality communications. Today's crcmmanders expect quality voice
communications with their subordinates.

74 Alan Wrigley, ThcDelawFore enil thzConmunity,p.ll6.
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The Importance of Overseas Experience in ADF Planning

The ADF must take cognisanc€ of overseas exprcrience in the
dcvelopment of its capabilitics while observing the realities of the
Australian situation. In this sense Dcfence communications planners
arc no different to their civilian counterparts, and often the difference
bctween Australian and overseas experience is iust one of scale.

It is probably relcvant to the Australian situation to note some
Allied experiences in the Gulf War. In relation to military SATCOM
systems the US Congress has bcren told:

Operations Desert Shicld and Desert Storm
highlightcd our increasing dcpendcnce on
MILSATCOM to provide operational flexibility
tailored to prioritised command and control needs.
Central management of all MILSATCOM systems
resulted in effective allocation of rarce resources and
expedient solutions to critical C? necds ... ls

And:

Because of thc significant dcmand for communications
conncrtivity, commcrcial satcllites (INTEISAT and
INMARSAD and allicd satellites were uscd to
complement the US MILSATCOM systems.l5

It is also worth noting that the same report says:

Despite our success in Operation Desert Storm,
current space-based communications, including
military and commercial, were vulnerable to iamming
had the enemy chosen to do so.17

Experience in Australian Exercises

The development of ADF operational requirements in all
capability areas are often driven by capability dcficiencics identified in
exercises. Recent exercises have highlightod shortcomings in

US Department of Defense, Coniluct of the Persian Gulf Conflict, An InErim Rcprt to
Congress, (US Department of f)cfense, Washington, D.C., fnly 1991), p.1!2.
Ibid..
rba..
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communications capabilities, and these have bctn addressc.d in
various reviews, such as that conductcd by Mr Wrigley.

In a summary of the mairr exercise, Kangaroo 1989 (K89), when
the Land HQ dcploycd to Darwin, the LCAUST stated:

Adcrluate communications were provided only by
relyng heavily on the supplernentation of A*y
resources by Telcrom facilities. These were not
threatencrl by any enemy activity, whereas they
would be on real operations. In this event, military
conhol over the primary command and conhol
circuits would bc essential and these circuits must
include rcdundancy. Early progress with the
development of satellite communications is also
necessary.18

Another obscrver has noted, in relation to Exercise K89:

Strike forces need high mobility and commanders
need reliable communications, neither of which is as
yet assured.l9

Use of the National Communication Infrastructure

Dscussion in the Wrigley rcport of the use of civilian
communications infrastnrcture is largely limitcd to land force
operations. Of course AUSSAT offers an off-shore capability within
the constraints of the antenna footprint. While all military
environments requirc redundant and flexible communications, it is in
the land environment that comrnanders must have a considerable
degree of flcxibility in the application of communications systems:
systems suitable for one opcrational or tactical situation may not be
appropriate for another. This may depend upon terrain, or tre dictated
by the need to observe communications silence, for example.

Most often, though, it will be simply a question of availability
when it comes to use of the civil infrastructure. It has bcen Army
doctrine since 1981 to use civil facilities whenever possible. Whilc land

N.R Snrethurst, €xercise Kangaroo 89', Unihil hoicc, Nol.43, No.2), October
l%9,p9.
PJ. Greville 1(89 Sbetched Army Beyond lts Capadt/, Pecift Dcfaw l?erytc4
Noveurber 19E9, pp.&l 4.

18

19
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commandcrs may be expectcd to use the fixed TELECOM
communication infrastnrcture where it exists they can not afford to be
tied to vulnerable facilities. They must have the capability to carry out
operations in accordance with well establishcd principles, including
flexibility and mobility. Even at the lowest levcls of contingencies
these principlcs apply. Usc has becn made of TELECOM lterra
SATCOM terminals on exercises over the last few years to give
commanders greater flexibility.

As the observer quotcd above has pointed out:

Tactics may need to change with tc.chnology and
terrain, principles such as operating from a firm base
do not, particularly in widespread areas of operations.
A serics of such bases from which ground/air scarch
parties operate scrcking out the enemy is a plausible
solution, maintaining security for the guns, and
administrative echclons, while providing
springboards for strike forces to move once the enemy
has bcrn detectcd.2o

Mobility is the key to the capabilitics required for low level
operations, and this is achieved through the use of flcxible
communication systems. Furthermore, there is a labour cost
associated with fixed facilities. A commander must allocate resources
to protc.ction of thc lines of communication. fust as air rcsupply frces
up troops from protcction of roads, bridges and fucl dumps, for
example, mobilc and transportable communications frec commanders
from protccting immobilc faciliticrs.

While the civilian infrastructure, towns, mines, etc., of the
remote regions of Australia may give an indication of likely areas in
which forces might be dcployed, commandcrs cannot be tied to this
infrastructure. They must bc frcrc to operate offcnsivcly against an
enemy's base camps,landing zones and lines of communication.

The Australian vastness imposes a special constraint on what
we might recognise as 'normal' ground force opc'rations-it dictates
dispersion. Only at the lowest levels will individual units or sub-units
find themselves within a militarily useful distance of a friendly unit, or

20 Ibid.,p.l2.
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find themselves within a militarily uscful distance of a fricndly unit, or
of their own headquarters. Thereforc we may find small combat
groupings requiring communications systems normally associated

with larger formations in more conventional operations to mcet their
requirements.

In addition to its backbone trunk system that runs through
northern Australia, TELECOM is also implementing remote area
communication systcms known as the Digital Radio Concentrator
System (DRCS) and the High C-apacity Radio Concentrator System
(HCRCS). These will provide wide coverage of northc'rn and central

Australia. In concept, the systems are similar to that of the US Army
Mobile Subscribcr Equipment MSD system. However the TELECOM
system uses fixed repeatcr and exchange units. While land
commandcrs should, and do, include their use in their
communications plans it is unlikely they would be preparcd to rcly on
it due to the vulnerability of the facilities.

The other elemstt of the national communications
infrastructure, putting aside the local systems owncd by mining
companies, etc., is AUSSAT. In addition to its use of ltena, Dcfcnce
already uses AUSSAT in its DEFAUSSAT system. However, the
existing AUSSAT civilian infrastructure in the likely AO is not
extensive and would have to be augmentcd for ADF opcrations.
Nonetheless, the important part of the AUSSAT system, thc
transpondcr, is in place and accessible to the whole of the land AO
although not the full ADMI.

Physical Sunivability in Operations

Military communications equipment must be capable of
surviving various hazards in addition to physical attack. These

include rough handling, rough transportation; and, exPosure to heat,
dust, water and humidity. The degrce to which equipment is suttjcct
to these is dctermined by its location in the AO. A radio on the back of
a soldier suffers all kinds of ignominies and, when the soldier's lifc is
in dangcr, the radio takcs its own chancts. On a warship,
communications equipment, particularly antennas, forms part of a

tight equipment fit, and must survive adverse conditions as well as the
rigours of war.
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The special threats of war present the gpeatest challcnge to
military communications developcrs, and planners must take the
various physical attributes of systems into account. For example,
under mortar fire, whip antennas are much more survivable than
satellite dishes. Similarly, satcllite communications terminals locatcd
with their users may be less vulnerable to aftack than LOS radio
systems that must be sitcd on high gtound to achieve the ncressary
radio path to the distant tcrminal. Systems must lend thcmselves to
physical security, and to camouflage and concealment.

However, in spite of these hazards, Defence communications
developers rcrognisc that not all equipment taken to war must bc fully
militarised. Off+he-shclf commercial equipment may be suitable
without modification but would probably require a degrca of
ruggedisation. Oftcn this will amount to providing spccial carrying
cases or enclosing equipment in a suitable shclter. This has becn donc
with HFradio and SATCOM equipments for the A*y, forexample.

The likclihood of physical attack on their communications
systems is not something that civilian authoriticrs have had to take into
account in their planning, although Defence and TELECOM are
exploring measures to minimise the possible effcrcts of such action
against TELECOM facilities in the north of Australia. Defence
planners must, however, always consider the impact of violent and
destructive action against vital communications systems.

In thc Gulf War, the Allies were able to force Iraqi command
and control communications on to radio systems susceptable to
electronic warfare measures, by destroying fibreoptic cables running
across the desert using special forces troops.2l This is the
communications-elcrtronics equivalent of flushing the enemy out of
hiding so that their communications are exposed to monitoring,
direction finding and iamming.

If our fibreoptic cables, marked to avoid accidental damage,
are still susccptablc to 'back-hoe fade', the communications-electronics
equivalent to destnrction by friendly fire perhaps, then what real
chance have we of protcrting these long, albeit buried, cables running

2l 'Coalition Launches land Battle', lane's Dcfencc Weekly, Nol.li, No.9), 2 March
791,p.2E5.
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through uninhabited regions against deliberate attack? There are
simply not the resources available.

It takes time to locate and repair a break in a fibrc-optic cable,
or to repair or replace a microwave radio tower. The attack location
and access routes would also have to be cleared of mines or booby
traps before work could commence becausc it is unlikcly that an
enemy would make it easy to repair. This would mean having
specialist troops available to carry out the task before TELECOM
technicians could begin their rcpair task.

Electronic Warfare

Another threat unique to military communications is
electronic warfare. Communications are subiect to both active attack,
through iamming of radio transmissions to prevent communications,
and passive aftack, through monitoring of transmissions to obtain
information and identify locations. Military communications systems
are designcd or chosen to counter these threats.

Various techniques have been developed to prevent an enemy
from locating the source of a radio emission. Ttre locations and
natures of clements such as headquarters can bc determined from their
radio emissions. Some means of communication offer greater
protection against enemy interference than others. For example, the
relatively narrow bcamwidth and limited range of LOS radio offers
protection again st in tercrption.

famming of enemy communications is recognisd as a key
capability, particularly at critical times during operations, and military
communications systems must offer a high degree of resistance to such
aftack.

Developers of military SATCOM systems aim to achieve a low
probability of exploitation outside the intended ar€a of coverage of
their systems. This cxploitation covers detection and interception.

Volume of Communications Traffic
Military oqganisations, including those which deploy to the

field, together with aircraft and ships, are bemming much more
dependent upon the use of autornated information systems to carry
out their roles. Therefore, in addition to the voice and message (telex)
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systems that have providcd the bulk of military communications for
many years, the ADF now has, like civilian organisations, a rapidly
increasing requirement to pass data. This includes betwec'n tactical
elements, such as ships and aircraft, as well as from the AO to thc SA.

HQ and units deplolng on operations will take with them the
information systems they require to function. These are automated
command and control systems needing to transfcr data and imagery,
as well as frersonnel and logistics systems. The command and control
systems will nc'ed quality communications around the AO as well as
bctween HQ in the command and control structure right back to He
ADF. Thc logistics and pcrsonnel systems will nc.ed data links to thc
SA systems that suppnrted them in barracks.

This was the experience of the US and the UK in thc Gulf War
and the data communications traffic greatly exceeded any planning
figures or other projcrtions. This was partly due to the ?act thai
deployed units continued to draw on support from their base facilitics
outside the thcatre. In thc Australian context this would resemble the
way in which the ADF might operate in low level contingencies.

The Need for Simplicity
Communications systcms for operational and tactical use must

!e kept as simple as possible consistent with the requiremcnt.
Operators and tcrhnicians must be able to sct up and tike down
systems using standard procedures and with the minimum of cffort.
Tt ,tp and take down times must be very short in many cases.
Systems must be readily repairablc in the ficld, prcfcrabty by module
replacement. It is also preferable that communications systems in thc
AO do not ncrd attcnded operation, and be useroperated as far as
possible. The commander's communication systems must not be an
unnecessary constraint on the execution of given plans.

Systcm or nctwork management must be simple for the
managers and as transparent as possible for the users. The nature of
SATCOM appears to give it distinct advantages in netnork
managemcnt, as noted in the Gulf War context. A network
management system that can remove a personnel and matericl
requirement from the AO to the SA offers strong advantages to
commanders.
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To take this a step further: a solution that rcmoves othcr
traditional communications functions, such as message switching,
from the AO shoutd also be very attractive. Therefore, at the exPense
of some small additional transponder bandwidth, it might be feasible
to use SATCOM to carqy out all AO rnessage switching in a DISCON
switch in the SA. In any event isolated users could find their closest
message switch is one in the strategic communications network, in
connectivity terms. It is unlikcly that transfer of voice circuit switching
capabilities would be as attractive because of the bandwidth
requircments.

Personnel Aspects

Tactical and operational tmnk communication slntems can
require significant rnnpower for their operation, transport and
maintenance, particularly if repeatrer facilities are requircd. Protctting
vulnerable repeater sites can also soak up scarae combat forces.

The ADF aims to reduce the number of support personnel in
the AO bcrause they add to the logistic and administrative supynrt
burden. Furthermorc, personnel involved in supporting commun-
ications systcms generally require a high level of training. Therefore,
systems which reduce the liability for technical and opcrator support
are attractive.

In a capability where skilled Service personnel arc requirod,
such as ADF communication systems, there are advantages in having
these personnel involved in similar SA activities. Therefore, system
managers, operators and technicians should be employcrC in Service
operated facilities on a day-to-day basis. In dersigning systems heavily
dependent on commercial infrastmchrre for SA operations it would be
wise to includc Service personnel in their operation.

Mr Wrigley appears to have discounted this capability, but it
offers several distinct advantages to commanders:

. There is a surge capacity in long lead-time skillcrt
personnel.

r The Services maintain skills that can easily be lost in
exercise and barracks environments.
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Relative Merits of Communication Systems

In ordcr to discuss the mcrits of SATCOM it is nc.cessary to
understand the terminology. Table 9.1 shows the military and civilian
frequency assignments for SATCOM.

TABLE 9.1
SATCOM FREQUENCY BANpS ANp ALLOCATTONS

Allocation Band Namc Frequency Band

Militarv
Civil
Civil
Militarv
Civil
Civil
Military

UHF
L-band
C-band
SHF (X-band)
Ku-band
EHF
EHF

225400MH2
1,.6GHz
6/4GHz
8/7 GHz
14/12Ghz
30/20CHz
44/20CHz

Table 9.2 depicts a subjcrtive assessment of the rclative merits
of the various means of communication that might be available to
Defence communications planners. It shows that SATCOM offers
some significant advantages for Defence communications, particularly
for the ADF in the AO. The main advantages can be summarised as:

r rdnge indeprendence, within the footprint of the
satellite, negating the need for vulnerable repcatcr
facilities in achieving connectivity in the AO,

. wide area coverage, facilitating flcxibility and mobility
by providing communications from virtually
anywhere within the satellite footprint,

. high capacity to remote locations isolated from
terrestrial communications infrastructure, and

. a relatively high degree of protcrtion from electronic
warfare at higher frequencies.

While it is tempting to
media in Tablc 9.2, in terms of
most general sense because the
requirement.

compare the various communication
cost, it is very difficult except in the
cost is directly related to the specific
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TABLE 9.2
RELATIVE MILITARY MERITS OF

COMMI,JMCATION SYSTEMS

HF Radio I ai "a '

VHF Radio I "' a*

UHF Radio .. taa a la

LOs Radio .+r i* ** aaa *

Troposcatter
Radio 1r *. ** *| t

Cable (f/o) r"' aF+ +aat

UHFSArcOM +++ a* ++ t

SHFSArcOM ar +a al+ a** **t

EHFSATCOM r+:+* '+r+ 'i'+'+ *** ****

(a to ta* indicate increasing merit (6) )

EW Mobility Range Reliability Capacity
Resist(l) (2) (3) (4) (s)

Notes to Table 9.2:

(l) Relative resistance to active and passive EW.

Qt Flexibility of use in a mobile configuration.

(3) Higher score for greater effcrctive range.

(4) Reliability of thc transmission media, taking into account probability of
interfcrence and environment.

(5) Relative capacity, noting that capacity of SATCOM systems is more powcr
retricted than othcr systems.

(5) Totalling the stars should not be done until a weighting has bcen assigned to
eadr attribute.
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Establishing a Defence Requirement for SATCOM

Attributes of the Different SATCOM Frequency Bands

Within the frequency bands used for SATCOM thcre are some
differences in performance which must be taken into account. The
relative advantages and disadvantages of thcsc frequency bands are
set out in Tablc 9.3. Thc table addresses the military frcquenry bands
but it can also be relatcd to thc civilian bands.

Steerable spot bcams on the satellitc have advantagcs for
military users becausc they providc power advantages to small uscrs
and also offer a high degrct of protection against iamming and
interception.

Rain attcnuation is an important factor in the use of SATCOM
in large parts of the ADMI, and must be taken into account in
designing a system for the ADF. Antenna prointing ease is also an
important factor for small inexpensive terminals, and for ship and
aircraft mountcd systcms. It is determined by the beamwidth of the
antenna which is a function of frequenry. However, a wide-
beamwidth and easily pointed antenna is also more susceptable to
jamming and dctcrtion.

Vulnerabilities of SATCOM
SATCOM systems, in spite of their communication advantages

over other media, are seen to have certain vulnerabilities.22 S.Ltcotvt
links may bc particularly vulnerable to iamming: including iamming of
the satellite transponder, the command channel and the Earth
terminals. |amming can be both deliberate or unintentional.
Unintentional jamming, or interference, at lower frcquencies bccomes
more of a hazard with SATCOM because:

r the transponder is shared among a number of users,
and

r the transponder antennas are generally designed to
provide wide area coverage.

22 B.D. Fitzgerald, The Vulnerability of Satellite Communication', Signelmoq
(Vol.25), 1991, p3r.
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TABLE93
RELATTVE MERITS OF SATCOM SYSTEMS23

Cost Low Hi I Highcr

Technology ljpplo Maturc Dcvelopinq

Terminal Antenna
Pointing Ease fl1y FIardgS Demandinq

Bandwidth Nanow Wide Wider
+++*|t*

Resistance to
famming low Medium HiFI

Susceptabilitv to
Drect'ion Fin'ding Yes

*
l.ess

*ri
Low

r$**

Steerable Spot
Beams No Yes Yes

Multibeam Antennas No Yes Yes

ScintillationFading Yes No No

Rain Attenuation No Yes Grcat

Criteria UHF SHF EHF

Military SATCOM systems are designed to minimise the
dangers of iamming through the use of such measures as:

. narrow beam and steerable beam antennas,

23 T.W. Mahoney, Militny futcllitc C,oinmvnicetirrla C-anw Notes, (Defence Science
and Technology Organisatlon, Eletronics Research laboatory, Salisbury SA),
Iune 191.
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. signal processing tcchniques, and

o in the futurc, decoupling of uplink from downlink
signals.

The dependence of SATCOM systems on vulnerable control stations
should also bc of concem to Defence planners.

Identifying the Requirements best met by SATCOM

SATCOM can clearly meet many of the requirements of the
ADF. The potential applications of SATCOM arc summariscd in Table

9.4 together with a subiective assessment of the applicability.

Table 9.4 indicates where SATCOM might have its greatest
applicability in mctting Dcfence nctds. Clearly both UHF and SHF
have a place, while EHF is still a s)'stem for the future.

Balancing the Communications Resources of Commanderc.

It should now be clear that there are factors apart from
ruggedisation that influence the provision of communications for
Defence which do not affcrt most civilian users. One factor that is
corrunon is the nced for reliability, and in the civilian world, this is
built into a system by providing sPare equipments and capacity
(redundancy) and altemative routes. Both these factors are important
to military users. But, because of the dangers of physical dcstruction
and electronic warfare, communication systems used by the ADF must
provide a greater degree of flcxibility for commanders.

Thereforc, in even low level contingencies, commanders need

a variety of systems. Each of the systems crcmpared in Table 9.1 can
meet an operational or tactical requirenrent. In practice the systems
provided for commanders must bc cost-effcrtive as well as bcing
appropriate.

For example, while a battalion commander, in dispersed
operations, might have a small UHF SArcOM hrminal for the link to
brigade HQ Origade command and administrative communications)
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TABLE 9.4
POTENTIAT APPTICATION OF SATCOM TO ADF

REQLTTREMENTS

Combat Net Radio (CI{R) (z',)

Trunk Links *****

Ship - Shore *+ **

Ship - Ship l+* *

Ground - Air +t*

Air- Air r+tt

Covert and Specialist *'t *

f aprplicable {t ve.ry applicable)

Communication Link (1) UHF SHF EHF

Notes to Table 9.4:

O) The gradings address twoway ommunications.

Q) whire sArcotv{iil"J"::*ilili*T"i:i*' it courd beused for

there would also be a need to have a HF radio to provide an
alternative to the SATCOM. This would be in addition to the VHF and
HF radios for the battalion command net, and, possibly UHF radios for
ground to air communications. Furthermore, because of the limited
capability of FIF radio, the battalion commander would probably
prefer to have LOS or tropnratter radio as an alternative to the
SATCOM if the tactical situation permitted, but this probably would
not be available. However, a battalion commander engagcd in very
mobile operations in another scrtor may be totally dependcnt on FIF
radio for rcar-link communica tions.

Ships and aircraft tcnd to be lockcd into equipment fits but
there must bc systems appropriate to all likely situations. On land, the
Navy and Air Force |FHQ requirements would probably bc met under
IFHQ arrangements with A-y responsible for providing some of the
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required facilities. Air Force has a separate requirement for trunk
communications.

At higher command levels the communication capacities
required increase. But at this level the civil infrastructure, TELECOM
and AUSSAT, becomes morle aPPropriate. Nonetheless if a brigade
corunenccr mobile operations the commander may nctd an

alternative to the SATCOM if there is only one terminal. If there are

spare SATCOM terminals available then nothing further may be

required. But there would still be a ncred to have HF radio available as

a back-up.

SATCOM Systems Available for Defence Use:
a. AUSSAT

The features of AUSSAT are reasonably familiar and are

addressed elscwherc in this chapter. Defence has already committcd
considerable resources to incorporation of SATCOM into DISCON
through DEFAUSSAT. DEFAUSSAT utilises leased transponder
capacity to supplcment and to provide an alternative to terrestrial
capacity leased from TELECOM. Included in the capability are a small
number of transportable terminals. DEFAUSSAT earth terminals are
owned and operatcd by Defcnce. The DEFAUSSAT system cxtends
into the likcly AO at Darwin and Tindal.

The inclusion of an L-band transponder in the next generation
of AUSSAT is an interesting dcvelopment for Dcfence. AUSSAT will
introduce mobile voice and data services from mid-1993. This service,
known as MOBILESAI has benn designed primarily to cater for users
of mobile communications operating in areas outside existing
communications infrastructure. MOBILESAT will cover all of
Australia and out to 200 kilometres at sea, and provide for civilian
users the kind of service required by the ADF for tactical users.

MOBILESAT will allow voice and data transmissions between
a MOBILESAT terminal and:

' a gateway or base statiory or

. another MOBILESAT terminal through a gateway
station.

It will also allow facsimile and packet switched message transmissions.
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An aspect of the L-band operation of MOBILESAT that may
affect Defence use of the sewice is the L-band to Ku-band translation
that takes place in the transponder. Thus mobilc terminal to mobile
terminal communications would require doublc.hop relay through the
fixed station.

b. INTELSAT
Dcfence can take advantage of NTEL.SAT through normal

commercial communications channels. IN15I5AT offers services to
overseas locations wherc the ADF might deploy small groups to from
time to time but access would be through national communications
networks.

c. INMARSAT
INMARSAT is a particularly interesting commercial

development bcrause it dircrtly addrcsses some of the
communications problems, in the civilian world, that are faced by the
ADF. That is, it provides communications to highly mobile users
working outside of the fixc.d high capacity communications
infrastructur€. In that scnse, like MOBILESAT, it opens up
possibilities for Defence communications planners and, in some cases,
offers potential solutions. INMARSAT is a geostationary SATCOM
system designod spccifically to support mobile communications users.
It offers world-wide coverage.

The INMARSAT-A system provides direct dial telephone,
telex, facsimile and 9600 kbps data communications for ships as wcll
as for mobile land users. The antennas and terminals are relativcly
compact and, in the case of the land version, soldier-portable. The
antennas are designcd to either track the satellite, in the case of the
ship-board systems, or be pointcrl at the satellite in the land system.

INMARSAT-C provides 500 bps message communications for
boats, trains and road transport vehicles in the commercial
environment. The ADF could probably find other uses for this systcm
as well. In this case the large Earth station provides a store and
forward message switching system, similar to that familiar to ADF
users for many years. It also prepares and relays the rnessages in the
rcquired form-telex, X.25 standard packet switchcd data, elcrtronic
mail or text facsimile. The INMARSAT-C antenna is a small (several
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inches high) omnidircctional unit requiring no pointing by the uscr.

The terminal is about the size of a car radio (about 2 kg in weight) and

is usually conncrted to a PC, tcleprinter or keyboard and VDU.

INMARSAT-AERO provides telephone, facsimile and data

services to aircraft. The antenna is either a blade or conformal typc,
the latter forming part of the skin of the aircraft.

Thc INMARSAT capabilities are summariscd in Table 9.5.

TABLE 9.5
INMARSAT SYSTEM FEATURES

INMARSAT A INMARSAT C INMARSAT AERO

Phone
FAX
TELEX
Data

Analogue
Group 3
50 baird
2400 bps (2)

N/A
Group 3 (1)

50 baud
600 bps

Dicital
Groilp 3

N/A
up to 12.5kbps

Notes to Tablc 9.5.

(1) Delivcry from mobilcs onlY.

(2) Higher spceds Possible.

While INN{ARSAT aPpears to offcr solutions for ADF
communications, its implementation (i.e., rclay of traffic through a

large Earth station for cost charging and power reasons) is a potcntial
limitation on some ADF uscs. This systcm suits INMARSATs
commercial uscrs because thcy are normally working between a

mobile terminal and a fixcd user in a corporatc base, whercas the ADF
is often working mobile user to mobile user.

However, in many cascs the INMARSAT mode of operation
will not hinder ADF communications. As discussed below the

INMARSAT capabilities aptrcar to be particularly useful for the ADF
ships and aircraft.

In addition to te'chnical limitations on the use of INMARSAT
by the ADF there are also lcgal obstacles. These rclate to its use for
belligerent purposes. However this does not aPPear to preclude its use
for the vast maiority of ADF communications traffic.
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Allies'SATCOM Systems

The ADF could accass its Allies' systems and the Navy already
uses the US Navy FLTSATCOM. The systems that might be accessed
are:

. FLTSATCOM-an UHF system;

. The US Defense Satcllite Communications Svstem
(DSCS)---€ SHF system; and

. The UK Skynet-a UHF, SHF, and experimental EHF
system.

Each of these systems offers world-wide coverage.

- Nary has already established a sea-going SATCOM capability
through its limitcd but effcrtive use of the US Navy's FLTSATCOM
system on a numbcr of its ships. This enables the Navy to augment its
HF radio flcct broadcast. However the capability does not extend to
patrol boats and some other ships. Some of these ships were fitted out
with an INMARSAT capability bcfore sailing to the persian Gulf.

A perceived difficulty with using military systems belonging
to Allies has bcnn the lack of guarantee that thcse systems would
continue to be available if over-riding host nation interests demanded
the full capacity of the system. In the Gulf War both thc US and UK
military systems were insufficicnt and 20 per cent of SATCOM traffic
passed over commercial satellites. The US plans to increase its use of
commercial systcms in the future.24

However, there may be opportunities for Australia at prescnt
to rnove into the SHF band using DSCS or Skynet at a time of the
general reduction taking place in Allies' forces. Australia would have
to recognise that Allies' national interests could deny the ADF the
service at times of crisis.

The Future

The US Defense MIISTAR system will include EHF satellite to
satellite relay links in its new features, as well as UFIF, SHF and EHF

24 DCA Plans Move Towards Commerdal Sate[ite Systmrs', Falaal Computcr Weck,
29April 7991,p.72.
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transponders. The US move to EHF is to overcome crowding and
interference in the UHFand SHFbands.s

In the commercial world the concept of the IRIDIUM systcm
providing international ccllular mobile telephone scrvices adds a ncw
dimension to business flexibility although it probably will have
significant limitations for military use. It is also some time away from
bccoming a reality bccause it appears to only be at the fcasibility study
stage.25

Options for Using These Systems

Thcre is no single system able to mcrt all of Dcfence's
potential SATCOM applications at present. AUSSAT does not provide
coverage sufficiently far beyond the Australian coastline to mect all
maritime nccds. Thc Navy and Air Force's long range maritime patrol
aircraft nccd reliable communications out into the Indian and Pacific
Oceans but the likely data transmission requirements of these ships
and aircraft will dcmand greatcr capacity than HF can rcliably dclivcr.
A combina tion of AUSSAT, INMARSAT and Allies' SATCOM systcms
might be adequate, at least until there is an Australian Dcfence
SATCOM capability based on a carefully developrcd Dcfence
requirement.

Because many of the operational elements of the ADF are not
deployed continuously Dcfcnce must adopt a flexible utilisation
strategy for any SATCOM capability it acquires. If Dcfcnce acquires a
full bansponder on AUSSAT, for example, then it might lease its spare
capacity to either of the national communications carriers, or perhaps
to a third party, when not required.

The clearest option for Defence is to fully exploit AUSSAT
capabilities, initially through Ku-band as DEFFAUSSAT does at
present, but also through the new L-band MOBILSAT service whcre
possible. This option leaves Navy dependent on FLTSATCOM and
INMARSAT, and the Air Force would nc'ed to use INMARSAT to
support aircraft. In view of this, Defence appears to have no option
but to build INMARSAT into its plans and could probably extcnd its

K Ugplt* and E. [am, 'Extremely High Frequmcy Satcllites Offer Ftexibility',
Signel, N ol.M, No.l l), Iuly 1990, pp.V.8O.
RH. Williamg 'lridium Offer Contact ro Any Point on Earth', Sigzt, (Vo1.45,
No.6), February 1991, pp.9l9.

25

26
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use with switchable L-band servicas. This would allow use of both
INMARSAT outside the AUSSAT footprint, and MOBILESAT.

Thesc are commercial fiequcrrcy bands and Dcfcnce would be
making considerablc use of the civil infrastructure while operating its
own earth terminals. However, as commercial use of these systcms
increased over the next dcrade, Defence could expect to find itself
under pressure to move out of the commercial frequency band, and
should prepare itsclf to do so.

Thc longer tcrm option, therefore, is for Dcfence to move to
the military frcquency bands with its own satellite, or transponder, but
it is unlikely that it could ever be independcnt of overseas commcrcial
services unless there were strong sharing arrangements with its Allies.
An Australian undertaking to maintain a military SATCOM capability
in this region for Allied nccds might gain the noaessary lcverage to
gain world-wide coverage. As an extension of this Australia might
also explore the incorporation of an EHF repeater into its Dcfence

satellite to gain access to Allies' systems and to provide them with an
interface bctwccn EHF and SHF.

Defence Plans for SATCOM
a. DEFAUSSAT

Defence will maintain the DEFAUSSAT system through the
next generation of AUSSAT.

b. MILSATCOMPToiect
The Defence Department's MIISATCOM propct proposes to

acquire a SATCOM capability for long distance stratcgic
communications, and, for the command and control of ADF mobile
assets. It will take advantage of AUSSAT's L-band MOBILESAT
service planncd to be available mid-1993. This initial component of the
Defence MILSATCOM proicrt will be called the Defence MOBILESAT
Communications Network (DMCI.,I). DMCN will complement the
DEFAUSSAT capability provided by AUSSAT's Ku-band fixed
services.

A later stage of the proiert will address the dcvclopmcnt of
services opcrating in military frequenry bands, but this phase has now
bcen deferred until the cnd of the ccntury. Various options, including
a Defence transpondcr on a commercial satellite, will be examined in a
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System Definition Study planned for the mid-190s. Other options are
a dedicatcd Defence satellite or leasing capacity on Allies' systems.

The DMCN Implementation Study is approved and will
examine options for using AUSSAT's MOBILESAT scrvice. Thc study
will begin in early 1992 and will develop a sct of costed DMCN
options in terms of network configuration and functional
specifications. It is envisaged that network options range in
complexity from a system under AUSSAT control, as for commercial
users, through to Defcnce forming a private network with autonomous
control over channel allocation and network management.

Thc DMCN study will also identify medium to long term
development opportunities for each option which describe optimum
migration paths to a military band capability. Phase 2 is intendcd to
purchase satellite capacity and to provide terminals for ships, aircraft
and vehicles. This phase is planned to commence in late 1993.

c. Nary
Navy will continue with its

INMARSAT while participating in
MILSATCOM user requirement.

d. Army
The Army's experiencc in exercises has lcd it to place greater

emphasis on the use of SATCOM and the present Proicrt Parnkeet
program has brought forward acquisition of a SATCOM capability
which had previously been scheduled for later phases of the Proicrct. It
is planned to have 16 transportable ground terminals in service during
Fy1993/1994. A further 10 terminals may follow in a later phase.

Thcsc terminals will provide a singlc trunk channcl at eithcr
255 kbps or 512 kbps. A separate 16 kbps engincrring channel will
also be providcd on each terminal. The tcrminals will access an
AUSSAT B series 50 watt Ku-band transponder. Automatic uplink
power control will be incorporated into each terminal.

Physical spcrifications for these terminals call for them to be
able to be driven on and off the RAAF C-130 (Hscula\ transport
aircraft, to have a set up/take down time of around 30 minutes, and
conform to the environmental and mobility requirements of Propct
Parakeet. The environmental requirement will not prevent commercial

use of FLTSATCOM and
the devclopmcnt of the
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items being included in the terminal where they have bcen suitably
ruggedised.27

Arm/s requirements will also be included in development of
the MIISATCOM capability.
e. Air Force

Air Force has a limited use of AUSSAT at present but,like the
other Services is involved in the development of the MIISATCOM
requirement.

t. Research Proiects and Shrdies

Defence has investigated a low<rost Defence Communications
Spacecraft based on the so-called Flinilss concept that would take
advantage of some vacant space in the Ariane launch configuration. A
mixture of UHF, Sfff and Ku-band transponders were envisaged.2S
The study concluded that a number of low<ost configurations were
feasible.

The DSTCIs Electronics Research Iaboratory maintains a very
active research program on SATCOM issues.

Conclusion

Defence's communications capability must be developed to
support the ADPs command and control requirements and its seven
other priority capability arcas. Interoperability bctween the systems
employed in the AO and the SA is a necessary part of the
communications capability. The DCCP sets out Defence's obiectives to
achieve these capabilities.

In achieving these capabilities there must be an inoeasing
reliance on use of the civil communications infrastructure where this is
operationally acceptable. This will permit Defence to devote its
limited resources to developing capabilities where military factors
limit the suitability of civilian systems. These factors include physical

C. latdram, 'PARAKEET Satellite Communication{, Sigulnun, (Vol25), 191,
P25.
T.W. Mahoney, 'An Ovenriew of MIEArcOM Within the Australian Department
of Deferce', Tlu Institution of Enginus, Austmlb: C-onntruniations C-otrfctztrcc,

Melbourne, l618 Oc{ober 190), p.t53.

27

28
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survivability, mobility and survivability in an elertronic warfare
environment.

Changes in strategic guidance are resulting in the
development of forces that will op€rate in more dispersed and
independent modes than envisagcd in the past, and this is likely to
increase the communications capacities required at lower lcvels of
command. In any event the increascrl use of automatcd information
systems is creating a requirement for greater communications capacity.

Many of Defcrnce's communications requirements to support
ADF capabilities undcr current strategic guidance can or will soon be
able to be mct by SATCOM. However, Defence will still nerd
alternative systems to cover capabilities wherc SATCOM cannot
provide the service, or for backup.

Therefore, SATCOM should only be regarded as but one of the
communications nesources available to Defence communications
planners. The flexibility and range indq>endcnce advantages of
SATCOM offer particular benefits for military commandcrs
conducting rnobile operations, and provide an attractive alternative to
establishing terrestrial military communication systems that require
commitment of forces for staffing and protcrtion of remote regrcater
sites. On the other hand, the elcrtronic signature of a ground tcrminal
may be a drawback if faccd with an enemy with an electronic warfare
capability.

The SATCOM systems now under development for the ADF
will support Australian dcfence strategy into the carly decades of next
century. It is thcrcfore very important that the capability devclopcd
for the ADF bc ablc to accommodate changes in strategic guidance if
the investment is to bc protcrctcd.

It is likely that AUSSAT, with MOBILESAT, used in
conjunction with INMARSAT and FLTSATCOM, will cater for all
Defence nceds through the next decade. There may be interoperability
benefits for Dcfence in moving to military SATCOM frequency bands
but the current strategic assessment would make it very difficult to
endorse such a proposal in the foreseeable future, even to the limited
extent of using a military frequency transponder on a future AUSSAT.
The pressure to move to the military frequency band is more likely to
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come from increased use of the crcmmercial frequencies by dorncstic
users.

Any Defence SATCOM capability should be developcd in
coniunction with New baland, to facilitate the closer Deftnce ticts

being developcd and to ensure interoperability of s),stems, as wcll as

with Australia's othcr Allicrs to achieve the nectssary linkages.

Looking at future civil SATCOM developments, it rnay not be
far-fetchcd to consider that Defence rnay be taking advantage of
cellular SATCOM in the near future. But Defence planning must be

based on establishcd and survivable technology in order to provide
military commandets with reliable and flexible crommunications that
are able to withstand the rigours of war.



CHAPTER 10

MILITARY SURVEILLANCE FROM
SPACE: AN OVERVIEW

David Cartwright

The Australian Defence Force (ADD makes use of several
aspects of space tcrhnology, including communications, navigation
and survcillance. This chapter examines the contribution which an
indigenous capability in spacc..based sensors might make to the
surveillance requircment of the ADF.

The 1987 White Paperl forms the framework of recent defence
policy: its thrusts in surveillance and intelligence have been endorsed
by the recent Force Structure Roiant.2 From an examination of our
strategic environment and national defence obligations, it established a
policy of defence self-reliance and proposed prioritics for development
of defence capabilities and force structure planning, which are
focussed on credible contingencies in the dircrt dcfcnce of Australia.
Self-reliance envisages pint operations in our area of dircrt military
interest (ADMD espccially in northern Australia and its maritime
approaches. Kcy capabilities identified are in intelligence; wide-area
surveillance; maritime interdiction; land force mobility; air defcnce;
and strike. According to the White Paper:

The area of dircrct military interest includes Australia,
its tcrritories and proximate ocean areas, Indonesia,

' The views exprcrsscd in this drapter are the personal views of the author and do not
reflect those of the f)cparbnent of Dcfence.

The Hon. Kim C Br;azley, Minister for Defence, Thc Dcfarcc af Australb 1987: A
Policy Infonmtion Papcr, (Australian Covernment Publishing Selvice, Canberra,
rqtn.
pepartme{g! Dcfence, Forcc Struchtrr- Rmicu: Rerrlrt to the Ministn fur Defncc
lvley 1991, (DPUBS 35/91, Dcpartmmt of Defme, Canberra, 191).
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Papua New Guinea, New Zealand and other nearby
countries of the South-West Pacific.

This area stretches over 7 000 kilometres from the
Cocos Islands to New Zealand and the islands of the
South-West Pacific, and over 5 000 kilometres from the
archipelago and island chain in the north to the
Southern Ocean. It constitutes about 10 per cent of the
earth's surface ....

Our broader strategic interests extend beyond the
area of direct military interest to include South-East
Asia, Indochina, the eastern Indian Ocean and the
South-West Pacific.3

The ADMI includes thousands of square kilometres of open
sea, as well as huge tracts of sparsely populated land in northern
Australia.

The White Paper also emphasised the importance of effective
surveillance and intelligence-gathering operations:

A high level of capability in strategic
intelligence is fundamental. This allows us to review
developments in the defence capabilities and political
positions of other countries and to monitor them for
changes that could affect our security. Our
intelligence priorities focus on those potential changes

that affect us directly. We must also, however, be able
to assess developments beyond our region of primary
strategic interest.

By continuing to develop our own capabilities
and by supporting existing arrangements for
intelligence sharing with allied countries, the
Government will ensure that our needs for strategic
intelligence of high quality will continue to be met.

Kim Beadey, firc Dcfaw ol Austtalia 79 87, p.2.
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The ADF requires a manifest capability to
conduct surveillance of our vast sea and air
approaches.4

Surveillance is the systematic observation of aerospace, surface
or subsurface areas, places, persons or things by visual, aural,
electronic, photographic or other means. Within the surveillance
mission defined above, we further distinguish between strategic
surveillance, directed toward detection of long-term changes and
trends: and tactical surveillance, directed toward operations with more
immediate implications.

Intelligence is the product resulting from the collection,
evaluation, analysis, integration and interpretation of all available
information which concerns one or more aspects of foreign nations or
of areas of operations and which is immediately or potentially
significant to military planning and operations.

Surveillance Assets

Space-based surveillance sensors must be considered in the
context of the additional capability they would confer in comparison
with our existing surveillance assets.

By 1,996, the network of over-the-horizon radars will be the
ADF's major wide area surveillance tool. The network has been
designed to provide high quality, continuous overlapping coverage in
the approaches to northern Australia and to provide coverage to
ranges of over 1500 kilometres from the coast in an arc from Broome to
Cape York. It will have a high probability of detecting both aircraft
and ships in this strategically important area. However, the lindalee
Operational Radar Network (}ORN) has only coarse spatial resolution
and accurary and it can be usefully complemented by other sensors
having different operational and system parameters.

Fixed and mobile microwave radars on the ground or at sea
provide line of sight detection of targets in their vicinity. They yield
accurate range and velocity, and in some cases speed and height, of
targets, but low flyr.g aircraft can evade detection until they are at

Ibid.,p.34.
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close range. Over the sea or flat terrain the range in nautical miles to
the radar horizon is 1.23 times the square root of the target height in
feet. For ground-based radars, local topography can be used to evade
detection.

Ship radars are especially useful in a picket role, to give
advanced warning along an expected intrusion axis and to provide a
mobile surveillance tool with an on-station time of several weeks. In a
high level conflict it may be vulnerable to attack. Ships also have other
roles which rrny assume higher priority than that of surveillance.

As anti-radiation homing missiles become more widely
available, the use of surface'based radars in anything except low level
contingencies is likely to be severely restrictd.

Airbome microwave radars carried on platforms such as the
F/A-18, F-111, P-3C and airborne early warning (AEW) aircraft can
overcome some of the limitations of ground based radars, especially
poor performance against low flying aircraft, and are necessary to
intercept of intruders. They can also move quickly to respond to
threats in different areas. On the other hand, because only small
antennas can be fitted in the available space of an aircraft, especially
fighters, and because the available power is limited, they have
signiflcantly smaller detection range than ground-based radars.
Furthermore, an aircraft can remain in a patrol area only for a matter
of a few hours>depending on aircraft type, the distance of the patrol
area from bases and the availability of in-air refuelling. It may also
require protection by other aircraft. As a radar platform, an aircraft is
very expensive to operate, both in direct operating costs and in
training requirements.

Intercept of 'man-made electromagnetic signals and emissions
is a valuable source of intelligence. High-frequency (HF) radio signals
propagate by reflection from the ionosphere and can be received many
thousands of kilomehes from the source. Other emissions, from very
high frequencies (VFIF) to microwaves, can only be intercepted within
the line of sight. Signals from communications satellites can be
received over large areas wherever the beam is directed on the surface
of the Earth.
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Defence Applications of Satellite Sunreillance

An important consideration which favours surveillance from a
satellite is that, in principle, surveillance data can be obtained at any
time that the satellite passes within sensor range, (in practice there
could be difficulties in relaying the data to a suitable ground station).
Once in orbit, a spacectaft sensor is available in a time of crisis and
does not require an extraordinary effort to obtain surveillance data.
On the other hand its flexibility is limited by orbital mechanics.

However the cost of building and launching a sPacebased
sensor is very high. Over the lifetime of the satellite, the cost of
operating a ground station will be similar. In addition, a large
investrnent is required in data processing and image analysis, and in
the extraction and dissemination of intelligence.

Before considering questions of the technology required for
satellite surveillanct, it is useful to survey some possible defence

applications. Closely associated with each application are questions of
resolution and revisit time required to suPPort the application.

The maior advantage of satellites for strategic surveillance and
intelligence gathering is that, with an appropriately chosen orbit, all
points of interest on the globe will be surveyed in due course. The

opposite side of the coin is that 'in due course' may be quite some
time, depending primarily on the width of the surveillance swath. For

example, for LANDSAT 5 the revisit time is 16 days. Thus, primary
emphasis in satellite surveillance rnay be directed to applications for
strategic surveillance and intelligence gathering, where revisit times of
some days are not a serious disadvantage. More tactically-oriented
applications are discussed in succeeding sections.

To put into perspective the resolution requirements quoted,
Table 10.1 summarises details of some typical remote sensing satellites
with maior parameters, induding resolution. SPOT and LANDSAT 5

are corunercial optical remote sensing satellites: the ERS 1 payload
includes a synthetic aperture radar (SAR)' A realistic achievable lower
limit for resolution for satellite surveillance technology likely to be
accessible to Australia by the year 20CI is five metres, for either radar
or optical systems.
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For military purposes, the minimum resolved object sizes for
imaging interpretation depends on the use for which the information is
required. The coarsest useful resolution is about 30 metres which
enables detection of larger scale structures such as harbour facilities. A
resolution of six metres enables detection of smaller features such as

bridges and airfield facilities. Technical intelligence about military
equipment requires resolution of a few centimetres.

The relative importance and the means of accomplishing
different surveillance tasks depends on the prevailing strategic and
political situation. In peacetime, there is time for tasks such as

surveying, mapping, charting and terrain classification; and
monitoring the development of facilities such as air fields, ports and
harbours, and power stations, as well as monitoring technical
advances in weapons, sensors and platforms. During open hostilities,
priority will shift to the detection and neutralisation of opposing
forces, obtaining targeting information and providing detailed battle
field intelligence.

By definition, surveillance data used for deriving strategic
intelligence can tolerate a considerable latency time from acquisition to
intelligence analysis. This time rnay range from months, or even years,
to a few weeks, depending on the criticality of the strategic situation.

On the other hand, battlefield surveillance data on movements
of troops and vehicles, disposition of missile sites, radars and so on,
may have an urgency of seconds, or at most a few hours.

The types of intelligence data which can be readily obtained
from optical or radar satellites include the following:

r Buildings: Resolutions of 10 to 20 metres allow major
building activities to be monitored and changes over
time can be inferred. Recognition of changes could be
readily automated.

. Roadworks: Imagery obtained by cunent space'borne
optical (e.g. LANDSAT, SPOD or SAR (e.g. ERS 1)

satellites with resolutions of a few tens of metres show
roads clearly. Visible and infra-red multi-spectral
techniques reveal unformed roads.
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r Thermal plumes: Infra-red sensors can readily detect
an increase in temperature of the water used for
cooling a power plant or other industrial process and
then returned to a river, lake or ocean. Such data can
be used to monitor developing industrialisation and
indicate the development of a nuclear capability.
Quite coarse resolution suffices-a few hundred
metres is more than adequate.

. Crops: Crop monitoring via LANDSAT is a present
cpmmercial exploitation of the technology for which
30 to 80 mebe resolution is adequate.

o Terrain: the suitability of remote tenain for crossing
by troops or vehicles, which may be unknown on
account of remoteness, flood or modification as a
result of weather, can be assessed from spacebome
imagery. Resolution of about 30 metres is required.

. Shipping: the present resolution of both optical and
radar sensors (a few tens of metres) is adequate to
detect any size ship and may be useful for
classification of larger ships. Even if efforts are made,
as they are, to reduce ship signatures, including radar
cross section, the wake of a moving surface ship offers
a further aid to detection.

. Air activity: the speed of aircraft compared to satellite
revisit times makes it difficult to conceive of anything
approaching continuous coverage if low Earth orbit
satellites are used. Geostationary satellites may avoid
this problem but suffer because of the extreme range
and consequential limitations in resolution and
sensitivity. On the other hand, surveillance of air
fields in the infra-red bands, with resolution around
10 metres, gives clear indications of air activity.

. Camouflage: the use of multi-spectral techniques and
space-based radar makes camouflage almost
impossibly difficult. Resolution of a few metres is
required.
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. Military exercises: combinations of terrain and
shipping suggest that military exercises would be

difficult to conceal from satellite sensors of quite
modest resolution.

. Indicators and warnings: data such as that discussed
above contributes to indicators and warnings of
suspicious activities, such as development of
infrastructure at Ports, shipyards, airfields or barracks
and increased training activities by military units'

Apart from the intelligence value of monitoring shipping
movements on a routine basis, it is possible to consider tactical use of
satellites in detecting, classifying and possibly identifying large ships.

For tactical use, long satellite revisit times pose a Problem but if a

combination of orbital parameters and tilting of the sensor look
direction can be arranged to allow revisit times of less than a day, and
processing and distribution of data adds little delay, tactical ship
detection and monitoring could be achieved at a useful level. A
satellite in equatorial orbit would allow monitoring of all ship
passages across the equator with a revisit time as low as 100 minutes.
Detection by satellite sensors of small craft is much more difficult,
although under good conditions their wake can often be detected.

The long revisit times of satellites in low Earth orbit and the
resolution limits (5 to 10 metres) which are practicable mean that
continuous monitoring of aircraft movement with a single satellite is

not possible.

From geostationary orbit, the revisit problem is overcome but
the resolution and, for a radar, the power, problems are exacerbated.

DSTO has collaborated in an Allied Program to investigate the
performance of an infra-red space-based sensor in low Earth orbit for
detection of a variety of military targets. For the ADF, the main value
of this program has been in developing data processing techniques for
application to future requirements.

Satellite surveillance of aircraft does not aPPear to be
cost-effective in comparison with a combination of the network of
over-the-horizon radar, which offers continuous, wide area, but low
accuracy surveillance; and microwave radars on the surface or in the
air, which offer high accuracy but in a limited area at a specific time.
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No radar technology can directly detect submerged
submarines. However, comparisons between radar detection of
surface vessels and acoustic detections ofboth surface and subsurface
targets may allow inferences to be drawn about the presence of
submerged submarines. The issue is complicated by the differing
sensor capabilities in range and detection probability.

Radar detection from space of snorting submarines would
appear to be possible, but this is pushing technology to the limit.

Mapping and charting are important for defence purposes.
The new generation of remote sensing satellites typified by SPOT have
the capability to look at a given region from different directions and
thus from stereo proiection provide height information as well as
accurate map data. Some capability for shallow water charting is also
provided by the multispectral scanners of the LANDSAT satellites. In
the future, SARs are likely to provide enhanced mapping capability for
areas with heavy cloud cover.

The second generation remote sensing satellites, which
provide a number of spectral bands in the visible and near infra-red at
resolution of about 30 metres, allow the production of large amounts
of terrain intelligence which has great potential for operational
planning. In particular, the data can be used to generate simulations of
the radar and Forward Looking Infra-Red (FLIR) imagery which will
be encountered by F-111C and F/A-18 aircraft and thus optimal use of
these assets can be planned. As well, information on, for example
vegetation type; density of tree cover; moisture content of the soil;
vulnerability to flooding; and, lines of sight for reconnaissance or
covert operations can be extracted by routine processing and held in a
data base against the time that it will be needed in a contingency.
However, management of the resultant very large data bases requires
significant resources.

Existing spacecraft surveillance technology can provide
valuable data for strategic surveillance of areas of interest within the
limitations of resolution of from five to a few tens of metres and revisit
times between a few daysand about two weeks.

To obtain an indication of the influence of spatial resolution on
the total system, we consider the effect of improving resolution by a
factor of ten while keeping the coverage constant. This generates 100
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times as much data, necessitating 100 times the bandwidth. For many
applications processing time varies between the square and cube of the
data size, so would be increased by a factor between 104 and 105.
Quite clearly, in the foreseeable future, such processing increases are
unlikely to be supportable and high resolution must of necessity be
associated with selectivity in areas to be surveyed. Table 10.2 shows
data rates for a 700 kilometre orbit as a function of ground resolution
and swath width.

TABLE 10.2
DATA RATES FOR 700 km ORBIT

99 minute period, speed of sub-satellite point 6.8 km/s
log16 of samples/s/data channel

Resolution 100 1000

width
l00m
1km
10 km
100 km
1000 km

The increased capability required for tactical surveillance
(resolution of a metre or better, revisit time of a few hours) will require
development of spaceborne equipment well beyond current
capabilities, increases in data rates and data processing capability of
several orders of magnitude and careful selection of the areas which
are to be surveyed.

Sensors for Surveillance

For satellite surveillance applications, the optical region of the
spectrum offers the highest resolution for a given receiving aperture.
('Optical'means the band 0.3 to 30 micron wavelength). This includes
the visible and near infra-red band (0.4 to 1 micron), the mid infra-red
(3 to 5 micron) and the thermal infra-red (8 to tl micron). These
non-contiguous bands are defined by windows in atmospheric
transmission.
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The most severe limitation to use of this region of the

spectrum is obscuration of Earth by intervening clouds. This is
plrticularly serious in the tropical regions where cloud cover during
lhe wet season is greater than 80 Per cent. A further limitation is that
use of the visible region depends on scattercd sunlight, so that
operations are restricted to times when the Earth is in sunlight. on the
other hand, the thermal infra-red band (and to a lesser extent the mid
infra-red band) makes use of thermal radiation emitted by the target
and under good conditions night-time operation will be possible.

For a given ground resolution, a thermal infra-red sensor

requires 10 to 20 times the aPerture of a visible sensor. For the

resolution (five mebes) and orbit height (700 kilometres) which would
be needed for a militarily useful sensor, the aperture required is close

to or even beyond the Present state of the art.

In the optical region, many of the significant targets and

backgrounds have characteristic features within narrow sPectral

bands, so that target detection and classification and background
suppression can be enhanced by iudicious choice of spectral bands and
associated data processing.

The technology for both the spacecraft segment and the

ground processing and display segment is quite mature as the result of
intensive development of the thematic maPPers and (optical) multi-
spectral scanners on the LANDSAT series of satellites and basically
similar instruments on the French SPOT satellite.

Sensors at present in orbit provide spatial resolution as fine as

ten metres in the visible (S[OT) and up to seven spectral bands

including the thermal infra-red (Thematic Mapper on LANDSAT 5).

More sophisticated scanners, with considerably greater
spectral resolution and slightly greater spatial resolution and
consequently with enormously higher data rates will be readily
available, at a price, by the year 2000.

The angular resolution of a real aperture radar system is
limited by the dimensions of the antenna. For postulated space'based

radars with antennas of realistic dimensions, the resolution cell on the
ground is of the order of a kilometre. SAR overcomes this
fundamental limitation by using a stable reference oscillator to
coherently process radar returns received along the track of a moving
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transmitter/receiver and to thereby synthesise an aperture much
greater than the physical aperture of the antenna. However this
improvement in resolution comes at the cost of a prodigious increase
in data processing load, which at present is the main impediment to
widespread use of SAR systems.

For some tirne, the US has been developing space'based SAR.
SEASAT (7978), SIR-A (1981) and SIR-B (1984) have all been L-band
(approximately 1.5 GHz) SAR radars which have provided impressive
demonstrations of the potential of spacebome SAR. Resolutions of a
few tens of metre are typical and images of ships, with wakes, are
excellent. ERS I is currently returning good quality SAR imagery at C-
band (approximately 5 GHz).

Dgital processing of the data calls for (at present) a heavy
commitment to groundbased data processing and high data rate (> 100
Mbps) satellite'toground data transfer. Processing takes many times
real-time, but this is not a problem unless global coverage is required.
For a system Australia might consider for surveillance of its coastal
waters, the amount of data to be processed could be handled between
successive satellite passes with present technology.

The Canadian RADARSAT is a proposed civil surveillance
system using SAR for surveillance of arctic and coastal regions of
Canada. Current plans are for launch in late 1994. A C-band SAR
system of 28 metre 'standard' resolution in a 800 kilometre near-polar
orbit is to be used. Processing of the data on the ground is projected as

taking four times real time. Two ground stations with SAR processing
are planned, to permit all{anada coverage.

The Canadian SAR satellite work reflects a heavy national
emphasis on space activities which has permitted most of the
technological and equipment development for the proposed system to
be carried out in-country. A similar European commitment is evident
in the recent launch of the ERS 1 satellite, which carries a synthetic
aperture radar as well as other sensors. It has orbital and radar
parameters similar to the Canadian RADARSAT. The |apanese |ERS
satellite is scheduled for launch in7992, with similar SAR capability.

Clearly, by the late 1990s, spaceborne SAR will be current
technology and sales of imagery will be commonplace from a number
of competing agencies. It might be expected, however, that for other
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than prime partners in the venture, such commercially-available
imagery will be available only with delays of days or weeks and
possibly with less-than-optimum processing and registration. Under
funding from the Australian Space Board, British Aerospace Australia
is developing an independent Australian capability in ground station
SAR processing.

These civilian SARs have demonstrated an impressive military
capability. Future SARs and associated signal processing which are
especially designed for militaqy applications are likely to have even
more impressive perforrnance. However, at present SARs cannot be

used against high-speed targets such as aircraft.

The resolution achievable with SAR systems is of the order
required to satisfy the ship detection/classification requirements that
might be required for sea surveillance. A disadvantage is the sparse

sampling of the surface, since the swath imaged is typically only 100

kilometres. This disadvantage applies equally to any sensor, such as

optical or real-aperture radar, which have similar swath widths.
Multiple satellites increase the sample density. A trade-off between
resolution and area coverage may be made, giving increased coverage
without increase of the data rate and processing load to unrealistic
levels: a spotlight high-resolution mode could be used to confirm an
initial detection and classify the target detected in low-resolution
mode. Typical figures could be a 500 kilometre swath width at 100

metres resolution for wide area coverage and 40 kilometre swath
width at 10 metre resolution for spotlight.

The processing load required to generate (focussed) SAR
images is certainly a heavy one, but of a similar order to that carried
out routinely in processing Thernatic Mapper LANDSAT images. The
Canadian RADARSAT computing plan of four times real time has
been mentioned, and is an ambitious aim. However, mmputing
capabilities continue to increase and costs decreas+it seems only a
matter of time before real-time processing of SAR images is possible.

A disadvantage shared by all active sensor systems is that they
have the capacity to alert those under surveillance by their
transmissions. Whilst the lack of covertness is not in itself an
important consideration in a strategic surveillance system, the fact that
EW defences can be cued is a disadvantage. The effect of iamming on
SAR systems appears to be still an open question.
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A disadvantage of synthetic aperture radar is the heavy
processing load which must be handled either on the ground or by an
on-board processor. Production of suitable on-board processors is
some years off yet and, for the immediate future, ground stations for
processing of SAR data need to be large and expensive computing
complexes. By way of contrast, a space-based real-aperture radai has i
much lower data rate and ground equipment can be much simpler.

On several occasions, proposals have been made for a radar
satellite using very large antennas with dimensions of hundreds of
metres. Such a radar has many of the characteristics of a modern
airborne radar, such as very good velocity discrimination, but still has
limited ground resolution. The application for the original proposal
was for air traffic control across the Atlantic Ocean, but it also has
obvious military applications. The cost was estimated at US$1 billion
per satellite which is almost certainly optimistic. Such a system is
clearly not feasible for Australia.

With the level of technology Australia would be likely to be
able to employ, real-aperture resolution from an orbit permitting a
S-year lifetime (700 kilometre) would Iikely be a kilometre or more.
This would give a detection capability against major ship groups and
large vessels but does not satisfy the resolution requirements foi either
sea surveillance or strategic intelligence gathering. The real-time
reporting capability to seaborne units (or maybe even aircraft), whilst
valuable, is not a mapr advantage in terms of continental defence
where communications between a central receiving/processing station
and active units is not a maior problem.

Satellite Orbits

A satellite in a circular equatorial orbit at a height of 36,000
kilometres has the same orbital period as the rotation period of the
Farth and so appears stationary from the Earth and from this height,
about 45 per cent of the Earth's surface is visible. Thus, such a
geostationary orbit would appear to be attractive for a surveillance
satellite. However, because of the height, the apertures which sensors
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need to have for useful ground resolution are completely prohibitive,
even for the visible part of the spectrum, as shown in Table 10.3.

For the effects of abnospheric drag to be srnall enough to give
a lifetime of at least five years, a satellite must be at an altitude at least
550 kilometres, for which the orbital Perid is about 100 minutes.

For a satellite in an orbit of inclination i (i.e. the plane of its
orbit is inclined at angle i to the equator), the sub'satellite point is

TABLE 10.3
RESOLUTION PARAMETERS AT
GEO SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE

Altitude 36,00 km (36 Mm)
Aperture required for givm ground resolution (d)

as a function of wavelength O)

100l00.1d(m)

t
0.5 p (Green) 35Om
1.0 p (Near IR) 700m

10 tt (Thermal IR) ftm

35m
70m
Tmmm

35m
7m
70m

350mm 35mm
700mm 70mm
7m 700mm

1 mm (300 GFIz) 700km 70km
l crn (3OGFIz) 7Mm 700km
10 cm (3 GHz) 70Mm ZvIm

km
70km
700km

700m 70m
7krl:. 70Om
70km ?km

confined between latitudes i north and south of the equator and
spends most of its time near latitude i.

Strategic guidance emphasises the importance of surveillance
of the northern and northwestern approaches. A single satellite in an

equatorial orbit could provide surveillance of this region at intervals of
about 100 minutes. However, if a rcquirement for coverage to even a

moderate latitude such as say 15o (Darwin is at 12.2"5) is imposed, the
coverage becomes rrpre spanse and less frequent.

If the exact period of a satellite is iuggled iudiciously, the
satellite will eventually repeat ie ground back. In the case of
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LANDSAT 5 the swath width is 185 kilometres and the revisit time 16
days.

If the swath can be offset with respect to the ground track, as is
the case with SPOT, then more flexibility is possible, such as views of
the same scene on successive passes or successive days and
stereoscopic observations. It is possible to arrange that a sensor can
view any given area on successive passes at viewing angles which are
not too far from nadir. This combination also means that a given area
can be viewed at intervals of no more than 24 hours (or 12 hours if
operation is not limited to day time).

In the case of optical sensors, the maximum viewing angle
with respect to nadir is determinud by the effects of increased
attenuation of scene radiance due to increased path length through the
atmosphere, and at the same time increased veiling due to radiance
form the additional atmospheric path. As well, the ground resolution
deteriorates as a result of the oblique intersection with the surface. In
most cases (off-nadir) angles up to 45" can be tolerated.

In the case of SA& off-nadir angles are typically 20-50". The
close-in limit is set by the need to avoid the extreme dynamic range
caused by secular clutter and the exEeme is set by the need to have
sufficient power returned to the satellite.

The means of tilting the viewing angle of an optical system are
straightforward, but for radar systems this has so far been done by
either rolling the whole spacecraft about the flight vector or physically
tilting the antenna. However, electronic steering of arrays is
undergoing intensive development and will be a standard technique in
the near future.

The range of flexibility to arrange swath overlap is more
limited for radar systems than for optical systems, since for optimum
performance the swath illuminated by the radar needs to be between
about 25o and 60o from nadir.

The choice of orbial parameters such as height and inclination
is a compromise between the desired operational parameters such as
ground resolution; swath width; revisit time; and, data rates and of
course factors of cost and technical stateof-the'art. The operational
parameters are in turn determined by the perceived strategic and/or
tactical requirements for the system.
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A naive initial objective might be to survey the Australian
coastline and 1000 kilometres to seawards at 10 metre resolution with
three different sensors once every two hours. However, a quick
calculation shows that this requires transmission, recording,
processing and display of about one billion data bps, which is 10 to 100

times greater than the capability of current operational systems. Thus,

apart from the problems of assimilating this amount of data,
technology limitations force us to scale the task more realistically: by
restricting the area under surveillance; by increasing the interval
between looks at the area; by decreasing the resolution; or, a

combination of all three. By the year 2000, increases in computing
speed and storage, application of simple techniques such as looking for
differences in some attribute between satellite passes and application
of artificial intelligence techniques, are likely to bring the task Posed
above well within practicability.

Small Satellites

A number of military and civilian groups in the US have
proposed a swing from large, very expensive satellites to smaller, less

expensive satellites for some purposes. The smaller satellites are
launched either as 'piggyback' payloads riding along with a large
satellite (Ariane has provision for up to four piggyback payloads), as

multiple small payloads on a medium launch vehicle, or as a single
payload on a small launch vehicle.

One extreme example of the small launch vehicles is Pegasus,

which is carried to about 10,U)0 metres on a large aircraft (a B-52 has
been used so far) from where it launches its payload into orbit.
Pegasus can put a 200 kg payload into a 700 kilometre orbit.

launch costs for small satellites are expected to be less than
US$10m. (Orbital Sciences Corporation's estimate for a Pegasus launch
is US$8m).

The US military is studying the feasibility of using small
satellites for a number of tactical missions, although there is a sharp
divergence of opinion as to their value. The US Defense Advanced
Research Proiects Agency (DARPA) is sponsoring several
developments of small satellites.
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An example of a new approach to space communication is
Motorola's concept for global cellular telephone network which will
require a constellation of 77 operating satellites, each with a life time of
three years. This implies a production line approach to launch
vehicles, satellites and payloads which is expected to reduce the costs
by comparison with the present oneoff approach.

The mass, power, and volume limitations of small satellites
impose severe constraints on kinds of payloads which are feasible and
it is clear, for instance, that a small satellite version of a SAR is
impossible. For a number of other reasons, it is not possible to design
an infra-red sensor to have useful performance within the constraints
of a small satellite.

On the other hand, a sensor in the visible part of the sPectrum
would appear to offer a useful surveillance capability at an affordable
cost. From a height of 700 kilometres, a resolution of five metres can
be achieved across a 60 kilometre strip selected from a 700 kilometre
swath.

To provide coverage from an equatorial orbit to about 10"
latitude, such an instrument would need to be modified so that the
field of view could be programmed to be shifted to the side of the
satellite ground track by up to 30o. This would inevitably complicate
the design of the instrument and would add significantly to the cost.

The ground stations for these systems are intended to be on
mobile platforms with fairly small receiving antennas. Fixed ground
stations could use much larger antennas, and consequently, could
receive data from the spacecraft at much higher rates, so that a much
wider strip selected from the total swath could be viewed.

Ground Stations

For the imaging satellites which Defence are considering for
surveillance, data is acquired by the sensor at an extremely high rate,
100 Mbps or more. Because of this, on-board storage of data acquired
over a long time is not possible (although storage of a few snapshots is
feasible). The maior space powers use data relay satellites to transfer
surveillance data to ground stations not directly in view of the
surveillance platform, but this is not an option for Australia. We
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would therefore be limited to operating and receiving data from a
surveillance satellite only when it is within sight of a ground receiving
station.

For a satellite to remain within sight of a ground station for as
long as possible on each pass, the ground station needs to be as close
as possible to the ground track of the satellite, i.e., on the equator for a
satellite in equatorial orbit. Thus ground stations on Australian
teritory need to be as far north as possible. As an example, from a
ground station in Darwiry a satellite in equatorial orbit at 700
kilometres would be visible for about nine minutes on each pass.
(From a ground station on the equator it would be visible for about 14
minutes.)

The data rate which can be received at the ground station
depends on the size of the receiving antenna. For rates of 300 Mbps an
antenna of about eight metres in diameter is needed. For crcmparison,
the receiving antenna which the Australian Centre for Remote
Sensings (ACRES) operates at Alice Springs, which is used to receive
LANDSAT, SIOT and ERS t high rate data, is 9.1 metres in diameter.

Since high transmitter power can be used to send commands
to the spacecraft (and in fact is desirable), a much smaller antenna is
sufficient for spacecraft control signals. Spacecraft control can be
carried out remotely via low data rate communications to the ground
station.

Depending on the latency which can be tolerated in the
surveillance data, it can be transmitted from the receiving station to the
processing analysis centre

. in real-timeby wideband fibreoptic link.

r in near real-tinre (once per pass) by wideband fibre-
optic link.

o in slow time (day) by transportation of recorded data.

Concluslons

According to cunent strategic guidance, developed in The
Defence of Australia 7987 and endorsed by the Force Structure Roieut
1991, one of the most important tasks for the ADF is derivation of
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strategic intelligence. Satellite sensors provide one source of wide area
sunreillance data which contribute to strategic intelligence and use is
made of data from civilian satellites such as LANDSAT, SPOT and
ERS 1. The cost of surveillance satellites with a full military capability
is clearly beyond our resources and cannot be iustified in the present
strategic and economic circumstances.

While sensors carried on small satellites have far less
performance, they have the potential to provide some limited
capability at an affordable cost. As Minister Bilney indicates in chapter
14, the Deparhnent of Defence has no plans to develop a space'based
surveillance system, but several areas of the Department with relevant
expertise are closely monitoring the rapidly changing technology so
that we will be able to assess and respond to appropriate
developments in accordance with the current strategic guidance.



CHAPTER 11

THE CAPE YORK SPACEPORT

Bruce S. Middleton

The Cape York Spaceport project is a proposal to establish at
Cape York, in north eastern Australia, a fully commercial, privately
funded space launching service, primarily to place commercial
communication satellites into the geostationery orbit. The proposal is
based on:

r the comparative advantage of geography (Cape York
being at 12oS), and

. the competitive advantage of access (under
advantageous financial terms) to (at the time of
writing) a Soviet-manufactured launch system.

The earliest the project could commence launch operations is
estimated to be towards the end of 796.

Background

The current proposal to construct a space launching facility on
Cape York is not a new idea. As long ago as 1974, when the European
Space Agency (ESA) was first formed, ESA sought a discussion with
Australia on the possibility of conducting launch operations from Cape
York. For reasons best known to the government of the day, that
request was declined. The current proposal therefore represents a
renewed opportunity.

The Australian Government first became involved in the
current proiect in 1988. In the second half of 1987 the Queensland
Government invited registrations of interest in conducting feasibility
studies. In October, as these registrations were being received, the
then Premier of Queensland wrote to the Prime Minister. He pointed
out that this proiect would raise issues which would necessarily
involve both the,Federal and State Governments. (Indeed, of the many
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issues raised by the proposal which concern governments, a number of
mapr ones fall within the iurisdiction of the Australian Government.)

The Prime Minister responded positively, and nominated the
Minister for Industry, Technology and Commerce as the Australian
Government Minister responsible. A mechanism to ensure
coordination of the actions of the two Governments was established by
the Minister and the then Queensland Premier. This is a foint Working
Group of officials, on which the writer has represented the Australian
Government since April 1988.

At the outset of feasibility studies the two governments
enunciated guidelines within which the commercial feasibility of a
commercial Spaceport would need to be established. Essentially these
were that the proiect had to be commercial-that is, there was to be no
goverrunent investrnent and no government subsidy. The bottom line
therefore was, and is, that the project must without government
financial support, offer its investors a rate of return appropriate to
their judgement of the level of risk-the classic definition of
commercial viability.

There are good reasons for these guidelines. First, it is a thrust
of current Australian industry policy to reduce the level of government
support and assistance, and to encourage the development of
internationally competitive industries. Second, Aushalia does not at
present have a space program which requires its own government-
owned launch site. Third, Australia takes a strong stance in relevant
international forums in opposition to subsidies for international trade.
It needs therefore to retain consistency with this stance in respect of a
proiect, such as C-ape York, with a strong international dimension.

Progress 1988-1990

Cape York Space Agency Pty Ltd (CYSA) was established in
1987 and commenced its pre'feasibility study in 1988. In early 1988 a
second group, the Australian Spaceport Group (ASG), was established
for the same purpose. Interestingly, both the ASG and CYSA arrived
at the same basic business proposition. Each separately reached the
conclusion that if their proposal was simply to develop a facility to be
used by those overseas companies who manufacture rockets and
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provide launch services, then it was unlikely that these crcmpanies
would come to Cape York.

There were several reasons for such a conclusion. One was
that these companies have substantial investments in existing facilities.
Another was that a satellite launching rarely utilises the full capacity of
the launch vehicle. In fact the customer purchases the (expendable)
rocket even if the task does not utilise all its capacity. Accordingly the
advantage in payload capacity which a launch service provider might
theoretically obtairy by moving such a launch service to Cape York
from a site further from the equator, could not, in practice, reliably be
converted into cash flow.

In consequence, the ASG and CYSA each formed the concept
that the business might be viable if it provided a launch service, rather
than solely a facility. This meant that a company concerned had to
acquire ib own launch vehicle and, since none is manufactured in
Australia, this vehide would have to be procured offshore.

The criteria for a launch vehicle for this business plan included
that it had to be:

. capable of lifting large communications satellites;

o not already in the market place in the hands of a
potential competitor; and

. available under financial conditions which would
enable the project to be commercially viable.

Candidate vehicles examined by the two consortia were the
US Titan 2 (a decommissioned missile requiring refurbishment and
upgrading) and the Soviet Znit 3 (an upgrade of a newly designed
Zait 2 vehicle, which is intended to be the future workhorse of the
Soviet space program).

The two studies proceeded separately and independently until
fune 1989, at which time the ASG announced that its studies, based on
the Titan 2, revealed a rate of retum inadequate for the level of risk.
The ASG then withdrew and disbanded.

CYSA on the other hand, indicated at the same time that it was
making positive prqlress, basing its studies on the Zenit 3. In October
1989 it reported to the Australian and Queensland Governments,
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outlining a proiect which in its judgement had the potential to be
commercially viable.

This conclusion caught the attention of the Australian Space
Office (ASO). During 1989 the ASO had worked with the Australian
space industry to formulate a strategy for the development of that
industry. In essence this strategy, which was publicly released in May
1990, proposed a range of actions to assist the Australian space
industry to achieve a secure position in the international space
marketplace.l The strategy is focussed on priority segments of that
marketplace:

. satellite based communications;

. remote sensing;

. ground support for satellite operations; and

r launch services.

These priorities were identified by matching market
opportunities with Australian comparative advantages, and with real
and potential competitive advantages.

The Cape York proposal fits this strategy well. It is an
industry development proiect in launch services, based on the
comparative advantage of the geography of Cape York, and on the
competitive advantage arising from the use of the Zenit launcher.

Issues for Government

Before considering the CYSA proposal in detail late in 1989,
the Australian and State Govemments engaged consultants to
scrutinise it. One consultant, who has an intemational reputation for
his expertise in space commerce and his knowledge of world space
markets, was asked to advise on the company's conclusions on the
commercial viability of the project. His basic advice was that the
project has the potential for commercial success, although he properly

See Aushalian Space Office, Departnrent of Indushy, Tectrnology and Commerce,
Australbn Space lrulustry Deulopntt Strategy, (Australian Goveinment Publishing
Servicg Canberra, 1990).
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identified a number of significant obstacles to be overcome before that
potential could be realised.

The other consultant, a local organisation with recognised
expertise in economic modelling, was asked to rePort on the economic
and employment implications of the proposal. This consultant
confirmed the prospect of significant growth in gross domestic
product and employment, and a reduction in the current account
deficit. Converting the figures of that report to 1991 dollars, and
taking the case where two thirds of the funds are drawn from
overseas, this report indicated growth in GDP of about one Per cent
(around $4mm in 1991 dollars, based on Australia's GDP in 1988), and
net export earnings of the order of $130m. Comparison of tNs export
figure with existing technology-based exports in 1989 (and eliminating
from the comparison those exports essentially based on commodities)
would rank the C-ape York proiect with enterprises like ICI and Kodak.
In addition, direct and indirect employment growth of about 2,700 was
indicated.

However, the potential benefits of the project for Australia are
seen to be wider than the economic and employment imPact. For the
space industry there is the opportunity to participate in the design and
construction of the facility, and in the supply of a substantial
proportion of the capital equipment. Australian companies can be
involved with flight hardware, in the integration and check-out of
rockets and satellites, and in the supply of sub+ystems. Australians
can find new skills in the operation of the launch service. It is
confidently expected that the Cape York project will provide a major
stimulus to the infant Australian space industry.

Following the consultant reports, the proposal was considered
by the Australian Cabinet in December 1989. Later that month, the
Minister for Industry Technology and Commerce announced that the
Government rvas satisfied that the proiect had the potential for
success.2 He reported that the Government had no in-principle
objection to the use of Soviet-supplied rockets and ground equipment.
However, he noted that the company would need to satisfy the
Government on a number of matters.

Minister for lndustry, Technology and Commerce, 'C'overnment Endorses Cape
York Spaoeport Proposas", Naos Rtla*,2lDecember 1989.
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The maior issues identified concerned four areas:

. Australia'snationalsecurityrequirements;

r pr€vention of the leakage of militarily sensitive
technology, in respect of both Australia's own
requirements and its international obligations;

r the impact on the environment; and

. resolution of Aboriginal concerns in the area.

There is a long list of issues which has received attention by
Australian Government officials since that time. During 1990 the most
time-consuming of these involved international representations,
principally with the US but also with the Soviet Union and |apan,

Attention was also given to the nature of legislation which
would be required. Part of this issue concerns third party liability and
the extent to which the actual and imputed costs might be passed on to
the company. Government decisions on these matters, yet to be taken,
have the potential to impact on the cost structure of the venture.

Also of interest to the Government continue to be:

. the maximum practicable participation by Australian
industry; and

. the necessary immigration, in the early phases of the
project, of workers having the required skills and
experience, and the establishment of appropriate
training programs to ensure that Australian workers
acquire these skills.

As will be outlined in more detail later, in the latter part of
1990 through 1991 the dominant concern became the commercial
sponsorship of the project. Other activities by government were
slowed down, pending the success of increasing efforts to resolve this
particular issue. Of necessity these efforts have involved government
in the proiect to a degree greater than was originally envisaged, and
greater than will be necessary in the longer term. The private sector
stumbled. Government picked up the ball and is now in the process of
throwing it back to the private sector.
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International Issues

The most intense international representations during 1989-

1990 concerned the US. These took place in recognition that a positive
view of the proiect by the US Government would be helpful, for two
reasons. First, most commercial communications satellites contain
American technology, requiring US export approval under the US
International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITARs), for shipment to
other countries for launch. Second, the possible involvement of an
American company in the proiect required US Government approval,
also under the ITARs. Acknowledging this influence, several visits
were made to Washington, initially to brief US officials and
subsequently to argue the case for American support for the project.

Some of these discussions related to the application, in
October 7989, by the USBI subsidiary of United Technologies
Corporation for approval to participate in the project as program
manager for CYSA. When the approval process was well advanced
through the normal ninety day procedure, the US Administration was
subject to heavy representations from the American launch industry.
They pointed out that they had collectively invested some US$500-
600m of their own money, in response to policy statements by
President Reagan supporting the development of a commercial space
launch industry.

That policy, they noted, had been silent on the entry into this
market of new players, especially those from centrally planned
economies. The American companies iudged the Administration's
decision in 1989, to approve the export of American manufactured
satellites for launch by Chinese rockets, to be an ad hoc decision, taken
in the absence of a specific policy framework and detrimental to their
own interests. Now, they argued, the US Government was faced with
another ail hoc decision relating to the entry of the Soviets through
Cape York. They asserted that they were entitled to know what the
policy was, and to have consistenry of policy in relation to their
investrnent in the industry.

In response to these representations the Administration
commissioned an accelerated policy review, undertaken under the
aegis of the National Space Council. Upon completion of this review
in fune 1990, and following further consideration of the issue in other
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arms of the US Government, President Bush announced in August
1990 that the Administration was prepared to approve the application
subject to three conditions being met.3

The first of these conditions was that the Soviet Union and
Australia would observe the Missile Technology Control Regime
(MTCR). Since Australia was by that time a full adherent to the
MTCR, and the Soviet Union had given a commitment in the context of
the |une 1990 summit with the US, this condition was regarded as
having been met.

The second condition attached to the approval asked the
Soviet Union to commit itself to provide launch services through only
one site worldwide. Predictably the Soviets saw this as an
infringement of their national sovereignty, and this condition is yet to
be fulfilled in the negotiations which followed. There is however
reason to believe that, once resumed, these negotiations can reach a
mutually satisfactory conclusion.

The third condition related to the observance of US regulations
on technology transfer to the Soviet Union. While this would appear
to be a US domestic administrative matter, American officials have
accepted the Australian view that there should be a single technology
transfer control plan covering the project, and administered by
Australia. In our view this plan should protect the interests of both the
US and the Soviet Union, in guarding against the unplanned leakage
of the technology of each to the other. It should also allow Australia to
discharge its obligations under the MTCR and as a member of
COCOM. US officials appear to have made little progress on this
matter in the last year.

The President's announcement in August 1990 further
indicated that participation by an American company in later stages of
this project would also be dependent on there being international
agreement on 'rules of the road for free and fair trade' in this market,
and on an undertaking that Cape York would comply. Mention was
made also of a requirement to set specific interim conditions to govern
the entry into the market of new players from centrally planned
economies. (One difficulty facing this proposition is that Australia,
being the host country for this new entrant to the market, is not in fact

White House hess Secretary, Stttaflent, Untitled,22 August 190
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a centrally planned economy, even though it may choose to purchase
its launch system from the Soviet Union.) Since late 1990 there has

been a series of bilateral meetings on this matter between the European
Space Agency and the US Trade Representative, but to date there
appears not to have been a great deal of Progress. Nor, contrary to
expectations in 1990, has Aushalia yet been invited to participate in
international discussion on 'rules of the road', discussions which to
date have proceeded bilaterally between the US and the European
Space Agency.

Setbacks and Progress 199G'1991

During 199G1991 the Essington Group, owners of C-ape York
Space Agency, encountered financial difficulties. Several companies in
the group went into receivership and/or liquidation. Consistent with
this situation, no work was done on the environmental impact of the
proposal, even though government guidelines were issued to CYSA in
October 1990. Similarly, discussions with concerned Aboriginal
communities ceased.

CYSA held its last commercial negotiations with the Soviets in
Australia in july 1990, and subsequently withdrew from discussions
scheduled for Moscow in November of that year. By February 1991 all
but one member of the CYSA staff had left the company. A liquidator
was appointed to the company in Gtober 1991.

The Governrnent was not oblivious to the growing difficulties
being encountered by CYSA. Flaving established the economic and
employment benefits potential of the proiect, it set out on a counse of
action designed to enhance the proiect's prospects. In October 1990

the Minister released a statement which noted that the project had
reached the point where it would require skills and resources likely to
be found only in a maior Australian company or a consortium. He
invited parties interesd in participation to make themselves known
to the Governnrent, and approximately two dozen did so.a

Minister for Industsy, Technologr and Gommerce, 'Cape York Spaceport Enters
Phase', Nazr Rtlas,l7 October 1990.
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When the situation with CYSA had not improved by February
7997, a contract was let by the Australian Space Office to AIDC Ltd, to
undertake an independent pre.feasibility study of the project, with a
view to assembling information which could be placed in front of
alternative potential investors. During the course of this activity close
contact was maintained with the Soviets, and to a lesser extent with
American authorities.

An important stage of this work took place in fuly 1991, when
a mission led by the Australian Space Office visited the Soviet Union,
including the Zoit factory at Dnepropetrovsk and the launch site at
Baikonur. The team, on this visit, included financial and marketing
experts, and engineers with long experience in the industry. The visit
was noteworthy on a number of counts, not least that the Zenitlaunch
facility had never previously been shown to Westerners. Not only did
the mission confirm the suitability of the Zenit for commercial use, but
it established that the launch system itself is a generation ahead of
anything in use in the West.

This visit enabled the drawing up of a long list of equipment
for the proiect which could be supplied from Australia,
complementing that equipment unique to the Zenit which would have
to be supplied from the USSR. Australian-supplied equipment
included a small amount of hardware for the launch vehicle itself. The
visit also served to reconfirm the support of the Soviets in the Cape
York proiect.

It is important to note as an aside that, since the failed coup in
August, new assurances of Soviet support for the Cape york venfure
had been received from all levels of government in the Soviet Union.

The AIDC's report to Government was delivered in draft in
September, with confirmation in the final report in November 1991. It
confirmed that the project could be profitable on reasonable
assumptions. The AIDC had some perceptive comments to make on
the prospects of securing the needed investment from Australian
sources, and on an appropriate strategy for seeking the key investor
commitment.

In late October 1991 there were new developments. Space
Transportation Systems Ltd (STS), a company which emerged
following the Minister's announcement in October 1990, made known
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to the Australian and State Governments that it believed itself to be

close to securing the initial financial commitnent necessary to carry
the Cape York projert through the next year or two. This
communication took place at about the same time as Cape York Space
Agency was placed in liquidation. After considering these
developments, the Queensland Covernment announced in early
November that it had extended an exclusive mandate to STS as the
preferred developer for the C-ape York ProFrt. The Australian
Government announced simultaneously that it recognised the status
conferred by the Queensland Government. Maintenance of the
company's preferred stahrs would depend, the pint announc€ment
said, on STS achieving a series of milestones, the first of which is
confirmation of fundingby the end of 1991.

This then is the current situation. The announcement by the
two Governrnents rnakes it clear that they are not dealing with any
other party. STS has a golden opportunity, as the designated prefered
developer, to secure the initial investrnent and carry this important
proiect forward.

Conclusion

The Cape York Spaceport proict is unarguably a bold venture.
In its early days it was thought by many to have little chance of
success. Some considered it simply inappropriate for Australia, or
even bizarre.

However, recent independent studies confirm that Cape York
is a rcal opportunity, if only we can seize it. It has been compaled
with the private development of the first railway in Australia. It has
even been ranked with the Snowy Mountains Proi:ct in terms of its
long term significance for this country. The Spaceport is truly a
velrture in the best traditions of the pioneering Australian spirit. We
believe that the pioneering spirit is not yet behind Australia in the
1990s, and are convinced that we can realise this visionary proiect.



CHAPTER 12

COMMERCIAL PROSPECTS

Robert jeal

The commcrcial prospects for Australian space industry are
assessed by reviewing the global market for space products and
services, market acccss, and the technological capacity of Australian
industry, in order to identify the most likcty niche markcts and
products suited to our resources and capabilitics.

Approach to the Market

It is important to target a market with an adequate lcvel of
activity in order to ensure a sustainable and developing industrial base
is establishcd in Australia. However, such activities must be both
commercially viable and be affordable in terms of program or setup
costs. Possible activities foreseen fall into two broad areas of
opportunities:

r Those where Australian industry provides a total
service as a prime contractor. With the fiscal and
technology implications of mairr space program
devclopments it is envisaged Australian industry will
concentrate on light launch vehicles and satellites.

r Those where Australian industry is given a role to
design or build maior elements or sub.systems for
international programs by becoming risk-sharing
partners.

For Australian industry to fulfill this philosophy it must have in prace
a sufficient breadth of basic skills and infrastructure covering a broad
range of space activities.

The markets being discussed are all elements of a launch
service and the associated payloads.
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The launch service is comprised of ground segment and a

space segment. The ground segment includes the launch complex
cbmprising vehicle and payload processing facilities; the launch pad
and 

- 
associated infrastructure; the control centre; tracking and

communications facilities at the complex; and, down range-the use of
international communication and tracking facilities around the world.

The space segment includes the launch vehicle and the satellite
comprised of a spacecraft and the payload. Not included in this
market definition is plethora of value-added products and services

derived from space which are adequately discussed elsewhere.

This can be summarised as a mission statement for the

industry:

Australian industry must develop its capabilities by
establishing the core elements of an affordable and
commercially attractive launch service.

The development of these broad capabilities, intrinsic
to this activity, will lead to recognition of the industry
as a skilled, reliable and competitive partner for
international programs.

The development of a sPace industry is not a goal in itself: the

industry can only successfully exist if it satisfies given market needs.

The market needs arise from the communitly's desire for space-based

services and data for reasons of enhanced communications; national
security; resource managemen$ rientific exploration; and, commercial
gain. These market needs may be broadly categorisd as services in
the following fields for both civil and military applications:

r Communications-video, data and voice

r Surveillance

Remote sensing/rnapping

Meteorology/ weather forecasting

Science

a

a

a
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Market Scope

The global market for the broad categories of space services
are identified in Table 12.1, columns 1 and 2. The available market
opportunities for Australian industry are summarised in columns 3 to
5, for both the domestic and international market.

The identified opportunities, or their absence, are predicatcd
on the following assumptions:

. No military payloads are included;

. Assessment is made on commercial markct available
on a 'free' market, i.e., not tied to agencies such as
NASA, ESA, NASDA etc.;

. The market strategy postulated above; and

. Australia is able to exert a regional influence.

The final column is simply an attempt to indicate a rough
order of magnitude value for each of the maior categories over the next
five years. The data presented has been dcduced from various
published media material.

The LIGHTSAT market projections are somewhat volatile as
this markct is only iust starting to emerge. However, bclow are the
experfs best assessments for the overall market:

Low
Medium
High

The low LIGHTSAT projection plus an adiushnent for the new
LEO communication proiects is given in Table 12.1.

The US dollar value of the rnarket has been derived by
multipllng the number of payloads by a sum of the nominal launch
and payload costs.

250
650
10501

hmII Pryluds ELV Systcrt Study, (NASA Lewis Shrdy, Noveurber 1989).
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TABLE 122
POSSIBLE AUSTRALIAN SHARES OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SPACE MARKET

l,arge Communications Satellite
launch Service (large ELV)
large LEO Applications Satellite
Small LEO Applications Satellite
launch Service (small ELV)
MicroSAT LEO Experimental
Re-Entry Capsule (small ELV)

Note: Nominal values assumed, 1991 dollars

The scope of work identified as being accessable to Australian
industry within the categories of launch services and payloads is
below:

Launch Services

1. Large Expendable Launch Vehicles, G.9., ZeniD: CYSA
studies have been primarily targeted at the large GEO communications
satellites and their market projections indicate they expect to capture
about 25 per cent of this market. As the large LEO satellites tend to be
rather specialised missions with expensive payloads, it is unlikely that
CYSA will be selected to provide launch services for these.

2. Small Expendable Launch Vehicles (e.g., ALV): the Motorola
bidding experience has confirmed the lack of a demonstrated launch
vehicle in the 500-1,000 kg category. The 50G1,000 kg payload
category is a rapidly growing area as serious LIGHTSAT commercial
applications emerge.

At the low end of the market (c.200 kg) there are two existing
commercial launch vehicles, the Scouf and Pegasus.

The above scenario indicates that the small ELV should be a
prirnary target for Australian industry as:

. the technology is mature and available-the market is
becoming clearer;

. it is affordable by Australian standards;

$lO0m
$70m
$300m
$12m
$lOm
$3m
$6m
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. it is low risk; and

r it has access to an established launch site in Woomera
and the potential for equatorial launches from Cape
York when that site is developed.

There are some indicators to show that the market share for
this class of service will increase significantly when an affordable and
reliable low-cost service is in place. The AlV/Transfield studies
suggested &10 launches per year were achievable giving a market
share of about three per cent for orbital launches. There are lesser but
similar opportunities for MicroSAT launches. There are excellent
prospects for small GEO recovery capsules because of the overland
recovery capabilities of the Woomera site.

The short duration (seconds) microgravity market is
adequately covered by the various sounding rocket programs. The
very long duration (hours, days) is currently covered by the Shuttle
and MIR and in the future will be covered by the International Space
Station.

There is a market for an intermediate duration (minutes)
microgravity which is partly serviced; however, the payload mass is
restricted due to the relatively large mass of the re-entry capsule.
However, it would seem that ALV has good prospects in this area.

The prospects for recovery vehicles is estimated at about 20
per cent. The market share for MicroSATs is unclear as many of these
fly as secondary payloads; it is also a relatively small market segment
and funds are generally constraind.

Payloads

a Large SATs: it is expected that Australian industry will
largely participate as a subcontractor on international proiects, €.g.r
AUSSAT, ERS 1, and ERS 2.

b. LIGHTSATs: the availability of affordable general purpose
spacecraft bus in the 30G800 kg mass class has been identified as an
unsatisfied market niche. Hawker de Havilland have, therefore,
championed the cause of a low<ost spacecraft bus tailored to the ALV,
and other small launch vehicles, based on the low-cost technology and
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very substantial on-orbit experience of the successful UoSAT series of
satellites but enhanced to meet specific market requirements.

Further there are clear possibilities to prime or collaborate on
the instrument to fly on the spacecraft for both domestic and
international projects.

c. MicroSATs: the possibilities on the international market are
related more to collaborative projects with some possibility of
sub-contract work on the spacecraft bus. A similar situation applies to
the instrument payloads.

d. Recovery Capsules: there are good possibilities for obtaining
sub-contract work on the payload capsule. This market is as yet not
well developed.

Goals Identified

The specific goals for Australian industry are summarised in
Table 12.3. The table identifies, for each market and size of payload,
the level of service to be provided, i.e., lead, sub-contract, etc. Key
proiects and lower level activities are identified in order to establish a
correlation between these goals and the plans and current capabilities
of the Australian industry.

The ability for Australia to successfully undertake these tasks
is demonstrated by the breadth of experience of the industry, as
discussed below.

Current Status

At the present time, the bulk of Australian space industry
capabilities are resident in half a dozen or so companies. The status of,
and capabilities of these companies are critical to achieving the goals
identified in the section above. The capabilities discussed are related
to the space specific experience of the industrial companies.

In order to undertake complex, high-technology multi-
discipline proiects, a high level of technical nranagement, systems
engineering, analytical and modelling skills are required and have
been put in place by the industry.
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TABLE 12.4
AUSTRALTAN SPACE INDUSTRY PROIECTS

Space Sector Product

Australian Insbrrment Payloads:
ARC Experiment
(flew twice on Shuttle)
Enileaoour Project
(manifested 1an.7992 on ST$42)

International Proiect Components:
ERS 1 (Europe)

RADIOASTRON (USSR)

AUSSATB/HS 601 (US)
software

Hughes HS 5O1/AUSSAT B

Studies-Australian Projects:
MIRRABOOKA
Spacecraft Platforms
Cape York Spaceport
Australian Launch Vehicle (ALV)

Stu dies-International Proi ects:
STARLAfUS / Canada / Australia

LYMAN-Europe/Australia

Ground Sector
Large Earth Stations:
(OTC, NASA, AUSSAT)

Upgrade Components MO91, ERS 1

Data Processing

Design, development and
qualification of flight
hardware to NASA standards

Detail design and develop
ment of electronics and
optical components and

Manufacture of electronic
RFand major structural
elements

Concept definition and
design and hade'off
studies incl. costed
development programs

Concept definition,
trade-off and design
studies

Design/construction of
antennas, electronics and
software.
Design and development of
elechonics RF components
RS Image proc€ssing software
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Table 12.4 indicates the significant recent spac€ sector and
ground sector proiects undertaken by the industry.

Having reviewed the market opportunities, identified goals
and assessed the curent capabilities of the industry we are now in a
position to identify specific current opportunities:

TABLE 12.5
AUSTRALIAN SPACE INDUSTRY OPPORTUNTTIES

Status
Launch Senrices
Large GEO Comsat. Payloads Cape York Spaceport

studies and planning
Affordable small30G1000 kg ALV Proiect Definition
payloads Study underway
Sub-contract components Not currently actioned
Hypersonics Limited studies

underway

Spacecraft Bus
Affordable Bus HDH-UoSAT

Development
Proposed

MicroSATs ASERA proposal
Sub-Contract - Large SATs Not currently actioned

- LIGHTSATs Discussions with
Motorola/lockheed

- Re-entry Capsule Dscussions with
Germany/US

Instrument Payloads (20+ identified)
Atmospheric Pressure Sensor RFP issued
(AITS)

Imaging Spectrometers Small study underway
Global Atmospheric Sensor Not currently actioned
Bush Fire Sensor Not currently actioned
ERSII Focal Plane Contract let



Ground Sector
Woomera re'activation
TERSS Station, Hobart
ER$II EGSE
Low-cost GPS Receiver
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Part of ALV Project Defin.
Contract let
Contract let
Privately developed

Industry

In order to take full advantage of these opportunities industry
needs to look to further develop its capabilities, as discussed below in
technology, skills and research and development.

Particular technologies, some of which exist at an embryonic
level, currently will need to be developed in order for industry to
assume prime responsibilities for these products, including:

. Liquid and solid propulsion system integration;

r Low-cost guidance and control system architecture
and integration; and

. Environmental simulation, modelling and test of
jettisonable payload shrouds.

Space proiects, by nature, involve low-volume hand-built
sub-systems integrated into a complex major system of high reliability
and requiring high levels of verification and product assurance. The
skills to work in such dispersed multidiriplined teams require
engineers and technicians who are not merely skilled in their chosen
discipline but must recognise the disciplines, protocols and
responsibilities of working in such an environment. Therefore, there is
a need for engineers and technicians with a wide range of technical
skills but who are, additionally,literate in:

. space environment;

. project management;

r systems engineering;

. configuration management;

. reliability engineering;
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. safety analysis;

. environmental testing; and

. system modelling and analysis, e.gz orbital mechanics,
structural dynamics, etc.

Research and Developnent

As the industry has matured and focussed on Pafticular
products over the last few years, the need for increased R&D has also

become more focussed. Companies have undertaken specific R&D
activities to meet their own particular requirements. Its high cost has
led to an increasing trend to undertake generic R&D on a cooperative
basis.

This trend has been considerably aided by the Australian
Governmenfs initiatives to establish Cooperative Research Centres
(CRCs) and Space Industry Developnrent Crntres (SIDCs). Specific
R&D initiatives relevant to the space industry include:

CRC: Aerospace Structures Research Centre
Generic Hypersonic Technology

SIDC: Space Industry Centre of Signal Processing
Space Communications Design Centre

Australian Centre for Space Engineering
Space Centre for Satellite Navigation

Technology
Space Microwave Centre

Approved
Submitted
Approved 1990

Approved 1990
(defunct ?)

Approved 1991
Approved 1991

Approved 1991

Strategic Industry Approach

The maior industry companies, Auspace, British Aerospace
Australia GAeA) and Hawker de Havilland (HDH), have held
discussions over the last year or so to review cnmmercial prospects,
roles and initiatives for the industqy.

These deliberations were brought into sharper focus with the
possibility of developing an Australian Launch Service and its
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associated payloads. As a result, the three companies devoted
significant resources to supporting the Transfield-AlV initiative.

The Motorola bidding experience has been valuable in:

. Confirming the lack of credible launch vehicles in this
mass class;

. Providing crucial marketing insight into the
expectations of a potential mapr customer; and

. Serving to further advance the technical and political
aspects of the ALV program.

The three companies felt that, given the resources, the
credibility of this initiative could be rapidly advanced by Australia
committing to the first stages of an overall development program led
by a consortium of the three companies and other key industry
sub-contractors. This activity is now underway and the partners are
turning their attention to provision of an affordable spacecraft bus and
selection of the initial payloads to be developed.

Concurrent with the technical program a Business
Development Plan is being worked up in which marketing and
strategic alliances are being followed through. Key points in this
strategic approach are:2

o The program is commercially driven and focusses on
the burgeoning international LIGHTSAT market;

r The program is affordable and achievable by
Australian standards;

r The commercial attractiveness and vision of the
proposal is also demonstrated by the strong and
persistent interest expressed by overseas space
companies;

o The ALV proiect promises to become the cornerstone
of an integrated National Space Program which will
incorporate launch vehicles, platforms, payloads and
ground infrastructure;

A National Space StrategT Australia Can Afford', (Draft Dirussion Paper for
Space Indusby Disrssion Group October 1991).
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. The ALV program and payload related activities will
provide a maior focus and sense of purpose to edsting
and proposed Space Industry Development Centres;

r The proiect will clearly provide unprecedented
stimulation to the Australian space industry and will
lead to the development of a wide range of new skills
in space engineering and space proiect management;

. The project takes particular advantage of Australia's
competitive situation in regard to the availability of
Woomera as an existing and highly suitable site for
implementing a commercial launch service.

Industry is taking steps to establish a forrnal Space Industry
Association which would present a committed and united voice to
speak on behalf of the space community.3

Product Development

So far industr5/s goals, capabilities and its needs for
technology, skills, R&D and a strategy have been identified. However,
these clearly need to be directed into products which can be marketed
internationally. The development status of specific initial products for
these markets may bebriefly summarised thus:

L Snall Launch Vehicle: The Australian Space Office has let a
contract to a consortium of British Aerospace Australia, AUSPACE
and Hawker de Havilland to undertake a Project Definition Study for
an Australian Launch Service (AI.S). Industry is making a significant
contribution of their own to this studv and it will involve international
partners.

It is expected to lead to the launch of a development vehicle in
1994 on a suitable LEO mission.

b. LIGHTSAT Spacecraft Platfor:ur: Hawker de Havilland has
proposed a low-cost LIGHTSAT spacecraft platform which is based on
the very successful UoSAT microsatellite technology but further

3 The Need for a Formal Spae Industry Association', (Draft Discussion Paper for
Space Indushy Discussion Group, November 1991).
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developed by Australian industry to suit the above launch vehicle and
its prospective payloads. Key elements of the proposal are:

. it is based on proven, low<ost hardware and is
therefore low risk;

r the proposed initial concept

meets the requirements of the initial
payloads;

can be manufactured by Australian industry;

does not require any major investment by
industry

is affordable; and

is achievable in the proposed time.frame.
. it offers Australian industry outstanding opportunities

to further develop the performance of the platform as
required to meet market needs; and

r it is a low-cost, standardised spacecraft platform
which can be marketed internationally.

It is our intention to take this proposal further with Australian
industry in parallel with the ALS Study.

c. LIGHTSAT Payloads: these cannot be developed as a
'standard' product. Typically they are tailored to satisfy specific user
requirements and therefore clearly require some sponsoring body. For
the- initial flights it is expected Government will be the sponsoring
body. Some 20 plus potential payloads have been identified in a recent
study.a There is a need to select and start to develop the payloads for
the initial flights.

These activities will hopefully lay the foundations of a broad
spectrum of space activities which, once succ€ssfully demonstrated,

Austrolian spccbrrc Paylu/ls stldy, (AUSPACE/British Aerospace Australia,
190).
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will clearly lead to development of enhanced products and sales on the
international market.

There is however a need to caution that sucresses will only
come if:

r these servic€s and products are affordable

r perform as predicted

. achieved to schedule.

Future Roles of Government

Space activities are intrinsically international in nature,
therefore, goverrunent has a certain minimum role, but if Australia is
to take its place among the spacefaring nations an expanded
involvement as surmvrised below, is required:

. Sharing the risks and rewards with industry of
developing innovative, high technology products.

. In order to secure the vision it requires from
government stable,long term policies and investment
incentives.

o Active support of the industry by using and
promoting its products.



CHAPTER 13

REMOTE SENSING FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE: THE SCIENTIFIC AND

MANAGERIAL CHALLENGES

Graham Harris

I wish to make three major points in this chapter: first, that the
remote sensing of global change presents us with some major
scientific, technological and intellectual challenges. Second, the
development of space technology is too important to be left to the
space agencies alone. The management of international science
programs requires close liaison between scientists, engineers and
goverrunents. Third, if Australia is to make the most effective use of
its involvement in international space programs, and is to be able to
generate industrial benefit from such an involvement, it is imperative
that we modify the present policies of industrial stimulation to more
closely involve research and development in the process of industry
development. In conclusion I will assert that we face significant
challenges---at pres€nt our science is world class while our
rrurnagement of government policy leaves a lot to be desired.

Monitoring Global Change the Challenges

We live in an era of global change. Topics such as ozone holes,
the greenhouse effect and global warming are frequently in the news
and even school children have an appreciation of the issues and key
processes. In order to study global trends it is necessary to gather
synoptic, global data over time periods which are consistent with the
processes of interest. Because of the physics of oceans and
atmospheres global monitoring at scales of a few days is essential.
This can only be done from spac€.
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In response to such global environmental concerns, the
intemational space agencies plan to construct and fly a series of polar
orbiting earth observation satellites. These satellites, together with
their associated data and information systems (DIS), will constitute an
Earth Observation System (EOS) of unprecedented scale and scope.
Together they represent the largest scientific research Program ever
undertaken.

In the US alone the NASA EOE program has an estimated
budget of about US$ll billion and a planned data gathering lifetime of
15 to 20 years. The US budget for the NASA EOSDIS is about one
third of the total, marking an unusual commitment to deliver usable
global data within a few days of the launch of the spacecraft. A further
goal of EOSDIS is to make archival data available to a wide sPectrum
of users.

Earth Observation Systems have been iustified on the basis of
their contribution to understanding global change.l Global change is
of concern because of the unknown effects of human activity in a

system which is intrinsically noisy and where it is difficult to find the
signal amidst the noise.

The frequently cited greenhouse effect is only one form of
global change. There are a number of other anthropogenic changes
underway in the Earth's land, oceans and atrnosphere. These range
from ozone troles' to reductions in biological diversity, desertification,
salinity, deforestatiory soil erosion and pollution of land, air and
water.2 What must be detected and studied are the changes in the
global climate system and the biosphere due to direct human impact
and anthropogenic emissions of CO2 in the post-industrial era.

The spacecraft themselves represent the logical evolution of
much recent remote sensing technology. The satellites will probably
be less complex than those on other upcoming NASA, NASDA and
ESA missions. In fact there is a trend away from large complex
spacecraft towards smaller, lighter but no less capable satellites
carrying suites of sensors performing specific tasks.

furh Systm *iarcc: A Prcgrrnt for Gl&el Clunge, (Earth System Sciences C-ouncil,
NASA, Washinglon, D.C., May 1986).
Frtlnt Psttcrn b Prtrcss: TrE Strl,|r;gy ol EOS: EOS *iaw Stuiag Committcc Rcptt,
Vol2, (NASA, Washington, D.C., 1985).

1

2
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The cost of large spacecraft is very high (as much as a billion
dollars) and lead times can be very long (1G20 years for design and
construction), so the trend is towards cheaper, replaceable satellites.
This strategy also minimises the risks of failure at launch or in orbit.

The EOS sensors, and their data and information systems,
present major scientific and technological challenges and represent
significant advances over anything previously flown. The sensor
technology, particularly that in the high spectral resolution sounders,
the visible and infra-red imaging sensors and the space based radars, is
the culmination of more than twenty years of research and
development. The quality and volume of data and the leSrgth of the
record will be unprecedented.

It is now possible to accurately measure some important
surface parameters (such as temperature) and to identify, and
determine the concentration of, some surface materials (particularly
minerals). In the future, it will be necessary to determine fluxes and
estimate rates of change. This will require a heavy reliance on models,
particularly inverse models and Global Circulation Models (GCMs).
For reasons of mathematics and computing power these models are of
restricted realism and resolution. For example, New Zealand does not
appear on many GCMs!

When major satellite.based Earth Observing Systems were
proposed it was assumed that it would not be difficult to define the
correct questions and determine what should be monitored. It is not
that easy. As Deep Thought concluded in The Hitchhikers Guide to the
Galary, if the question is not well formulated, the answer to Life, the
Universe and Everything is merely 42. It is now being questioned
whether or not it will be possible to detect global change given the
'state of the art' in global science and remote sensing in the 1990s and
given that change is normal in the global system.3 What we are trying
to detect is a small signal amid all the noise.4

So why will it be such a challenge to monitor and understand
change? Change is normal on Earth-the concern is over rates of
change and long term trends. Despite the apparent simplicity of the

3

4

S€e G.P. Harris, Monitoring the Earth from Space', in L.E. Cram and D.D. Millar
(e&.),^Lioing with tlu Enoircnncnt, (Pergamon,-Sydney, 7gl),pp.Il9-121.
R.W. Spelrcer gng l.R. Christy, 'Precise Monitoring ol Global Timperahrre Trends
from Satellites', Scicncc, (Vo1.247), 1990, pp.l55&1562.
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'box model' diagrams of the biosphere in the sPace agency brochures,S
the world is not so simple. While some may think that the

development of the earth observation systems in the late 1990s will be

the answer to 'all we ever wanted to know about Global Change but
were afraid to ask', it will not be a simple matter to obtain the expected
information about the nature and speed of global change and the
processes which control it.

The structure and function of the biosphere is determined by
the frequency distribution of extrenre events such as drought, frost,
flood and storms rather than by mean levels of temperature, nutrients
and rainfall. It should be remembered that in a situation where
extreme events are important, a small change in the mean rnay
produce large changes in the probability of extreme events. The

measurement and study of fluxes, variances and extremes is much
more difficult than the study of pafterns and averages. There will be
surprises in the greenhouse.5

What rientists are being asked to do is not normal science. It
might best be calted post-normal science. Scientists are being asked to
participate in a policy debate and to suggest scenarios for future
political and economic action on a global scale with incomplete
information and a weak concephral base.7 We are woefully ignorant of
much that is important and there is too much dogma and cant in the
debate. Anyone who wishes to maintain a scientific rePutation of
honesty and integrity had betterbeware! Too many have hitched their
wagons to the greenhouse star.8

Despite these problems Earth Observation Systems will
provide synoptic, global coverage. Each global science program is
now supported by a specific satellite mission. Already, some analysis
of global data is providing insights into large scale processes which
can only be seen from space. Large scale oceanic and atmospheric

See, for example, Flrrth S1lstrztt Sciarcc: Oocnfulw, (Earth Systeur Sciences

Committee, NASA, Washington, D.C., May 1985).
W.5. Brecker, 'unpleasant Surprisee In The Greenhouse', Nat;l'n, Nol3?3),1987'
p.723726.
5. Ftlrtowicz and J. Ravetz, 'Poet-Normd Science: A Nery Scierrce For New Times',
Scirlntfrlc Ewopn, (grpplemmt to Sciatifc Attuticor' Euro'pean Edition), October
l9fr,pp.&?3.
W.S. Btoe*er, Keeping Global Change Honest', G/rDel Bio4lar.hcrttirr,l Cycbs'
(Vol.S, No3), September l9El, p.797-792.

5

6

7
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phenomena such as El Nino can be studied both as spatial and inter-
annual pattems.

These views of global and hemispheric processes raise as
many questions as they answer, but ,we are already able to put
together global pafterns of vegetation,g cloud cover, wind speed,
temperafure, (rcean colour, significant wave height and sea surface
elevation.l0 In many cases the global composites are spatially and
temporally averaged and there are few insights into how to link small-
scale processes to large'scale pafterns, but nevertheless some of the
global composite images have had a dramatic impact on the scientific
communit5r.11

The conceptual and scientific challenges are therefore being
tackled---albeit slowly. It simply is not possible to force the pace of
science, especially when advance dependi on conceptual insigirts and
no little inspiration. All that can be done is to ensure that the research
is adequately funded and that the best minds are applied to the task.
Certainly the challenge has been taken up around the world and we
must await developments. cslRo is contributing world class research
to a number of problems-we have the credibility, resources and the
necessary infrastructure to contribute to the global effort.

In addition to the scientific and conceptual challenges we face
some challenging technological problems. Data rates from the
spacecraft will be high. The necessary network of ground stations and
the data reception infrastructure will be expensive and will need to be
carefully designed. Large scale ground networks will need to be
developed to handle the data flows and the present EOSDIS design of
a distributed set of data archive crnEes will need to be significantly
strengthened.

CO. Justice, al d., 'Analysis Of The Phmology Of Global Vegetation Using
Meteo_rol€cal Satellite Dita',Intenetionnl louril oS narlrite Sallirni" ffo1.5), f9g5]
pp.72A-73r8.
C.R McClain, at aI, 'Examining Several Southern Ocean Data Sets,, in Ea', NolT2,
NoSl), 13 August 191, p,p.95,351.
M.R l-ewis, The Variepted Ocean: A View hocr Space,, Nazr Sci.ntist,l October
7989,pp.1740; C. C-ovault, Maix Space Effort Mobilized To Blunt Environmental
Threa(, Aobtim Wcck & Spcc fccinolqoy, 13 Mardr l%9, pp3644; and NASA
EOs hogram Offie, EOS: A Missim n ptout g4rrrr, (NA-SA He, Code EE
Washington, D.C., 1 90).

10

1I
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The spacecraft \^'ill, together, produce 1-2 terrabytes of data
per day. This can be compared to all of the Coastal Zone Colour
Scanner data (1978-1986), which arnounts to 0.8 terrables (1012 bytes)
and which took 10 years to process. The entire NOAA archive in
Hobart from April 1985 to the present (respresenting a daily data
archive from one spacecraft by one station) amounts to 0.5 terrabytes
of data. If the EOS spacecraft produce 2 terrabytes of data per day this
will amount to a total data volume of 11,fiX) terrabytes over fifteen
years. Present US global change satellite data archives amount to 71

terrabytes in 1991 and are expected to grow to 777 terrabytes by 7994.

Malor growth in the next three years is exPectd in SAR data (21

terrabytes), high resolution terrestrial data (12 terrabytes) and global
moderate resolution (1 kilornetre) data (10 terrabytes).

Existing global data sets with total volumes in the 1-5 terrabyte
range have not been fully processed. On the basis of Present data
reception and processing capabilities we could be as much as three

years in arrears after one day of operation! Data processing and
archiving will be a maior challenge.

As well as the present group of scientists, chosen on the basis
of scientific excellence, it will be necessary to put together a

mechanism to coordinate both international scientific programs and

intemational scientific agencies in order to make the most effective use

of the data. Such an initiative was recently begun by the Space Agency
Forum for the International Space Year (SAFISY) and the International
Geosphere Biosphere Program CIGBP). It will be continued through
groups such as the Commiftee on Earth Observation from Satellites
(CEOS). CSIRO has participated in the development of the new CEOS

global data exchange format and was the first agency in the world to
trial the system.

Who Should Develop Space Tedrnologies?

The entire global remote sensing and science infrastructure is
an international community of scientists. Membership is based on
ability, reputation and credibility, and on the quality of published
work. Inforrnation is freely shared through publication and meetings.
This is quite unlike the restrictions placed on secret (or'black') projects
in the defence arena and the restrictions placed on information flow by
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commercial agreements. Scientists from many nations share
information by trading intellectual property, know-how and data, and
feed back the insights gained. Knowledge advances by virtue of the
collective effort. Admittedly, the system is not perfect but it must be
the closest thing to a rneritocracy ever invented.

Australia is a valued and respected nember of the global
science dub. We have a world class group of scientists in agencies like
CSIRO, the Bureau of Meteorology and the universities who are
involved in most of the rnaFr intemational rernote sensing missions as
Principal Investigators (PIs). PIs are chosen by peer review and are
used by the space agencies to design missions, to determine the
operational requirements and to interpret the data. In exchange for
their involvement, PIs get free acress to global data. The price of
admission is to continue to do world class science that can be accepted
by peer review.

The great rnaiority of Australian space activity outside of
militaqy use and communications lies in astronomy and Earth
observation<ategories of activity which are characterised by open
exchange of scientific data. Agencies, including CSIRO, are therefore
payrng a significant fraction of the cost of the Australian space
program through appropriation expenditure. This fact seems not to be
widely appreciated by those who espouse an industry-led program.

Through its reputation as a world class scientific participant
Australia has access to data from all the mairr EOS missions both
current and planned. Research access to these and future missions will
be assured if we continue to play an active role in global science
programs. It is imperative that Australia continue to be represented
internationally by credible, reputable members of the international
scientific club.

There is no reason why this situation should change in the
forseeable future. Whilst there are discussions underway at CEOS
meetings about future data access policies, it is clear that PIs will
always have access to global data sets as long as the data are published
in the open scientific literature. Data access by crommercial entities is
more problematical and will be subject to encryption and control. The
'user pays' principle is being applied where possible but noone
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should anticipate a fully commercial market for remotely sensed data
in the near future.

There are other benefis from using scientific credibility to gain
access to data from international spacectaft. Through membership on
PI teams Australian scientists gain access to much valuable intellectual
property on the design, construction and operation of spacecraft and
the properties of advanced matenials. In addition Australia gains
access to much ancillary 'ground truth' data in such disparate areas as
ocean optics and geology.

Despite rec€nt statements that the national R&D effort should
be made more responsive to 'the national will'l2 (however that be
defined) I would argue the converse should be the case. If it were not
for the scientific involvement in global space science programs,
Australia would not have a credible space program at all. The money
spent on space hardware through the National Space Program is trivial
by international standards. What is required is increased national
support for the scientific effort by the construction of flight hardware
and the support of the spacecraft component of the misssions. What
Australia needs is a fully-funded space science program.

The budgets for the international space agencies are no longer
growing at the rates seen in the last few years and a number of major
space projects are now in doubt. Proiects are being reduced in
complexity, cancelled or delayed. The reduction in US spending on
EOS has led to a proportional rise in the importance of similar
Europeary Russian and |apanese proiects. The desire to spread both
costs and risks is resulting in a multinational approach, increased
international collaboration and joint funding of sensors and spacecraft.

The reduction in spending has also led to the rise in 'user
pays' at the international level. There are now suggestions that
nations such as Australia, as an extensive user of satellite data, should
contribute to the direct costs of the missions. We can contribute by
continuing to do world class science but we should also consider
contributing by providing sensors and systems. This will encourage
the development of indigenous intellectual property and 'best

72 See, for example, Aushalian Space Board Reurote Sensing Committee, Ob*ming
Australb: Thc Rdc ol Rarcte Scnsing in e kbnccil National Spae Prcgram,
(Department of Indusky, Technology and Commerce, Canberra, 1992).
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practice'engineering in Australia as well as lead to the development of
an indigenous space manufacturing sector.

Industry Benefits

The politics of national and global science are complex and
membership of the club is determined by reputation and perforrnance.
Improved scientific and operational coordination is developing rapidly
as the scale of the science expands and the scope of data archives
expands from local, to regional, to global. At the national level, close
coordination between reception systems, archives, and science
prograrns is required. This is being done through the National
Academy Committees linked to International Council of ftientific
Unions and the maior scientific programs, through intergovernmental
agencies and through the operational agencies such as CSIRO.

There is increasing scope for shared use of technology and
facilities but the introduction of 'black' or commercial-in-confidence
restrictions will not sit well with the international scientific community
or with some of the space agencies. Through science it is possible to
tell if work is world class and state-of-the-art. In industry and defence
there is much hidden information and reinvention of wheels.

Australia has little restricted intellectual property to trade on
the world market. We do not, for example, have a major space
industry sector which is capable of fabricating space qualified
components and (with some notable exceptions) we have little to offer
the world in such areas as spacecraft design and operation. If any
arrangement were contemplated whereby civilian and defence science
interests were to irintly design, operate or use data from a joint
mission, it would be necessary to ensure that the valuable benefits to
be gained from open access to international data were not ieopardised.

There have been recent suggestions in the US that even the
massive NASA EOS proiect should use defence technology to save
weight and cost.l3 Star Wars technology could be used for Earth
Observation Sensors-the so called brilliant syes sensors.

13 E. Frieman, Rcprt of the EOS Enginecring Rmiew Committae, NASA, Washington,
D.C., September 1991).
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However, the truth is that Star Wars technology is not as

capable as that designed by civilian scientists. The laws of physics
hold sway over political considerations. The interdependance of
civilian and defence science is viewed by rnany scientists with great
misgivings and the costs may outweigh the benefits.

Nevertheless, there is growing interest in defence circles about
the capabilities of Earth observation techniques. Defence scientists and
planners have legitimate interests in ocean optics; sea surface
temperatures; wave spectra; ocean winds; land surface characteristics;
digital elevation models; vegetation types; and, other data which can
be produced by medium resolution sensors in orbit for civilian
purPoses.

Much of the basic technology is common to the two groups.
For example a synthetic aperture radar sensor in equatorial orbit
would provide the defence community with a high resolution, all
weather, surveillance capability in the tropics to the north of Australia
as well as providing the global change community with a moderate
resolution sensor to monitor deforestation and land degradation
throughout the tropics. In this case the types of data required are
sufficiently different that it should be possible to separate the
legitimate interests of the two communities.

In this day of limited resources and the need for cooperation
between agencies, it would be well for all those with aspirations to fly
space qualified hardware to talk about plans and share resources.
Scientific input is essential-the biggest challenge is the management
of relationships. We cannot afford to fall out amongst ourselves over a
space program which is, by international standards, trivial in size.

As previously noted, Australia can contribute through world
class science, and through the provision of sensors and systems. The
latter, can assist development of Australia's manufacturing sector
through design and construction of s€nsors. Without a concerted
national plan, however, the construction of bne off' pieces of
hardware will do nothing to stimulate the development of an
Australian space industry. There have been a number of cases where
the links between industry and science have been ignored and, as a
result, the potential international leverage has not been obtained.
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Indeed, there has been such a strong wish to avoid a science
push and to ensure that scientists did not capture the space program
that artificial barriers have been erected and interaction discouraged.

Australia needs a strategic plan which takes into acount the
important role of science in the global space business and which makes
full use of our indigenous innovation and intellectual property. The
plan requires clear scientific direction and a recognition that it is the
scientists who have kept Australia in the space business for the past
five to ten years.

If a new space program is to flourish in this country then some
hard decisions will have to be made about the nature of Australian
involvement and the niche we wish to occupy. Given the nature of the
global scientific enterprise, scientists must play a mapr role in the
decision nraking process. But neither science nor industry alone can
set the agenda. We need to develop much closer links between
science, government and industry if we are to capture the benefit of
the resources provided and the effort expended.

According to the Government's Australian Spce lndustry
Daselopmai Strategy, the role of the Australian Space Office includes
managing the National Space Program to facilitate development of
industrial capabilities in space, encourage industrial R&D, and
encourage the application of the results of such R&D.14 The important
role of government and university R&D in the process has been
specifically excluded as the Australian Space Board does not consider
it normally appropriate to fund fundamental or strategic research, or,
application development. In doing so a significant fraction of the
Australian space program has been shut out and industry has been the
loser. Part of the original mandate of the Australian Space Board was
to 'advise the govemment on spac€ R&D priorities' and to ,liaise with
research institutions, industry and user groups to establish long-term
national space needs'.r5 Indeed, science was an integral part of the
original Madigan strategy with Recommendation 12 stating that ,space

science should be a continuing component of the annual budget for the

14 Australian Space Office, Departnrent of Indushy, Technology and Commerce,
Australbn Syce hdu_syy Daelopcnt Stntzgy, (Australian Governrnent Publishing
Service, C-anberra, 1990), p.26.
au$ralian SRlq zura, Annyl Rtprt 798G87, (Deparhrent of Industry,
Technology and Commerce, C-anberra, 1988), p.16.
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national space program'.l5 The goal posts have since been moved and
that poliry has been changed to the detriment of all.

According to preent practice, government R&D agencies and
universities are expected to carry projects to proof of concept stage and
then transfer the technology to industry.lT Industry is not to be

involved in the innovation and research stages of the project and there
is no research input once the project has passed into industry.

This linear model of technology simply does not
workl8--especially when artificial barriers are erected in the midst of
the process. No other space agenry uses it and CSIRO itself recognises
that this simple model has prevented successful commercialisation of
many good ideas in previous years.

There must be close liaison between the researchers and
industry from the inception of projects and close cooperation with the
research community all the way through to the operation of the sensor
or system in orbit. In this way there is a community of leading-edge
scientific users who own the project from the outset; there is an
internationally accepted need for the data; there is technology transfer
to industry at all stages; and, there is early industry access to
international intellectual property. Finally, the construction of flight
hardware for international missions will enable Australia to pay its
dues in a way which maximises the development of innovation and
'best practice' engineering in this country.

Conclusion

Australia faces significant challenges if it is to continue to play
a major role in global remote sensing programs. We must decide what
niche we wish to occnpy in the global remote sensing business and we

Space Science and Tdrnology Workjng Party of the Australian Academy of
Technological Sciences ldraired by Sir Russel Madiganl, A Space Policy pr
Australb: A Rzport Prcprcd for the Minister of Sciazcc, (Australian Academy for the
Technological Sciences, Parkville, Vic., 1985), Recommendation 12; see also
Aushalian Space Board, Annwl Rcptt 798687, (Department of Industry,
Technology and Commerce, C-anberra, 1988) p.29.
Aushalian Space Board Annwl Reprt 1989-90, (Departmmt of Industry,
Technology and Commerce, C-anberra, 1991), p.2.
J. Turney, 'What Drives The Engine of lnnovation?', Nant Scientisl, (Vo1.132,
No.1795), 16 November 1997, pp.2934.
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must decide how to focus our limited resources and make the most
effective use of scarc€ dollars. The key requirement for Earth
Observation Systems is to obtain information from the data. Problems
such as the greenhouse effect and global change require a whole new
approach to the way science is done.

The rewards are enorrnous if we can effectively obtain
leverage into international programs. There is thus a challenge to
effective management. At present we could do a lot better. Space is
too important to be left solely to the space agencies.lg

There is a second management challenge in the need to obtain
better coordination between the requirements of the civilian and
military space programs. Again dollars are scarce so that it makes
much sense to try to coordinate the two efforts. We must be careful,
however, not to jeopardise what we have already achieved.

There is a need for a new approach to the study of large scale
complexity and long term variability. There has been a tendency to see
the whole thing in too simplistic terms. Clearly we need inputs from a
number of disciplines, agencies and scientific organisations. We
therefore need interdisciplinary research programs and well managed,
broadly based scientific and engineering programs. We must put
together the best teams. They must be used as a springboard for
achieving the goal of deepening our understanding of key scientific
processes, of transferring state of the art technology to Australian
indusfy and obtaining greater leverage into global activities.

At the national level our science is world class but the
management of space activity overall is dreadful. We can, and must,
do better.

19 See Roy Gibson, quoted in Debora MacKmzie, 'Space Right is Too Lnportant to
be l€ft to Agmcie', Nru Scientkt, (Austsalasian Edition), (Vol.l32, No.l792),26
October f 991, p.10.
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CHAPTER 14

AUSTRALIA AND SPACE

The Hon. Gordon Bilney

The history of Australia's involvement in space provides a
parable-the most telling parable, some would say---of our
technological and industrial decline--at any rate that's the
conventional wisdom, advanced especially and consistently by people
advocating an expanded Australian space program. The idea is to
make space a totem of Aushalian regeneration, to hold out the
prospect of national failure if we do not develop a globally significant
sPace Program.

But Australia's space policies require a rather more
dispassionate analysis, both of our capabilities-present and
future-and of Australian and international requirements.

The situation is analogous to that of 20 or 30 years ago when
countries felt they had to operate uncompetitive national airlines as
flag carriers and symbols of modernity and national competence. That
sort of poliry is only defensible as long as it does not take resources
away from projects which yield higher social or economic
benefits-and that should be the criterion which determines
Australia's commitment to space research, development,
manufacturing and service provision.

There is no doubt that we had a world class space
prograrn-{entred around the Woomera Rocket Rang*in the 1950s

and 1960s. Equally there is little doubt that we have the capacity to
develop the skills and technology to have a significant presence in the
industry again. In several fields that is happening right now.
Researchers at the University of Queensland-whose skills have been
used by NASA-are engaged in world-leading R&D in the
development of scramjets. Scramjets are three-tier rockets with an air
breathing second-stag*fired when the vehicle is travelling between
1.5 and 5 kilometres per second-reducing the need to carry weighty
oxidisers. Our expertise is also being demonstrated by CSIRO's
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development of a sophisticated spectrometer which has the potential
to measure barometric pressure from satellites by using light
absorption to determine the concentration of gas molecules in a given
sample of air.

In addition, there appear to be several areas where Australia
can demonstrate a comparative advantage in space-for example, in
new satellite sub-systems. With Australian Space Office (ASO)
assistance, AUSPACE is producing an infra-red focal plan assembly
and British Aerospace Australia is providing electronic ground
support for satellites.

Despite these demonstrations of competence, what we have to
determine, nationally, is the nature of the tasks we ought to undertake,
the quantity of resources which we should devote to them and where
those resources might best be sourced.

We are a long way from fully resolving those issues. The
Department of Industry, Technology and Commerce recognises that,
and, through the Australian Space Office, has commissioned a review
of our national space program. That enquiry is due to report by the
end of fune 7992. By then the way ahead should be clearer.

I want to clarify the Commonwealth's position on defence
requirements for space-based systems, as well as surveying the scene a
little more widely. But the issues of course go well beyond defence.

Part of the answer is obvious: there are many military
applications of space, especially for a country like Australia whose
strategic circumstances dictate that communications, intelligence and
surveillance capabilities command priority. Another reason is the
contribution made by the Defence Science and Technology
Organisation (DSTO) to R&D in space-related technology. But
perhaps the most pertinent reasons concern the questions of
requirements and resources.

Australia is not a large country in terms of population or
capital resources. Our financial and business communities operate on
short time frames, looking for a good rate of return, usually as quickly
as possible. And whilst that sometimes drives them into risky
ventures, that risk taking tends to be less than visionary-a merger
deal here, a new office block there. As a result, often we look abroad,
or to govemment, to provide resources for the visionary development
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of industry, or at least to sponsor it through some kind of special
treatment. It is true that we would not have had the Snowy Mountains
Scheme if it were not for direct government involvement-and now
we are told we will not get the Very Fast Train or the Multi-Function
Polis without special deals being made.

Some of this too is overlaid by a fear that we may end up
buying back technology-at a very heavy premium-that we
developed originally. That fear haunts industry interventionists
because it appears to recur so frequently. It is a legitimate concern, but
it is a symptom of cultural inadequacy, not government failure.

Government can be a catalyst for the development of strategic
industries. But there is a fine line between adopting that sort of
strategy and one which sees the public sector, ill-equipped with
commercial decision-making techniques, bankrolling every dubious
venture in town. Governments can usefully assist private enterprise
through infrastructure development and creating a legal and economic
framework conducive to growth, but they have a terrible track record
in providing venture capital: that is the job of the financial sector.

It is nahrral that some players should see an opportunity to
persuade defence to commit resources to form the foundation, or at
least the keystone, of a concerted space effort.

And, it is true, Defence has a real and growing interest in
space-for navigation and meteorological purposes as well as for
communications and surveillance. But the bulk of communications
and remote sensing applications are in the civil community-in
agriculture, mining, telecommunications and weather forecasting.
Defence needs are not so vast as to drive Australia's space programs
and policies.

That point was emphasised in the Defence submission to the
Senate inquiry into satellite launching facilitiesl-prompted by the
growing market for launch services. The Defence response established
clearly that its requirements have to be based on defence policy as

Department of Defence, Inquiry into futelJitc Launching Facilitia, Defence Submission
to thc Senate Staruling Committce on Transport, C-ommuniutbns anil Infrastructure,
(Department of Defence, Canberra, August 1991).
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articulated in the White Paper2 and in ASP 90-Australinn Strategic
Planning for the 1.990s. They must be predicated on our strategic
circumstances and our policy of defence self reliance.

The submission concluded that:

[A] launch facility is not a significant Defence priority
because Australia has access to similar facilities
overseas and because possession of an indigenous
facility is not essential to the development of a self-
reliant defence capabil ity.3

It continued by saying that:

If a facility were developed, Defence woulcl consider
making use of it, but only if it were cost-effective to do
so.4

That does not mean that the Department of Defence is failing
to pull its weight or is being over-reliant on others. In fact, for years
the opposite was true-Defence developed systems for its exclusive
use----at high cost to itself and the nation. That approach has changed.
Now we are much more about applying the classic principles of
international trade-that, barring artificial intervention, countries
maximise the goods and services available to them by buying from
those who produce things more cheaply than they can. Certainly there
is a strategic dimension too. But in this case where extensive services,
which are not continuously required, can be provided by a number of
our Allies, strategic considerations are not large enough to outweigh
resource considerations.

Defence has a relatively limited demand for the services
delivered by space technology-services for which there are currently
acceptable substitutes. We do not have, nor need to have, space assets
devoted wholly, or indeed mainly, to military usage. In the
communications sphere Defence is committed through its Defence

The Hon. Kim C Brtazley, Minister for Defencg The Defence of Australia 7987: A
Pghcy Inforyntion Paper, (Australian Government Publishing Service, Canbera
March 1982.
Dep,arhrent of Defmce, Inquiry ir.to gtellite l-aunching Fecilitia, Defarce Submissioa
to the S*lrate Standing Cnmmittcc on TransVort, Comiunicatbns aiil Infrastructure,
(Department of Defence, Canberra, August 1991), p.5.
Ibid..
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Cmnmunications Coworate PIan 7997-2007, released in May 1991, to
maximise use of civilian infrastructure.S The organisation is becoming
more conscious of the costs of duplicating facilities which exist in the
broader community.

Given the vastness of Australia, robust communications are
essential to the ADF and in the past this rcquirement used to
necessitate military-specific hardware. But in rec€nt times the
capacity, technological sophistication, security and survivability of the
civilian communications network have increased markedly. It is to the
civilian sector that Defence looks to obtain communications services,
and hence to that sector which falls the requirement to develop and
maintain space'based systems. Defence will be a customer, not a
prime developer. Obviously, however, there are advantages both to
Defence and to industry, through close collaboration from design
through to operation.

In November 1991, Defence signed a long term deal with
AUSSAT to lease a 50 watt Ku-band transponder on the AUSSAT B

satellites, with the option of a secure L-band mobile satellite
communications system. That deal, foreshadowed in the Defence

Communications Corporate Plan, doubles the Department's use of
satellite communications. The Australian Defence Force's reliance on
satellite'based navigation systems is growing too. Australian
helicopters, ships, planes and mobile land force units are in the process
of being equip$ with Global Positioning System (GI5) receivers to
enable them to determine their location on the Earth's surface, the
oc€an or in three dimensional space via the US GI'15.

Under the GI'IS, Australia can gain access to threedimensional
coverage for 27 hours per day, with the prospect of full three
dimensional world coverage in mid-1993. Defence G[€ projects for
early completion include the RAN Suluwk (now fitted), the Army
BlackJtrutk, the F-111 and the provision of a number of portable
receivers.

This new technology conferred an enorrnous advantage on the
multinational forces during the Gulf War-and was instrumental in
keeping the Allied death toll so low. With it, and despite the presence

Deparhent of Defmce, Dcfctru Conmunicetions Wnt PIan 7997-2M7,
(Australian Covernment Publishing Service, Canberra, May 19911, p.2.
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of different national forces, the cloak of night and the confusion of
battle, units were able to establish their exact positions in three spatial
dimensions and time---essential for military operations, target
identification and missile accuracy.

The increased navigational fixing capabilities generated by
GIIS have created a demand for better maps. Not merely better
conventional, twodimensional maps, but highly sophisticated digital
topographic and terrain representations in a variety of information
forms. This illustrates the stimulatory effect of space R&D<ach new
innovation gives rise to new materials and new skills, it can create
opportunities in other industries as diverse as undersea mining and
advanced surgery.

Of course the external benefits argument is mounted
vigorously by proponents of an Australian space industry-for years
we have been told that our eggs don't stick to the pan because of space
research. But of course there is a lot more to it than that. The exacting
requirements imposed by the need to launch space hardware violently
and to operate it in a vacuum at temperatures between plus and minus
200" with minirnal opportunities for maintenance, necessitate the
highest quality rnaterials and skills. Once developed, they have
applications in other fields. But there is no way of predicting in
advance, with any accuracy, how significant those benefits will be and
no development program should be based on such intangibles.

Of all the space technologies with military application those
designed for surveillance purposes arouse both the most interest and
the greatest controversy. Within five years the ground-bas&,lindalee
over-the-horizon radar network will be operational. TELECOM
Australia is developing the system which was designed by the Defence
Science and Technology Organisation to provide surveillanca of
Australia's northern approaches from Broome to C-ape York. lindaleds
capability focusses attention on the issue of greatest military
si gnif icanceresolution.

The system provides very wide coverage, but at a very coarce
resolution. It can tell us that something is out there but then we have
to employ other means of determining what we are looking at. That
point is consistently made by RAAF when it is mounting the case for
airborne early-warning and crcntrol aircraft. AWAC technology does
indeed complement and enhance !ORN, in addition to other mobile
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surveillance tools mounted on ships and airctaft, but mobile assets are
limited by their reduced range and, in the case of ships especially, their
vulnerability to attack.

Space'based surveillance systems seem to overcome most of
these difficulties. They are more secure than alternative systems and
can provide fine resolution--tut at a cost, a very high cost. When this
is factored into the equation satellite surveillance becomes a tool to be
used iudiciously. For example, it is not cost effective to use it for the
surveillance of aircraft-|ORN and microwave radar can provide
similar capability at a much reduced cost.

However, there are many other applications of satellite
surveillance where the technology comes into its own. Many of these
are at the strategic level where comparative data on military or
industrial capability only needs to be assessed over a period of weeks
or even years and therefore does not require resource-hungry
continuous focus.

One of the most important roles which can be played by
satellite surveillance systems is in monitoring compliance with arms
control agreements, and providing early warning of missile attack.
Another is monitoring strategic developments: for example, infra-red
sensors mounted on satellite systems can detect changes in the
temperature of water returned to rivers and lakes after being used for
cooling purposes. The capability exists to detect changes in water
surface temperature as small as 0.3o. That temperature data can
provide a range of information on, for example, a countqy's industrial
development and nuclear capability.

Nurmngar, the ioint facility near Woomera which we share
with the US, fulfilled a vital early-warning role during the Gulf War.
The facility was used to detect Scud missiles launched against Israel
and Saudi Arabia. Sensors on the Defense Support Program (DSP)

satellite identified infra-red returns from the missiles caused by the
intense heat plumes generated during firing. Warning was given of
every Scuil aftack. That provides some indication of the value of the
joint facilities and the role that this space-based system is able to play
in maintaining our security.

The success of this system might convince us that Australia
needs its own version to maintain a continuous coverage of our
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northern approaches. Such a system would be very expensive to
maintain at a level which would add significantly to our defence
capability, and of course all information produced by the joint facilities
at Pine Gap and Numrngar is available to Australia. Smaller satellites
carr)nng visual or infrared sensors are becoming cheaper, but they are
subject to interference by cloud and darkness. At the present time we
do not have a satisfactory match between our requirements and
existing technology.

But developments proceed apace and Australia is at the
forefront of many of them. The Motorola Project to launch polar orbit
satellites from Woomera is still very much alive. British Aerospace
Australia (BAeA) is leading a consortium that aims to launch payloads
of up to 1000 kilograms into polar orbit using solid fuel rockets.
Currently a $1.3m proiect definition study is underway which BAeA
hopes will help it win a long-term contract to launch n
communications satellites forming an extensive cellular phone
network.

In 1990, Australian l^aunch Vehicles made one of six bids for
the Motorola contract, but the decision was deferred as the company
wanted to base its decision on proven vehicles rather than 'paper
rockets'. That decision still seems to be some time away. In the
meantime BAeA need to illustrate their expertise and the technical and
commercial advantages of the service they are marketing. The
dilemma is that to do that by demonstration would require an
investnent of between $30 and $50 million with perhaps a 50/50
chance of success. That ought to appeal to some of our major
corporations with acc€ss to that sort of finance and a mandate from
shareholders for risktaking which governments do not have.

Research is also being done into sensing systems which have
considerable civilian and military application, at least potentially. The
Australian Centre for Remote Sensing (ACRES) has been working on
synthetic aperture radar ($ap;. Sonp experts see this as a chance for
Australia to be in at the beginning of a new technology rather than as it
becomes obsolete.

SAR technology uses dual or multiple antennas to synthesise
an aperture much greater than that achievable with a single antenna.
By this nreans it delivers much higher rcsolution of data-tesb have
demonstrated that SAR can be used to detect ships' wakes up to four
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hours after they were in a particular location-and in all weather
conditions. But therein lies the problern-the amount of information
generated by SAR--about 120 million pieces of data per second-is so

great that the processing task is beyond the resources of most
countries.

Curently, ten minutes collection of data requires 15 hours
processing! But with Australian Space Board backing, BAeA is
developing a commercial product which promises to reduce the
processing time by a factor of ten. If successful, this would catapult
SAR into the realms of useable technology, especially for limited
purposes such as coastal surveillance.

As indicated in the Force Structure Raiau,5 Defence will
monitor developments in these fields and will ensure that it has skills
in satellite control and reception technology to maintain the fleibility
to respond to future developments.

As already made clear, whilst space assets can have significant
military applications there are no tasks which these assets alone can
perform. Defence requirements alone do not iustify the development
of an Australian space launch capability such as that proposed for
CapeYork.

But the C-ape York Spaceport is a proposal which can and
should work. AIDC have provided financial analysis of the project
and believe it offers a satisfactory rate of return for international
companies seeking a strategic investment. If it goes ahead, it would be
the first private enterprise Spaceport in the world-dependent on
winning satellite launch business from international customers. That
in itself indicates that the era of public dominated space programs nury
be drawing to a close.

Despite the development of Cape York not being essential
militarily, the independent capability which it would afford us would
be valuable. In addition, secondary development in civil engineering
and support infrastructure would be beneficial for prosperity, security
and independence in remote areas. The benefits in pure economic
terms, in production, jobs and export earnings would be considerable.

5 Deparhent of Defence, Force Stntcturc Faieu: Rc7ort to tlu Minister for Defena,
Iday 7997, (Australian Government Publishing Service, Canbera, 1991), p.l1.
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But Defence would not be the Spaceport's primary customer. Those

customers would have to be won, largely internationally.

In developing a national space policy we must coordinate our
efforts and ensure that we get the most from the information sources

which are already available. Before we build, launch and use more
collectors, transmitters, processors and pipelines we need to be sure
that they are required and can be provided at a price which makes

their use economic.

Defence has clarified its requirements and its preferred modes

of delivery. It is now up to others to do likewise and for Australian
space policy to be coordinated nationally. That does not necessarily
involve the Australian Government determining which opportunities
we will and will not pursue, but the Government has a role mapping
out future possibilities for the Australian industry, assisting it where
there is market failure and acting as a catalyst for future development.



CHAPTER 15

DEFENCE ELEMENTS OF AN
AUSTRALIAN SPACE POLICY

Desmond Ball

Australia has bccn extensivcly involvcd in space activitics of
one sort or another since the 1950s. In many cases, proirts undertaken
in Australia, or Australian products, have been at the very forefront of
international devclopments. But the Australian activity has always
been uneven and fitful. Opportunities have bcrn lost and investments
wasted. We have lacked a national space policy capablc of providing
cohcrence and dircrtion.

The Woomera Rocket Range which involved an investment of
nearly $600 million in then-year dollars or nearly $4 billion at present
values,l making it one of the largest national infrastructure prqcrcts of
the post-War period, was uscd for a variety of maior space-related
activities. The missile range instn:mentation equipment installed in
the mid-1950s, together with a US Minitrack Radar Tracking SAtion
and a Baker-Nunn Camera Optical Tracking Station specially installed
in7957, were used to track and monitor telernctry transmissions from
Sputnik I, launched on 4 October 7957. Ten years later, on 29
November 7967, Australia's first satellite, Wrcat (7967-118A'),
dcsigned and built by a tcam at the Weapons Research Establishment
(WRE) at Salisbury, was succ€ssfully launched from Woomera.2 On 28
October 1971, the British Prosywo utility experimental satellite (1971-
93A) was also successfully launched from Woomera.3

Close cooperation with the US National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) was instituted during thc 1960s, based

1 The cct of the Woomera foint lloierct in thm-year and 1986 dollars is given in
Peter Morton, Firt Aaoss Tlu De*tt: Womae entl thc Angl+Austrdbn loini Project,
79467980, (Aushalian Covernment Publishing Service, Canberra, 1989),
pp.544,553.
Ibid.,chaple24.
Ibiil., chapt* 25.

2
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formally on an Agreemntt Relating to Synce Vehicle Tracking anil
Communications of 25 Fcbruary 1950. This cooperation reached its
peak, in terms of satellite tracking, communications and data
acquisition facilities, and manpower, in the sccond half of the 1960s,
when the American manned space program (Gernini and Apollo) was at
its apogee. In Scptember 1969, for example, thc NASA installations in
Australia includcd Dcep Space Station 41 at Island [agoon, Woomera
(which also houscd the Baker-Nunn C-amera K-231; Dcep Space
Station 42 at Tidbinbilla (ACT); Carnarvon Tracking and Data
Acquisition Station (WA); Honeysuckle Creek Tracking Station (ACT);
Spacc Tracking and Data Acquisition Nctwork Station at Orroral
Vallcy (ACT); and the Applications Technology Satellite Station at
Cooby Crcck near Toowoomba, Queensland. Earlier, during the
Mercury phase of thc American manned space program there had been
a NASA tclcmetry and control facility at Muchea, 55 kilometres from
Pcrth.4

Cooperation with the US with respect
intclligence satcllite programs began in the 1960s.
established a TRANET station at Smithfield (SA), as part of its Trunsit
navigational satcllite program which was designed primarity to
provide navigational support to US fleet ballistic missile GBM)
submarines.5

The largest and most important US space defencc/intelligence
facility in Australia is the Joint Defence Facility-Pine Gap flDF-pG|
which was established near Alice Springs in central Australia in the
late 1960s under an agreement signed in December 7966. With 11
radomes and a staff of some 660 pcrsonnel, Pine Gap is one of the
largest satcllite ground stations in the world. Operated by the Central
Intclligencc Agency (CIA), under the dircrtion of the National
Reconnaissance Office (NRO), the station is responsible for controlling
a small number of US geostationary signals intelligence (SIGINT)
satellites-the most secret of all US intelligence collection satellites.
These satcllitcs afe dcsigned to collect a wide range of foreign signals,

For a more extensive discussion of the NASA facilities in Australia, see Desmond
Ball, A Suitable Piecc ol Rlr,I Estatc: Atnnicen Instellorions in Australb, (Hale &
Iremongct, Sydng, l98O), drapter 9.
The TRANET station at Smithfield is discussed in r?rd., chapter 8.

to
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including telemetry associatcd with the formcr Soviet strategic missilc
tests, radar emissions, and telcrommunications.5

The second most important US space facility in Australia is the

Joint Defence Facility-Nurungar (JDF-N), which was established in
thc Woornera restricted area in 7969-7977. It is operated by the US Air
Force Space Command, and is responsible for the control of US

Dcfense Support Program (DSP) missile early warning satellitcs
stationed over thc eastern hcmisphcre (DSP-E). These satellitcs are
dcsigned to provide the first warning of intercontinental ballistic
missile 0CBM) launches from the former Soviet Union, and are

incrcasingly also capable of detcrcting launches of shorter-range
rnissiles from within their area of view-i.e. from the Middle East
across South Asia to East and Southeast Asia.7 There are currently
four radomes and a staff of nearly 500 at the Numrngar station.S

Since 1957, when a Defense Satellite Communications System
@SCS) terminal was installed at thc Naval Communications Station at
North West Cape (WA), some half dozen terminals have bctn installed
in Australia for communicating through the DSCS system. There are
cuncntly two DSCS tcrminals at Pine Gap, one at Numrngar, one at
North West Capc, and one at Watsonia Barracks in Mclbourne.v

Other facilities in Australia involved in US defence satellite
programs include a US N"ry Flcret Satcllite Communications

For a comprehensive discussion of the Pine Gap facility and its operations, see
Demond Ball, Piru Gep: Australia anil tlu US Cnstetiorury Signds InElligence
Satellirc Progmm, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1988). The most recmt official figures
concerning the numbers of radomes and personnel at Pine Gap were provided in
'Pine Gap: foint Facility', Hotsnl (hutc),21 August 190,p.7875.
For a comprehensive discussion of Nurnrngar and ib opetations, see Dc'smond
Ballv A k* For Debate: The US furtllib Sbtlm at Nuntngar, (Allen & Unwin,
Sydney, 19EZ). Sec also Dcrsmond Br,ll, Tru Inlzlligar.c War in tte Gutl, (Canberra
Papers on Shategy and Dcfc.nce No.78, Stsategic and f)efence Studie Cmtre,
Australian NaHonal University, C-anbena, 1991), pp.&13.
Joint Defence Faciliticrs: Radomes and Antmnae', llan*ril (SctuE),29 May 1989,
p.774.
See Desmond Ball, Cdc 7V: Austmlie aruI tlu US D4dt* futcllite C-onmunications
Sptn (D*S), (C-anberra Papers on Strateg5r and Dcfc'nce No.55, Strategic and
Defence Shrdies Centre, Aushalian National University, Canberra, 1989), chaptcr
3.
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(FLTSATCOM) satcllite terminal at North West Cape,l0 and several
terminals for monitoring US geodctic satellites.tl

Since the late 1970s, the Defence Signals Dirc.ctorate (DSD) of
the Australian Department of Defence has also bcsr involved in the
operation of satcllite ground facilities designed to intercept satcllite
signals. DSD currently maintains satellite signals intelligence (SIGINT)
facilities at Stanley Fort in Hong Kong (which bcrame opnrational in
1977') and at Shoal Bay near Darwin (which bc"came operational in
1979'), and a third station is under construction'at Kojarena, near
Geraldton (WA). A satellite facility for intelligence communications is
also maintained at Watsonia Barracks in Melbourne. These DSD
facilities currently constitute one of Australia's largest single space
activities.l2

In the mid-1980s, the Department of Defence dccidcd to
establish a satellitc communications (SATCOM) component of the
Dcfence Integratcd Secure Communications Nctwork (DISCON).
Known as DEFAUSSAT, the proirct uses a singlc 12 watt transpronder
aboard the Australian national domestic satellite (AUSSAT), together
with 11 fixed, four transportable ground stations and a central control
centre.13

Australian industry has also become involved in space.
AUSSAT Pty Ltd, a commercial company established in Novcmber
1981, owns and opcrates Australia's national domestic satcllite system.
Australian industry has demonstratcd a capability to produce satcllite
Earth terminals of various sizes, hardware and software for remote
sensing, satellite stmctural and sensor subsystems of various sorts,

11

't2

10 See Desmond Ball, 'The US Fleet Satellite Communications (FLTSATCOM)
System: The Australian C-onnection', PeeificDefmce Reporta, February 1982, pp.3G
33.
See Desmond Ball, Geodatic Satellitcts', (Reference Paper No.12g Stratcgic and
Defence Shrdies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, October 1984).
See Desmond fJnll, Austnlie's Sccret Spa Programs, (Canbena Papers on Stratcgy
and Defmce No.43, Strategic and Dcfence Studicrs Cenhe, Aushalian National
University, Canbcrra, I 988).
'Defence Seeks Tendct for Satellite C-ommunications Systern', News Fmnr Defence
No.9186,28 January l9E5; 'Dcfence Signs Contract With Australian Companies for
Satellite Earth Station Systems', Nanx Frcn Defence No.42187,27 March 1987; Bob
Beale '$50m Defencc Plan for 1990s Satellite', Syilney Morning Haald,5 November
1985, p.E; and 'Satellites and Tracking Stations', Ilensril (htaE), D May 7989,
p.r744.
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and other space products and services. However, Australia contlnues
to buy most of its space hardware and services from overseas.

Australian spac€ activity has been characteriscd by fits and
starts,lack of coordination, and lack of long-term vision and dircrtion.
The facilities at Woomera were dismantled and/or destroycd, and
most industrial research and development (R&D) laboratorics were
esscntially closed, during the 1970s.14 The most vigorous continuing
activities, involving US space defence and intelligence programs as

well as Australia's own satellite intelligence activities, have been
'compartmentalised' for security purposes to the point where there is
essentially no interaction, in terms of skills, tcrhnology or services,
with other segments of Australian space activity. On the other hand,
many private s€ctor initiatives have naturally occurre'd with little
government a pprecia ti on, let alone endorsement.

Australia cannot afford this state of affairs. The costs of short-
tcrm planning and of sectional perspectives and progralns are too
grcat. Space support for the Australian Defenca Force (ADD will
rcrrluire significant investments-initially for communications and
signals intelligence (SIGINT) purposes, and, later, perhaps, for
surveillancc. These defence prograrns should be coordinatcd closely
with Australia's civil space capabilities and interests-to ensure that
thcre is no unneressary duplication and that civil resourccs are used
wherever practicable; and that the defunce investsnents contribute
wherever possible to national development. A viable space industry
and infrastructure is itself a mapr defence asset.

This chapter attcmpts to provide a comprehensive assessrnent
of the defence elements of an Australian space policy.ts It dirusses
four principal aspccts of defence<ivil cooperation with resp€.ct to
space activitics-the exploitation for national purposes of the skills
and experience extant in Australia's defence and intelligence space
activities; the benefits to Defence of the capabilities developed in the
Australian aerospace industry; the nced to cnordinate defence and civil

T.E" Stapinski, The Developmmt of a Space C-apability Within Australian
Industry', lounel of ,hc Britid, Inbplanctary hcicty, Nol,{l, No.l2), December
1988, p.619.
For a fuller descrlption of Australia's defmce spa@ programs in this context, see

Dessrond Ball," Dcfarcc Aspects of Ausfialb's SW Actioitbs, (Canbera Papen on
Sbategy and Defmce No.9l, Strategic and Deferre Studtes Cmtre, Aushdian
National University, Canberra, 192).
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infrastructural development proirts with respect to spac€; and the
possibilities for dcfencecivil cooperation with respoct to satellite
surveillance and environmental monitoring prog"ams and capabilities.

The chapter also addresses practical and mechanical
considerations concerning the coordination of Australia,s defence,
intelligence and civil space activities. It argues that the appropriate
machinery for coordination should bc based on the existing Australian
Space Board (ASB) and Australian Space Office (ASO), and it
concludes with some proposals for strengthening this machinery,
including more effcrtive incorporation of Australia,s defence and
intelligence space activities in a national Australian space policy.

Australia's dcfence and intelligence space activities constitute
by far thc largest set of such activities in the country. Whether
measured in terms of financial expenditures, numbers of personnel
involved, or the numbers of maior ground terminals and associated
support systems, it is likely that the defence and intelligence activity
excecds all other Government and commercial activitics
combined-including the AUSSAT, OTC INTELSAT and INMARSAT,
TELECOM, ABC, Department of Aviation, and LANDSAT and other
remote sensi nglimaging programs.

Australian defence and intelligence agencies are now involved
in tracking, controlling, using, or otherwise supporting more than half
a dozen diffcrent satellite systems-including the US geostationary
SICINT satellites; the US Defense Support Program (DSp) early
warning satellites; geodetic, navigational and positioning satcllitcs;
and DSC$ FLTSATCOM, Skynct, INMARSAT and AUSSAT
communications satcllites. In addition, DSD facilities track and
monitor transmissions from more than half a dozen foreign national
and intemational COMSAT programs. These activities now involve
the operation of more than 40 ground terminals at some 20 locations,
togcther with some two dozen transportable or portable tcrminals (for
tracking and/or communication with DEFAUSSAT, FLTSATCOM,
GI'13 and gcodctic satcllites).

About 900 prcrsonnel from the Department of Defence and the
ADF are currently engaged in these activities. Although prcrise
figures are not publicly available-and probably do not even exist
within the Department of Defence-the number of personnel that have
bccn engaged in these activities over the past two decades is likcly to
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be around 2500. Scveral dozen Australians have receivcd professional
and tcchnical training in spacc''relatcd oPerations in the UFat, for
example, the US Air Force's Multi-Purpose Facility at l.owry Air Force
Basc in Denver, Colorado; the US Atmy Signal CotPs Headquarters
and US Army Signal Schml at Fort Cordon, Ccorgia; the US Army
Communications Comrnand OSACO SATCOM station at Fort
Meade, Maryland; the USACC SATCOM station at Fort Monmouth,
New fersey; the US Nav/s SATCOM station at Stockton, C-alifornia;
and the US Air Force GPS/NAVSTAR Proiect Office. This represents
an enonnous rcsource of skills and experience.

Personnel have gained skills in satcllite tracking; satellite
station-keeping; ground station management, operation and
maintenance; satellite communications; signal processing; telcmetry
reception and analysis; operation of large comPuter networks; and
communications scrurity (COMSEC).

Australia's policy of defence self-reliance, which has been
pursued by succnssive Governrnents since the early 797Os, requires a
strong and efficient technological and industrial base in -many areas,
including aerospace, telecommunications and clcctronics.l5 In order to
ensrrre that Australian industry shares in Australian defence propcts
to the maximum practicable extent, to Promote more extensive and
more efficient Australian industrial capabilities, and to provide viable
indrrstrial supgrort for defence activities, the Government has

developed an Australian Industry Involvement (AID Pro{tram. Its
principal elements are thrcefold:

the encouragement of firms receiving Defcnce
contracts to use local products where it is economic to
do so;

the provision of defence designated and assisd work
(DDAW), under which certain designated elements of
a capital procurement proiect are required to be
manufactured, assembled, tested or set-to-work in
Australia (despite the costs and/or time penalties
involved), in order to ensure that industry can sustain

76 See Kim C Beaden Minister for Defence, Ttu Dcfucc ol Austnlia 7987: A Policy
Infmmtin PaFar, (Austrdian Gorrenrment I'ublishing Service, Canberra, 1987),
dupter6.
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the operational effcttiveness of the particular dcfence
capability; and

r dcfence offscts, under which tcrhnology transfer and
work to the value of 3O per cent of the importcd
content of a contract should generally be placed with
Australian industry.

The extent of involvement of Australian industry in
Australia's dcfence and intelligence space activities has generally bcen
rclatively poor, although it has certainly improved over the past
dccade. During the 1960s and 1970s, Australian industry participation
in these activities was quite meagre. In the case of thc TFANET
navigation satcllite tracking station at Smithfield, for example, which
became operational in 7967 and which was Australia's first
involvement in dcfcnce spaoe programs, all of the equipment was
provided by the U$.17 In the case of the fDF-PG, thc Minister for
Supply stated in August 1969-at a time when several hundred million
dollars worth of satellite ground equipment and computcr systcms
was being imported from the US and installed at the facility-that:

There is no significant Australian made scientific and
electronic equipment on order for, or in existence at,
any of thc ioint United States-Australian defence or
scicntific installations or facilities in Australia. This is
due to thc fact that in rnost cases the equipment used
at these facilities is of a highly spcrialised, mission
oricntcd type which is not availablc in Australia. All
scientific and elcrtronic equipment for the foint Space
Rescarch Facility, Alice Springs, has been specially
developcd in the United States.l8

A significant improvement in this state of affairs has occurred
since the early 1980s. When the DSD SATCOM SIGINT facility at
Shoal Bay (NT), was modernised in the mid-198(h, with thc installation
of several new satellite tracking and receiving antennas, the Minister
for Defence was prepared to provide an assurance'that the antennas at

Ross Thomas, 'Eyes On the Sky for 20 Years: The TMNET Satellite Tracking
Station at Smithficld', Trird, No.22'r, Anli17982,p.25.
'United Stat€s-Australian Installations: Ausbalian Equip'mmt and Scicntists',
Hensril (I lony of Rcptwntaties), 25 August 7969, p.773.
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Shoal Bay were acquired ... with significant participation by Australian
companies'.19

The DEFAUSSAT proicrt involves more than 50 per cent
Australian industry participation-amounting to some $30m out of a
total proicct cost of some $50m.20 Not only is the transponder on the
AUSSAT satellites leased from AUSSAT Pty Ltd, a 100 per ccnt
Australian-owned company, but the ground systems are also primarily
Australian-made. In March 1987, thc Department of Defence awarded
an $11m contract for the provision of thc first 10 fixed and two
transportablc Earth tcrminals to Clough Systcms Ltd of WA and NEC
Australia Pty Ltd, which formed a ioint venture company to undcrtake
thc DEFAUSSAT proicrt. An AII package of about $5m was
negotiated covering proicrt management, equipment supply,
ins tallation and commissioning.2l

In the case of the Navy's satellite navigation receivers, the up
grading of the Magnavox Transit systems to enable reception of CPS
signals is bcing done by Hawker Pacific Pty Ltd under sub'contract to
Magnavox Ovcrseas Ltd in thc US.22

A large proportion of the equipment at the DSD SATCOM
SICINT station currently bcing constructed at Koiarena, near
Gcraldton, is of Australian design and manufacture. In March 1989,
AWASCO Pty Ltd (part of the AWA group) was awarded the contract
for the opcration and maintenance of communications equipment at
the station.a In May 7990, a ioint venture of AWA Defence Industries
(AWADI) and Baulderstone Hornibrook Enginc.ering (BHE) was
awarded a $3Om contract to supply, install and commission four 2G
metre satcllite Earth terminal antenna systems at the station. The
antennas are being built to a design supplied under subcontract to
AWADI-BHE by the Australian company, Connell Wagner, in
conjunction with the CSIRO Dvision of Radiophysics. Othcr
Australian sub-contractors involved in the projert include MITEC

'Satellite Terminals: Shoal Bnt', I lanvrd (Semte), 29 May 1989, p.7744.
Bob Beale, '$5Om Defence Plan For 199G Satellites', Sydrr"y Morning Hnakl,6
November l%5, p.8.
'Defence Signs C-ontract With Australian Companies for Satellite Earth Station
Systems', Naos Frcm Defence No.42187,27 March1987.
'tlavy Upgades Satcllite Navigation', Defatcc News Rda* No.69188, 20 April
198E.
'1Ar.A. Spy Base Work Begins', West Australbn, 11 March 7989,p.4.
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(Qld), which is responsible for the design and supply of the elertronics,
and TUNRA Ltd (NSW), which is supplying the antenna pointing and
tracking control systems. According to the Minister for Dcfcnce,
Scnator Robert Ray, some 74 per cent of the antenna systems will bc
Au stralian/New Zealand contcnt.24

Even in the case of Pine Gap, thcre was incrcasing
involvement of Australian industry in the provision of scrvices and
equipment through the 1980s. In 1982, for examplc, a large computer
maintenance contract was awarded to Dgital Equipment Australia Pty
Ltd for support of the DEC VAX-I1/780 computer system.25 Most
recently, an Alice Springs company, TMC Constructions, built the
latcst two radomcs (the tenth and eleventh) to be installed at the
facility.25

There are several reasons for this increasing Australian
industry involvement in thesc defence and intclligence space activities.
First, the Australian aerospace industry itself has become more capable
over the past quarter of a century. In the late 1950s and early 1970s,
when Pine Gap and Nurnrngar were originally built, Australian
industry had relativcly little to offer. Second, the extraordinary
secrccy surrounding the establishment of thcse facilities meant that
Australian industry was simply not appriscd of the equipment
rcquirements. Rathcr, the equipment contracts were negotiated by the
US authorities-the CIA, the Department of Dcfense and the US Air
Forcc-with the US companies with which serret arrangements were
alrcady in place for the provision of such eqrripment (including E-
Systcms Inc., TRW Systems Inc., and IBM). As this scrcrecy has
progressively dissipated, at least with respect to the particular function
of Numrngar (the DSP-E satellite ground control station), the general
function of Pine Gap (the control of geostationary SIGINT satcllites)
and the nature of the ground support and computer equipment at the
facilities, the scope for Australian industry involvement has expanded.

25
26

'Antennas Contract Awarded for Geraldton Satellite Facilit/, Defence News Rcla*
N9,!6190,1 May 190. Ser also Elizabeth K"Aht, 'I)efence Contract Will Boct
AWlr', Australian Finencial Reoic:al,2 May I9d, p.30;'Antenna fob Awarded to
Local Venh.rre',The Australbn, S May 7990,p.23; ind 'Australian Satcom Station,,
hEflatioffiI DgfcnV Raorieu, (Dcfense Electronics and Computing Supplcmmt),
December 190, p.155.
'Changes at Pine Gap Joint Facility', Delence Naos folca* l,lo.98lL2, 5 July 1982.

lreg !hom19n,'527m Base Flome Booet: Radomes Will be Built by Alce Firm,,
Centralien Ailwcate (Alice Springs), 5 September 199{J, p.2.
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And, third, the more rec€nt Australian defcnce space programs have
bccn somewhat less sensitive than the operations of the loint Facilities,
and the procurernent procedures administercd by the Australian
Dcpartnent of Dcfence rather than US authorities, and hcnce, again,
there has bcren greater scope for Australian industry participation. In
addition, thc Department of Defence has bcrome more mindful of thc
nccd to establish a more self-rcliant defence industry in this countrlr,
and has made greater efforts to ensure that Australian industry
rcrccives significant proportions of the equipment and work involved
in rcrcent acquisi tions.

However, notwithstanding this increasing Australian industry
involvement, there remains much more which can be done. With
respctct to the pint facilities, which together still comprisc the largcrst
defence space activity in this country, it is still the case that new
equipment requirements are dctcrmined by the relevant US authorities
and discussed with US secret contractors wcll bcfore Australian
industry ever learns of them. The participation of Australian industry
in the progressive modernisation of these facilities is therefore
incvitably limitcd to the provision of serondary and supporting
services and equipments. While there has been a significant
improvemcnt in Dcfence s policiet and actions concerning acquainting
industry with defence requirements and ensuring increasing
Australian content in Defence programs, there rernains virtually no
fecdback from the other direction. In other words, there is no effcrctive
process in which industry is able to inform Defence of research
activities or product developments which, at least as modified through
continuing Defence-industry dialogue, cpuld be very valuable to
Defence. Savings might be rnade and capabilities enhanced.

Some of the recent developments in the civil scientific,
tcrhnological and industrial community which could be valuable to
Defence ane as follows:

o design and production of satellite Earth terminals.
International state{f-the-art expertise in this area
ranges from large (e.9. 26 ntett€, 250 tonne) fixcd
terminals, through specialised tracking and receiving
terminals (e.9. br reception of data from
envitonmental and nrcteorological satellites), to
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'smart' mobile terminals for L-based mobile satellite
communications.

design and prototyping of spacecraft antennas,
including sophisticatcd spot beam antennas.

design and developrnent of data network control
systems for optimum interface of space and ground
segments of data networks.

microwave tcrhnology, including design and
manufacture of filters, waveguides, frequency
converters, and low noise and high power amplifiers
for use aboard satellites as well as in ground stations.

study and design of low cost (i.e. $15-20m) lightweight
(i.e. lcss than 300 kg launch mass) satellites.

design and production of satellite-borne sensor
systcms, including ultra-violet telescopes, infra-rcrl
focal plane assemblies, visible and short-wave infra-
red scanners, laser sounderr, radiometers,
atmospheric prcssure sounders, synthctic apperture
radar (SAR) systems, and digital imaging tclescopes.

design and development of other spacecraft
components, including advanced composi te material s,
high efficiency silicon solar cells for solar panels, and
other structural subassemblies.

data processing techniques and systems, including
personal computer-based image processing systems
(such as microBrian), general purpose imaging
processing packages, and the high-speed Fast Delivery
Processor (FDP) for one-tenth real-time processing of
high-bit rate data from synthetic aperture radars.

manufacture and operation of satellite tracking,
telemetry, command and monitoring (TfC&M)
ground facilities.

management of small- and large-scale high terhnology
space'related activities.
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. provision of rnaintenance and logistic support for high
terhnology space'related activities.

This list is far from exhaustive. In the first place, it is meant only to be
illustrative of the sorts of capabilitics curently available in Australian
industry which could have defcnce import. Second, however,
Australia currently lacks any mechanism through which the research,
products and services that are available in the civil sector and that
might be of defence import could be comprehensively and rcliably
identified and elucidated.

An essential requirement is the institutionalisation of some
mcrhanism for continuous dialogue betwetn Defence and industry
(including the reearch communiSr), so that Defence can keep industry
abreast of its interests and requirements and industry can kcep
Defcnce informed of its extant and potential capabilities with respc\ct
to space products and services. Without such a mechanism, it is
simply not possiblc to realise the full potential of the Australian space
science, technology and industry capabilities.

Defence planning and civil infrastructure development should
proccrd in close harmony. No rnaior development proirt should be
undertaken without the most carcful consideration of the defence
implications, both positive and negative. Since such proiects
invariably add to the infrastructure which can be utiliscd by the ADF
but, can also pose dcfence problems. At the very least, the people and
the property require protection. On the other hand, no mapr defence
proicrt should be undertaken without consideration of the
implications for national development. The cstablishment of an
airfield or a mairr communications facility in some areas can have a
quite marginal effcrt on national development, whereas the same
invcs tment elsewhere c.ln pose si gni ficant rami fi ca tions.27

Given Australia's limitcd resources, any duplication in the
military sector of capabilities in, or likely to bcrome availablc in, the
civil sector should be resistcd. On the one hand, the civil
infrashuchrrc has much to offer the military; on the other hand, the
military can often do much to promote the civil sector and advance

27 See Desmond Ball and J.O. Langtry, 'Conclusions: National Dcvelopment and
National Seclrrity', in f.O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds.), AVulnaablcC-ountry?:
Cioil Rcso.ll'crs in thc Dcfaw of Ansfielie, (Australian National University Press,
Canberra, 1986), chapter 24.
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regional and national development plans. Planning for national
development and national seorrity should bc indivisible.

Civil space projects are frequently of sufficiently large scale
and involve advanced technologies as to be of direct utility to defence
planning and operations. The use of the AUSSAT system and its
associated infrastructure to provide the DEFAUSSAT component of
the Defence Integrated Sc.cure Communications Network (DISCON)
provides a good example.

The establishment of a RAAF bare base (RAAF Sclergr) on
Cape York, which will procecd in about the same timeframe as the
Cape York Spaceport should this proiect eventuate, provides an
opporfunity to use defence investments to promote regional and
national development while perhaps leading to significant saving in
the Defence vote itself.

A RAAF bare base on Cape York is needed to fill the last maior
gap in the RAAF air base network across northern Australia.2s The
cost of the base is likely to be around $70m (in 1987 dollars).2e The
base will have extensive runways with hard stands and loading areas,
fuel facilities, and basic power, water, sewerage and other services to
support a substantial infusion of RAAF aircraft and personnel at short
notice. In normal circumstances, the only occupants would be a small
caretaker staff.3o

In June 1982 Defence Minister Beazley announced that the
preferred site for the RAAF base was near Weipa on the west coast of
the Cape York Peninsula.3l Since then, a site survey has been
completed on SudleyStation, some 40 kilometres east of Weipa.

See Paul Abb, Rniao of Austrelie's Defuce Capebilities: Reprt to the Minister lor
D"f^o, (Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1985), pp.lffl, 143;
and Hon. Kim C. Badey, Minister for Defence, Tlu Dcfcncc of Austtalb 7987: A
Policy Inpnnation Papr, (Australian Government Publishing Servie, Canberra,
't9t37),pp.53,6.
Km Blanch, North to Cet $70m Fighter Base Early in l99G: Beazb/, hrb lvlail
(Brisbane), 25 lune 199, p3.
See Ross Babbage, Tlu Stmtegic Significancc of Torrc Strcit, (Canberra Papers on
Shategy and Defmce No.61, Strategic and Defmce Studies Crrrtre, Aushalian
National University, Canberra, 190), p.llg.
Km Blanch, 'i.,lorth tro C,et $70m Fightct Base Early in t99(b: IJr.azley', C-ourirz. fulail
(Brisbane),25 fune 1987, p3.
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Thc proposcd Capc York Spaceport will also requirc
substantial airport facilities. There remain some uncartainties about
thc viability of the proiect, and hence whether and when a commercial
dccision to proccrd will be made. Thc location of the Spaceport is yet
to be confirmed, although an east coast site is prefcrrcd for launch
safety and logistic support reasons. This raiscs the prospctt that two
airfields may be built alrnost simultaneously to take international
standard aircraft (such as Bocing 747s) within 80 kilomctres of each
other on remote Cape York.

Enginccring studies conductcd in 1987-1988 provide some idca
of the scale and type of ailport facilities that would be required by the
Spaceport. According to the Infrashucture and Enoironmental Scoptng
Study produccd for the Institution of Engineers, Australia, for examplc,
the initial requirements would include an international standard
airport with a runway 3,7(X) metres long by 45 metres wide, to service
large transport aircraft such as C-5s,747s, and C-130s. To cater for the
takeoff and landing requirerncnts of advancrd reusable vchicles (such
as the HOTOL, Aerospaceplanc or Trans Atmospheric Vehicle), the
runway length and width would have to be extended to 5,000 metres
and 80 metres respectively. The runway would have to be locatcd
within the Spaceport, at least in the case of reusable vchicle opcrations,
for reasons such as serurity and proximity to the conhol centre and
payload preparation facilities. The airport would also require
taxiways, aprons, terminal buildings and storage facilities.
Construction of the airport would constitute a mapr item (of the order
of 10 per cent) of the cosb of establishing the Spaceport.32

Assuming a dcrision were made to build the Spaceport on the
east coast of Cape York, there would be a strong case for Defcnce to
consider the possibility of a ioint approach to the airfield dcvelopment.
Some of the primary advantages of colocation on the east coast were
adumbrated by Dr Babbage in a report preparc.rt for the Department of
Defence by the Strategic and Defence Studies Centrc in 1989, as

follows:

32 Macdonald Wagncr Pty Limited, Hollingsworth Consultants Pty Ltd, and Crooks
Midrell Peacock Stewart (Qld) Pty Limited, C-ap York Intmutiotul Spaeport:
Infrrlsbtctun enil Enohotttrcnb,l Issus Soping Study, (The Institution of Enginects
Australia, Canberra, fuly l%71, Part A, pp.l9-20.
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First, there could be a substantial saving in overall
expenditure. There may also bc political ramifications
in spending tax paycrs money building a second
international standard airfield in such close proximity.

Second, were Defence to offer to build the airficld for
the spaceport (with various accompanying
safeguards), this would bc a substantial indircct
subsidy to the spaceport at no (or little) real cost to the
Commonwcalth. This could be an imprortant factor in
the economics of the overall proiect. To the extent that
the nation has an interest in the spaceport being built
and operating profitably, cooperation of this sort
could bc of substantial mutual benefit.

Third, thc spaceport plans a number of facilities and
services for the ailport and adjacent area that Defcnce
is not planning for its bare base, but which colocation
would provide. For instance, the spaceport plans to
install sophisticated radar and range tracking facilities
that could bc uscful for RAAF area surveillance, aerial
warning, air traffic control and possibly (with some
modifications) air combat manoeuwe training. The
Space Agency will need its own fuel at the airficld and
probably fire suppression and other scrvices. Many of
the staff at the spaceport will be skilled aeronautical
engineers and technicians who will work in wcll-
equipped workshops. These people may have a latent
capability to support RAAF operations as forward-
deployed RAAF Reservists.

Security for the spaceport is expectcd to bc tight,
involving a 20km radius scrure buffer zone with a
range of spccialised protcctivc measures.

Fourth, in order to attract and retain the 2,000 mostly
highly skilled staff required for stage one, the Space
Agency plans a very modern town with a range of
supporting facilities. These amenities could readily
support any additional RAAF personncl that may
periodically be deploycd to the airficld.
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Fifth, thc east coast location has important eronomic
and scrurity advantages. logistic support for the
spaceport should be comparatively easy and
inexpensive up the east coast inside thc Great Barier
Reef. An off-shore fuel float line and a large barge
ramp are planned by the Space Agency at Bolt Head.
Support shipping would not need to pass through
Torres Strait, nor traversc the narrow, shallow and
potentially vulnerable 11km channel in Wcipa
Harbour.

Moreover, in many contingencies, an
east coast location would be significantly less exposcd
to harassmcnt and raiding activities than one closc to
the comparatively opcn and accessible west coast.
This, togcther with thc spaceport's broader scrurity
measures, could reducc substantially the scale of the
ground defensive task in a range of contingencies.

Sixth, co'location would mean that in a range of
defence contingencies protertive defence mcasures
would bc required at only one mapr new facility
rather than two.s

There may, of course, be sornc disadvantages with co-location.
Some of these have also been sumrnarised by Dr Babtnge.3n Questions
have been raised, for example, about the possible weather limitations
of east coast locations. Available data suggests, however, that cyclone
occurenc€s are lcss frequent on the east than the west coast of Cape
York. The Cape York Space Agency believes that its proposed airfield
site, about eight kilometres inland, is largely unaffected by weather
constraints. It is locatcd on a wide, welldrained heath and scrubland
plain.

A second possible difficulty could arise were important RAAF
requirements found to be incompatible with those of the Spaceport.
This deserves careful considcration. The most serious danger of
constructing the RAAF base in conjunction with the Spaceport is that
the latter may fail. Protection against this eventuality would need to

Roos Babbage, Tlu Stmtcgic Signifrcancc of Tona Stmit, p.175-ll7.
Ibitl.,p.ll7.

*lu
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be _incorporated in any Defence agreement with the spaceport
authority.

The import of this dirussion is not to suggcst an early
dccision for co-locatiory but merely to point out that the possibility of i
large civil space projert has important implications for Dcfcnce
planning. If thc spaceport is built, Dcfence could acquirc airfierd and
other support facilities at greatly rc.duced overall cos[ to thc taxpayer,
while enhancing the overall viability of the Spaceport proiect. Thc
issues at stake are certainly worthy of serious intcrdepartmental
consideration.

A national approach to space programs would allow the
acquisition of capabilities which would be valuable to both the civil
and defence communities but which could not be iustificd in terms of
cost-cffectiveness by either the civil or defence communitics
procc'eding separatcly.3s 4 national remote sensing capability,
involving the use of spaceborne imagery and other scnsoi sysicms for
environmental monitoring as well as surveillance of Australia's region
of primary stratcgic interest, provides a superb example of the
potential of such a national approach.

For several years now, studics have been underway within thc
Defence establishment of thc possibility of a satellitc surveillance
capability. There have been three areas of particular focus. First,
Australian dcfence planners are interested in geographic
information-both physical and infrastructural-for pla-nning 

- 
the

dcfence of Australia.36 such tasks as mapping, vegetation and terrain
characterisation, and the devclopment of digital elevation models
could be accomplished using spaccbome visible light, infra-red and

35 For a case study 9f this approach, see Desmond Ball, I.O. Langtry and J.D.
It"."*-*-1, Defend The Y!:_Ttu Ce* F tla Alicc Spings-tiaruin tuilooy, (George
Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1985).

- .. It is argued in this. study that a transcontinental rail link from Darwin through
Alice springs would be invaluable in moot onceivable northern deferice
contingencic= but that the construction and operating costs are beyond Defmce
resources giverr othcr Defence requiremmts; that the &onomic and iocial benefits
of the rail link would be enormous but that the proiect would probably not be
viablejn straight ecnnomic terms; and hence thati nitional appioach, involving
some Government supplementation of the proi'ct on defencd'grounds to offse'l
any lack in financial viability, would provide-a maior and afiordable national
ass€t.
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microwave scnsots. second, there is a particular intcrcst in ocean

surveillance capabilities for monitoring shipping movements- across

the maritime approaches. And, third, there is a more general interest

in the surveillance of Australia's alta of primary strategic intcrest.

For states with global shategic intercsts, such as the US and

the former Soviet Unionl investmcnti in radar imaging, photographic
and electro-optical imaging, infra-red, SIGINT and ocaan survcillance
satcllite systems, amounting to scveral billion dollars aJear' have not

bccn difficult to iustify on national scrurity grounds. For statcs with

more limitcd arcas of strategic interest, however, it is a diffcrent

matter. Australia's area of primary strategic interest is extremely

large. It includes an 'area of dircct military interest" where Australia
secls to exert indepcndent military power, and which extends over

4,000 nautical milci from thc Cocos Islands in thc west to New

Zcaland and thc islands of the Southwcst Pacific in the east, and ovcr

3,000 nautical miles from the archipclago and island chain in thc north

to the Southern Ocean; and it encomPasses Southeast Asia and the

South Pacific gcnerally, in which developments can affc'ct our national

security--a tciiat of some 20 per cent of the Earth's surface.3T Despitc

this enbrmous expans€, howbver, satellites in low-Earth orbits GEO),

whether in equatorial or polar orbits, would spend as much as thrcre-

quarters of their time over areas of little or no interest to Australian

dcfence plannerc.

Moreover, much of Australia's area of primary strategic

interest lies in thc tropics, where scmi-permanent cloud cover and high

atmospheric moisture content greatly limits the value of visiblc and

infra-red scnsors, and where data must be accumulated from multiplc
passes in ordcr to provide sufficient worthwhile imagery.- Microwave

iadar sensors wo,lld be most advantageous. It is likely that airborne
platforms, equippcd with radar, visible light and infra-rcd 

-sensors,
capable of bcing dircrted at areas of interest at short notict and of real-

time data dissemination, would prove more cost-effc.ctive. on the

othcr hand, thc calculus could well change if the civil requirements for

environmental monitoring were incorporated in system evaluations.

% see Demond Ball and Ross Babbage (ds.), Gagrevhic Infonution systans: Dcfmcc

Applicetions, (Brassey's Austalia, Sydney- 1989).

37 Sii paul Dibb, Rcoi'it, ol Austmlieis Dilncc Cepbilitbs: Re7nrt n lnc MrliltV_for
Defncc,(Australian Covi:rnment PublishingSe'..,ice, Canberra, l9tl6l,pp34,37'
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Australia is very well placed, both geographically and with
respect to extant skills, experience and capabilities, for engaging in
remote sensing from space. This was officially recogniscd when the
Govcrnment announced its establishment of a national space poliry in
Septcmber 19f!6, at which time it endorsed the rocommendation of the
Madigan report, A Space Policy for Australia, that.

The maior market thnrst of Aushalian spac€ activities
should be in the remote-scnsing sector, involving both
hardware and software ....

The rccommendation ... rcrognises the significant
competence in this ficld which alrcady exists in
Australia.3S

Gmgraphically, Australia provides 'a politically stable and
acccptable, strategic location in the Southern hcmisphere from which
to monitor such problems as the grc.enhouse cffcrt, ozone dcpletion, El
Nino and othcr global environmental factors'.39 In addition, 'the
gcological processes within the horizon of Australian reception
facilities span almost every gcological era and phenomenon'.o

The skills, experience and capabilities which already exist in
Australia in the area of remote sensing are manifold. Thcy include:

. long exposure to the technology, including 50 years
usage of aerial photography and airborne geophysics,
25 years with meteorological satellite data and 17
years with Earth observation satellite data (as of July
1989).

o internationally respected research centres in the
CSIRO and several Australian universities.

Aushalian Space Board, Annual Rzprt 7985-87, (Australian Governmcnt
Publishing Servicg C-anberra, 1988), AppendixS,'A Space Policy for Austratia',
p.25.- Scc also Space Science and TerchnologSl Working Party of the Australian
Academy of Technological Sciences [chaired by Sir Russel Madigan], A Spce
Policy for Austnlia: A Rcllrrt Preryreil t'or tlu Minbta for *iene, (Aushalian
Academy of Technological Sciences, Parkville, Vic., June 1985), p.32.
Remote Scnsing Working Party, Australian Space furd, Australitn RnnoE Seasing
Irulus\ Slrategy anil Action Plaz, (Australian Space Office, Department of
Indushy, Tc'chnology and C-ommeroe, Canberra,3 fuly 1989), p.15.
rbil..
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. strong accePtanc€ of remote sensing by the mineral
industry.

r the actumulation of extensive opericnce with
practical applications-including meteorological
applications, covering a wide range of climatic
conditions and temperaturc regirncs; mineral
exploration; welldeveloped shallow water and reef
mapping capabilities; and land management
applications.

. hardware R&D, dcsign and manufacturing
capabilities, exemplified by developments such as

production of rerceiving stations for NOAA
occanographic and meteorological satellite data,

production of CSlROdesigned antennas; hardware
associated with the Australian Centre for Remote

Scnsing (ACRES) facility in Alice Springs and the

Tasmanian Earth Resources Satellite Station (TERSS)

at the University of Tasmania in Hobarg and the
dcsign of VLSI chips, CCD sensors and the ERS 1 fast

delivery processor.

. the design and manufacturc of sensing systems,

including the Gmscan scanner, irnaging sPochometers,
atmospheric Pressure sensors, ocean colour scanners,
thc infra-red focal plane assembly 0RFP$ of the
Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSA) for the ERS

2 satellite, ultra-violet telescopes, and synthetic
aperturc radar (SAR) systems.

o the development of comrrrercial image processing
systems and software packages, such as the
MicroBrian irnage analysis system, the CSIRO DSIMP
image analysis software package, the Gipsy' Arluny
and A-lmage image processing s)'stems' the GSAR

radar softwar',e, and the MO&l upgrade software, and

. remote sensing education and training capabilitiee.4l

47 lbitl.,pp.1627.
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The benefits to be dcrived from these remote sensing
capabilities are enorrnous. Commercially, the market for iemote
scnsing systcms and services is growing rapidly; it was estimated in
1989 that 'Australia should be capable of commanding an aggregate
value-addcd services and image processing market share of $45G56,0
million over the next ten years'.42 Even greater economic benefits are
likcly to be achieved from the application of remote sensing to mineral
exploration, exploitation of fishery and other marine resources, nahrral
disaster monitoring, management of cash crops (such as cotton and
rice), urban and landscape planning, and land managemcnt gencrally.
Ovcr the longer tcrm, the principal benefits of remote sensing will
ensue from an enhanced ability to monitor the global cnvironment,
ecosystems and climate. Indc.ed, the maintenance of 'global
habitability' is likcly to prove to bc the principal justification of the
enorrnous invcstments involved in the development and
implementation of spaceborne remote sensing technology.a3

Australian authorities have recogniscd that'substantial
budgets' would be requirerl to establish a satellite environmental
monitoring program, and that 'particularly during times of economic
constraint, it is sensible to maximise the nation's cost recovery through
commercial and industrial devclopment based on the technology'.44
Although it is unlikely that the total cost of a satellite remote sensing
program could bc recovered from comnrercial returns, it is also
unlikely that the Covernment would commit itsclf to long-term
funding of such a program 'unless a reasonablc level of cost recovery
from spin-off commercial operations can be demonstrated'.45

The calculus would become much more positive if a
significant defence value could be demonstrated for spaceborne
remote sensing. As noted above, the nature of the tropical atmosphere
in Australia's area of primary strategic interest and thc limitations
imposed by thc physics of orbital parameters greatly rcducc the utility
to Defence of many of the sensor systems and operations that would
be required for environmental monitoring. Given the essential
commonality of much of the systems and processes involved in the
surveillance and environmental monitoring activities, however,

42
43
M
45

Ibid.,p3.
lbilt.,p.2.
rba..
Ibid.,p.16.
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separate programs could not be iustified. Indecd, it is unlikely that a
program dedicatcd solely to sunreillance could be iustified on its own
grounds for at lcast a couple of dcrades. There is simply no Practical
iltcrnative to a comnmn program. Compromises and hade-offs would
often have to bc accepted, but these would be imposed by the obictctive
of optimising the national value of the program.

Thrcr particularly promising areas for common Programs are
as follows:

. the pint development of Gc'ographic Information
System (GIS) capabilities and tcrhniques. Thcre is a
very substantial overlap betwern Defcnct's
requirements for rnapping, vegetation and terrain
characterisation, trafficability models and
infrastrucutre information and the civil requirements
of GIS for land management, infrastrucutre
development, and conservation.

r thc pint developmcrrt of oceanographic capabilitics
and applications. The Navy has an intercst not iust in
monitoring shipping movemenb, but also in
monitoring weather conditions (e.g. sea squalls and
cyclone activity), sea states (e.g. significant wave
heights), sea temperatures, ocean circulation
signatur€s (fronb and eddicrs), acoustic conditions,
water clarity, ice edges, beach conditions, etc. Scrrsors

which provide (rean colour images, infra-rcrl
signatures and altimetry would satisfy much of the
Navy's interest as well as those of the environmental
monitoring community.

o the pint desiSn of a spaceborne microwave radar
systcm. A synthetic aPerhtre radar (SAR) with both
scan and 'pencil beam'capabilities would effertively
allow Defence to obtain all-weather high-resolution
suweillance data and the environmental community
to monitor such characteristics as tropical
deforestation at lower resolution. It should be
possible to operate the spacecraft in equaorial orbit
(perhaps a 30p inclination) with ground tracks
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optimised to satisfy both surveillance and
environmental monitoring interests.

Perhaps the mallr problem in implementing a national
satellite surveillance and environmental monitoring program, with
maximum commercial cost recovery, is organisational. Australia,s
current activities in remote sensing are characterised by fragmentation
and duplication of effort and resources.6 The reasons for this

lragmentation were succinctly summarised by the Remote Sensing
Working Party of the Australian Space Board in fuly 1989 as follows:

[T]he Fedcral/State systcm of governmcnt, the
number of departments which have had responsibility
for remotc sensing, the lack of development strategy
and the effcct of commcrcial competition bctwcrn the
private industry, government and academic scrctors.4T

This problcm of fragmentation is compounded by ,the minor
role played by the Australian defence scctor in providing the focus,
financial support and R&D contracts for rernote sensing which have
been a major stimulus to industrial development in other countrics,.ffi
It is unrealistic to expect Defcnce to serve as the primary dynamo for
remote sensing in this country but, nevertheless, thcre is no doubt that
Defence could be a much greater stimulant than at present. The Lascr
Airbome Depth Sounder (LADS) developcd by DSTO is one of the few
examples of where the defence sertor has generated a marketable
remote sensing product. Defence R&D and applications in the remote
sensing area to date have largely developed in isolation. yet ,the

defence sector, particularly in the areas of mapping, surveillance and
tenain assessment, is potentially one of the most significant users of
the technology'---and, as such, it 'should conFibute to the strategic
planning process' conce.rning the development of spacebased remote
sensing in this country.ae

In its report issued in July 1989, the Remote Sensing Working
Party of the Australian Space Board made two important
recommendations for addressing thc fragmentation of Australia,s

Ibid.,pp.5,2o.
Ibid.,p20.
Iba..
Ibitl.,p.43.
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remote sensing effort in general and for involving Defcnce in thc
national effort more particularly. With regard to Defence involvement,
the Remotc Sensing Working Party rccommended that:

A ioint task force between thc ASB [Australian Space

Boardl and the Department of Defcnce should be
establishcd to investigate the present and pntcntial
role of the defencc scrtor in remote scnsing
development and the requirements of the defcnce
sector from remote sensing. This investigation should
include an assessrnent of Prootrement plans for
remote sensing equipment.so

More generally, the Working Party argued that:

The present national remote sensing management
committct structure must be rationaliscd to minimise
fragmentation and duplication of effort and to provide
coherent dircrtion. This management stmcture
shotrld incorporate the existing ALCORSS [the
Australian Liaison Committee on Remote Sensing by
Satcllitcl and the ASB Remote Sensing Working Party
and involve other rclcvant departments such as

Foreign Affairs and Trade and Defence.Sl

The rationalised management structure recommended by the Working
Party would consist of a National Remote Sensing Development
Committee, with three chapters-AlcORst the Australian Space
Board Remote Scnsing Committee, and a Commonwealth Agencies
Committcrc.S2 The Working Party rcrommended that 'a rcpresentative
from the Dcfcnce Force should ... bc invited to scrve on ALCORSS and
the Department of Defence should be representcd on the
Commonwealth Agcncies Committcr'.S3

Thcre has been solne progress in implementing these
rcrommendations. The Australian Space Board established its
Committee on Remote Sensing in fuly 1989, but it includcs no Dcfcnce
representation, and there is still no Defence representative on

Iba..
Ibid.,p.5.
Ibid.,pp.{4,$.
Ibirl.,p.44.
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ALCORSS. The Commonwealth Agencies Committce has bcrn
established in the form of the Commonwealth Remote Sensing
Committcc, on which Defence is represented by the Dircrtor{cneral
of Space and Spocial Proprcts in the DSTO. However, thcse steps still
lcave a long way to go. The rnanagement structure for Australia's
remote sensing cffort remains fragmcnted, and Defencr's involvement
in that structure remains periphcral.

Regional cooperation is vital. The security value of a
spaceborne remote scnsing capability could go well bcyond the dircrct
bcnefits to Australian defence planners. Australia's sccurity is, in the
long-term, fundamentally dependent upon our relationships with our
ncighbours. It is thcrefore impnrtant that Australia involve itsclf as a
partner in as many regional cooperative scrurity arrangcments and
confidence building measures (CBMs) as possible.g Dirc.ct
collaboration with our neighbours in r€mote sensing, and mutual
assistancc in the solution of comnron problems, could provide
Australia with a significant leadcrship role in the region.

Australia is already participating in regional collaboration
through its active support of the regional Inter-governmental
Consultative Committee (ICC) and the UNESCAP Rcgional Remote
Scnsing Programme.ss Othcr Australian initiatives have been
suggested which would provide:

. a focus for government to government collaborative
proic.cts aimed at the investigation and solution of
common applications problems;

r assistanc€ to those countries in the region which
presently lack remote sensing facilities;

. a vehicle for commercial developmcnt of image
analysis systems and methodologies to take advantage
of the particular skills of each country;

See Dcrsmond Ball, Building Blor,ls for Rcgiotul Seauity: An Australbn Perspctioe on
Confidence enil Security Building lvleasures (CSBMs) in thc AsialPacrfic Region,
(Canberra Papers on Stratggy and Defence No.83, Strategic and Defene Studies
Cmtre, Australian National University, Canbera, l9l). -
Reurote Sensing Wo-rking Party, A$jratian Spae Wrd, Austnlian RanoD Srrlriing
Inilustry Stratcgy and Action PIan,p.33.
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. a vehicle for the irint research and development of
sensors and systems of particular relevance to the
region, such as tropical sensors, marine and flood
monitoring systems, etc.;

. a vchicle for the development of common training
programs; and

. a basis for muhral study and monitoring of long-term
regional environmental and climatic changcs.s

Australian lcadership in rcgional collaboration in remote
sensing would provide a mechanism for identifying and solving
common regional problems which concern Australia as much as our
neighbours. It could be a mcans of paying Australia's dues to the
international commtrnity and cnsuring continuity of access to Earth
resources and meteorological satellite data. Such a move would assist
in promoting Australia's commercial position in regional markcts and
offcr a means of giving practical effcrt to the Government's regional
security policics of 'comprehcnsivc cngagemenf for Southeast Asia
and 'constructive commitnrent' for the South Pacific.5T

Finally, Australia necds a national space policy which
incorporates defence and intelligence space activities as well as civil
and commercial space activities. The appropriate machincry for
coordination of the countrS/s space activities should bc based on the
existing Australian Space Board and Australian Space Office.

By the early 1980s, the need for a national space policy had
become widely rccognised throughout the Australian space science
and aerospace industry community. Machinery was needed to
provide oversight of Australia's various space-related activities and to
encourage furthcr development of Australian space capabilities. As a

result, in May 1984 the Minister for Science and Technology, the Hon.
Barry fones, invited the Aushalian Academy of Technological Sciences
'to cstablish a working party to articulate a set of national goals for
Australia in space and to rcrommend a structure to implemcnt

Iba..
See Gareth Evans, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Australia's Regional
fu,uity,Management Infomration ltrocessing Departmmt of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, Canberra, Decembcr 1%9), pp.44-45.
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them'.58 The report of the Working Party, entitled A Space Policy t'or
Australia (but commonly referrcd to as the Madigan report, aftcr the
chairman of the Working Party, Sir Russcl Madigan), was prescnted to
the Ministcr in June 1985. It was thc most ambitious and
comprehensive review yet undertaken of Australia's potential
scientific, technological and industrial capacity with respc.ct to space.
Thc Madigan report argued that 'our spac€ potential is fragmcntcd
and disperscd, and requires to bc drawn togethcr and fostercd under a
national space poliq/.59 It recommended that 'Australia should as a
mattcr of urgency establish a national space policy to facilitate the
achicvement of an appropriatc industrial, tcchnological, and scientific
strtrcture for Australia's participation in space';mand that:

An independent Statutory Authority, with its own Board of
Management, should be created to:

. advise the Governmcnt on space R&D policies
and priorities;

. coordinate and manage the national space

Programme;. liaise with research institutions, user groups,
government dcpartments, and other agencies
to establish long-term devclopmcnt
requirements;

o formulate and implement a coordinatcd and
cohesive series of space proiects in accordance
with the national space policy;

. place govemment-funded contracts in
industry, research establishments, and centres
of higher education; and

r interface with the mapr overseas space
organisations.Sl

However, notwithstanding the fact that the Madigan Report
was more comprehensive than any previous review of Australia's
space potential and possible coordination arrangements, it had one

59
60

Space Scicnce and Technology Working Party of the Australian Academy of
Technological Sciences [draired by Sir Russel Madigan], A Space policy lor
Au';'ralia: A RcWt Prepareil for thc Minister for Scina, (Australian Academy'of
Technological Scimce, Parkville, Vic, June 1985), p.14.
Ibid.,p.l.
Ibid.,p.4.
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mairr lacuna-it 'spcrifically excludcd' the defcnce clements of a
national space policy.@ Despite the fact that the Departmcnt of
Defence has poliry responsibility for Australia's largest sct of space
activities, thcre was no representative from Defence on either the
Working Party or the Sccretariat staff. Submissions to the Working
Party were rcrcivcd from the DSTO and its Advanced Engineering
laboratory, as well as from the Department of Defcnce Support, but
not from the Department of Dcfence itsclf.

In any event, while the Government 'acceptcd the thrust of the
Madigan Rcport's recommendations', it believcd that some of the
particular proposals were too ambitious. For example, the Ministcr for
Industry, Technology and Commerce and the Minister for Science
stated in a pint statement issued on 22 September 1986 that:

. The Madigan report proposed the setting up of a

statutory authority to pull together all of the country's
space efforts and the Government supports this view
in principle.

. But we bclieve the magnitude of Australia's current
space involvenrent does not yet wanant such a body.

. Accordingly, an Australian Space Board will be
formed for the timebcing as a non-statutory body.sa

The Australian Space Board

The terms of reference of the Australian Space Board have
been officially summariscd as follows:

. The role of the Board [is] to co-ordinate and manage a

national space program, provide a focal point for
liaison activities both nationally and internationally,
encourage the involvement of industry in space R&D
activities, and provide advice to the Government on
spac€ R&D priorities in accordance with the

67
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Ibid.,p.77.
Ibitl.,p.75.
Minister for Industry Technology and Commerce,'A Spa"e Policy For Austsalia',
Neus Rdea* No.114l86,2.$ernber 1!)85, p.2.
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Govcrnmenfs broadcr general industry policy
framework.fl

The Board has six mcmbcrs, including the Chairman-thrce
senior executives from the Australian aerospace industry two with
backgrounds in space science, and one from the Dcpartment of
Industry, Technology and Commcrce. Scnior officers from other
Dcpartments, including Transport and Communications, Science,
Administrative Scrvices and CSIRO, attend Board mectings in an
advisory/observer role. The Ministcrial announccmcnt of the
establishment of the Board statcd that 'liaison with bodies in the
Dcfence portfolio is also possible',5s and two Defence officers have
subsequently bc.cn co-opted as advisers/observers-the Dircctor-
General of Space and Special Projects in the DSTO and the Dircctor-
General of Military Stratcgy and Concepts in ADF headquarters in the
Dcpartment of Dcfcnce.

The Board met for thc first time on 4 Novembcr 1986, and hcld
a further 12 mc.etings over thc ncxt 12 months (i.e. in thc pcriod to
Dccember 1987).$ It mct ninc times in the 18 months from |anuary
1988 to June 1989,f and seven timcs during thc 12 months from fuly
1989 to Iune 1990.58

There is almost no discussion of Dcfcnce policies, plans or
programs at Board mc'etings. The Defence 'obscrvers' gcnerally take a
few minutes at each Board mcrcting to report on particular matters
concerning Dcfcnce, but these are almost invariably peripheral to
Defence's major space-related activities-for example, Dcfence's
position on the use of the Woomera Rockct Range for commercial
launches, or Dcfcnce's attitudc to the operation of Frcnch DORIS
(Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satcllite)
bcacons in Australia. The Board has been advised of the Dcfence
Communications Corporate Plan for 1991-2001 and Defence's

Australian Space Board, Annual Report 7986-87, (Australian Government
Publisling Scrvice, C:nberra, 1988), Appcndix 3, 'A Space Policy for Australia',
pp.22-?3.
Ibid.,p.33.
Ibirl.,p.2.
Australian Spacc Board, Australian Spoce Mril lanuary 7988-luttc 1989, (Australian
Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 190), p.l5.
Aushalian Space Board, Australian Space furd finy 7989 to lune 1990, (Aushalian
Government Publishing Servicg Canberra, 799_1), i.27,
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MILSATCOM proiect, which is designcd to provide Defence with L-
band mobile satcllite communications services and subsequently with
X-band 'military frequency' services. However, given thc range of
subiects discusrd at Board rncctings which should bc of intcrcst to
Defence planncrs-such as thc Space Industry Development Program;
the proposals for an Australian Launch Vchicle; the prospc'cts for
satcllite remote sensing; devclopments in satellite navigation
technologics; the opportunities for international collaboration; and, thc
direction of the National Space Program-there is no doubt that
Defcnce contributions to Board mcrtings could be much more
substantial.

In ordcr to facilitate sperialist advice on priority areas undcr
consideration, from timc to time thc Board appnints spcrialist Working
Parties.69 In rccent years thcse have includad a Rcmote Scnsing
Working Party (RSWP), which asscssed the strengths and weaknesscrs

of Australia's remote sensing industry capabilities; examined the
potential for greater commercial development of remote sensing
products and serviccs; and, developed a national strategy and action
plan for the industry.7o Ttre Satellite Communications Working Party
(SCWP) was established to formulate a national strategy for thc
Australian satellitc communications industry with particular emphasis
on industrial opportunitics in the areas of satellite mobilc
communications, satellite navigation and positioning systems, satcllite
communication systems, and international collaboration in space
flight.7t The Tracking Industry Working Party assessed the 'plospctts
for developnrcnt in Australia of a commercially viable satcllite
operations indusff.z As rccommended by the RSWP, the Australian
Spacc Board has also established a Committee on Remote Sensing to
develop appropriate policies and strategies to promote an
internationally competitive remote sensing industry in Australia.R

Despite the extensive Dcfence involvement in the various
areas of remote sensing, satellite communications and satcllite

69
70

7l
72
73

Anstralian Space Board Austrelbn Spcc Wril laauery 798&lutrc 1989,p.1t77.
See Remote Seinsing Worldng Party, Australian Space Brn,rd, Austrelian Ranlo|c
Sarsin3 lrulustry Sttalcgy erul Actim Plan, (Aushalian Space Office, Dcpartment of
Industry, Technology and C-ommc're, Canberra, 3 July 1989).
Australian Space Boird, z{ustralian Spatutil lanrnl,ery 798&.lutu 1989,yp'1677.
Ibitl.,p.77.
Awbalian Space Board, Alstnl hn Specc turil finy 7989 b lutt 7990, pp3L37.
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tracking, therc was not a single officar from Defence on any of these
Working Parties or on the Committce on Remote Sensing.

The Australian Space Office

The Australian Spacc Office (ASO) was established in 1987
within the Department of Industry, Technology and Commerce to
support the Australian Space Board in the implcmentation of
Australia's space policy. Its principal functions include:

. providing policy and administrative support to the
Au stralian Spacc Board;

r developing strategies for Australian industry to
bcome more involved in space activities;

. advising the Governrnent on spac€ R&D priorities;

. supcrvising and managing the National Spacc
Program;

. managing space operations, including supervision of
thc operation of the NASA tracking stations in
Australia;

. acting as a focal point for liaison with international
space agcncies;

. liaising with research institutions, industry and user
groups to establish long-term national space needs;
and

o gathering and coordinating inforrnation on Australia's
space related research and industrial capabilitics, and
providing an information referral service to potential
users.74

The ASO operatres under the direction of the Executive
Director, who also serves as a member of the Australian Space Board.

74 Auskalian Space Board, Australien Spcc bnl lanuary 7988-ltttrc 1989, p.l; and
Australian Space Board z{ustralien Spcc turd ldy 1989 to lutrc 7990,pA.
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Thc Office curently has 21 staff membcrs, and comprises four
Sections:75

. Space Policy and Program Scttion: responsible for the
development of policy and advice concerning
Australia's space activities, the dcvclopment and
implementation of policy obicctives, and scrvicing the
Australian Space Board and its Committccs.

. Space Proic'cts Scttion: responsible for the
implementation of space proicrts approved by the
Australian Space Board for funding under thc
National Space Program.

l.aunch Scrvices Scction: coordinates the
Commonwealth Government activities rclating to the
development of the Cape York Spaceport.

It also provides policy advict on proposals to
develop launch vchicles, launch scrvices and
recoverable sa tellite payload s.

NASA Administration and Finance Section:
administers the contract bctween NASA and the
contracting company for the operation of the NASA
facilitim at Tidbinbilla (ACT), and Yarragadce (WA).

Interaction between the ASO and Dcfence is essentially non-
existent, apart from that which involves the Dcfcnce obscrvers on thc
ASB, which, as noted above, is fairly periphcral to the maior activities
of both thc Board and Defence. Staff of the ASO rarcly visit Defcnce
facilities and laboratories, and officers from Defencc rarcly initiate
meetings with ASO personnel. This lack of interaction between
Defence and the ASO must rank as one of the most important
weaknesscs in the efforts to dcvclop a national space policy.

The US rnaintains the largest space program in the world in
terms of budget expenditures-more than US$30 billion in 1991. More
than half this activity involves US defence and intelligence space
programs-including photographic rc'connaissance, SICINT, ocean
surveillance and other tcrhnical intclligencc collcrtion satellitcs,
defence communications satellites, early warning satelli tes, navigation

75 lbid.,p.?4.35.
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satellites, and space research associated with the Stratcgic Defense
Initiative (SDI). About 43 per cent of total US space activity, or some
US$14.7 billion in FY 1992, involves the NASA.75 Coopcration
between NASA and the US dcfence and intelligence community is
very close, though not always dcvoid of tension and sometimes even
downright hostility.

NASA was establishcd by Act of Congress on 15fuly 1958 to
administcr thc civilian space program. Until fuly 1958, all US space-
related activities were under the control of cither the military services
or thc National Advisory Committcr for Aeronautics, itsclf principally
a consultant and tcster for the US Air Force on spacecraft design and
developmcnt. NASA was very much a product of the shock induccd
in the Unitcd States by Sputnikl (launched on 4 Octobcr 1957) and
Sputnik II (3 Novembcr 1957). Although NASA was to bc csscntially a
civilian organisation, it was appreciated from the outsct that'trccause
thcre is a gray area bctwecn civilian and military intcrests, and
unavoidable overlapping', NASA would be involved in some dcfcnce-
related activitics. A Civilian-Military Liaison Committcc was
established to make determinations of responsibility and iurisdiction
over space projects as between NASA and the Department of Dcfcnse;
to ensure that where separate military and civilian proiects wcre
maintained there would be 'full exchange of such information as thc
othcr agency may require to carry out its responsibilitics'; and, to
oversee proiccts 'dctcrmined to be of sufficient ioint intcrest as to be
conducted cooperatively'.2

In Scptembcr 19ffi, NASA and thc Department of Defense
agrecd to enhance cooperation by means of a new Acronautics and
Astronautics Coordinating Board (AACB), with the Dcputy
Adminishator of NASA and the Dircrctor of Defensc Research and

'Space', Aoiation Wek B Space Technology, 18 Mardr 1991, p.145; Andrew Lar,r'lcr,
'Large NASA Increase Sought', Spce News,3 Fcbruary 791, p.1; Richard W.
Stevenson, 'Spacc Program Shifts Foors', Ncu Ymk Times,T February 1991, p.D-l;
and, Desmond fJall, Cunent Stratcgic Dwlopncnts anil Implicatiors pr tlu Aerospcc
Inilustry, (Working Paper No.230, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian
National University, Canberra, May l99l), pp.l9-21.
See Alison Criffith, The National Aerotuutics anl Spce Act: A Stuily of the
Deoelopnmt of Public Policy, (Public Affairs Pres, Washington, D.C., 1962), pp.92-
94.
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Engineering (DDR&D in the Department of Defense as co<hairmen.z
The general function of the AACB is to provide troad policy guidance
on major problems of concern to both agencies [i.e. NASA and DoD] in
the aeronautics and space areas'.D According to testimony to
Congress in March 7977, the AACB has proved to be 'a highly effc"ctive
means of maximizing benefits to be derived from NASA programs for
Dcfense use, in turn, assuring that tcchnology developed in military
programs is available for civil applications'.80 In addition to the AACB
itsclf, numerous other subsidiary NASA-DoD mcrhanisms have been
established 'for proiect cooperation, tcrhnology transfer, and for
[mutuall technical assistance'.El These include various panels and
sub'panels of thc Board, which provide annual reviews of obpctives,
programs and budgets, numerous memoranda of understanding
bctween NASA and DoD pint steering committees, Joint Technology
Coordinating Groups and Boards, topical reviews of tcchnology,
workshops, and irint shrdy teams.e

Through the 1950s, the principal thrust of NASA programs
was directed at 'achieving the goal, bcfore this dcrade is out, of
landing a man on the moon and returning him safely to earth', as
President Kenncdy stated in a special message to Congress on 25 May
1951.83 This involved extensive cmperation with the Department of
Defense and the Scrvices. All the original NASA astronauts carne from
the Services. All the Mtcury, Gmini and Apllo launches took place
from the US Air Force facilities at Cape Canaveral. A modified Aflas
ICBM booster was used for the Mucury launches, and the Titan II
ICBM booster for the Gnini launches.

During the 1970s, NASA's primary efforb werc focussed on
the development of the Space Transportation System (STS) or Shuftle,

Lloyd S. Swenson, Jr., James M. Crimwood and Charles C Alexander, This Nant
Ocan: A llistory of Proiect Mcratty, (National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Washington, D.C, 796), p 2&.
US Congress, Senatre, Committee on Commerce, Scimce and Transportation,
Subcourmittee on Scimce, Tedrnology, and Space, NASA Autlprizttior For Fbcal
Yar 7978, (US Covernment hinting Office, Washington, D.C., 79V), Part 3,

W.7&,769l.,164;9.
Ibitl.,pp.7fr2,l6fi.
Ibiil.,p.165O.
rbu.
Cited in Lloyd S. Swenson, fr., fames M. Grimwood and Charles C Alexander,
Thb Nao Ocan: A History q Prc,icct Maatry, Nadonal Aeronautics and Spae
Administration, Washington, D.C, 796), p362.
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the first launch of which took place on 12 April 1981. Although
managed by NASA, the Shuttle program was very much a irint
NASA-Dcfense program. The original NASA Shuttlc designs were
modified in several significant areas (including payload lift capacity
and cargo bay dimensions) to satisfy the requirements of the dcfence
and intelligence community. Through the 1980s, most of the Shuttle
crew members came from the Scrvicm. The Shuttle bccame the
principal launch vehicle for US defcnce and intclligence satcllitcs.
About one-third of all Shuttle flights to date have been entirely
dedicated to defence and/or intclligence missions, while anothcr 23
pcr cent of Shuttle flights have also contained significant Defcnse
payloads-i.e. some 60 per cent of total Shuttle flights have involved
defence and/or intclligence missions.

Although the US Air Force, following the Challengar disaster
on 28 ]anuary 1986, has developcd its own heavy launch vehicle, the
Titan 4, for the 'highest priori$/ defence and intclligence satellite
launches, NASA rcmains deeply involvcd in defence-relatcd activities.
NASA Scouf boosters and civil faciliticrs at the Wallops Flight Facility
in Virginia have bc.en used to launch targeb for the US anti-satellite
(ASAT) program.ss The Shuttle itself is still used for Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI) experiments.s Several NASA programs which are
publicised as being entirely civil in fact have significant dcfence
involvement-including the GEOE (Gmdetic Earth Orbiting Satellite)
program, which has been uscd to obtain geodetic and gravitational
data for missile targetingfT thc NASA/EOSAT LANDSAT satellites,
which were used during the rerrnt Gulf War to provide multispectral
imagery of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Iraq for topographic mapping,

'Space Agency Reaches Agreenrent with Air Force on Shuttle Flights', Nant York
Timcs,27 February 1985, p.15; and, Craig Covault, New Manifest for Spacc Shuttle
Csrerates Pa1'load Sponrcr Debate', Aointion Wuk I Sryc Tc&ndogy,13 October
1986,pp.22-23.
NASA Will Impce Secrecy Reshictions On Iaundres of Antisatcllite Targets',
Aoiarion Week & Specc Tcdrnalagy ,28 lamtary 19u5, p.B.
Craig Covault, 'Strategic Defense Initiative will use Two Shuttle Flights a Year',
Aobtior Weck & Spocc TechrcIogy, 18 February 1985, p.20; Walter Pincus, 'Shuttle
Tests for nStar Wars" Accelerated', Weshington Post,20 February 1985, p.5; and
NASA's Link to Strategic Defmse Effort Grows With New Spacecraf(, Aoiation
We* 8 Spe Technobgy,26 August 1985, p,p.1&20.
'Gecat Data To Aid Trident 2 Acr'ta$ , Aoiatiot Wak I Spcc Technobgy,l9luly
79u2, p.26; and foseph J. Trmto, Ptzsr.ript*n for Dissta: Frcn tlu Glory of Apollo ta
the Betrayalof tlu Shuttb, (Crown Publishers, lnc.,NewYork,7987),pp.12}724.
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terrain analysis and tactical planningfs NASA/National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) GOES (Geostationary
Opcrational Environmental Satellite), TIRO$N and Metast
meteorological satellites, which provided real-time weather data to US
forces in the Gulffs and thc NASA Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS), which was used during the rcrent Gulf War, for
example, to downlink digital imagery from the KH-ll and KH-12
imaging satcllitcs and the Iactosse radar imaging spac€craft,go as well
as relafng Defense Department message traffic.9l

The US practice is very illuminating. It demonstrates that
close cooperation is possible with respcrct to both R&D programs and
opcrational systems, even where activities of the highcst intelligence
sensitivity and whcre actual war-fighting situations arc involved. This
is not to argue that spccific US practices and mcrchanisms are easily
translatablc to other national space programs. The shcer magnitude of
the US activity means that many of the practices and mechanisms are
simply not reproduceable in much more modest programs.
Nevertheless, general principles can be discerned-$oth positive and
negative. On the negative side, it is important to ensure that the
compromiscs required by ioint programs are mutually beneficial
rather than subtractive. (Many commentators have argued, for
example, that the compromises to the NASA Shuttle dcsign caused by
the need to satisfy the requirements of the dcfcnce and intelligence
community, in a situation of dcclining budgetary allocations in the

'Spacecraft Playcd Vital Role in Gulf War Victoq/, Aoiatbn Wek & Spee
Technology,22 April 1991, p.91; Edward [I. Kolcum, fiilitary Leaders Say GIIS
Success in Gulf Assures Tactical Role for Satellites', Aoiatim Week B Spce
Techtnlogy, 13 May 1991, p.891; Patricia A. Gilmartin, 'France's Spot Satcllite
Images llelpd US Air Force Rehearse Gulf War Missions', Aoiatbn Week B fince
Technology,l July 191, W.2-23; and fame's W. Canan, 'A Watershed in Space',
Air Force lvlagazinc, August 1991,p.37.
Edward II. Kolcum, Military Leaders Say GPS Success in Gulf Assures Tactical
Role for Satellitcrs', Aaiation'Week €t Spcc Techrclogy, 13 May l9t, p.89; and
Patricia A. Gilmartin, 'France's SSnt Satellite Images l-lelpcd US Air Force
RehearseGulfWarMissions', laintionWeekS SpaceTechnology,llulyl99l,p.23.
See Daniel Charles, 'Spy Satellites: Entering a New Era', Science, (Vo1.243,
No.tl898), 24 March 1989, pp.l54l-l54il; Craig Covault, 'Recon Satellite kad
Allied lntelligence Effort', Aoistion Weck tt Spacc Tcchnology, 4 February 1991,
pp.25-26; and Kenneth I. Presti, 'Desert Storm Tests Warning Spy Sat Systems',
Washington Technology, 2l February 7991, p.72.
'Soviets Had Des€rt Storm Role', Srgnal,July 1997,p.9.
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7970s, contributed directly to the Challengn disaster in january l916r.n
More generally, the US practice demonstrates the necd to ensure that
civil-military collaboration does not lead to the military interests
overwhglming and distorting the civil programs and priorities. (Many
senior NASA personnel have reportedly expresscd anxicty about ttre
'virtual military takc.over' of the Shuttle program).93 There is
obviously littlc chance of this happening in Australia's circumstances.
Nevertheless, it would bc fruitful for Australia's space planncrs to
carefully assess the US practice with respect to civil-military
cooperation.

In Britain, in the early 1980s, reflecting many of the same
concerns that wcre dcveloping in Australia at that time, policy-makers
and others from the scientific community and industry with a
significant intercst in spacc began searching for a strategy to promote a
coordinate British space activities. In fanuary 1985, following a high-
level enquiry chaired by Sir Robin Nicholson, then the Government,s
Chief scicntific Adviser, the Government dcridcd to estabrish the
British National Space Centre (BNSC). The purpose of the BNSC,
which was sct up in November 1985, was 'to improve the
development of space technology in the United Kingdom, ... to co-
ordinate policy more-effectively, ... and provide a sharper focus for
Britain's space effort'. 94

Although the BNSC has done much to improve on the
fragmentcd approach which had preceded its creation, its
achievements have fallen short of the original intentions. Hence, as a
Select Committcc of the House of Lords concluded in December 7987,
the UK remains 'cffe.ctively without a space polic)/.95

There are two principal reasons for the lack of success of the
BNSC, both of which are relevant to Australia's current circumstances.
The first is that the Centre was not shong enough as an agency to

92 l*, f9. example, Malcolm McConnell, Challenger: A Mnjor Matfunctbn, (Unwin
laperbacks, London, 1987), pp.3743; and Josepf, J. Trento, presciption for Disster:
Frcm tlu Glory of Apollo to thc Betrayd of the Shuttle, (Crown publishers, Inc., New
Y ork, 7987), pp. I 01 -1 03.

fp Regn3fd Turn_ill (ed.), /ane's_fpceflight Dhectory t987, Uane's publishing

loqpany Limited, London, Third Edition, 1987),p.347.
See House of Lords, Select Committee on Scimcelnd Technology, United Kingdonl
Spcc Policy: Volumc 7 - Rernil, (Her Mai*t/s Stationery Offtci, London, lSgg),
P20.
Ibid.,p.9.
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achieve a 'targeted assessment of obirtives, funding and

programmes'.96 The Centre was not bcen given the funds to enable it
io promote British space science, tcrchnology or industry, and it lacked

the bureaucratic-political weight to effcrctively promulgate a national
space policy or to effectively control over or impose any iudgement on
priorities betwcen Britain's space activities.

Se.cond, the defence and civilian dimensions of the British
space effort 'are still not integratd'97-a rnaior wcakness when the
Ministry of Defence spends more on space-relatcd activities (some

f116m in 1986/1987) than the total expenditure of other Departments
(about €100m in 1985/1987198 and where the samc tcthnologicrs hnd
often the same missions and satellites serve both civilian and military
purposes'.99

Integration of the defcnce and civilian dimensions of the
British space effort is hampered by the lack of any coherent space

policy within the Ministry of Defence (MoD) itself. Dcspite the fact
that the MoD is thc mainr player in the British space scene, space is not
high on the agcnda within the MoD. Space is regarded as something
which is uscful in facilitating certain existing military functions, such
as cornmunications and surveillance, but not a domain which is

'important in itself'.lm Hence, the parameters of the British defence

space activitics have becn suboptimiscd in terms of othcr dcfence
obicctives and missions, and thc MoD has bctn unable to contribute to
the definition and development of a British national spacc policy.l01

The principal obstacles to the incorporation of Defence
perspectives and activities into a national Australian space policy and
program are, first, the sensitivity of many of the dcfcnce space

activities, particularly those involving space'related intelligence
operations; and, second, the lack of any single coherent or
comprehensivc Defence perspc.ctive on space matters-lct alone any

fames Eberle and Helen Wallace, British Spce Policy erul Intcnatiotul Collabotatbn,
(Chatham House Papers No.42, published for The Royal Instihrte of International
Affairs by Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1987), p.xiii.
Ibid.,p.ni.
House of Lords, Selcrct Committee on Scierce and Technology, Uniteil Kinsdonr
Spcc Policy,pp.2L27.
fames Ebcrlc and Helen Wallace, British Spce Policy arul Intcrnetional Collaborarion,
pp.xii-xiii.
Ibid.,pp.4144.
Ibid..
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single focal point within the Dcfcnce establishment for dcvcloping and
representing a Defence position on space matters.

Rather, there is a myriad of Defence Units, Branches, Scctions,
Facilities and l,aboratories concerncd with various particular aspc<ts
of space-including planners within the Department of Defence and
the Headquarters of the ADR managers and financial administrators
within the capital equipment procurement arcas, opcrators and users
of space systems in the Servicas, scientists in the defence R&D
community, and significant elernents within the Australian intelligence
community. Morc specifically, thesc include:

o thc Joint Defence Facilities Scction of thc International
Policy Division under the Deputy Serretary, Stratcgic
and Intelligence, in the Department of Dcfence, which
is responsible for the development and
implcmentation of policy in relation to the irint
Au stralia/US dcfencc facilitics;

r the Force Development and Analysis (FDA) Division
undcr the Deputy Scrrctary, Strategic and Intelligence,
which is responsiblc for policy advice on the space-
related capabilities required for defence operations
and intelligence supgnrg

. the Capital Equipment Program Division under the
Deputy Secretary Acquisition and l-ogistics, in the
Department of Defence, which is responsible for the
devclopment and rcview of major capital equipmcnt
Prograrns (such as the Australian Defcnce Satellite
Communications Station currently being constructcd
at Kojarena, WA), including the provision of policy
advice on tcrhnical, financial, rcsource and
commercial asp,ccts of capital equipment acquisitions;

r the Military Strategy and Concepts (MSC) Branch of
thc Development Dvision in the Hcadquarters of the
ADF, which is respronsible for the devclopmcnt of
military aspects of strategic guidance, ADF long-range
plans, operational concepts, force dcvelopment
obicrtives and infrastructural support requiremcnts
concerning space-rela tcd sys tems and capabi lities;
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. the Communications and Information Systems (CIS)

Branch of Development Dvision in HQADR which is
responsible for the development of policy conccrning
spacc''related communications and information
sYstems;

. numerous elements of the Army, RAN and RAAE
which are responsible for the development of Scrvice
rcquirements for space'related communications,
navigation and information systems;

. numerous elements of the Army, RAN and RAAR
which are resPonsible for the operation and
maintenance of Service spacc*'rclated communications,
navigation and information systems;

. elements of the Defcnce Signals Dircrtorate (DSD),

which are retPonsible for the dcvelopment, operation
and maintenance of the DSD SATCOM SIGINT
facilities; the satellite communications links (such as

the Conooy, Simpson and Maroon Shield networks) for
rclaying SIGINT; and the processing and analysis of
SATCOM SIGINT;

. the Imagery Exploitation Serction and Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) elcments of the Dcfence
Intelligence Organisation (DIO), which are involved in
the processing and exploitation of remote scnsing
data, including that acquircd from spacc''based
systems;

r the Space and SPcrial Projects Branch of the DSTO,
which is responsible for the coordination and
provision of technical Policy advice on existing and
potential intclligence, surveillance and other
applications of space tcrhnology;

r the Surveillance Research laboratory (SRL) of the
DSTq Salisbury which is involved in research and
development of space'based radar and optoelcrtronic
surveillance techniques and capabilitics; and
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r the Electronics Re"search taboratory GRL) of the
DSTQ Salisbury, which is involved in R&D
concerning satellite communications, SIGINT and
elcrctronic warfare terhniques and ca;nbilities.

These various organisational entities within thc Dcfcnce
establishment have different obirtives, interpsts and perspcrtives, and
have varying degroes of burcaucratic/political power with which to
pursue their disparate goals. Cooperation betwccn them is gcarcrally
quite good, although there is sometime competition and tension, and
the compartmentalisation of the more sensitive activities remains a
powerful impediment to full cooperation. There is no machinery for
reconciling the diversity of interests and goals. The extremely
sensitive nature of the space-relatcrl intelligence activities and somc of
the defence programs places a real constraint on the extent of inter-
action and cooperation within the Defence establishment.
Neverthelcss, the lincs of compartrnentalisation are not immutable.
Many were dcfined as much by historical circumstances as by current
security concerns. Moreover, the compartmentalisation provides
significant privileges for some elements of the community, in terms of
resource management, oversight and political acc€ss, which the
privileged elements are understandably loathe to concede. In the
bureaucratic/political context, the security considerations are, at least
sometimes, inevitably used as an excuse to frustrate more extensive
coopcration.

On the other hand, there has clearly bcen an increasing
recognition on the part of sonre elements of the Defenca establishment
of the benefits, to both Defence and the broader national interest, of
Defcnce doing more both to coordinate its own disparate goals and
activities and to support a national space effort. This is espcrially
apparent within the Air Force, where some officers have offered
considered arguments for developing an ADF Space Policy both to
promote the sclf-reliance capabilities of the ADF and as an esscntial
ingredient of a comprchensive national space policy.l@

1U2 The work of RAAF officers at the Air Power 9tudies Centre, RAAF Fairbairn, and
in the office of the Spac€ Co-ordinator under the D?uty Chief of the Air Staff in
Air Force Office, Russell Hill, warants spedal mention in this resped. See also
Wing C-ommander Kmneth J. Drover, RAAF, Sfa Powr: Militoy Impcreti*:s k
Australia's Enoi'onnarl, (Air War College Recearch Report, Air University, United
States Air Force, Maxwell Air Forct Base, Alabama, March l9E9),pp.&-79.
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It has been suggestcd that an ADF Spact Comrnand should be

establishcd as a new Scrvica to intcgrate ADF space activities, to
consolidate ADF space requirements, to develop ADF spacc doctrine,
to provide an institutionaliscd and forceful advocacy base, and to
provide a mechanism for liaison and cooperation with the civil space
community.lB Such a development would be too ambitious at this
stage. A more appropriate development would be the establishment
of an Australian Dcfence Space Coordination Office (ADSCO), which
would opcrate under the pint supervision of the Deputy Secretary
Strategic and Intelligence and the Vice Chief of the Defence Force
(VCDD. the purview of such an office and two-hattcd supervisory
arrangement would encompass most of the significant current space
activities of the Departnrcnt of Defcnce and the AD4 and it would
provide a sufficiently high level focal point for liaison with the
national space policy machinery. Further evolution of this structure
could occur in accordance with the future development of ADF space
interests and capabilities, the growth of Australia's space tcrhnological
and industrial capabilities, and the national space policy machinery
itself.

It is now more than six years since the Working Party of the
Australian Academy of Tcrhnological Sciences under the
Chairmanship of Sir Russel Madigan reported that Australia's space
potential was 'fragmentcd and dispersed' and rcrommended the
establishment of a national space policy,lg and more than five years
since the Govcrnment announcrd that it had 'accepted the thrust of the
Madigan Report's rcrommendations'. 16 However, notwithstanding
the subsequent establishment of the Aushalian Spacc Board and the
Australian Space Office to develop and manage a national space policy
and program, there is still no truly national policy or policy-making
structure. The terms of reference of the ASB and ASO fall short of
those of the statutory authority rcrcommended by thc Madigan reporg
the Government has not providcd the funding commitment
recommendcd by the Madigan repor| and the space activities of the

Ibid.,p.6.
Space Science and Tedrnology Working Party of the Australian Academy of
Technological Sciences [draired by Sir Russel Madigan], A Spcc Policy fur
Austrdia: A Rcprt PrcFrcd lor tlu Minista fm Sciarce, (Australian Academy ol
Technological Sciences, Parkvillg Vic, f une l9E5), pp.l, 4.
Minister for Industry, Tedrnology and Commerce,'A Spae Policy For Australia',
Neros Rdansa No.17 4 I 86, 2. lhptember 1986, p.2.
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Dcfcnce establishmcnt have not bcrn coordinated with those of the
civil community.

Thc inability
recommendations of

the ASB and ASO to live up to the
Madigan report has caused considerable

dissatisfaction within some elements of the Australian space
community. This is particularly the case within the 'rescarch
establishments and centres of higher education' which the Madigan
report had rcrommended should receive substantial governmcnt-
funded contracts,lG but which bclie that thcy have bccn effectively
ignored by thc ASB/ASO. The dissatisfaction is so strong in some
quarters that it has bc.en argucd that the ASB/ASO structure should be
abolished and the process of establishing a national space poliry and
program should bc started again, bascd on Rcrommendation 15 of the
Madigan report.loT

It seems, however, that the objedives of the N{adigan report
and the concerns of some elements of the space science communitv can
be satisficd without dismantling thc structures devclopcd ovci thc
past half dccade. Rather, the agenda should be to build on thcse
structures, to strengthen and broaden the capacities and purview of
thc ASB/ASO, and to scck a greater commitment from the
Gorcrnment to promoting Australia's space activitics. The
dcficiencies in the current structures are due, as much as anything clse,
to inadcquate Government funding. The Covernment ncrds to be
persuadcd that the allocation of additional resources to space
activities, particularly in the space science and basic technology areas,
would have large long-term payoffs. The experience of overscas
countries is unequivocal. Investment commitments made a decade or
two ago have led to national capabilities and commercial benefits
which could not have been predicted in any specific fashion at the time
but which are now incontrovertible.

Togcther with a stronger Covernment commitment and an
enhanced appreciation of the value of space rience and basic
technology, therc is a ncred to incorporate Defence activities into the

r06 Space Science and Technology Working Party of the Australian Acadcmy of
Technological Sciences ldraired by Sir Russel Madigan], A SVuc Policy for
Australia: A Reprt Prqared for tlu Minister lor *ince, (Australian Academy of
Technological Sciences, Parkville, Vic, fune 1985), p.l1
lbid.,pp.11,58.
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national s;ncc policy proaess. An essential preliminary step here is to
establish some coordinating centre within the Dcfence cstablishment
itsclf. This would be achieved by the creation of an Australian Defcnce
Space Coordination Office operating under the Deputy Scrretary
Strategic and Intclligcnce and the VCDF. In order to complcte the
liaison loop therc would nccd to be established a small scrtion,
pcrhaps consisting of two or thrcre people with appropriate scrurity
clearances, within the ASO. Overseas experience demonstrates that
the security considcrations involved in sensitive space defence and
intelligence activities are not an obstacle to close cooperation bctwcen
the defence and civil communities.

Australia cannot afford to be without a national space policy.
The costs of fragmentation, sertional perspertives and duplicated
prograrns is too great. The bcncfits of comprehensive planning, joint
programs and coordinated infrastructural dcvelopment arc immense.
It only requires imagination and goodwill on thc part of the concerned
parties for thcse to be realiscrC. The benefits will accnre in terms of
enhanced defence self-reliance. But thcy will also be seen in terms of
commercial payoffs and an enhanced national capacity to utilise spacc
to build a better world for all of us.



CHAPTER 1.6

A SPACE POLICY FOR AUSTRALIA

Theodore Stapinski

In developing an Australian space policy, it is important to
look at the future and not just the present, as spac€ programs often
takcn five to ten ycars to realisc aftcr the initial proposal. Therefore, it
is critical to examinc where Australia should be in space activitics in 15
years.

Two extremes can be postulated:

(a) In 2006, Australia now has a vibrant space program
and space continues to be onc of the best performers
on the export market particularly in the now rapidly
growing economic zone in Southeast Asia. The second
launch pad at Woomera has iust been uscd
successfully for the first time. It lvas necessary
becarrse the large back log for launchcs on pad 1. The
Australian communication satellite AUSSAT D2 has
just finished its integration and testing in cleanrooms
in Australia by Australian companics. Plans for a
follow-on Equatorial Earth Observation satcllite
continue following thc highly successful operation of
the first satellite.

G) In 20M, Australia continues its decline in
manufacturing activities. fapancse farmers using their
links to fapanese Remote Sensing satellites to optimise
thcir beef, wool and wheat production with an aim to
getting their produce through their factorics in
Australia in time to hit the japanese markets at the
critical time. Australian businesspcople again
complained of their lack of efficicnt satcllite
communication and expresscd their regret to the
closing down of the national satellite systcm
(AUSSAT) and thc rcntal of overcrowded, non-
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optimised satellites from the powerful Asian
communication satcllite operators.

The Australian Government rcinforced its decision to
stay out of space activities as by now the effort
required to catch up overseas countries is enormous.

Which of these scenarios should Australia embrace? Surcly
the first must bc close to which Australia should be aiming. The future
status of space must be critically examined. The goals of what
Australia should achieve by 10 to 15 years must be clearly defincd.
Thcn the spacc policy must be built along thosc goals.

Obiectives of a Space Policy for Australia

There are two main obirtives of a space policy:

Dcvelop and implcment a space program to mcct the
spaca needs of Australia in the areas of
communications; remote scnsing; meteorology;
navigation; search and rescue; and science. Included
in this program shall be space projeds that provide
significant benefit to Australia to iustify their funding.

Dcvelop and encourage an Australian industrial
capability that is internationally compctitive; export
orientatcd; high+kill based; and capable of mecting a
mairrity of the space requircmcnts in Australia.

A summary of the goals for the next ten years should bc the following:

Australian industry should bc capable of providing at
least 40 per cent of its own communication satellite
requiremcnts by the cnd of the lGyear pcriod.

Australia should have a share in the international
remote sensing space segrrent.

Australia should be contributing to the world space
meteorology system.

Australian companies should have devclopcd
products for the satcllite ground terminal markcts

(a)

(b)
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such as VSATs, Pay TV terminals, satellite navigation
receivcns.

r Australia should be launching satellites from its own
soil.

These goals will be taken as rcad for now. Their iustification will
become clearer later.

Communications

a Space Segment

The Australian space policy in communications should bc to
devclop an indigenous capability to meet a signiflcant pcrccntage of its
needs in this area and using its purchasing power to mcct these ncads
enable the indigc'nous capability to become a competitive, export-
oricntated bu siness segmcnt.

Australia is already a significant customer for satellite
communication services. It has AUSSAT as a national satellite carrier
which already has three communication satellites in orbit and a furthcr
two satellites to be delivered into orbit in 1992. These satellites have
been purchased almost totally from overceas. In the first generation of
three satellites only the cable harnesses were manufacturcd in
Australia. In the scrond generation of satcllites probably less than five
per cent of the total in orbit cost of the satellites will be paid to
Australian contractors. This means that sums of money like $300m for
the second generation of satellites are exported and the Australian
balance of tradc takes another grcat dive further into the rcd. This can
very much be contrasted with the policy taken by almost all other
countries. For example, Spain, which is generally not regarded as a
countrlr with high tcrhnology, established a policy in their r€c€nt
acquisition of two national communication satellitcr that 40 per cent of
the work would be done by Spanish companies. They are well on the
way to this achievment. Korea, which until recently did not have a
space program, required that there had to be a Korean company to bid
the program and a large Korean involvement for their intended
purchase of their first national communication satellite set. Why does
the Australian Government allow the overseas prime contractors to
bully it get such a low achievernent for Australian industry?
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Australia also uses international communication satellite
services to meet its international nccds. It is a membcr of the
INTEISAT and INMARSAT consortia. As such Australia pays a
significant fee to these consortia for the use of these satellitss. Most of
the maior players in these consortia use their leverage to ensure that
their country achieves contracts at least to the level of their
contribution.

The Australian record for achievernent in this area is even
wonse than the national system as alrnost zero work has bcrn achievcd
for Australian companies. This is notwithstanding mairr rcrent
purchases for INTELSAT satellites (five originally with another seven
possible) and INMARSAT satcllitcs (four ordcred originally with
another four possiblc). AUSPACE, an Australian company, will have
a small contribution to the INMARSAT III satellitcs through
AUSPACE's role as part of the Maha Marconi Space consortium but
not through dirert push on the INMARSAT organisation by the
Au stralian Government.

Thus, a key step is for the Australian Government to use its
purchasing power to develop an indigenous capability.

The communications satcllite business is bcrcoming big
business and the international competitors are combining to build up
their strength and to reduce their overall costs. In most mapr
competitions there are generally four bids and in each team thcre are
several mairr space companies from different parts of the world.

So where does this leave Australian companies? Obviously no
Australian company has the tcrchnology, the infrastructure and
financial commitment to compcte as a prime contractor on
international programs and, probably not on an Australian programs,
unless there is a drastic change in the Australian policy of supporting
its local industry. Nevertheless, Australian indusby cannot continue
to bc left out of this sizable and important business.

There are two ways which Australian companies can be
involved in communication satellite business. First, Australian
companies can pin an international consortium. Second, Australian
industry can look for niche markets.

In the first scenario it is proposed that Australian companies
join one or more of the four mairr teams bidding for international
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programs. There are two reasons why Australian companies would be
permitted to inin these teams. The first is that Australian companies
could produce components or equipment at prices lowcr than anyone
in the world and at the appropriate quality level. The scrond reason is
that Australian Government leverage is used on the overseas team for
government purchases on the overscas teams. The second reason is
generally the way that overscas companies have devcloped but the
first reason is the way that they have bccn able to sustain their
position. Canada, with its GDP not much larger than Australia, has
established SPAR as a company that has bcen a prime contractor on
international COMSAT purchases and is a significant player in these
mairr teams.

The other mcthod of market entry is by a niche products. In
this case Australian companies could dcvelop a component or product
that cost less and/or performs better than that currently available
anywhere else in the world. Again if Canada is used as an example,
COMDEV shows the way as it produces spacc microwave components
which are internationally competitive.

Fortunately technology does change rapidly so continuously
opportunities are presented. The latest is the use of Low Earth Orbit
small satellites in a constellation to provide world coverage for mobile
communications. Cnrrently there are twelve proposals to implcment
such a constellation. The most developed is the Motorola proposal
lridium which would have 77 satcllites in seven orbit planes in low
Earth orbit. Satcllite-to.satcllite communication and intclligent
switching onboard the satellite enables communication between any
two points on the Earth's surface. This new existing venture opcns
many new opportunities for Australian industry.

The Australian space policy should have a tcchnology
development program to ensure thc development of thc appropriate
Australian skills in communication satcllite technology. This
technology development program will be directed towards ensuring
so that Australia docs have a significant contribution in both national
and international satellite purchascs in the future. Fortunately there is
time. The AUSSAT A3 satellitc will last until 7997 and may not be
immcdiately replaced. The INTEISAT and INMARSAT satellites will
not be replaced for more than sevcral years, however thc low Earth
constellations are under developmcnt and time is of the essence.
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The technology development Program should be multi-
facetcd. The first step is for Australia to dcvelop its own small test
communication satellite. This would give Australian industry the
experience of all the subsystems of the COMSAT as well as the mission
planning, system dcrsign integration and testing and launch
interfacing. This satellite would be a LIGHTSAT in low Earth orbit
and would perform a useful and commercial servict. A logical
proposal is that this would be a Store and Forward satellite and as

such it would receive L-band signals from anywhere over the Earth
and transmit these signals to the AUSSAT satellites via the L-band
mobile service. The reverse path would be rnadc for signals
transmifted to remotc stations. The Store and Forward satellite would
also be able to acc€pt UHF signals/messages and convert these to
L-band signals to be 

-sent 
to the AUSSAT L-band service. The benefits

of using UHF is that the transmitter and rcteiver would be much
cheaper than an L-band terminal. The UFIF terminals could be used
for low cost data gathering devices and for emergency usc.

The Store and Forward satellite should have a threa axis
stabilised spacecraft as this is the workhorse of both low Earth orbit
and geostationary communication satcllites. The construction of such
a satellite would develop considerable capability in Australian
ind u stry in communication satcllite tcrhnology.

Once the development is well underway the technology
program should broaden. An analysis should be made of the areas
where Aushalian industry has both the capability and potentiai to not
only significantly contribute to the Australian industry but also to be
competitive on the world market. Areas to be looked at would
include: the microwave component capability of the Que''ensland Space
Centre; the antenna designs based on CSIRO's tcrhnology; the satcllite
navigation capability based on AUSPACE's tcrhnology; and satellite
bus capability in British Aerospace Australia, Hawkcr de Havilland
and AUSPACE. The technology pro{tram would extend the
development of the areas with the best prospects and push these
products into the world market.

This technology development would be carefully planned to
ensure that fuhr€ Australian satellites would comprise a minimum of
3040 per cent of Australian content. Within ten years this could
increase even further.
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b. Ground Systems

Thc ground system area which providcs the necessary links to
satellites represents, in dollars terms, a market much larger than the
space segment. Australian space policy should nurture, support and
assist the developmcnt in specific market niches. A classic example of
this is the market for L-band mobilc terminals.

The AUSSAT satellite service will be capable of providing an
L-band mobilesat service from fune 1993 after the completion of the
testing and the set up of the network controller. The requirement is
very similar to thc AMSC/TMI satellite mobile service to be installcd
in USA/Canada about a year later and INMARSAT service to be set
up about a similar time.

Thus, for once Australia has a pre-eminent place as it would
be the first country to sell and test these terminals. Australian industry
has the opportunity to develop these terminals for initial sales locally
and the world market later.

Unfortunatcly, the lack of an Australian strategy has meant
that foreign companies will probably ride this advantage, not an
Australian company. The lack of certainty over AUSSAT's future, the
split of TELECOM from the mobilesat business and lack of follow-up
on the R&D investment have lcd to the dissipation of progress that
was originally made on several fronts. The lesson to bc learnt is to
bring together the key players in Australia from both industry and
government. Thc overall strategy should be initially agrc.ed and then a
detailed action plan developed to ensure that things really happen.
Both industry and government will invest where thcre is a clear
strategic plan.

Nevertheless new opportunities continue to present
themselves. The following thrce opportunities will soon arisc:

(i) Pay TV receiver-only terminals. When AUSSAT
obtains the licence to provide a Pay TV service within
the next two years there will be a high demand for
commercial TV receiveronly terminals to provide the
service.
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(ii) Satcllite Navigation Rcreivers. The Global Positioning
Satellites (Gf5), providcd by US Defcnsc Department
will bc fully opcrational in 1993. This provides a very
lucrative markct for commercial and military satellitc
navigation receivers.

(iiil VSAT Terminal. As the limitation on the use of thc
AUSSAT communication system is lifted in early 1992

the dernand for VSAT terminals for point to
multipoint communication will increase.

The role of Australian space policy should bc one of the facilitating in
this area. Business and companies could be encouragcrl to obtain R&D
funds and investments from all available sources possible.

Remote Sensing

Remote sensing must be at the forefront of the Australian
space policy. Space policy should focus on meeting the national
needs/benefits as the prime goal-industrial development is a

secondary but ncressary goal. It is to sufficient to point out that
remote sensing will, in the near future, be essential for all primary
industries, government services etc. Australia is a large country with a
small population and further more lays claim to a large ocean
sovreignty.

Remote sensing satcllites provide images to monitor croPs;
moisture levels; hcalth of forests; salinity lcvels; and, to provide
information for fisheries stocks. In the mining industry, high
resolution multispcrtral satellite imagery assists geologists in
exploration and mapping of raw mineral deposits and oil/gas
exploration. Images of clouds, tcmprerature profiles, wind vclocity and
direction from meteorological satellites enable improvcd weathcr
predictions. The monitoring of cyclones, storms, floods and drought
by satellite will save many livcs previously put at risk by the violent
nature of the earth.

Australia cannot
overseas. Australia is

all its satcllite information from
bright continent in the southern

hemisphere, close to the equator. Maior remotc sensing satellitcs such
as LANDSAT and SIOT are optimised for thc northern hemisphere

obtain
a hot
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and for colder darker scenes. A maior point however is the price and
the timeliness of remotely senscd data.- within the next 5 to t0 years
the mairr remote sensing satellites will beam their data back to the
host country via data relay satellites. It is even possible that only
processed not raw data would be availablc to uiers outside thcst
countries. Thus the price of this data will be high and Australian
institutions and/or companies would be excluded from the remote
sensing value addcd market for processing the raw images. In
addition the host country, for political or economical reasonls, could
delay the provision of the data while providing a host of technical
reasons for the delay. Thus for financial, economical, political and self
reliant reasons Australia must have direct acc€ss to iemotelv sensed
data.

This ownership can be achievcd by Australia totaily owning a
modest remote sensing satellite or, more likely, Australia could share a
remote sensing satellite with one or more other countries.

There are rvrny important and rclevant typer of remote
sensing that can be done from space. NASA had originilly planned to
spend over $20 billion dollars on its Mission to planet E]aith,. Even
this elaborate and extensive mission will not achieve all that could
have be achieved .

Thus, priorities must be sct. These priorities shall be set by the
bcncfits/ncrds of the mission, the overall cost and the fcasibility or tne
mission being rrrct by Australian industry. The priorities shouli bc set
by an interdepartmental space commiitee wiih members from the
government bodies with mairr responsibilities related to primary
industry, the cnvironment, foreign affairs, transport and
communications, etc.

. After t-he priollty committcc has selected the overall priorities,
a long-term plan shall be devcloped by the Australian Govcrnment
body with the carriage of space in Australia. The long-term plan
should have projcrb going through their various 

"phaseJ 
of

implementation. Initially feasibility ituaies (pre.phasc A studies)
should be conductcrc to demonstrate that the laws of physics are not
violated and that the broad cgrygpt looks feasibte. 

'The 
feasibility

studies could be pcrformed by cslRo and other academic institutions.
otherwise the national space program could fund these studies.
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Ideally two to thrcc fcasibility studies would be done for each proiect
that goes further.

For proiects selcttcd from the feasibility Process, a conccptual
design study (phase A study) should be performed by industry in
colliboration with CSIRO, univcrsities and other relevant bodies. Such

studies would establish its engineering feasibilig, a reasonable

estimate of the propct costs and mairr issues to be addressed in future
phases. In the subsequent selcrtion Process the proicct then selccted
should procccd to complction save for maior tc'chnical or financial
problems.

The priority committce may wish to crcnsider the following
proiects as indicative of the high profile, highly relevant dedicated
Australian proicrcts that could go ahead:

(i) Atmosphcric Pressure Sensor: the concept of this instrument
was conceivcd by CSIRO to measure, from sPact, the atmospheric
pressure to a high accuracy over the large area. Such information is of
vital importance as metmrologists seek to improve accuracy of their
weather predictions. This instrument should ideally fly on an overseas
platform with a suite of other meteorology instruments.

CSIRO with AUSPACE have built an airborne vcrsion of the
instrument to dcmonstrate its initial feasibility. This instrument is a
key to the Australian participation in the world meteorology satellite
system from which Australia gets, at no charge, detailed information
from existing satcllites. The Americans and Japanese who own these

satcllites are unlikely to allow this free ride to continue.

(ii) Global Atmospheric Methane sensor (GAMs): this would be

an ideal proiect to plot methane concentrations, from a small remote
sensing satellite, on a LIGFIISAT. Methane is a grctnhouse gas with
an effect only slightly less than that of carbon dioxide. As such the
proiect would attract considerable interest with the high profile of
environmental issues.

GAMS could fly on an a dedicated LIGHTSAT which could be
launched from Woomera by the Southern Launch Vehicle as the mass

of the satellite would be around 250 kg-it would be a very modest
pro}erct.
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(iii) .- _Imaging Spcctrograph: Such an instrument would provide
detailed spectroscopic information with high spatial resolution bf areas
of- intercst from space. This would provide considerably more
information than the existing satellites such as LANDSAT and srot
which only provide several bands of spectral information and only
moderate spatial information. The imaging spcctrograph would havl
to trade wide coverage with more spcctial and spatiil information. Its
advantages are expcrcted to bc important for lnalysing the surface
characteristics of the Earth to provide resourc€ managemcnt of
renewable resourccrls. such an instrument is considerably complex but
CSIRO is developing an airborne instrument to test the concept.

In addition to developing its own unique instrumcntation,
Australia should look to collaborating with overseas partncrs on mairr
relot9 sensing projcrts. This has already happened in a small way
with the European Remote Scnsing satellitcs ERS 1 and ERS 2. The
satellites provide valuable information on the oceans such as sea
surface bchaviour. The satellites have the following instrumcnts:
Synthetic A;rerture Radar (SAR), Along Track Scanning Radiometer
(ATSR), Radar Altimeter and Microwave Sounder.

Australia funded part of ERS 1 by building elerctronic boxes of
the ATSR (British Acrospace Australia) and for rns z by building the
focal plane array (AUSPACE) and the electronic ground checli-out
equipment (British Aerospace Australia). In addition a fast dclivery
processor for sAR imagery has bcen built by BAeA. ERS data will b-e
received by the AcREs station in Alicc springs and the TERSS station
in Tasmania. The Principal Investigator for the proprt is an
Australian, Dr I. Barton, of csIRO. Thii gives Austratii rcady access
to the ERS data. In this proicrt Australia has estabrished a clear
credibility with the maior ERS players-the united Kingdom and the
European spacc Agcncy. Thc continuation of this involvement into
the next generation of this instrument is highly desirable.

Anothcr kcy prospect for involvernent is the SI1CT scrics of
satellites. Australia was actually askcd to participate in the spor IV
satellite program in 1986 but this offer was unfortunately declined. In
the future, in this series of satellites or a similar type of satellite,
Australia should contribute an instrument or part oi ine satellite to
maintain its access to satellite data in a cosi effective and timcly
manner,
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Launching

Most of the mairr space countries have a launch Program as

part of their space program. For example the big players-US, the
former USSR, Europe, Iapan and China+nd thc smaller
players-Brazil, India and Pakistan fit within this category. However
it is not essential. Countries like Canada and the UK have made the
decision that the launcher business is not essential ingredicnt to their
national space program.

A launcher program that is fully integrated into the overall
national space program is very relevant and it should be
internationalty competitive and be able to generate considerable
exports. Two very different programs are undc'r consideration for the
launcher segment of the Sp"ce Poliry for Australia. Both of thete
should be iudged as to how thcy mcet the above critcria. The two
proiects are:

. Southern launch Vehicle

. CapeYorkSpaceport

The Southern launch Vehicle proposal is to rc-open Woomera
as a launch site and to launch small satellites, up to 15(I) kg into low
Earth orbit. This has sorne veqy obvious attraction to Australia, such
as:

(a) The size of the satellites proposed to be launched is the
right size for modcrst LIGHTSATs that would be
launched as part of an integrated space Ptogram.

(b) The launcher would be built in Australia (the rocket
motors and other q)mponents which need to be
procured overseas).

(c) The proprct is of a moderate size which can be
comfortably handlcd by Australian industry.

(d) It is addressing a new developing market in which
there are no established players.
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(e) It will also be a suitable site for recoverable capsules to
Iand on. Such capsules are important for
microgravity applica tions.

The development of the Cape York Spaceport would offer a
significant lift in the profile of space in Australia. There are factors to
be considcrcd, such as international politics, environmental and
Aboriginal issues. If the proirt is developcd in the corrcrct manner
thcn there will bc significant Australian involvement in both high
tcchnology areas as well as simply pouring the cemcnt for the
infrastructure.

Science

Science programs should be part of an Australian space
program and clearly they should not dominate it.

Australia has a very high reputation in science and this is
important as 'the rience of today is the enginerering of tomorrow,.

Scicnce programs have played an important part in thc
development of a space capability. Such programs, because of thcir
uniqueness, generally require considerable new development and are
less tightly bound by commercial considerations and tight schcdule
control. This leads generally to science programs requiring largely
unique payloads and sornetimes unique space platforms.
Communication satellites for example have a minimum numbcr of
variations from the previous version to minimise cost and schedule.
Therefore science programs do allow strong engincering
developmcnts which can spin off into more commercial applicationi
later.

The Australian space program was rcstarted with the space
science programs of STARLAB and Enduwur.

It is however important to look vcry much to the future to
where existing new developments are happening. Microgravity
research is bcing conducted by large space companies overseas.
Limited access to space, because of the shuttle problems, has severely
restricted the western world's microgravity experimental time-but it
appears to still have enormous potential. Thus development in
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microgravity still remains at thc lcvel of research. This is an arca in
which Australian scientists can be involved.

Internatlonal Aff iliations

Space is an intemational busincss. High costs are encouraging
even the mapr spacc powers of the US, lapan, Russia and Europc to
combine on rnairr proiects. Australia needs to look likewise for strong
intemational links for collaboration.

Two prossibilities come to mind. The first is that Australia
pins in intcrnational collaboration on an ail hoc basis. Then Australia
selects international space prcgrams that are important to it and
requests the host nation(s) that it be allowed to participate. They may
agree. This has the advantage of sclercting the space proictt with the
maximum bcnefit in which to be involved. The downside is that
Australia will always be a minor player in space Progrcms. As a
result, it will often bc difficult to gct into critical projects.

The sercond possibility is for Australia to irin a grouping of
space countries. An easy option is pining ESA (the European Space

Agency). Australia could irin ESA as a affiliate mcmber as has
Canada. This would be comfortable because Australia was involved
wittr ELDO, the predetsessor of ESA, in rocket launches from
Woomera. Also Australia has bcen involved with ESA proicrts such as

ERS, LYMAN and others. Australia would necd to contribute
something around $15 million Per year but Australian industry would
get spac€ work in proportion to its contribution. ESA does have a
good comprehensive space program and there would be strong benefit
in ioining these programs. However the heavy investment in Ariane 5,

Columbus and Hermes are not critical Programs for Australia and the
Australian involvement should be conditional on very little
commitment to these programs.

However, the way of the future is for Australia to pin an
Asian Pacific Space Agency. This could consist of countries such as

Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Korea and Taiwan. Japan is

spending so much more than all thcse others put to together that fapan
would overwhelm the rest if it pined. China is also a possibility but
their lack of hard cash, their links with their military pograms and
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closcddoor policy does raise some difficulties. The advantage of this
regional cooperation is that these countries can dcvelop their space
capabilities togcther and reduce thcir reliance on US, European and
fapanese technology. The other strong advantage is that the
geostationary satellites for meteorology and spccial communication
proiects can be shared.

Thus there are positive factors encouraging Australia join an
emcrging Asian Space Agcncy. If onc cannot be formed then Australia
should join ESA.

Industrial Development

A critical part of space policy is the development of a space
industry. This policy must bc developcd by a ioint government and
industry body. Public servants with no experience in industry have no
apprcrciation of thc key features required to develop an effective strong
space industry. Such a policy is too complex to be fully outlined here
but some broad points should be made.

Australian industry should be internationally competitive,
export-orientated and capable of mccting the space ncrds of Australia.

Australia must use its purchasing power to develop its
indusbry. It is clear that US, Europe and Japan use their own
purchases to develop their industrial capability and penetration of
their markets from outside is extremely difficult. Australia must adopt
the same policy.

This has already been successful in the defence area where
mapr programs such as the submariner, frigates and the lindalee Over-
the-Horizon-Radar Network which are being produced with a very
high Australian content up to 70 per c€nt. The same can be true in the
COMSATarea.

Australian companies must take a international perspective as
they can no longer shelter in Australia and survive on offsets and
protcctionism. They must be proactive on the international scene and
market world wide. They must irin an international consortium to be
part of the world action.
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|oining an international consortium could be a possibility for
Au stralian companies. Spaccrraft buses, for communica tion satelli tes,

are essentially standard deviccs. If an Australian company were to
devclop a ncxt-generation version of an elcrtronic box (i.e., a TT&C
controllcr for a standard bus), that company would provide that
elc.ctronic box for all future spaccrraft of that design.

Australian industry should be properly supportcd by
government i.e., ASO and AUSTRADE and they should market
internationally. The key focus should be the developing markets of
Asia. Australian companies should participate and exhibit in
intcmational exhibitions, particularly in the Asian region.

Currently, Australian spac€ industry has considerable
capability but it is fragmented and disperscd. Change is needed as

current Australian companies do not possess sufficient space

experience to be significant players. In consortium, they could be a
significant force.

The current trend in Australian industry is to a closer
cooperation and this is being s€€n operating in several forms alrcady.
One strong example is the Southern launch Vchicle proic.ct in which
three companies AUSPACE, British Aerospace Australia and Hawker
de Havilland have irined forces. The three companies will be pined
by at least two other companies-AusSAT and Australian Iaunch
Vehicle-to develop a conceptual design and to commence
intcmational markcting of thc launcher.

Thus, Australian industry must comrrenc€ a stronger dialogue
together and form a strong consortium. The development of the low-
cost Aushalian COMSAT mentioned earlier would be a kcy vehicle for
this development. It would not only get Australian companies
working togcthcr but it would demonstrate their success on thc world
scenc.

Space is commercial business, opportunities do exist for the
aggressive skilled companies enhanced by terhnology development
and government purchasing power.
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Space: The Future

The incrcdiblc low annual spnce funding of $6 million for the
national space prognm must not be allowed to continue but instead
the national space program must be funded to a level of $80 million.
This could be ramped up to this level of funding over five years. A ten
year program should be put in place for the spending of this money.

The Australian Government organisation should be expandcd
to cope with the implementation of the national space policy. It should
be a lean and mean organisation and it should cost not rnore tl€n ten
per cent of the total cost. The Aushalian Space Office within the
Department of Industsy, Terhnology and Commerce has limitcd
capacity to control a far-reaching program.

Thus within the next two years the Australian Space Office
should move from within a single Departrnent to a govemment body
which would report to an inter-Departmental committcre of Ministers
but with one senior Minister to chair the crommittee and to take day-to-
day rmponsibility for national spact prognm. While this does cause
some difficulty it is important that since space affcrts several
Dcpartrnents, the policy and priorities should be determincrC by these
key ministers and their staff.

Summary

There is much to be done and so little time to get a proper
significant national space program running in Australia. This chapter
has outlined the obicrtives of the policy and the key programs that
should bc addresscd as part of this policy. These programs will satisfy
the needs of Australia and by establishing a strong effcrtive space
industry Australia could meet most of these ncrds internally. Should
this policy be established along thcse or similar lines thcn the future
for high tcrhnology in general, and in space terhnology in particular, is
assured.
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